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PREFACE

This thesis is written with on eye toward making 
three contributions: (1 ) to set forth the theological
themes which appear in the sermons of D. M. Baillie with 
an examination of the method and criteria which lie be
hind the presentation of these themes, (2 ) to bring to 
light the full scope of 1). M. Baillie9s theological 
system which is contained in published, and to a large 
extent unpublished, sermons and other writings, (3) to 
provide a bibliography of D. M. Bailliefs works, pub
lished and unpublished, in order to facilitate future 
study of his thought*

The dissertation is not directly concerned with 
techniques of preaching or homiletical method. The examina
tion concentrates upon the sermons and parts of sermons 
preached by D. M. Baillie in which he deals with major 
doctrinal themes, e.g. God, Creation, Providence, etc.
The primary foci of attention are on the theological con
tent of Baillie9s preaching and the theological method 
which lies behind his presentation of Christian doctrine
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in preaching. Although reference is made to a variety 
of authors in order to clarify and identify Bail lie’s 
treatment of doctrinal themes, the major emphasis will 
be upon an examination of primary source material, 
viz. 259 sermons and 184 other theological writings of 
D. M. Baillie* The unpublished material (unless other
wise noted) is in the custody of the Faculty of Divinity, 
St. Mary’s College, St. Andrews U iversity.

The punctuation, footnotes and format of the 
thesis conform to the recommendations of Kate L. Turabian 
in A Manual for Writers of Term Papers, Theses and 
Dissertations (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press,
1955)$ supplemented by A Manual of Style (Chicago: The
University of Chicago Press, 1949). Spelling and word 
usage conform to Webster^ New Collegiate Dictionary 
(Springfield: G. C. Merriam Co., 1956). Every effort
has been made to quote the manuscript material as it 
appears in Professor Baillie's hand. wliere there are 
inconsistencies in capitalization, particularly in the 
case of pronouns referring to the Deity, the repeated 
use of [sic] has been abandonned in order to avoid an 
unnecessary cluttering of the text. The only alterations 
involve the writing out of abbreviations such as MN. T.H,
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"0 , T . %  "Xt", etc.
Professor Gordon Hupp has written that nthe 

recording of acknowledgments is one of the devices by 
which the undistinguished compound for their obscurity 
by making more reputable scholars go bail on their 
behalf. " 1 However, without abrogating one whit of the 
responsibility for what follows, it is only fitting to 
mention some of those who have made this study possible. 
Shortly after this research project was conceived, 
President Henry P. Van Dusen of Union Theological 
Seminary in New Xork drew my attention to the existence 
of the Baillie manuscripts. Principal Matthew Black of 
St. Mary's offered his encouragement and gave me access 
to the boxes containing the sermons, notes and lectures 
which had been left in the custody of the College. 
Professor V. H. Forrester is to be thanked for having 
collected and preserved 1). M. Baillie* s papers at the 
time of his death. It was he who placed in ray hands many 
articles which would have been difficult to track down 
had it not been for his assistance. Mrs. John Baillie,
D. M. Baillie*s literary executrix, has kindly permitted

1 Studies in the Making of the English Prote
stant Tradition (Cambridget The University Press.
1947), p. viiT
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me to quote freely from the unpublished material. My 
research and writing have been carried out under the 
helpful and critical supervision of Professor James 
Whyte. 1 am deeply indebted to him for his time, interest 
and openness. In the hours we have spent going over this 
work and exploring other areas of mutual interest, I have 
been rigorously reminded of the importance of sound 
theological discipline, particularly as it applies to 
preaching. Appropriately, this thesis is itself a 
demonstration of the particularly inseparable and mutually 
dependent character of practical and systematic theology. 
The staff of the St. Andrews University Library is to be 
thanked for their co-operation, especially Miss Georgina 
Nicol who had the unenviable task of typing the final 
copies of this thesis. Lastly, yet in pride of place, 
gratitude must be expressed to my wife, not only for her 
assistance with the bibliography and the proofreading, 
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INTRODUCTION

The Church exists to proclaim a message* It 
exists to proclaim what God has done and is doing in 
order th t men and women may live in the light of that 
message. Preaching is the central means by which the 
content of that message is communicated, and to fulfill 
its task preaching must be understood by the community 
in which it is heard.

Few will contest the existence of widespread 
ignorance concerning the content of the Christian 
message. There are many reasons for this. One of them 
is the immediate concern of this thesis. The message of 
the Church is often couched in the language of Scripture 
and theological formulation which does not readily com
municate itself to those for whom the message is intended. 
The language, particularly doctrinal language, is often 
quite foreign to the linguistic frame of reference within 
which the community is used to speaking of its own 
experience. The language of theologians often becomes 
nothing short of meaningless jargon when it falls on the 
ears of men and women seated in church on bunday morning.



Language is defined as "the body of words and methods 
of combining words used and understood by a considerable 
community• Preaching must be understood by the com
munity of those who gather to hear the message pro
claimed* The following dissertation is a demonstration 
of the thesis that the message can be presented in 
terms which reflect and address the experience of the 
community, and by virtue of the nature of its content, 
it is necessary that Christian doctrine be so preached.

"I am convinced, and have long been convinced,
that we ought to be preaching Christian doctrine much

2more than we are." These are the words of D.M* Baillie,
late Professor of Systematic Theology at the University
of St. Andrews. These words reflect a major concern
which had a profound influence on his x^reaching and
teaching. Preaching, Baillie believed, must undertake
the task of presenting Christian doctrine in order to
communicate the Christian message.

There has, in the past half century been far too 
much preaching, in Scotland and England at least, 
which consisted mainly of general moral and 
religious reflections, sermons which were elegant

1 Webster#s New Collegiate Dictionary (Spring
field! G.'~c: HerrTim "Ci./TOKT----------

2~D. M. Baillie, The Theology of the Sacraments 
(London! Faber and Faber ltd. , 1957), 141«
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3

essays on human life and religion, without any firm
content of the Christian message. But the Christian
pulpit exists in order to deliver the distinctively 
Christian message. And that means not a system of 
timeless truths, but a definite story with a plot, 
a story of something that happened, with a quite 
stupendous interpretation of it, a dogma of God 
becoming man and bearing the sins of the world.
That means a whole system of dogma, and that is what 
we have to preach. If we do not preach that.- we 
might as well close our Churches altogether.

But the preaching of Christian doctrine is not
a matter of merely repeating traditional words and theo
logical formulae. Baillie spent twenty years in the 
parish before he taught theology at a university. 
Speaking from his experience he describes the attitude 
of many people toward the content of the Christian 
message as it is often presented:

They may very probably say: ”1 do not understand
that language. It conveys nothing to me. When you 
use words like Creation, the Fall of Man, Sin, 
Forgiveness, Incarnation, Atonement, Sanctification, 
Grace, I do not know what you mean. They do not 
ring a bell. They leave ray mind blank. They have 
no content for me. Can you put it in simpler more 
realistic words?1* That is how many people feel, 
even if the# do not say it; and even people within 
the Church.

^D. M. Baillie, "The Content of Preaching Today” 
(Book 50), p.13.

2Ibid.. p.4.
Hereafter all works cited will be those of U. M. 

Baillie unless otherwise noted. Published works will be 
cited with the title, or in the case of articles, the 
journal underlined.



4

This sort of response is not an occasion for a preacher’s 
lament; it is a challenge to be faced. Baillie offers 
a criterion by which doctrinal preaching must be 
measured!

If the doctrine we preach does not bear upon daily 
human life, then it cannot be the real thing at all. 
And the great problem for us, who have had a theo
logical training, is to preach Christian doctrine 
in a way which does not become "theological’1 in the 
professional sense! to do it in such a way that all 
the time we shall be speaking directly to the con
dition in which people find themselves, and they 
will know what we mean and feel its relevance. Can 
we do that? It is very difficult. • • • But that is 
just what we must learm to preach Christian doc
trine in such a way that it will become the word of 
life to the people amid the pressing problems of 
life and work and society and politics, their per
sonal problems and their social and political and 
industrial problems, in this complicated and tragic 
modern world.

Doctrine must be preached, but it must be preached so that 
it can be understood in terras of human experience. A 
criterion for the language of preaching is that it reflect 
the language used to describe the experience of the com
munity to which it is addressed.

There is another criterion for preaching, the 
importance of which was often stressed by Baillie. It 
is not just human experience which is to be preached; it

 ̂Ibid.. pp. 13-15,



is a particular message which has a definite basis and 
definite sources and which has to be thought out theo
logically if it is to be truly preached. would tell
his studentss

There is a danger of ministers . . . going out into 
the world with considerable knowledge of how to put 
a sermon together and how to preach it* but with 
very little knowledge of what to preach, because 
they have not taken their iheological study 
seriously enough* they have not thought out their 
faith— they hardly know what they believe— certainly 
they do not know it clearly enough to be able to 
help the people in the pews to think out their 
faith. 1

These sentences introduce Baillie1s lectures on syste
matic theology. His theological task is undertaken with 
a serious view toward the basis and sources of Christian 
theology as well as toward the practical necessity of 
presenting doctrine which genuinely addresses the people 
of the congregation.

Drawing not only on Baillie’s published works* 
but also on his unpublished lectures and addresses* and* 
most importantly* on the mass of his sermons (the vast 
majority of which are unpublished)* I have taken it 
as ray task in this thesis to show the way in which Baillie

5

1"Systematic Theology*” Vol. I (Book 8), p. 14.



preaches Christian doctrine which is true to its sources 
and which reflects and addresses human experience. Criti
cisms of Baillie^ presentation will be made from time to 
time. These will be based on the internal consistency 
and inconsistency of his theological system and method 
of preaching Christian doctrine.

The exposition of theological themes in Bailliefs 
preaching will involve the answering of two general 
questions. Before th.» examination of the themes which 
emerge from the sermonsf it will be necessary to present 
Baillie*s answer to the question about the nature and 
task of theology. This will be done in Part I, entitled 
"Toward a Theology for Preaching*1. Part I includes the 
definition of the key words "faith", "experience" and 
"revelation". Here too, I will make a preliminary 
examination of Bailliefs view on the relationship of para
dox to theological truth. Some dangers which threaten 
the communication of Christian doctrine will also be 
discussed. The chapters in Part 1 serve as prolegomena 
to the major portion of the dissertation, Part II.

Part II, "A Theology for Preaching," will answer 
the question about the theological content of the Christian 
message in the sermons. Here, each major doctrine treated

6



in Baillie1 6 preaching and teaching is examined. Each 
chapter begins with a statement of the problems for 
preaching illustrated by the examination of the doctrine 
under consideration. This is followed by an exposition 
of the doctrine as it appears in the sermons. The doc
trine as it is preached is then compared and contrasted 
with Baillie9s formal treatment of the doctrine, its 
sources, and its traditional and contemporary expressions, 
as he taught it to his students and wrote about it in his 
formal theological works.

In the Conclusion, the results of the research 
presented in Parts 1 and IX are drawn together into a 
statement of the method and criteria which lie behind 
Baillie9s presentation of theological themes in preaching. 
The Conclusion offers some representative criticisms of 
the points at which Baillie9s preaching failed to be con
sistent with his method and criteria. It also presents 
a selected summary of some notable examples in which the 
preaching of Christian doctrine is true to its sources 
and genuinely reflects and effectively addresses the human 
experience of those who gather to hear the Gospel pro
claimed.

7



TOWARD
PART I

THEOLOGY FOR PREACHING



CHAPTER I

THE NATURE AND TASK OP THEOLOGY

Baillie approaches his task as a theologian with 
his feet firmly planted on the soil of the world in which 
he lives. His theology begins where the objective facts 
of human existence are informed and given meaning by in
ward experience; it is based upon the religious conscious
ness of mankind. ”The Christian word for the religious 
consciousness,” he writes, ”is faith. So theology means 
thinking out our faith, or thinking out what we believe.” 
The faith of a Christian is initiated by God and given to 
man, but the Christian's faith is not a matter of knowing 
about a remote Being, but a consciousness of the presence 
and activity of God in the world. The Incarnation in 
Christ is the keystone in the full arch of Baillie*s theo
logical system. The keystone is not an abstract God 
beyond all reaches of human exj>erience whose Word is 
immediately grasped in faith; it is God who was Incarnate

1"What is Theology?," (Book 14), p.2.



in Jesus Christ. This presence ant activity of God within 

the realm of concrete human experience is a criterion for 

all theological statements about God, but this presence 
and activity is not limited to the historical past. God 
is ever present and active in the lives of men and women. 

Baillie approaches his theological task from the exper

ience of the Word of God incarnate in the faith and life 

of the Christian community. In point of contrast, Karl 

Barth*s theological system may be called a ’’Theology of 

the Word”, whereas Baillie*s can be called a ’’Theology of 
the Word made flesh”.

Theology is not a disinterested academic disci
pline. It must be rooted in the experience of the 
individual and the community in which it is pursued.

Based as it is upon faith found in men, theology runs the 

danger of becoming false to its vocation when the religious 
consciousness of men is abstracted out of the context in 

which it is found. Theology cannot legitimately be 

abstracted out of the persons to whom faith has been given.

The kind of realities of which faith speaks cannot be 
known at all by a detached objectifying kind of know
ledge as from a spectator attitude, but can only be 
known in a personal commitment, an involvement of the

^Baillie owes much to Barth although his theological 
method is quite different. The contrast of emphases noted 
is Baillie *s own in God Was In Christ (New lor.is Charles 
Scribner *s Sons, 1945), p. 53.
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whole being in what we seek to know, a kind of 111
and Thou” relationship between God and us.

A pre-requisite for the task of theology is faith, faith
which is inte/grally related to human experience. The
nature of faith will be discussed in detail in Chapter II.

The word ffexperience” will appear frequently on 
th following pages and it will be well to make a prelim
inary note of the sense in which the term is used. The
word "experience" is used to refer to the response which 
men and women make to the world of people and events 
around them. The word is used within the context of theo
logical episteraology in contrast to that which is known 
by a process of speculative conceptualization, i.e. ex
periential knowledge is distinguished from conceptual 
knowledge as that which is gained from the actual encoun
ter with persons and events. The adjective "experiential" 
is used in preference to "existential" because Baillie^ 
thought cannot readily be identified with any formal

pschool of thought which bears the name "existentialism". 
For the same reason the adjective "empirical" is not used 
except with reference to the methodology of natural

 ̂"VThat is Theology?," p.9.
2Baillie makes occasional use of the word "exist

ential" in a general sense, but for the most part he uses 
it with reference to a particular thinker or school of 
thought, or with a clear explanation of the sense in which 
the word is being used.

11



sciences. A full exposition of Baillie's understanding 
of experience and its relationship to theology is pre
sented in Chapter 111.

The word "revelation” is closely related to faith 
and experience. It is important to see what Baillie does 
not mean by the term, as well as what he does mean. 
Revelation does not mean the communication of a set of 
timeless truths or infallible proof texts. It is not a 
matter of a simple external authority. "Revelation is 
something much more direct and practical and personal."
As in the case of faith, revelation cannot be abstracted 
from the persons involved. Revelation is an experien
tial event in which "God reveals to us not, doctrines, 
but Himself, and a self can only be revealed in some kind 
of personal relationship. " 1 The revealed aspect of the 
sources of faith is not to be confused with a "Wholly 
Other" or totally objective "Word". theology can speak 
of revelfttion with intellectual integrity and practical 
realism because it is firmly grounded within the context 
from which the theologian speaks. Revelation as a source 
of faith is rooted in human experience.

1"What is Theology?," p. 1 0 .
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It is through our human personal relationships, with 
the claims they make upon us that God asserts His 
claims upon us* It comes to us in that network of 
personal relationships and that is why there is such 
a close connection between religion end mornVItjr*
Our knowle ge of God is always of that kind, not- 
theoretical and detached, but a practical faith.

With the starting point of the theologian's quest 
for truth grounded in faith which is a matter of practic&l 
experience, and the revelational character of his source 
material established within the context of his human 
experience, it will be instructive to delineate the 
re! ionships and differences which set theology off from 
other human pursuits after truth; viz* philosophy, science 
and history.

As to sources, theology is set off from philosophy 
in that the theologian ih committed to a religious tradi
tion whereas the philosopher is not.

Theology*, while having no interest in many of the de
tailed problems that occupy philosophers, has its own 
task to work out in del ail the implications of faith 
in their bearing on religious life. Therefore theology 
usually moves nt< inly within the region of & particular 
r«lit>* -a, and explicates a faith which has grown up in 
a particular historical tradition, and thus ii is often 
content with ax^pea^ing to that tradition and its scrip
tures and symbols,*’

^Ibid., p.1 0 .
'Philosophers end Theologians» an Ir-enicou," 

The Expositor. (July, 1923), p.78.
2



There is a wider area of activity for theologians which 
stands at the threshold of their specifically theological 
task. In apologetics the theologian must reckon with 
sources outside his tradition, and here theology becomes 
philosophy. The theologian must pass over this threshold 
with a cogent appreciation of the problems encountered, 
but his detailed task within the church where theology 
serves preaching finds its sources primarily within the 
tradition to which the theologian is committed.

Within the context of Bailliefs specifically 
theological work (e.g. God Was in Christ), he seems to 
reject philosophical theology yet it is clear that he has 
not left philosophical categories behind, i.e. categories 
of thought which are independent of a particular reli
gious tradition. The assertion that "personal relation
ships can only be expressed paradoxically" is a philoso
phical assertion which stands close to the center of his 
theology. 1 The reason for this kind of assertion within 
the scope of Baillie*& specifically theological work 
must be traced back beyond his source material to his

1 Daniel I). Williams, Review of God Was in Christ. 
The Chicago Theological Seminary Register . JQCXlXl. >fo.i.' 
(January,194$), p.29.
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appreciation of a common epistemological basis for both 
theology and moral philosophy, i.e. the moral convictions 
of mankind which are faith oriented experiences.

In so far as theology is an academic discipline 
in search of truth it is also a scientific discipline. 
Just as physical sciences describe, explicate, and 
systematize phenomena which exist and are apprehended by 
man's sense experience, so theology describes, expli
cates and systematizes the phenomenon of faith which 
pervades the whole of human experience, particularly in 
the realm of personal relationships. Theology has an 
additional task which does not concern the physical 
sciences. Theology asks and answers questions about the 
meaning and purpose of all phenomena which impinge upon 
human life. In this task theology must take seriously 
findings in the fields of physical and natural sciences. 
One example of such findings which Baillie finds particu
larly valuable is the psychologist's explication of the 
non-rational factors which influence religious life and 
theological thought. The impact of this finding will be 
examined in connection with the relationship of theology 
to tradition and authority.

15
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A real difficulty which theology encounters is 
* the temptation to generalize the method of scientific 
investigation which is applicable only in the physical 
and natural sciences. ’’This is not so much by way of 
conscious theory, but a habit of mind [which] assumes 
that anything that can't be dealt with in measurable 
quantities in a laboratory is not real. 1*1 This method of 
investigation is inappropriate in theology as it is in 
aesthetics, and matters of moral and personal concern.

In each of us there are two poles of thought 
orientation which must be considered in a discussion of 
theological episteraology• The first is the scientific 
conscience, the habit of thought conditioned by the em
pirical methods of natural science and a distrust of 
wishful thinking and the unconscious motives which psy
chology has illuminated for us. We are not the rational 
beings we once thought we were, but the scientific con
science makes us skeptical of all non-rational 
approaches to knowledge. This can be a salutary check on 
the temptation to make religion a world of fantasy into 
which we can escape. The second pole of thought is the 
constraint to believe, which is not a function of the

16

 ̂”The Ground for Belief in the Chaos of Thought,” 
Swanwick Lectures, 1948 (Book 41), p.6.



will (as opposed to William James1 analysis). The con
straint to believe is that part of each of us which knows 
that there are realities which involve each of us in this 
world— realities which transcend our rational capacities 
of analysis and description. We know we are forced into 
the use of language which is symbolic. We are con
strained to believe in self transcending realities which 
involve each of us. Revelation makes its claim above 
the scientific conscience although it must be reconciled 
to the scientific conscience by rational man. This is 
part of the task of theology, a part made necessary by 
the scientific conscience. Unlike the natural scientist, 
the theologian in his workshop must consider both poles 
of thought. A dominance of the scientific conscience at 
the expense of the constraint to believe will lead to re
ligious habit of mind characterized by the "cult of 
seekers". Here the search for religious truth becomes the 
end in itself and the futility of this attitude is evi
dent in that the truth is denied as a possibility. A 
dominance of mere belief, on the other hand, can lead to 
obscurantism and a denial of the universal claim of the 
Christian religion upon all men who, be they simple 
rustics or sophisticated intellectuals, exist within a 
framework of thought embodying the constraint to believe

17
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as well as a scientific conscience.^
The nature of the theologian's subject matter in

volves a meeting between the objective realities of his 
source material and the subjective apprehension of these 
realities. Theology must be carried on with an "existi- 
ontial attitude of commitment"• This means that

theology cannot properly be studied from the spec
tator attitude, because it deals with a kind of 
truth which we cannot begin to apprehend until we are 
at least to some extent apprehended by it in heart 
and life. That does not mean that theology is not 
to he studied scientifically, but rather that from 
the nature of its subject matter, it would be unscien
tific to try to study it from the outside, wittTvhat 
you might call a laboratory method and a secularly 
disinterested mind.

Thus theology is a science with a methodology true to its 
subject matter. let its subject matter is more than the 
subject matter of natural science. Theology is set off 
from the physical and natural sciences by virtue of its 
requisite attitude of commitment, not only to its sub
ject matter but also to the community of persons which 
shares a similar commitment.

If all religious knowledge depends on the existen
tial attitude of commitment, all true Christian 
knowledge of God is bound up with a corporate exist
ential attitude in which the I-Thou relationship 
with God is inseparable from the I-Thou relationship

1"Science and Religion", in To Whom Shall ¥e Go? 
(Edinburghs The St. Andrew Press, l955)t PP* 166-172.

^"Theology in the VTorld Church" (Book 74), p.26.



with our fellows and in a very special way with our 
fellow Christians in the Church*

Theology is responsible to a community, not just 
on the basis of a common knowledge of objective criteria 
alone as is the case within the community of natural or 
physical sciences, but on the basis of an attitude of 
the persons within the community which determines their 
apprehension of their subject matter, a subject matter 
which speaks not only to their relationship to objective 
criteria but also, and more importantly, to their re
lationship to each other* It must be remembered that a 
scientific community is made up of scientists who are 
persons in a community* Their existence in a community 
involves moral commitments in the interests of scientific 
integrity and a faith commitment to the order of their 
subject matter in relation to their investigations.
Thus, as a person in a community, the life of the scien
tist cannot be wholly abstracted from commitments which 
are akin to a religious consciousness* Although the 
technical methods of scientific investigation do differ 
from theological methodology, the scientist and the theo- 
logi an meet on common ground as persons with commitments 
which transcend the empirical investigations of the
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scientist but which are part of the subject matter of 
theology.

Christian theology and history are much more 
closely related as academic disciplines. Theology it
self is a function of history in that the Christian mes
sage is ever undergoing change in order to bring the 
Gospel to bear on changing historical circumstances.
And Christian theology is grounded in historical events.

Christianity is not simply a system of general time
less truths, but a story of something that happens 
in history. Certainly the beginning of the story 
lies away back beyond history altogether and can 
only be told in symbolical terms . . .  in the myth 
of the creation, ^md also the end of the story, 
lying in the dim future can only be spoken of in 
symbolical terms such as you find in the Book of 
Revelation. But the middle part of the story is 
nailed down to earth and runs through history, and 
the central chapter is about an historical person, 
Jesus Christ, who lived in a x^rtieular country 
at a particular time and was 1 crucified under 
fentius Pilate'. That is the very nature of 
Christianity as an historical religion.

History is a process of events and a story of 
that process. We are beginning to see that even scien
tific history and the sacred history of Christian theology 
are more closely related than was once thought. Sacred 
history involves the faith of the one who tells the 
story| but can faith, or a particular attitude of commit
ment, be separated from any study of history? Baillie

1"What is Theology?," p. 17.



criticizes Brunner for having a too limited view of 
scientific history where he conceives of the historical 
picture of Jesus which historical sciences give us as a 
photograph*

By a historical picture Brunner means the •photo
graphic 1 kind of portrait whi^h would of necessity 
leave the deepest things out*

History is never of this photographic kind, it is more 
like a portrait where the interpretive skill of the art
ist plays an important role*

History itself is not a purely impartial science 
without any presuppositions or any personal involve
ment* v/hai the historian finds in the0facts depends 
partly on wh^t he brings to the facts*

The theologian is dependent on historical investigation
for the sources of his study* but the history which is
useful to the Christian theologian is history viewed with
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God Was in Christ, p.47* The criticism is 
leveled ai Brunner*s contention that the Johannine pic
ture of Christ is of no use to the historian because it 
is not 1 photographic•• The Mediator, transl* Olive 
Wyon (London* The Lu iter worth Pro s"s, 1934), p* 185.

Brunner has since written of Baillie^ criti
cism* ”What he says with regard to my book The Mediator 
(first published twenty years ago) I have been telling my 
students for a good many years* that my book does not 
give the gospel story and the Jesus-picture of the syn
optic gospels their due place• ” Kmi1 Brunner, Heviev of 
God Was in Christ Christian News Letter (21 July, 1948), 
p* V.

‘■’"Wh&t is Theology?,” p* 18
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the attitude of commitment to the central event in
history, viz. Jesus Christ.

It is impossible to have a genuine knowledge of such 
an historical phenomenon from a purely detached 
attitude: you can have it only if you get into an
existential attitude to it. In that sense faith 
comes into the process even of historical study, 
and a historical study of Jesus Christ made from 
an utterly detached point of view would not even 
be good history.

This is not to say that the historian must incorporate 
extra-historical criteria into his study of human hist
ory. History which is useful to the theologian is 
history grounded in human events.

It is true in a sense that the science of history 
cannot directly introduce the supramundane and the 
divine into its nexus of causes and effects, can
not penetrate into a suprahistorical dimension. In 
that sense the •historical1 is the •human*| the 
sphere of history is the life of man, the dimension 
of humanity.

But within this human realm the historian views events
from a perspective or vantage point,

history remains a vast and undifferentiated chaos 
of non-significant letail unless we approach it with 
some principle of selection, some interest, some 
questions up a sk, and therefore some values to dic
tate the que stions•

Both the historian and the theologian say that 
something significant happens in history, something in 
which they are involved. The historian may bring to bear

^Ibid.. p. 19. ^God Was in Christ, p. 47.
3Ibid., p. 73.



a different faith from that of the Christian theologian* 
He may view history with the questions raised by a be
lief in economic determinism or any variety of differ
ent perspectives. But the disciplines of theology and 
history are similar in that the questions asked of hist
orical events are conditioned by an attitude of commit
ment.

Not only is the theologian intimately involved
with historical events, but these historical events have
a meaning, a direction and a goal.

Christian theology teaches that human history is 
leading to a goal on which its meaning depends. It 
rejects the ancient cyclic view of history and it 
also maintains that the evolutionary view of history, 
however much truth it may have on its own level, 
does not go deep enough and is misleading if it is 
taken as the whole truth.

But the theologian1s interest in the meaning of history 
has in recent years become an increasing interest of 
scientific historians as well. The nterest of the hist
orian has increasingly been focused on studies which seek 
to ex;licate the meaning of history. Citing the recent 
works of men such as Arnold Toynbee and Herbert Butter
field, Baillie asksf

What is history? We used to think we knew. But now 
we are not so sure— not so sure even as to what we 
are trying to do when we are studying (or teaching)
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history. And surely this new questioning is due 
to a new suspicion that the study of history is 
not purely a matter of taking up a detached 
attitude and studying a mass of data, but is some
thing much more existentialist, in the sense that 
it depends in a measure on the historian9s whole 
philosophy of life— that is on his faith. That is 
where the historian and the theologian are meeting 
each other today.

Historical method and theological method are very 
closely related. In both cases one is dealing with more 
than a mere array of data but also with an insight with 
which one meets the persons involved in the events under 
consideration. This insight has the character of per
sonal concern or comrai ...ient to the persons met in hist
ory, and also the sense of purpose in the process of 
events. In short, historical studies and theological 
investigations are true to their subject matter when the 
element of faith is recognized as an essential factor con
ditioning what is said about historical events. The 
sacred history which comprises the subject matter of 
theology is not a speculative matter of suprahistorical 
events as much as it is the insight that God is at work 
in and through the events of concrete human history. The 
focal point in history which is determinative for this 
insight is the Incarnation. Human history thus becomes
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a ’story with a plot’, not a story about events which 
totally transcend human experience, nor a story of pro
gressive human evolution or advance toward some trans
cendent reality, but a story of human events in time and 
divine action through these events. The story begins 
before history with the creation myths and ends after 
history in mythical language relating to the final con
summation, But the center of the story and its deter
minative point for Christian theology is rooted in the 
event of Jesus Christ; an historical event in the fullest 
sense of the term.

Faith is not wholly dependent on history, but 
theology v .h articulates the meaning of the faith by 
speaking of concrete historical events.

Theology means thinking out what we i elieve and 
articulating our thought by means of human language.
This language not only speaks of historical events, it 
is itself conditioned oy history.

To say that theological language is conditioned 
by history is to say that in different times and in 
different contexts, particular words and formulations 
have different meanings. Our task as theologians is not 
so much to abandon old words and phrases but to find out 
what these words and pnrases mean then present the church
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with constructively interpretative translations of terms 
which have lost their intended meaning. The assertion 
that we need only to repeat old Biblical language and 
creedal formulations, taking them at what seems to be face 
value, is a dangerous assertion, one very often destined 
to obscure the very content of the faith we intend to pro
claim. Baillie speaks of the historical cond tioning of 
language and gives, by way of illustration, the changing 
use of key words in the history surrounding the development 
of the Nicene Creed.

The word homo-ousios. which was the main battle
ground, was even In’ tho^e days a difficult and dan
gerous word. At the Nicene Council it was, with the 
aid of a certain amount of political pressure, made 
the hall-mark of orthodoxy, and Athanasius stood for 
it against the world. And yet at an earlier Council 
that very word had been condemned as heretical.
When Paul of b&mosata used that word it was rejected 
and condemned by the Council of Antioch in A.D. 269. 
let it was adopted as a watch-word by the great Nicene 
Council in 325• "Yes," says my orthodox opponent,
"but in a different sense and context•" Precisely.
That is just what I am pointing outt that the words 
of the famous definition are not, any more than any 
other words, immune against change and misunder
standing, that it is vain to say we believe these 
things to be true unless we know what we mean by 
them.

The meaning of language does change and it is a task for 
theology to preserve the intended meaning of its doctrinal

111 The Meaning of the Nicene Coni ^versy for 
Today(Envelope 75} p. 2-3.



formulations in each new generation*
But the task of the theologian is not simply to 

create a new language for presenting Christian doctrine 
while condemning to death ways of speaking which appear 
to be meaningless in the present context of human exper
ience.

It is impossible to distinguish what is living and 
what is dead in Christianity by selecting some doc
trines an dropping others. You cannot do that 
because.of the unity of * the organism of Christian 
truth*.

The appreciation of Christian doctrine as an organic whole 
is fund al to 3aiiliofs theological method. As in
the case where th theologian listens to s*ho voices of 
science, philosophy and non-Christian religions, the pro
cess by which he hears and learns from them is not an 
eclectic or syncretic process at the expense of the 
organic wholeness of Christian doctrine; so too within 
the tradition. ”the Christian religion cannot be regarded 
as a collection of doctrines which raay be treated eclecti
cally, so that some may be taken and others left.*1̂  
Christian use of language to describe faith is an attempt 
to articulate an integrated view of God’s activity among
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1 "What is Dead and What is Living in Christian
ity". Out of Nazareth (Edinburgh; The St. Andrew Press, 
1958}9 p.152.

2Ibid.. p. 147,



men in all aspects of human experience and throughout 
all ages. To a large extent each doctrine implies and 
is implied by the others. This is true of each doctrine 
in any integrated theological system; it is also true cf 
the relationship of contemporary formulations to historic 
formulations of the Church. Historical circumstances 
alter the questions men ask and the language with which 
they seek to articulate their answers; Christian theology 
is dependent upon an examination of tho historic defini
tions in the light of the questions asked at the time of 
their formulation.

To return to the sense in which the language of 
theology is historical by virtue of the fact that it 
speaks of historical events, it is important to see that 
theological language is both historical and symbolic.
When we speak of events in history (e.g. the Incarnation) 
our language is historical. When we speak of supra- 
historical events (e.g. the Creation and the Pall) we are 
using symbolic language. These two types of language are 
both necessary, neither can be discarded in favor of the 
other.

Attempts have been made in the history of theolo
gical thought to eliminate the historical language by 
saying that the historical events of which we speak are

r
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only symbols of timeless truths which transcend history.
Th5s attempt to eliminate historical language was developed 
by some 'Hegelians of the left1, most notably in David 
Friedrich Strauss. For Strauss, historical fact did not 
matter, only timeless truths, so all theological 
language was reduced to only symbolic utterances about 
God and man. The difficulty with this procedure lies in 
the fact that Christianity is reduced to a conceptual 
pattern of timeless truths with no objective basis. "It 
might indeed be said that the authentic Christian message 
is not system of timeless truths, but a story, and . . . 
a story with a plot."* The language of ChrisUan theology 
must take time ana history seriously because it speaks 
"not only about what God isf but about what He does and 
has done--what he did on the hard soil of terrestrial his- 
tory 'under Pontius Pilate'." Language grounded in human 
history is essential for theology.

On the other hand symbolic or mythical language 
cannot be eliminated. In a sense all words are symbols 
because they point to something other than themselves.
The difference between "historical" language and "sym
bolic" language is that the former points to events
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within history and the latter to supra-kistorical real
ities* But the distinguishing feature of symbolic lan
guage or myths which are legitimate in theology is that 
these symbols point to realities which, although not 
historical, are inextricably related to human experience 
in history. The Pall of Man

is the kind of thing that can only be described in 
a 'myth1, since we cannot conceive it as an event 
that occurred at a particular date in human history 
on earth, but as something supra-historical, infect
ing all our history.

Such a myth cannot be understood historically and neither 
can it be understood conceptually. Conceptual language 
implies timeless truths which operated independently from 
human existence and as such have no place in Christian 
theology. To say that such a myth is inextricably re
lated to human existence does not mean that it is merely 
a description of a man's existence as it is related solely 
to his own life as an historical event.

Such a myth can be understood only in our 'existen
tial9 relation to God (the God who, as Martin Buber 
says, "cannot be expressed, but can only be addressed")\ 
but this seems to me to be different from saying with 
Bultmann that myth must be interpreted existentially 
as an understanding of our own human existence.

1 God Wag in Christ. P.204. 2Ibid.. p.216.



Where Bultmann, in the interests of com .unieuting the 
Gospel in meaningful terms to a generation which no long
er accepts the three-storied universe and the cosmology
of the Biblical writers as literal fact, seeks to demyth-
ologize the Christian messagej Baillie sees the possibil
ity of accepting these myths as myths, yet retaining 
them as valid expressions of religious truth understood 
by man in his existential relationship to God. Where 
Bultmann defines rav. ths as the "attemx>t on the part of 
ancient man to interpret to himself his own human exist
ence", Baillie would m ke the distinction that "the ancient 
myths were to men who believed them an instrument or ,a 

expression of their understanding of their own existence."
This is not to reject Bultmann1s views of myth

on the same grounds as Karl Barth. Barth errs in the
other direction.

Barth regards myth as a symbolical way of representing 
general timeless, perhaps cosmological truth about the 
universe. Thus to him the idea of a Christian myth
ology savours of the error of regarding Christianity 
as a set of sternal truths which have no relation to 
historical happenings, an essence of truth to which 
the questions of the factual truth of the story is 
irrelevant.
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But this is not the nature of myth properly understood* 
Myths for ancient man as veil as for man today can be more 
than abstract metaphysical assertions, or statements pri
marily relative to a conception of cosmology* Barth, with
his limited view of myth "maintains that there is no myth-

*1ology in the Mew Testament*" But without forgetting the 
historical character of Christianity, ve must also remem
ber that much of what the Bible says and much of what ve 
say is supra-historical while at the same time involving 
our day to day relationship with God and fellowman* Such 
supra-historical myths, although they may require inter
pretation, cannot be discounted as valid modes of expres
sion (Bultmann), nor can their existence in the Bible 
and legitimate theology be denied (Barth)•

Baillie maintains that "there is an element of
mythology in the Christian message and also that it needs

2to be interpreted*M Although rejecting Barthfs denial 
of myth, and Bultmann9s attempt to purge the Gospel of 
its mythological elements, Baillie is keenly aware of the 
difficulties involved in understanding the symbolic lan
guage of the Christian message* This language needs to 
be interpreted*
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The interpretation must be along the line of "exist
ential thinking" in the broad sense of that term*
It is just because God cannot be fully conceptual- 
ized, cannot be known except in the "existential" 
relationship of I and Thou, that we must use sym
bolical ("mythological") terms when we speak of him, 
and these symbols can be interpreted to us only by 
the actual "existential" encounter to which they 
point the way* But theology and the Church can 
help in that process; and that is what Bultmann is 
so deeply concerned to do for modern man. . ♦ • Ve 
must sympathise deeply with his concern for the 
interpretation and communication of the Gospel in 
terms which will be meaningful to modern man.

The language of theology which serves preaching 
is both historical and symbolical. Neither mode of arti
culation can be eliminated, denied or confused with the 
other. Both must be presented in a way that makes it 
clear which mode is being used in a given context. Both 
types of language can be understood because both reflect 
and address human experience. Both types of language 
are necessary for the task of presenting an integrated 
and systematic interpretation of the whole of human ex
perience .

1 ibid.



CHAPTER II

FAITH

Faith is the basis of theology* A firm grasp 
of wh t is meant by the term is essential to all that 
will be said about a theology for preaching* Faith was 
the subject of Bailliefs first book. Faith in God and 
Its Christian Consummation* The exposition of his 
thought in this chapter and the next is made with pri
mary reference to this work*

Beginning at the point where faith is encoun
tered as a part of human experience, Baillie defines 
faith as

an attitude of mind, a temper, a disposition, & reso
lution, and yet also a cognition with an objective 
reference to truth and realityj a kind of knowledge, 
perhaps, but a special kind, independent of some of 
the conditions of ordinary scientific knowledge, and 
with special conditions of its ownf a moral and pra- 
tic 1 thing, and yet more than moral and practical, 
taking us into still deeper mysteries, and being 
identical with the essence of religion*

^Faith in God and its Christian Consummation. 
The Kerr Lectures for 1^26 C^dinburgLi f. & T* Clark, 
1927), p. 51.



Characteristic of his theological method, Baillie intro
duces the subject from the perspective of human exper
ience* Faith is an attitude of mind with objective ref
erence to the practical realities and demands of human 
experience*

Faith cannot be explained as the result of the 
external authority of tradition alone. The authority of 
tradition, or the power of religious or cultural sugges
tion cannot afford the basis for faith alone because 
much that we experience in life contradicts a primitive 
credulity in a Cod who is loving and ju t. "Life does 
not look as if it were being ordered by Infinite Love, 
and it is hard to believe. There is surely here a deeper 
insight which cannot b< reduced to mere suggestion."
The strength of faith is a function of an inner convic
tion which addresses itself to traditional authority, be 
it the Church or the Scriptures. Faith rests in a "Word 
of God" which must be distinguished from the word of the
Church or the "mere letter of the Bible taken as a un-

2ique, homogeneous and infallible whole." There is an
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• lenient of "inspiration", or as the Quakers put it, 
an "inner light”, or as traditional theology puts it 
the inward action of the Holy Spirit, "without which . . . 
there cannot, as Pascal said, be true (Christian) faith 
at all , " 1 "The ultimate judgement of faith is something
deeper than any influence of authority, tradition or

2custom.”
Although faith, which lies at the heart of the

ology and preaching, is "something deeper than any in
fluence of authority, tradition or custom," it will be 
well to pause for a moment to explore the important part 
which authority does play in the matter of faith. In an 
essay on the authority of the Church in matters of be
lief, Baillie weighs this issue extending it directly

3into the matter of authority in preaching.
There has been a very real attraction in the 

Homan Church for thinking men and women who have missed 
the note of authority in matters of belief in Protestan-

iIbid. Baillie cites with appreciation the em
phasis of George Fox upon the inward witness which is 
present in every believer and t lds> "This was of course 
heresy at that time, and yet it was a deep (if one sided) 
truth which lay half concealed at the very heart of orth
odoxy, setting a limit to mere outward authority, end 
teaching the faith oi the individual to have an inner 
argument all of its own." p. 66.

2Ibid.. p. 65-
^"Authority in th. Church" (Book 31)•
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tism, The noto of authority meets a real human need
amid the uncertainties of the world and the welter 
of eonflicting beliefs, to have a completely 
authoritative church from which you can take your 
beliefs absolutely on trust, so that you are re
lieved of all the worry and.responsibility of find
ing the truth for yourself.

Noting a marked flow of intellectuals away from Protestan
tism to Roman Catholicism (Newman and Hanning in the days 
of the Oxford movement, Chesterton, Ronald Knox, W. E. 
Orchard, etc, more recently), Baillie offers no simple 
reason for this flow, but suggests that one factor may 
be the "new uncertainty about the authority of the 
Bible, " 2 The impaet of higher criticism with its in
valuable insights has knocked the pinnings out from under 
a rigidly author! ^rian and literalistic view of the 
Scriptures, This has been particularly felt in the Prot
estant churches. To many, the alternatives were drawn 
in near absolute terms) either

reliance on the private judgement of the individual, 
the inner light, the response of the heart to var
ious elements in Scripture, and thus a very frag
mentary and individualistic version of the testi
monium Splritus Sancti internum, a very subjective 
standard indeed, Sr on the other hand a return to 
the authoritarian Church, which can tell us what 
to believe.

11bid,, p. 3, 2Ibid,, p, 5# ^Ibid,, p, 7,
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To many who found their final authority in the Bible 
questioned, the Church offered the only viable alterna
tive for a faith with any degree of objectivity. The 
Roman Church, far from questioning the authority of the 
Bible, gives us the assurance that the Bible is the Word 
of Cod*

For the Homan Catholic, the Bible does not derive 
its authority from the Churchf however, the Church con
firms its authority for the believer. In a sympathetic 
illustration Baillie points out the Homan Catholic under
standing of the authority of the Bible in relation to the 
believer by way of the confirming authority of th<
Church,

Let us imagine a little boy left in this country 
in charge of a nurse while his parents are in India, 
One day a letter comes to the boy from his father, 
with the somewhat unexpected instructions that he is 
now to go to India to j°in hin perents. When the 
letter comes, the nurse who is a tried and faithful 
friend, gives it to the boy, for he has now learnt 
to read. He reads it, aad understands the message, 
though the nurse has to help him understand the more 
difficult sentences. The sense is clear, there is 
no mistake about its main purportf he is to go off 
to India, So the letter says, Tes— but, is this 
letter really from his father? How can be be sure?
He does not know his father9s handwriting. No, but 
his nurse tells him, She knows his father9s hand
writing well, and she tell* him, "That is a letter 
from your father". And because he completely trusts 
his nurse, he accepts the letter on hi*r authority as 
his father9s letter, and that is the end of tUe' 
matter, he is ready to obey it, Th?t does not mean 
that the father9# letter has derived its authority



from the nurse. The authority of tho father is far 
above the nurse* The father's word is paramount, 
and yet the nurse9a testimony was necessary to au
thenticate the letter*

This is the Homan understanding of authority at its best*
The Church is Mvholly dependent on the word of God, but
ve are wholly dependent on the Church for our belief in

2it and our under:tending of it."
This is not to say that the Catholic knows noth

ing of the inward witness of the Holy Spirit* The very 
acceptance, in some cases deliberate choice, of the 
authority of the Church is a "leap of f^ith", or the
"divine gift of faith".

And on the other hand, the Protestant, however 
strongly he stresses the inward witness of the toly 
Spirit in the heart of the individual does not aid 
cannot get away from the authority of the Church.

From the facts of our life in this world, it is 
rather abstract and academic to spea*. of our choice of a 
faith or a Church* Tz be honest about the matter, most 
of us find ourselves in the Church of our fathers9• And
in general this is a wholesome and right thing* We should
only uproot ourselves from our tradition to choose another 
under the most extreme conditions of urgency and con
viction. We must remember these real reasons for the 
faith we hold. Ve do not choose our belief as individuals
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in a vacuum* "It would be much truer to say that our
beliefs and our Church are chosen for us, or rather deter-
mined for us by our birth and upbringing." Thus the
Church does constitute, to a degree, an authority for
the faith we proclaim. It is not a blind belief in such
an external authority alone, for life does not directly
corroborate the suggestion of the Church and environmental
influences often counter the faith of the Church to the

2extent that a deeper inward conviction emerges. A 
believer,

if he is truly and deeply Christian, has a direct 
knowledge of religious truth, a reason of the heart, 
an inward witness of the Holy Spirit, by which he 
lays hold of truth for himself, though the partic
ular form in which the truth comes to him is largely 
determined by his tradition, his upbringing and ~
environment— in short by the authority of the Church.

Taking seriously the experiential realities which make 
up our life, its choices and beliefs, it is impossible 
to deny the determinative, although not absolute, auth
ority of the Church. What is the nature of this author
ity?

The whole problem of authority is the problem of 
striking the right balance between absolute author
ity on the one hand and individualistic repudiation 
of all authority on the other.

■^"Authority in the Church," p. 16.

1 2Ibid.. p. 14. Supra, p. 35.

4Ibid.. p. 17.



The point at which Protestants have real dif
ficulty with the Roman doctrine, Mis th t it carries the 
notion of authority to the pitch of infallibility•
This notion of the catholicity of the Church1s authority 
as univ rsally binding its followers to an article of 
faith, no* only has its difficulties in practice, but it 
is also an improper understanding of the nature of the 
Church*s authority and catholicity in matters of doc
trine, Baillie finds a most helpful interpretation of 
the nature of the Church9s authority and catholicity in 
the Eastern conception of sobornost, From the works of

Y
Komiakov and Bulgakov, sobornost is defined as cathol
icity, Mnot so tauoh in the quantitative sense of univer
sality as in tb« qualitative sense of 1 togetherness# *1,2 
Here the catholicity of the Church is neither authori
tarian nor individualistic. There are difficulties in 
the practice of the Orthodox Church which would hardly 
be congenial to the Protestant, but the understanding of 
the catholic authority of the Church as sobornost does 
point us in the right direction because it describes

a certain combination of authority and freedom, a 
certain integration of the individual in the fellow
ship which seems to me to be the only sound way of
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conceiving the authority of the Church.'
This too, is the nature of authority in preaching,

Merely an authoritative tone, with a dogged, repetitive
demand for faith will not awaken genuine faith in the
hearer. The authority of the preacher is not the tone of
the advertiser who persistently tries to sell his wares.

What does by Godfs grace evoke genuine faith is the 
preaching of the Christian message by a Church which 
really believes it, and through the lips of the 
preacher who really believes it. The true preacher 
is not merely repeating an official message of the 
Church} nor is he merely giving his own private 
opinions. He is speaking as the believing mouthpiece 
of a believing Church, witnessing to the Gospel of 
Christ, witnessing to the Word of GodI The preacEing 
of the Word must always be a testimony to the Word, 
the testimony of a preacher who knows whom he has 
believed^ and of a Church which knows whom it has be
lieved.

The words of the preacher are not to be identified as the 
Word of God. They do not bear the authority of the Word 
of God as such. They bear the authority of the preacher 
and his Church. By the same token, the authority of the 
Church is not the authority of the Word of God as such.
It is but the authority of witness to the Word of God.
11 Thus ultimately the authority of the Church is the auth-

3ority of testimony, of corporate Christian witness.”
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The ultimate authority for the Church and its preaching 
is the Vord of God# but the Word of God may never be 
identified as either the Bible, the creeds or preaching* 
These are all but witnesses to the Vord. Th* authority 
of the Church and the authority of preaching are of the 
same nature, via. the authority of a witness bearing 
testimony to that which he has seen and known and be
lieved.

There is still another way in which the authority 
of the Church is linked to preaching. It is through what 
has been traditionally known as the Power of the Keys. 
Whether the Biblical sources for this teaching1 are the 
ipsissima verba of Jesus Christ or not, they have in any 
case committed the church to a responsibility and a power
ful exercise of its authority as a witnessing community 
to these words. The practice of the Church which has 
grown out of this teaching is quite varied. In th© Roman 
Church it has given rise to the Sacrament of Penance and 
Absolution. In the Reformers it came to be exercised

1 ”1 will give you the keys of the kingdom of 
heaven, and whatever you bind on earth shall be bound in 
heaven, and whatever you loose on earth shall be loosed 
in heaven." Matt. 16*19 (RSV) "Peace be with you. As 
the Pather sent me, even so send I you. . . .  Receive 
the Holy Spirit. If you forgive the sins of any, they 
are forgiven} if you retain th© sins of any, they are re
tained." John 20*21-23 (RSV)*
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under the heading of Ecclesiastical Discipline, but this 
function of the Church in many Protestant circles has 
fallen by the wayside. But both Luther and Calvin had 
some very positive things to say about this responsibility 
to exercise the Power of the Keys.1 Perhaps it would be 
well to recall that, for Calvin at least, we have far 
more than a mere rejection of the Sacrament of Penance 
and Absolution, and the Confessional as practiced by the 
iioman Catholics of the sixteenth century. The place of 
confession and forgiveness of sins, together with absolu
tion is an important part of the public worship of God 
for Calvin, but also privately between the parishioner and 
his minister.

f,And so, while wo all ought mutu> lly to console and 
confirm each other in a confidence of the divine 
mercy, yet we see that ministers are constituted wit
nesses and surities of it that they may afford our 
consciences a stronger assurance of the remission of 
sins, in so much that they themselves are said to re
mit sins and to loose souls . . . Therefore let every 
believer remember that it is his duty, if he feels 
such secret anguish or affliction from a sense of his 
sins that he cannot extricate himself without exter
ior aid, not to neglect the remedy offered him by the 
Lordt which is that in order to alleviate his dis
tress, he should use private confession with his pas
tor, and to obtain consolation should privately im
plore his assistance, whose office it is both pub
licly and privately to comfort the people of God with 
the doctrine of the Gospel.” And again after speak
ing of absolution in the sense of restoration after

1 "Authority in the Church," pp. 26 ff
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public disciplinef Calvin goes on: "Nor is pri-
vate absolution less efficatious or beneficial when 
it is requested by those who need a particular re
medy for the relief of their infirmities* For it 
frequently happens that he who hears the general 
promises which are addressed to the whole congrega
tion of believers nevertheless remains in some sus
pense f and his mind is still disquieted with doubts 
of the forgiveness of his sins* The same person, if 
he discloses to his pastor the secret distress of his 
mind, and hears the language of the Gospel particu
larly directed to him, 'Be of good cheer; thy sins 
be forgiven thee', will encourage his mind to an 
assurance and will be liberated from that trepida
tion with which he was before disturbed* But when 
we are treating of the keys we must always be care
ful not to dream of any power distinct from the 
preaching of the Gospel * * * All the power of bind
ing and loosing which Christ hath conferred on the 
Church is inseparable from., the Word*" (Institutes 
III, iv, 12-18, IV, i, 22)

"It is quite plain that to Calvin the private absolution
given by the minister is simply a special application to
an individual of the preaching of the Gospel of forgive- 

2nesa*" In the exercise of the Power of the Keys, the 
authority of the Church and of j>reaching becomes a vital 
part of the life of faith*

Although faith is "something deeper than the in
fluence of authority", in the context of the life of the 
believer the authority of the Church and its preaching 
ministry is an indispensable part of faith* By exercising

11bid.. pp. 27-28. 2Ibid., p. 29.



the Power of the Keys, the preacher and pastor is exer
cising the authority of the Church, viz. the "authority 
of its witness”, and so helping us "to accept forgiveness 
in full assurance of faith.

Thus the problem of authority in the Church is
not a matter of accepting &n external infallible author
ity, nor falling into a false individualism. The problem 
for the Christian in his life of faith is a "matter of 
taking the Church seriously, as of the very essence of 
the Gospel because its voice is the corporate witness of 
the community of Christ's people, which is the Body of 
Christ, in the life of which we can live the Christian

The nrture of authority in tie Church is analo
gous to the confirming testimony of the nurse who assures 
the boy that the letter and its words of instruction are
the words of his father. This authority is exercised by
a corporate body as an internal witness (sobornost). The 
authority of preaching is less an authoritative word to 
the congregation than it is a witness ojf and for the 
Church and the faith of its members. Authority is founded
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and accepted on the basis of faith* The authority of the 
Church and its preaching depends on faith.

Theology in its task of articulating the impli
cations of faith makes much use of reason* In order to 
speak intelligibly to the "scientific conscience”, logi
cal demonstrations of the implications of faith are essen
tial* But this is not to say that faith itself is wholly 
dependent on reason* Faith cannot be reduced to ”•reason1 
in the sense of logical demonstrations from natural 
facts*

Why is it impossible to reduce faith to a function 
of natural reason? The phenomenon of faith exists in men 
who possess extremely varied capacities for exercising 
the intricacies of reasoned theological ar* ament. Faith 
cannot be dependent on the intellectual function of rea
son, because faith claims not only the Intellectually 
sophisticated but also the simple religious man* Faith 
is not determined by the reasoning capacities of Christians* 
"Reason, in the sense of logical demonstration, is insuf
ficient to explain the faith" of either the learned intel— 
lectual or the simple religious mind*
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Tracing the development of the relationship 
between faith and reasonf Baillie comes to Kant who def
initively argued that faith "cannot be reduced to a piece 
of purely logical demonstration,1,1 Demolishing the three 
traditional proofs for the existence of God which claimed 
"natural reason" as their basis9 Kant has raised for fu
ture generations a serious question as to possibility of 
claiming "natural reason" as a basis for faith, Baillie 
concludes his survey with Bertrand Russell9 who though not 
a friend of theology and more particularly any "philosophy 
which bases its conclusions on anything like mystical in
tuitions or ethical convictions and demands— we might say 
on faith? nevertheless makes a legitimately limited claim 
as to the kind of knowledge which his own * scientific 
philosophy” can yield. Such a philosophy "can never give 
us any light upon the great questions of human interest 
at all". When philosophy offers any sort of theistic or
idealistic conclusions it is no longer being impartial or

2true to "scientific method."
Mr. Russell here seems to bring against philosophy, 
as usually practiced, the same kind of charge which 
philosophy itself has sometimes brought against the
ology— that it is not scientifically impartial. But
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the kind of impartiality which he desires, the 
"scientific method" which he advocates, is really 
identical in principle with 'reason" (in the sense 
of logical demonstration from the observed facts of 
the world) which the theism and idealism of today 
are frankly acknowledging to be too narrow a basis.
• • • Philosophy which leads up to God turns out. to 
be based ultimately upon an assumption of faith.

On the one hand, f^ith cannot be reduced to rea
son, the exercise of which is not within the capacities 
of the simplest religious mind. On the other hand, faith 
is not antithetical to reason) faith for the rational man 
in search of answers to the great questions of human in-

2terest and experience is the "highest exercise of reason"

1 1 bid« , p. 73* 2Ibid. .  p .  77.



CHAPTER III

EXPERIENCE AND FAITH

What of religious experience? Can this be offer
ed as a criterion for faith? Do we believe on the basis 
of religious experience?1

The theological analysis of the relation of be
lief to experience in pre-nineteenth century Homan and 
Protestant orthodoxy generally took the view that belief 
was logically prior to religious experience. Belief in 
the authority of Scripture or tradition (&'though depend
ent on the work of the Spirit) was often thought to be a 
logical prerequisite for religious experience. This 
ordering is also seen in the Lutheran analysis of 
notitia* assensus and fiducia. where knowledge and assent 
to religious truth proceeds saving faith, or the actual 
experience of faith, bo too in rationalist theology, 
except here the authority is reason or nature rather than 
Scripture and tradition.

The following analysis is based upon, "Vh&t is 
the •Theology of Experience1?" The Expositor. (January. 
1920).



Schleiermacher, speaking of religious exper
ience as the "feeling of absolute dependence", developed 
his thesis in opposition to the traditional orthodox an
alysis of belief preceding experience* His thesis was 
intended to oppose the view that the feeling of absolute 
dependence was itself conditioned by some previous know
ledge about God. (Glaubenslehre, if4) In this develop
ment, religious experience became understood as the basis 
or criterion for doctrine and the content of faith. Re
ligious experience assumed a priority in sequence to be
lief.

Baillie takes issue with both analyses because he 
sees in them a serious confusion of the relationship be
tween belief i nd religious experience and * very muddle— 
headed abstraction of the word •experience* among many 
followers of both camps, but particularly those who follow 
Schleiermacher.

Analyses which place either belief or religious
experience in a position of priority are false, the two
are inextricably interwoven with each other.

All the possible religious experiences which a man may 
have are bound up with a believing attitude of his 
mind.
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On the other hand no conceivable experience c&n have re
ligious dimensions if no element of belief is present.

When a religious man in some hour of sorrow experien
ces God's comforting, that means that he belieyes in 
and by faith rests upon God's love and wisdom.

On the other hand belief cannot rest on the external auth
ority of the Church or the Bible, or on an external ab
straction of nature or reason. These phenomena must be
corroborated by experience. In short ’’the experience and

2the belief are one.”
The inseparable character of faith and religious 

experience is further emphasised by an examination of the 
source of religious knowledge. Attempts to Isolate ex- 
perie.ee as the basis of epistemology fall into the old 
empiricist controversy in which sense data is conceived 
as a purely given experience. Such an abstraction of ex
perience fails to recognise the mind's contribution to 
the experience, i.e. perception. Knowledge truly comes, 
not from experience but jlji experience, in experience where 
mind and data meet. The perceptual function of the mind 
in this meeting is a judgement cast upon the sense data.
As the epistemology of the empiricist involves a process 
of perceptual jud, ement, religious knowledge involves a 
process of faith-judgement. Religious knowledge, the
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epistemological dimension of theology, is a function of
faith-experience. What of communicating this religious
knowledge to one who claims no faith?

The truths of religion cannot even be understood, much 
less assented to, by an irreligious man. There is in 
them an incommunicable element which can only be sym
bolized by dogmas, however excellent, and which is 
only apprehended in the actual experience of relig
ion, i.e. in personal religious faith.

We may draw from this analysis that when we say 
that the language of preaching must reflect the experience 
of the hearers, we do not mean merely general experience 
abstracted from t e context of faith. The language of 
preaching must not merely reflect the words of the Bible 
or the words of the Churchfs teaching (doctrine). It must 
not merely reflect the abstracted sense data gained from 
nature. The language of preaching must do all this and 
more; it must reflect the experience of the hearer when 
he has met these phenomena in faith.

When the nature of religious experience is rightly
understood within the context of faith and experience, then
we may say that theology is based on religious experience.

That means simply that the ultimate source and norm of 
our theology must not be found in any external author
ity nor in general principles, but in the religious
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life, in the realm of religion, (scriptures and creeds
being used as the outstanding evidences of the con
tents of that realm)* But if this is the meaning of 
the statement that theology must be based upon reli
gious experience, it might equally veil be expressed 
by saying that theology must be based upon religious 
belief or religious faith.

When we say that faith is the basis of theology which ser
ves preaching we mean faith as it is a part of experience. 
As the basis of theology, one cannot be abstracted from 
the other.

With faith—experience as its basis, what is the 
task of theology?

The task of theology is to analyse religious exper
ience (which, as ve saw is a f&ith-process), discover 
the doctrines which are inherent in it, and reduce 
them, as far as possible to a system. Just as nat
ural science analyses sense-experience and reduces to 
a system the perceptual judgements • • • which com
pose it; just as ethics analyses our moral judge
ments which are inherent in it; just as aesthetics 
analyses our experience of beauty and reduces its ar
tistic judgements to a system; so theology has to 
analyse our religious experience (our faith), and 
state as clearly as possible the beliefs which are 
inherent in it.

In the broad sense of the word, the method of the
ology is akin to the method of other disciplines, but its 
criteria are di fferent. The criteria for theology are 
found within the faith-experience which it seeks to ana
lyse and systematize. The language of theology is in this

11bid.. p. 74. 2Ibid.. p. 74-75.



regard peculiar to the function which it serves*. It 
would be false to attempt to impose a category of raean- 
ingfulness from another discipline upon the use of language 
in theology. The language of theology must be translated 
when it is preached but this does not mean that either 
theology or preaching can speak meaningfully to one who 
denies the existence of faith or religious conviction.

Baillie offers a strong word of caution to those 
who over—estimate the value of psychological language in 
communicating the Christian faith. Greatly indebted as 
we are to the insights of psychological research, it is 
false to draw the conclusion that this must be the new 
language of theology. Since Villxam James1 essayed to 
base religious belief upon an empirical psychological in
vestigation of the religious experience of mankind, the 
further insights of psychology itself have made this ap~ 
jroach to faith rather tenuous. Neither psychology nor 
theology would care to advance the thesis that the inner 
arguments of faith can be proved or demonstrated by such 
an empirical investigation. Faith explained in totally 
psychological language can easily be explained away. It 
is helpful to realise that much of our thought about God 
is a projection of human need, but it is false to rest on 
the assumption that there is not more to the God of faith. 
This sort of argument runs into the same problem of iso-
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lating experience from faith, for "faith and religious
« 1experience are one and the same thing.

Theology is indeed informed by external disci
plines. ItB own insights can be greatly illuminated by 
the language of sociological and psychological sciences, 
but its definitive criteria come from a particular kind 
of experience and therefore its language can only te 
understood on the ground of faith conviction.

The true theology of experience does uot attempt to 
prove the truths of religion to the outsider. It 
appeals only to moral and religious conviction. It 
takes its stand not vithout but vithin the religious 
life. Accepting the realm of religion as a real 
realm it endeavours to determine by a process of imma
nent criticism vhat the truth of religion at each 
point really isf vhat genuine religion has to say.
Thus the true theology bases itself on religious ex
perience in the sense that it sets itself simply to 
discover sud formulate and system itize the judgements 
vhich faith is constrained to maka.

Theology and the preaching it serves are rightly focused,
not on general truth or experience, but on the specific
truth of faith-experience.

What are the criteria by vhich theology can ana
lyse and criticize faith-experience? What is the nature 
of the meeting betveen faith and experience?

1 Faith in irod. p. 117.
2,’What is the Theology of Experience, ” The Exposi

tor. P* 77. ------ ----



It is important to recall that the experiential 
basis for theology is not to be confused with the sort of 
experience which was analysed by William James, in The 
Varieties of Religious uxperience, James gathered to
gether an array of psychological dtta and then by way of 
empirical evaluation sought to demonstrate where this 
data did, and did not justify a hypothesis of a divine 
being or beings. He was attempting a new kind of natural 
theology in vhich religious conclusions could be reached 
by the isolated analysis of natural data alone. Psycholo
gical facts, in and of themselves, do not yield legiti
mate religious conclusions. Experience based theology is 
distinguished from James* empirical method in that

it adopts not the external standpoint of the psycholo
gist, but frankly the standpoint of the religious man 
who knows religion is true. Its task is not to exam
ine or prove the reality of that whole realm for the 
* impartial1 observer, but simply to let religion speak, 
and make its authentic voice rticulate. It starts 
with the assumption that religious experience speaks 
truth, if only one could separate out the genuine 
religious experience from all the spurious elements 
vhich get mixed up with it— vhich indeed is the task 
of theology.

How does theology go about the critical analysis 
of religious experience? The method involves two stepst
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(1) the correlation of what is believed about experience 
with experience itself, and (2) the correlation of the 
resultant statements about faith-experience with the 
moral convictions of the religious man which are informed 
by the demands of love.

(1) Religious experience is
fundamentally a matter of believing. It is by be
lieving in God that we experience Him. And so the 
task of theology would be to find out by examination 
of religious experience what it is precisely that the 
religious man believes, to exhibit that faith which 
is in the experience. Theology starts with the 
assumption that this religious believing ie funda
mentally right. Only the real element of religious 
believing gets mixed up with all sorts of psuedo be
liefs which are wrong inferences or inherited dogmas, 
and so a man may think he is experiencing things 
which do not correspond at all to his real religious experience.

This is why it is necessary to undertake the task of the-
ology. If theology is to be true to its calling, and true
to the service of preaching, it must endeavour to correlate
the faith with the experience which make up the faith-
experience upon w xch it is based. The task of critical
theology is to

discover what religious experience really indicates, 
what the •believer* really fundamcn tallybelieves, or, 
in o Jier words, to explicate and apply to all rele
vant problems the essential conviction wL ch we call faith.

To say that the ongoing task of theology is based on 
f ai th-expe rience
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simply means that it is to the experience of reli
gious men and women that it goes in order to dis
cover what this faith has to say.

(2 ) The religious experience of men and women has
at its heart not a mere vague feeling of dependence or
awe or the like. These are a part of it, but at its
heart there lie? a concre e conviction of faith with which
experience is met.

The fundamental conviction of religious faith is 
that goodness mia t somehow be at the heart of things, 
and it is through goodness and the endeavour after it 
that the conviction comes. Of course the germ of this 
idea may be found in various parts of scripture, most 
notably in the famous Johannine texts "If any one 
wills to do God's will, he shall know concerning t^e 
doctrine." But it has become a clear and familiar 
idea only in modern times, and especially in the per
plexed nineteenth century which had such practical 
need of it. You find a classic popular expression 
of it in P. V. Robertson's well-known sermon (preached 
in 1851) on the above text, entitled "Obedience, the 
Organ of Spiritual Knowledge".

here gives us a concrete example of the sources which & 
theologian may find authoritative as criteria for the 
development of theological thought. The Scriptures pro
vide a foundation source for the faith-experience of 
mankind, so too does the contemporary expression of this 
faith-experience, i.e. a sermon.

Sermons
1906l7~pp. 127-TJ5.-----

It is important to note in passing that Baillie

1Ibid.. pp. 66-67.



The conviction which is found to emerge from
this analysis is basically a moral conviction, but this
is also a religious conviction.

When a man is loyal to his moral conviction, he 
finds it becoming also a religious conviction or 
faith that goodness is at the heart of the uni
verse. lou may call it an ethical demand or a moral 
postulate, but that is the seed of faith which, 
feeding upon the experience of life and the testi
mony and inspiration of history and the Church (and 
most t dally, a Christian would say, of the 
teaching and personality of Jesus Christ), grows 
into the great tree of religious life, the religious 
experience.

This emphasis upon the nature of faith-experience as 
resting to a large extent on a moral conviction, a con
viction of faith which confronts the demands of exper
ience, has come to the fore in taeological thinking 
since the awareness that faith could not be based upon 
an absolutely authoritative and infallible book or Church. 
This basic conviction of faith or trust is inevitably 
essential to the acceptance of the authority of Scrip
ture and tradition. The moral conviction of religious 
exp lence is a fundamental criterion for theology.

The pursuit of the moral conviction which lies 
at the heart of faith involves the exercise of the will, 
but does this mean that faith stems from the will? Baillie 
contends that, although the will of man plays an im|>ortant
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part In the life of faith, it can in no wise be thought 
of as the cause of faith* Faith is not the product of 
the will to believe, not so much because this is a de
nial of the esseice of faith as something which comes to 
man from outside himself, a gift from God, but because 
it is impossible to consciously will to believe. A man 
cannot voluntarily force himself to believe in the exist
ence of a moral conviction within himself*1

When doubts are present, the conscious effort 
to suppress them by the internal exertion of the will, 
with no reference to external criteria, will have the 
opposite effect* This is demonstrated psychologically 
by tin law of reversed effort* The conscious focusing 
of the will upon a doubt in order to suppress it will 
accentuate its preseuce in the mind* A real danger in 
thinking that we can will ourselves to believe is that 
we shall pretend to believe* Pretending to believe, 
fitting into a pattern of orthodoxy for the sake of ex
pediency, denies the integrity of the believer which is 
essential to faith* Of course pretending to believe is

01

1 This discussion of faith and the will to 
believe is drawn from Faith in Ipd. pp* 121-149*



not willing to believe, but it is all that can be done 
on the basis of man's volition alone*

The doubter can never be led to believe by an 
exercise of his will power alone* He can be pointed to 
moral conviction which lies in the heart of every man, 
a basic conviction that there is some right and wrong 
in the world, some duty and obedience which is demanded 
of all men* This is a deeper conviction which penetrates 
beneath any exercise of the will* This moral conviction 
vhich can be the germ of faith in the heart of man de
mands the exercise of the will but it is not itself 
grasped or appreiumued by the exercise of the will.

The ground of faith in human experience, when 
stripped of all ot,her possible sources, may at rock bot
tom be found in moral conviction* But two things must 
be said about the faith which then arises* Faith is 
that vhie.. arises from a basic conviction in man, in a 
sense it depends on the experience of man* Yet at the 
safii time it does not depend on man in the sense of being 
chosen by man. Ve shall come to fuller discussion of 
the paradoxes of faith, but for our immediate purposes 
suffice it to say that faith cannot arise out of a will 
to believe. Faith-experience does not arise in vacuo* 
it arises from an intimate connection with the moral 
consciousness*
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Baillie9s emphasis upon the place of moral con
sciousness in the life of faith is directed at the im
portant truth that the faith-ex erience which is the 
basis of theology is intimately involved with the moral 
demands of life together* Faith does not operate in a 
realm foreign to finite human experience. Faith in God 
is inseparably related to human experience. Baillie is 
duly appreciative of the elements of mystery and awe 
which are part of the life of faith, but he is impa- v
tient with Otto*s overemphasis on the contention that 
God can only be apprehended as the "wholly other" through 
a feeling for the numinous.

This is where we cannot follow him. The element of 
mystery is essential, but it seems equally essential 
to insist that our only positive clue amid the my
stery lies not in an uncanny revelation of the numi
nous, but in those moral realities and values of our 
human life which present themselves as the true 
though symbolic and incomplete, revelation of God.
It is only by following out these values as far as 
we can, that we come to have any knowledge of God 
at all, or r»ther, come to realize and develop that 
elemental knowledge of God which expresses^ itself 
partially through the moral consciousness.

*
To say that faith arises out of moral conviction is not 
to say that faith depends on moral conviction. In fact

1 Ibid.. pp. 216-S17



the existential exercise of moral convictions depends 
on faith, which is the gift of God, "But why should it 
be any less his gift because it comes through con
science? " 1 God is known in a faith-experience which is 
rooted in material and practical experience,

God is what we really love whenever we truly love 
our fellows, God is what we dimly know, even in 
apprehending our duty in the commonplace details of 
practice.*"

Thus faith-experience is more than mere morality and more
than mere esoteric fancy. It is real knowledge of God.
/hen we attempt to think out the full dimensions of

3faith "we lose ourselves in paradox" but passing from 
theological analysis into the life of faith we find our 
knowledge of God "being rooted and grounded in love". 
Faith is a gift of God, a gift grounded in the demands 
of love in human experience,

1 1bid.. p. 217. 2Ibid.. p. 223.
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CHAPTER IV

REVELATION, EXPERIENCE AND FAITH

The key to the Christian knowledge of God vhich is 
apprehended within the context of human experience is the ' 
Incarnation. For our present purposes it will not be 
necessary to develop Baillievs doctrine of Incarnation 
which is central to his whole system of doctrine. This 
will be done in Part II of this thesis. However, it will 
be helpful to note one point which relates the Incarnation 
to faith as the basis for a theology for preaching.

An outstanding characteristic of faith is that 
it can only be communicated through persons. We have seen 
that where faith can arise by way of a basic moral con
viction In the heart of man, no man can erect a mature 
system of belief adequate to his experience unaided by 
outside influences. "Each man is very largely dependent 
on what is presented to him as the fruit of past ages of 
faith an the work of faith’s greatest exponents. " 1 The

^Ibid.. p. 232



apprehension of these truths by faith may be character
ized as the further awakening of faith-experience where 
faith-experience meets truth and grasps it as revelation. 
This revelation would have never come to him had it not 
been for the persons who were the instruments responsible 
for the further awakening of faith. No language can be 
used to fully communicate the content of faith. "Religion 
can never be summed up in a system of dogmas.**1 Words 
alone, even if uttered by the greatest exponents of faithf 
cannot adequately communicate the Gospel. Even when words 
of faith are coupled with their essential counterpart9 the 
actions of faith (e.g. the Sacraments in the liturgy of 
the Church), they are but mutually interpretive and 
depend themselves upon the persons who speak and the per
sons who administer the sacraments. In every case a per
son is present. This is not just an accident of necessity, 
but it is essential to the very nature of the faith being 
communicated.

The only complete expression of faith is in personal
ity! the personalities of believers, individually or 
in fellowship. Nothing else can really •reveal* to 
us what faith is, and what the words of its doctrine 
mean. Nothing else could be an adequate symbol. 
Nothing else could transmit the revelation. . . .  It 
is only through the revealing influence of believing 
men and women that we can be made to understand what 
faith means, and thus to see faith*s Object.
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It is here that ve see the central importance of the 
historical person of Jesus Christ to the Christian 
faith. Teachings alone could not communicate faith in 
God.

His actual historical personality would be the only 
adequate symbol of the faith he representedf or the 
revelation vhich he mediatedf for the calling forth 
of faith in other men.

The fact that the encounter of persons is es*en~ 
tial to the communication of faith in God9 the fact that 
it is through persons that faith-experience is awakened,

U n d e r l>oeS
this fact belies the essential place of preaching in the 
Church. Theology, in order to be communicated as faith, 
mu?? ' e mediated through the personal confrontation of 
preacher and congregation. The words of the preacher are 
most important, but the essential factor is the faith he 
communicates as a person. Shared witness to the Word of 
God is preaching, and this shared witness can never be 
abstracted from th* persons involved. Preaching is a means 
by which the faith,which has always been embodied in hist
orical persons^is communicated from the time of Christ 
nvards, Our faith in God is dependent on persons who
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coraraunciatef mediate and reveal the faith. The person 
of Christ can be met in the faith communicated by the 
person of the preacher.

Our knowledge of God is a faith-experience which
forms the basis of theology. It is apprehended through a
basic conviction of good at the heart of existence and is
awakened through persons who proclaim the faith as it was
supremely proclaimed by Jesus Christ.

Our Christian faith in God depends utterly on the 
story of Jesus| and yet not in a mechanical way 
which would leave us at a hopeless disadvantage as 
compared with the original disciples who were actual 
eye witnesses! for through that siorv the Living 
Divine Spirit who was manifested in Jesus can work 
in our own hearts and kindle our faith in Himself • * . 
Jesus lived in the bosom of the Father with perfect 
faith and love9 and He is thus to our faith a supreme 
revelation! yet not as proving anything, but as re
vealing something which our faith leaps out to meet—  
the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, who seeks 
us out through His Son that we may know Him as our 
God and Father too* There have been many ways of de
scribing this experience! but the simplest and most 
universal for both the ancient and the modern world 
is to speak of faith in God through Jesus Christ His 
Son our Lord*

Faith is our knowledge of God in so far as we are able to 
apprehend it within the context of human experience. It 
arises out of the experience of persons and yet its con
tent is revealed to us.

^Ibid.. p. 264*



Having seen the importance of personality to 
faith, supremely demonstrated by the person of Jesus 
Christ, the preliminary definition of revelation as "an 
experiential event in vhich fGod reveals to us not doc
trines, but Himself, and a self can only be revealed in 
some kind of personal relationship*,H can i lore fully 
vukU*,„ jod. The apprehension of faith involves revelation, 
and revelation takes place in the encounter of persons* 
Faith and revelation are correlatives; what is given by 
revelation is received by faith* The personal character 
of revelation can be further understood, if it is remem
bered that our knowledge of God does not depend upon the 
isolated efforts of the individual. It depends upon the 
activity of something which transcends the individual* 
Revelation, as the source of knowledge about God involves 
the active communication of God to man through persons, 
not at rely man's search for a distant, impersonal God, in 
much the same manner as man searches for abstract truths 
in philosophy or impersonal data in science* Revelation 
is the source of knowledge about God which is available 
to all men regardless of their ability to conduct an
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intellectual search for Him, As such revelation involves 
the active outgoing initiative of Him who is self—re— 
vealed, The analogy may be drawn from the way in which 
one man comes to know another. He can know little about 
a person by merely standing in front of him and looking 
at him, Sise, weight9 dimension etc, will be all that can 
be ^ d from such an impersonal observation. The person 
is not known as a person until he communicates himself 
by actively relating and responding to the man in search 
of his true nature. In this process u relationship of 
persons develops* it develops as the man takes the initia
tive of communicating himself.

Thus when ve talk of divine revelation, it means at 
least this, that we believe in a real God, a living 
God, who can do things for us, and who does not 
leave us to find Him for ourselves, as if He could 
not help or did noi care, but takes the initiative 
in seeking us and drawing us to Him,

This personal character of revelation precludes 
the possibility of gaining knowledge of God from the mere 
examination of impersonal data, be they observable facts 
of the natural world, the literal words of a sacred docu
ment or the formulations of theological doctrines alone,

^1 Believe in God, Church of Scotland Com
mittee on Publicatione, Edinburgh, 1937, p. 14,
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On the objective side, God reveals Himself
by what He does, being a Living God; His doings in 
History which really means His dealings with man writ 
large, and especially in connection with ihe people 
of ancient Israel, culminating in Christ and His 
Church* For there we have not only Godfs doings on 
a large scale but the interpretation of these doings 
by prophets and apostles, and by Christ Himself.

This does not mean that revelation comes through the study
of history alone, for the meaning of the events have to be
interpreted by men who see the hand of God at work. Here
we come to the subjective side of revelation.

Ve have seen that the germ of faith rests in the
heart of man in the form of a basic conviction or moral
consciousness. Revelation is the kind of knowledge which
elicits a response from this basic conviction. Response
to revelation is not limited by intellectual ability or
theological acumen. It is

a kind of knowledge which does not depend on clever** 
ness and learning but on child-like simplicity of 
heart . . .  through simple honest listening and obey
ing.

The revelation of God's action is met by obedience. Or 
one might say, Godts action in the world becomes revela
tion to man
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by making a direct moral claim upon him in his every
day environment and assuring him of its support as he 
responded to the claim*

Thus revelation is more than mere historical facts, and 
more than the response of mere morality* It is the meet
ing of these two sides, vhich from the human perspective 

0 be called the objective side of Godfs action as a 
person who communicates Himself, and the subjective si'V 
which is realized by an inward constraint to believe and 
compulsion to act according to one's basic moral convic
tion* It is in this meeting that the knowledge of God 
becomes interpreted as revelation, as ’ Word of God.
It is in this sense that revelation is the criterion of 
theu~ Jgy*

But it is necessary to be more specific when we
speak of criterion and method in theology* When it is
said revelation is the criterion, vhat is being said about
Scripture, the doctrines of the Church and preaching?

The important point is that Scripture is the supreae 
written expression of God's revelation to man, the 
supreme witness to the Word of God* The Bible is not 
identical with revelation* It is not identieal with 
the Word of God* • • • It is impossible to commit the 
divine revelation wholly to writing. • • • There are 
no human words that can wholly contain it* Doctrines

*"Man and the Unseen World.” Out of Nazareth.
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and dogmas can be put into words, but it is not ready 
made doctrines and dogmas that God reveals to men, but 
something more immediate, which we have then to try 
haltingly to express in doctrines and dogmas*

Because the Word of God is only fully realized in personal 
revelation and perfect response, the only adequate expres
sion of the Word is in the person of Jesus Christ. It is 
here that the 'Word was made flesh'*

The Word of God is Christ, and it comes home to the 
individual and becomes tq him God's revelation 
through the Holy Spirit*

The Holy Spirit is that vhich elicits in man a response
to the objective side of revelation* And the Holy Spirit
uses for its purposes the

testimony of those to whom the Word originally came; 
and that is what Scripture is. It is the supreme 
witness to the Word of God.

The Bible as the supreme written witness to the Word, be
comes the primary documentary source for theology and is 
thus a criterion in this qualified sense.

But the Bible is not the only witness to the Word* 
Secondary sources, sources vhich are themselves based on 
the Biblical witness, are found in the creeds of the Church 
and the preaching of the Church* "All these are witnesses

1 "Criterion and Method in Theology / p. 15*
ĴUjulw•, p. 16. 3Ib£d.
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to the divine revelation*”^
Thus, in so far as theology can have any external

criterion, the Scriptures are this criterion* "But that
does not mean that ve have to accept a ready-made theology
from the Bible, or treat the Bible as a compendium of
i frllible proof texts regarding doctrine.” Theology
measures and criticises its formulations on the basis of
th criteria, first of Scripture, then the traditional
formulations of the Church and its preaching, but it must
ever keep an obedient ear open to the inward witness of
faith as it is experienced in each nev generation*

Scripture is not the only witness, and therefore not 
the only court of appeal or the only guide in th© 
working out of our theology* The testimony of the 
creeds, the testimony of the saints in all a ^ , and 
of all Christian preaching and theology is quite 
valid evidence for anyone working on a theological 
problem*

The function of these witnesses is to awaken faith-exper
ience, therefor© they have to ”meet with the inner witness 
of th© Holy Spirit, and then we have a faith of our own”,
which we then can seek to articulate by means of a the-

4ology which serves preaching*

^Ibid.. p. 17. ^Ibid.
3Ibid.. p. 18. 4Ibld.
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CHAPTER V

THE PLACE OF PARADOX IN THEOLOGY

Thus far it has been shown that the basis of a 
theology for preaching is faith within the context of 
experience, and the sources for such a theology are re
velatory* What can we say about the nature of the arti
culations of theology, the things it says about the faith 
it thinks out? The language of theology is necessarily 
fragmentary and partial, for it is impossible by the 
very nature of its object for theology to fully contain 
the knowledge of God in words* It is true that faith is 
revealed in terms which con be grasped at a basic and 
simple level in the hearts of all men, but when this 
faith meets the more complex aspects of experience then 
there is a real danger that wholly \n justified inferences 
will be made and a simple faith will become extended be— 
\/ov\d its rightful bounds* But surely the Christian faith 
must be addressed beyond the bounds of the sis^ it, prim
itive sort of experience* It must be brought into the 
market place where the issues at stake are not always so 
clear*
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. • • uiost of the groat heresies arose from an un
due desire for simplification, and undue impatience
with oystery an. paradox, and an endeavour after a 
common sense theology*

Rigorous theology, theology which is true to faith-e per-
ience, is bound to preserve a tension in the way it
speaks of an infinite God who is active in e finite world.
MUrti~;ntel.y all our theology ends in paradox11 at its
deepest level and at its crucial points*

The reason why the element of paradox come into 
all religious thought and statements is because God 
cannot be comprehended in any human words or in any 
categories of our finite thought. God can only be 
known in a direct personal relationship, an •I—and— 
Thou* intercourse, in which He addresses us and we 
respond to Him* As it has sometimes been put, God 
cannot legitimately be •objectified1. This does not 
mean that religion is thrown back on the fsubjective*, 
against which ve have so often been warned by the 
vise counsellors who tell us to turn away from our 
own feelings to 'objective realities' of our faith.
In that sense, in contrast with religious subjectiv
ism, it is wholesome to be reminded that God is an 
objective reality. Tet we cannot know God by study
ing Him as an object, of which ve can speak in the 
third person, in an 9I-It' relationship from a spec
tator attitude. He eludes all our words and cate
gories. We cannot objectify or conceptualise Him.
When ve try ve immediately fall into contradiction.
Our thought gets diffracted, brok<n up into state
ments vhich it seems impossible 1 * reconcile with 
each other. How then can we have any theologyf since 
theology is bound to objectify God, to speak of Him 
in the third person, with human words and the cate
gories of finite minds? The answer is that we must

*Go<* Was in Christ, p• 65• 
^"Doctrine of God" (Book 6), p. 21.



indeed do these things if we are to have any the
ology at all, and we must have a theology; but we 
have to pay1 the price— it will always be a theology 
of paradox.

Paradox is not merely an internal necessity of theology,
it is inevitable since theology is addressing itself to
more than an academic analysis of God and His actions.
Theology is addressed to the faith-experience of believers
who are in a relationship involving persons with God.
Baillie illustrates tho inevitable paradoxical character
of any language vhich seeks to speak of this relationship.

The attempt to put our experience of God into theol
ogical statements is something lik e attempt to 
drew a map of the world on a flat surface, the page 
of an atlas. It is impossible to do this without a 
-ertain degree of falsification, because the surface 
ui the earth is a spherical >urface whose pattern 
cannot be reproduced accurate Iy on a plane. <\nd yet 
the map must be drawn for convenience' sake. There
fore an atlas meets the problem by giving us two 
different *mps of the world vhich can be compared 
with each iher. The one is contained in two circles 
representing two hemispheres. The other is contained 
in an oblong (Mercator's projection). Each map is of 
the whole world, and yet they contradict each other 
to some extent tit every point. let they are both 
needed, and taken together correct each other. They 
would be either misleading or mystifying to anyone 
who did not know that they represent the surface of 
a sphere. But they can serve their useful purpose 
for anyone who understands that they are intended 
simply to represent in a handy portable form the pat
tern covering the surface of this round earth which 
he knows in actual experience. So it is with the para-
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doxes of faith. They are inevitable, not because 
the divine reality is self-contradictory, but be
cause when we 'objectify1 it all our judgements are 
in some measure falsified, and a higher truth which 
reconciles them cannot be fully expressed in words, 
though it is experienced and lived-in the I-and-Thou 
rel tionship of faith towards God.

Only paradoxes which speak of a higher truth experienced 
i thin I-and-Thou relationship of faith to God can be 
admissible into a theological system. The theologian can 
never rest on paradox or build on paradox, for the inher
ent tension of paradox drives him back to the basis and 
sources of theology itself. Theological statements may 
end in paradox but faith passes beyond. Baillie, who has 
brought i,he matter of paradox so vividly to the fore, would 
be toe first to affirm that the experience of faith must 
pass beyond pa ox, and it is in this direction that the- 
ology must point.

A healthy faith will always be acknowledging the an
tinomy, yet always also struggling against it, striving 
for a fuller light and a de per2experience in which 
the paradox will be less acute.

But paradox in theology is not something of which to be
ashamed, "the very strength of Christianity is in its rm

3and living grasp of apparent opposites." The criterion of
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theology i® the revelation of the Vord of God vhich meets 
faith in human experience and its integrity and its 
strength lie in "its willingness to sacrifice the re
quirements of logical consistency rather than those of 
moral faith"

Theology must remain honest to its criteria and 
its method. This will involve it in paradox. But the 
preaching vhich theology serves must not point back to the 
theology vhich nutured it, but beyond to the point where 
theology passes into faith. Preaching must not see its 
goal as the mere exposition of the paradoxes of faith, it 
must point beyond.

• . • it is not altogether by thinking the matter out, 
but rather by living it out in daily Christian faith v 
and love, th^t ve arrive at & deeper insight in vhich 
the paradox becomes less acute.

It is in this direction vhich the preaching of Christian
doctrine must point, the direction of the life of faith,
the o ©dient experience of revelation.

Before passing on it will be well to mention the
way in which paradox (which will keep re—appearing in the
following exposition of doctrines)has already permeated
what has been said about the nature and basis of theology
itself.
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It has been shown that the germ of faith was 
found in man in his basic conviction that good does exist 
and that the demands of morality informed by love are 
real* But here at the heart of his experience man runs 
into the "paradox of moralisra, the fact thtst the quest of 
goodness defeats itself". The volitional manipulation of 
the self towards an ethical goal for the sake of being an 
ethical individual is self defeating. The quest must be 
oriented outside the selff i.e. true freedom of the will 
to do God*s will depends on the grace of God upon whose 
will the quest is focused.*

♦ ./-C ■
It appears to be true in a very plain and practical 
sense that a man is not really free to live as he 
ought to live until he passes beyond a self contain
ed morality into a relationship which the saints 0 
have described as dependence on the grace of God.

The paradox of moral!sm is but the human side of
the same coin which when turned over reveals the central
paradox of Christian life9 the paradox of grace.

Its essence lies in the conviction which a Christian 
man possesses, that every good thing in him, every 
good thing he does, is somehow wrought not by himself 
but by God. This is a highly paradoxical conviction, 
for in ascribing all to God it does not abrogate
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human personality nor disclaim personal responsi
bility.

We have seen that revelation is personal in character.
So too with grace, for the experience of grace is the
receiving of revelation by faith.

The grace of God is si.nply His personal influence 
upon us • • • to be thought of on the analogy of the 
Influence of a father upon child.

It is by this personal relationship and influences that 
the moral conviction of taan is lifted out of its inter
minable paradox into a place where the moral convictions 
of man can be met without the negating immorality of pride 
in the good deed done. Thus Christian faith is raised 
beyond morality into the realm of faith-experience which 
finds its Biblical expression in I Corinthians 15t10 ff. 
where it is linked directly with preaching as the reason 
why men can assume th* audacity to proclaim the Word of 
God. Paul declares,

But by the grace of God I am what I am, and his grace 
toward me was not in vain. On the contrary, 1 worked 
harder than any of them, though it was not I but the 
grace of God which is with me. Whether then it was 
I or they, so we preach and so you believe. (KSV)

At the very heart of theology the paradox of grace

The Theology of the Sacraments, p. 32,
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points us to the fact that all that we do, be it ethical 
actions or the preaching of the Word, is subsumed under 
grace which we know in our faith-experiunce. There can 
be no ethical good or preaching apart from faith-experience• 
And throughout the tension between the two sides of the 
paradox must be maintained, the tension between our per
sonal responsibility to the criteria of the theology which 
serves preaching and the conviction that when we preach 
it is fNot I, but the grace of God1.

Baillie9s whole theological method can be summed
up in the manner in which he understands the faith-exper-
ience of the pandox of grace as pointing to our knowledge
of God Incarnate. We do not start with a fwholly other*,
or t<&,lly objective Word. We come to know God through
faith-exper.1 ence. Theology attempts to explain what is
meant by the Incarnation by drawing on experience.

Our theological task is to try to make sure that we 
know what we mean by it, what it means and what it 
does not mean) to try to make sure that, while it 
remains the mysterium Christi. it is not sheer mean
ingless mystery, but becomes truly Christian para
dox to us. And I am suggesting that this can happen 
because in our own experience, however poor and 
fragmentary, we know something of the paradoxical 
grace of God, something of the God who was incarnate 
in Jesus.

1God Was in Christ, p. 124.



When theology points to the Incarnation, it points away 
from itself. We know what Josus did and what he taught, 
these historic ? f cts are essential, and this historical 
knowledge passes into faith when we see that Jesus is 
"the only man who claims nothing for Himself, but all for 
God*0 When theology points beyond itself to the life of 
faith, when it serves preaching which is a part of that 
life, it points to and beyond the preacher who can exer
cise the fullest personal resx^onsibility and integrity as 
he seeks to communicate the truth and yet affirm through
out that it is "Not I9 but the grace of God with me".
The tension of this paradoxical experience drives us from 
theology through preaching to the life of faith and de
votion.
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CHAPTER VI

SOME DANGERS WHICH THREATEN 
THE TRUK PRESENTATION OF CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE

To further Illustrate and clarify the nature of 
the tension t*at runs through all theology, it will be 
helpful to restate what has been said about criterion and 
method in another way* Theological method is obedient to 
its criteria, the use of language in theology is deter
mined by its function; or to put it still another way, 
the intellect is obedient to revel tion. We have seen 
that theology is based on faith. How does one exercise 
one^ intellect in faith?

It has sometimes been said that Christian faith in
volves a sacrifice of the intellect. But that 
mustn't be misunderstood. Sacrifice does not mean 
destruction but offering. And what a Christian is 
called to T s  not a jettisoning of a liquidation of 
his intellect, but rather the dedication of it as an^ 
unblemished offering freed from pride and prejudice.

Such is the goal of the theologian, at every turn of the

From a discussion presented on the BBC in the 
"Freedom and Order" series, Second Series, No.5— Theology, 
Taking parti D. M. Baillie and D* M. Mackinnon, April 5, 
1949, 10i15-10i45, Aberdeen Studio, script p. 17.
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road his intellect must be sacrificed to truth. It is
his task to see t h t  nothing qualifies his love of truth,
his obedience to its call wherever it may lead. But the
task of theology is a human task and

the Christian*s understanding of his faith is con
tinually being perverted by the selfishness of his 
human nature.

What are some of the dangers which continually threaten 
the theologian*s and the preacher*s true presentation of 
the Christian message?

Certainly one of these dangers is the danger of 
"false institutionalism"• Theology is carried on in the 
church, by the church and for the life of the church, but 
can the interests of the church as an institution with a 
tradition legitim tely qualify the theologian's love of 
truth? No.

It hardly need be said that a true institutionalism 
has its important part to play in the apprehension of 
truth, as in every other department of Christian life. 
It is not to complacent self-sufficient individuals in 
isolation from each other that divine truth is most 
surely revealed, but to a fellowship of seekers and 
finders, a Church, with a communion of saints and an 
inheritance of faith, handed down in & warm and 
living tradition which goes back to prophets, apos_9 
ttes, martyrs, and all holy and humble men of heart.

^"Concerning the Love of Truth", The British 
tfeekly. XCVI, No. 2491 (Thursday, July 26,' i<#4J-," p. 1.

^Ibid.. p. 18.
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But the danger is "a false institutionalism in which a 
sense of the prestige of the institution would stifle the 
pur© love of truth. ”1 This is particularly acute in our 
day when the church has lost much of its prestige in the 
world at large, and the concomitant inferiority complex 
of those within the church may turn (as is so often the 
case in individual psychology) into a false superiority 
complex which elevates the institution of the church far 
beyond its legitimate bounds. A healthy church demands

2its "self-forgetful absorbtion in objective realities.”
There is a danger that we should confound the stream 
of the church9s dogma, with the river of God and the 
river of truth, and therefore endeavour to quench the 
thirst of our age in its sometimes turbid waters, 
instead of going to the fount&inhead of truth for 
ourselves i , our c. day and generation.

Truth in the present must outweigh the tradition of the 
Church. The; ecumenical thrust in our day must never per
mit the belief in institutional authority to override the 
truth sought for and found.

Perhaps the greatest danger comes in the face of 
ecclesiastical controversy where the temptation is strong 
to hold to party lines rather than be open to new truth.

1 Concerning the Love of Truth”, The British 
Weekly. XCVI, No. 2491 (Thursday, July 26, 1934), p. 1 .

2Ibid. 3Ibld.



It is a perilous thing in the realm of religion to 
come to love anything more than truth, not only 
form and ceremony, decorum and liturgical beauty, 

ven tradition and orthodoxy, antiquity, cath
olicity, even unity* Not one of these is a# sacred 
as truth*

The over-arching criterion for theology is that th© theo
logian cares for the truth he is seeking. It must not 
merely be the idol of any tribe or party, but that vhich 
totally involves the person with the truth* What is needed 
today is "deep and hard theological thinking • • • with a
sense of the greatness of the ocean of truth and the in-

2significance of our present knowledge*" As theologians 
we are committed to the church, to work within the cora- 
raunity of believers in which we have been called to serve, 
but we are not committed to any church or tradition, to 
any institution, as we are committed to truth*

A second danger which threatens the love of truth 
is "false utilitarianism", "false pragmatism" or less 
philosophically, "false practicalism". A practical view 
toward theological study is a health; outlook for any the
ological student* His study in a theological college is 
for the purpose of preparing him for the practical work 
of the Christian ministry* It is well to have the practical

*"The Danger of Party Government in Theology"
(Book 68), p* 12.
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end of theological study always in sight. But theoret
ical nursuits and practical pursuits are not divergent 
from one another but essential to each other. It is 
essential to preserve the tension between the quest for 
theological truth and the practical task of communicating 
this truth in the parish. The loss of one means a temp
tation to sacrifice truth for action, and the loss of the 
other means retreating into the irrelevancies of an 
ivory tower far removed from the needs of the men we have 
been called to serve.

The danger of false practicalism is particularly
felt when our interest is focused on the practical task
of preaching. Here the danger is that one's reading will
be degraded into a professional utilitarian exercise where
each novel and essay is read with an homiletical eye on
the look out for next Sunday's illustrations.

The best preaching of the Gospel will not be done by 
the man who is interested in nothing^but the immed
iate claims of his office and craft.

True insight springs not from an exclusively religious
or professional perspective, but from an ability to be
interested in different things for their own sake.

8 8

"Concerning the Love of Truth" (Envelope 75)* 
p. 16, (an unpublished manuscript covering a broader 
scope than the published article citedebove which bears 
the same title, p. 58).



Religion does not flourish on a too narrow spirit
ual utilitarianism. It is not good for religion*
In the same way and.as a consequence it is not 

for preaching*
The same false utilitarianism can be a danger in 

our use of the Bible* If the Bible is used merely as a 
book wherein to find a sermon text, what a degradation of 
its place in our lire* this would be* So too, if we turn 
to Scripture for ready made doctrine with which to inter
pret the Gospel today* One cannot find th i sort of 
universal interpretation of doctrine in the Bible* The 
Bible cannot be understood if immediate practicalities 
such as a sermon or a situation in life dominate our use 
of the text* This method

destroys ho esty s d courage, it makes one afraid to 
give one's mind to the eager study c ** the saored 
documents, afraid to follow out the argument lest it 
should lead to consequences that would not suit our 
own practical purposes*

Our business when we read th© Bible is not just to teach
and preach, but also to learn*

A third error against which we must guard is the 
danger of "false intellectualism"• Practical prejudice 
must not oolor our quest for truth, but the disinterested
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intellectual quest for truth can only be realised if our
aim eveled with the deep desire to hit the mark.

Disinteres-ed indeed we must be; but it is precisely 
because we arc so deeply and desperately interested 
in very truth itself that we cannot afford to be any
thing but disinterested in the quest of it. We anat 
have the truth, we are not going to take any risks 
of being deflected from it by any kind of prejudice 
or preference; because is a matter of life and
death. Therefore we will not be put off by any 
shallow kind of logic, we will not be cool and glib 
and cocksure and easy. We will be eager and alert, 
patient and watchful, like a mariner with his eyes 
upon the compass when life and death dc d on his 
striking the course that leads safely between shoals 
and rocks in the darkness or fog, to his desired 
haven. No one is more "disinterested", more im
partial than he, because his purpose is not immed
iate ease or comfort, or u swift course running down 
the wind, but a true course, however hard to find 
and keep, if only it will lead him safe home at last. 
That urgent purpose sharpens his wits and quickens 
his Instinct. Still truer is it in this great theo
logical voy |© tha nothing but an urgent desire for 
the haven oi truth can quicken our i tinct for the 
finding of it. Religious truth cannot be found at 
all by a cold hard intellectual process.

The temptation of false Intellectualisra is to see 
the very basis of theology, faith-experience, as something 
separate from the intellect. Intellect without an in
stinct for truth is not true intellect at all, certainly 
not intellect placed in the service of theological truth.
There must always be a hunger for the truth, "for it is

2hunger that sharpens the instinct." The world around us

1 Ibid.. pp. 19-20. Xbj^« . p. 21 .
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and the people of the church become impatient with the-
°^°&y which smacks of mere detached academic interests,
and rightly so.

The study of theology ia a poor barren display of 
intellectual gymnastics when there is1none of the pure 
eager desperate love of truth itself.

That is the danger of false intellectualism.
False intellectualism at its worst can rear its

head as an even uglier danger which threatens the love of
truthj the danger of "false dilettantism”. This is the
search for truth for the sake of the search.

Every student has heard of Lessing9s famous dictum that 
if he were offered the gift of truth itself with one 
handf and the searoh for truth with the other and had 
to make his choice, he would choose the search for 
truth. We know very well what that great seeker after 
truth meant, and how right he was in what he meant.
For there is a deep sense in which we cannot really
fo&sesB truth until we have pursued it. Truth is not 
he Kind of commodity that can be delivered ready

made in a parcel and then laid up in a napkin and kept 
as a safe and settled possession. There must be a 
continual quest. And yet— a great manfs dictum may 
lead smaller minds far astray (great minds nearly 
always take the risk of that)j and in this case the 
dictum must not be taken without a grain of salt. For 
we can never afford to forget that, after all, what 
the true seeker fundamentally desires is not the quest 
but the truth. He is not like a mere sporting squire * 
who hunts the fox for the love of the sport and the fun 
and glory of the chase. He is rruch more like the 
primitive man who lives 1 his t »w and his spear, who 
hunts for food in real earnest. He may enjoy his food

1Ibid.. p. 22.

*
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all the more because he has hunted for it in the 
sweat of his brow, and he may even enjoy the hunt, 
or at least the memory of it in the repose and cool 
oi the evening. But the i od matters to him more 
than the hunt. He is a hungry man and he hunts for 
food knowing what he wants and satisfied only when 
he has got it. That is Li e real seeker. The mere 
sportsman wants only the excitement and glory of 
the chase. But if the seeker after truth should be
come a mere sportsman, if the search for truth should 
become to any student of theology like the mere field 
of sporty-that would be what I mean by false dilet
tantism,

A pernicious example of false dilettantism which 
ends in disaster is the danger of a "perver love of 
orginality". This is particularly acute in the field of 
theology. There is always the temptation to be caught up 
by an ingenious idea, a truly creative thought and pur

sue it to the ends of the earth t the expense of the 
one thing that matters— truth,

A man studying a theological problem, or a passage of 
scripture, strikes a new scent, hits upon a novel 
idea, is fascinated by the thought of making an orig
inal contribution, follows the trail, blinded by the 
interest of the great sport. He works out his idea, 
collects evidence, makes his argument .so persuasive 
that he half persuades himself, rid so adds one more 
to the stock of the world's book , of the mating of 
which there is no end,^

His book may indeed present an original theory, but the
integrity of his endeavour may be shattered by the simple
question: f,It is very original and ingenious, but do you

^Ibid,, pp, 23-24,
^Ibiri, , p. 25.



really belie e it to be true?*’1
The nature of iheolo# y with the ever x>resent ten

sion between its basis of faith-experience and its cri
teria of revelation make this danger especially acute 
for those engaged in theological writing because there 
is

the danger of writing with one's eye more on one's 
own theory than on the object, and one's mind mors 
occupied with the idea of originality or distinction 
than with the pure love of truth, until without any 
conscious dishonesty, one is mesmerised by one's own 
argument, and the excitement of chasing qne's own 
idea, and the truth vanishes altogether.

But th< same danger can be present even if we are 
not writing books and presenting positive, if misguided, 
original contributions to the ixvid of knowledge. There 
is the negative danger as well. There i > the kind of false 
dilettantism which falls at the other extreme of false 
institutionalism. This is the kind of false dilettant
ism which delights in iconoclasm, and proudly assumes 
that the institution can only offer false answers to life's 
most press ng questions.

But the cause of truth is • • . ill served by the 
false dilletantism which jauntily assumes that the 
institution and the tradition must always be wrong;

1 Ibid. 21bid.. p. 26.
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which delights in iconoclasm and is vainly proud 
of heresy; which is impatient of all that one can 
not understand; fthe spirit that continually denies1f 
taw spirit that loves do? bting more than believing;
the spirit that loves wit more than wisdom; the spirit
that loves novelty more than truth. All that kind of 
thing belongs to those in /horn the study of theology 
is at best no more than a ,reat game.

These are the dangers which continually beset the 
theologianfs true presentation of Christian doctrine.
As the discipline of theology properly undortaken inevi
tably involves the person who is thinking out his faith,
he must continually be on guard against these dangers,
and continually obedient to truth. Neither theology, nor 
the preaching which it serves, need be self-conscious or 
self-centered, but always open-minded and ready to learn 
in faith from i > sour , if its primary concern is the 
love of truth.

Here is a story Balllie often repeats when the
matter of the task of theology is brought up.

There is a story of St. Thomas Aquinas which I love 
to tell, . . .  He was indeed a great lover of truth, 
and I need not remind you that his great treatise, 
the St am a. l e o  logics is one of the greatest works of 
theology ever written. But it is unfinished, and 
this is the reason why. Some two years before his 
death when he was still working at his magnum opus, 
one day as he was celebrating the Eucharisi in a 
church in Naples, he had some wonderful visionary 
experience. It made him put his pen and inkhorn on

11bid.. p. 27.



the shelf and for the rest of his life he never wrote 
another word of his great treatise. When asked about 
the book, he replied* ”1 have seen that which makes 
aii that I have written saem small to me".

These then are some of the dangers which confront 
the theologian as he goes abou his task. It is clear 
that Baillie's attitude as he approaches theology is ons 
of profound humility and deep personal integrity. No 
treatment of Baillie's understanding of his theological 
task would be complete, however, without mertion of his 
passionate concern for the theological task of the church 
at large. His theology is always set within the context 
of the ecumenical church. Two further dangers which 
threaten the theological quest for truth can be seen in 
two extreme tenancies ohin the ecumenical movement to 
which D. M. Baillie contributed so much of his time and 
effort. Out of Baillie9s sensitive concern to guard against 
these extremes emerge his dedicated emphasis upon the 
importance of preaching Christian doctrine.

In an address on "Tradition and Christian Unity1* 
delivered in 1931, 'Baillie spoke of the tenor of the times 
which differentiated the Lausanne Conference of 1927 from 
the forthcoming Edinburgh Conference. The Lausanne Con
ference met in a spirit of ecumenical liberal!sia where the
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emphasis was upon the areas of agreement between ihe
chu Xhe temper oi the churches ten years later was
one which had been greatly influenced by th<? new wave of
coafessionalism, particularly on the Continent. Now the
areas of difference would receive the emphasis. Banger
exists in theological discussion whenever either one of
these c /  vtses is taken to its extreme.

The danger is tir.x in these matters the issue should 
come to be too narrowly drawn between v lat has been 
oalled ecumenical liberalism on the one hand and 
narrow Oonf.SKionali.a on Ibc other| on the one hand 
a spineless good uatured liberalism which is willing 
to shake hands all round and unite at once with any
body, because the issues of doctrine do not greatly 
matter, and on th<* other hand a hard blind confes
sional ism which learns nothing and forgets nothing, 
but which makes one take it for granted that one's own 
church is always right. B o w  of these tendencies must 
obviously be wronfc, and must be fat 1 to the cause of 
Christian unity.

Speaking in 1937, Baillie took the opportunity to speak
to the second of these tendencies by pointing out the
tremendous influence which tradition has upon our religious
convictions, tradition in the broad sense of "a religious
and ecele iastical heritage into which the individual is
born and which largely determines the bent of his convic-

^"Tradition and Christian Unity”, (Envelope 75),
pp. 5-6*
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tions." These influences are real i lay an impor
tant and positive port in the development of our reli
gious life, but it is important to appreciate the true 
ni ture of many of these influences*

To put it in a more provocative way which is more in 
line with the language of modern psychology, the non- 
rational element enters into our church allegiances 
and our church divisions to a far greater extent 
than we usually realize, • . * These non-rational 
causes are the influences of custom, early training 
and suggestion, social environment— all may be summed 
up in the word "tradition", Thus amon* the many 
things which a man believes there are m. ay which he 
believes for no reasons at all, whether ratiocinative 
or intuitive, bui" because they have been suggested to 
his mind in purely non-rational ways. Any explan
ations he gives afterwards are no, really reasons but 
only rationalizations•

These are real factors, and there is no reason to be 
ashamed of the raditi aal heritage in which we have been 
nurtured. They are in many cases creditable factors and 
indeed inevitable from the simple fact that the church is 
made up of communities of believers each with varying 
historical and cultural backgrounds which legitimately in
fluence the expression of faith) "it is absurd to say that
the doctrinal and traditional differences between churches

3do not matter at all," The quest for truth does not nece
ssarily mean the uniformity of doctrinal expression* In

1

^Ibid.. p. 6. 2lbld.. pp. 6-7.
3Ibid.. p. 17.
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the case of two divergent tradition, such as the iioman
Catholic and the Protestantf Hailli© writes

You canft put things right either for them or for 
us by making a hasty hybrid of two different tradi
tions, sacrificing truth > ood natured compromise 
and vague uncertainty*

The problem rests, not so much with the diversity 
that exists but with the reasons why we cling to diver
sity* The problem rests with our temptation to deny the 
non-ration&l character of our differences, ferences 
due so often to nothing more than historical accident*
No church or tradition is entirely right within the con
text of the whole Church.

I believe it is indeed true that different indivi
duals may require different expressions of religion, 
and therefore last ad of blank uniformity there is 
groat room for diversity* But surely the diversity 
need not always mean ecclesiastical separation) for 
if it does, then the benefits of diversity are not 
really available to all and sundry, and the differ
entiation defeats its own ends* Therefore it is 
dangerous to go too far with the doctrine that each 
church has its own separate "vocation*• And more
over it is not only dangerous in practice, but also 
highly compromising as regards the question of truth* 
Behind all the diversities of tradition, truth is 
one, and it is aureiy pe rt of tin* vocation of every 
church to strive hard tu overcome its own non-rational 
prejudices and seek the truth itself, wherever the 
truth may lead.

In this context, Baillie is primarily concerned 
to stress that the church and particularly its ministers

11bid.. p. 19. 2Ibid.. pp. 20-21.



have a vocation to be open and informed about the doc

trinal diversities represented by other traditions. The

task of theology which serves the preaching of the church 

involves being open and clear as to the doctrinal content 
of its ssage within the perspective of the whole Church, 
Preaching must take on the task of presenting the doc

trines of the church, unhampered by the fear inherent 

in the denial of the non—rational elements w icli have gone 
into th* raak ng of a particular tradition.

The prac ical conclusion from all these thoughts is 
that it is vital for us (above all, for us ministers) 
to take the pains to understand the positions and 
traditions of other churches, and to set in the 
clear light of our Christian thinking, the things 
that separate them from us* * * . we in the churches 
must learn to humble our elves, to empty ourselves, 
by thinking not only of what we stand for, what our 
church stunds for, but still more of what the oilier 
churches stand for*

Thus the practical conclusion which arises out of

the danger of narrow eonfessionalism leads directly into
the matter of preaching Christim doctrine. The theology
which serves such preaching must have an open and obedient
ear to the voices of the whole Church. And the preaching
which arises must give a clear expression of the doctrinal

content of the faith it proclaims*
The same conclusion is reached by a different path

which presents the dangers inherent in an over-emphasis
on the spirit of ecumenical liberalism, the ’spineless
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good naiured liberalism whxcn is willing to shake hands 
all around and unite at once with anybody, because the 
issues of doctrine do not greatly matter",^

The violent swing of the pendulum in this ecumen

ically liberal direction leads to the kind of thinking 
wherein pulpits will advocate unity with plenty of good
will and little concern for what they be!ieve, This ten
dency ends in the greater danger of compromising what 
faith (articulated in doctrines) the people do possess. 

Many congregations are left with pulpits which are more 
concerned with goodwill than with truth and the people are 
left adrift, Baillie sees this already happening in many 

parts of the world Church,

The danger is that it should be a Church based on 
compromise or vagueness, rather than on truth; and 
that it will develop a sort of preaching which has 
very little in it of what we might call the Catholic 
Christian Faith, I believe that danger has already 
reached a high pitch in America* with the result 
that many pulpits have hardly any definite message 
about God and His ways, about His Incarnation in 
Jesus Christ, about the Cross, about the Atonement, 
about the Forgiveness of Sins, about the Life Ever
lasting, but are satisfied with Fimersonian senti
mentalism about human character and experience, with 
thanksgiving £or the great open spaces and the wind 
on the heath.

It would be hard to give a better diagnosis of the illness 

that plagues many American pulpits, possibly some others

^"Christian Unity and Theological Thinking" 
(Book 6 8), pp. 41-42,

1Ibid., p. 5.



too* Surely the treatment ©X this theological anemia 
involves a renewed emphasis upon the doctrinal content of 
preaching, not in the defensive and fearful sense of a 
narrow confessionalism, but in the sense of an open, 
clear-headed search for the truth which the Church does 
believe and a proclamation of that truth. This is the 
end toward which theology must serve pro hing today.
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CHAPTER VII

CHRISTIAN D C  THINK* A STORY .VI TH A PLOT

Theology is 11 thinking out what we believe"; doc

trine is what is said and taught about these thoughts. 
Doctrine is the articulation ot belief* doctrine is the 

content of the Christian message proclaimed• But why is 
doctrim? necessary? If the essence of Christianity is a 
faith-experience9 why do we have to concern ourselves 

with what we say about it? Why is doctrine nece.sary?

Why, in short, preach Christian doctrine?
These questi na are not altogether academic.

When the subject of the importance of doctrine in the life 
of the church is brought up, negative comments may well 
be expected. "We are not interested in doc trines but in 
life, • • . and th« one seems sometimes t, e very 

little to du with the other.” It is easy to answer by say
ing tit at doctrines w ich arc not intimately related to 
life are not worthy oi the name, but whet do we mean by 

that? Or someone might say; ”bo far as we are going to 
go in for thinking about religious realities, we are going
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to do it freely and unfettered, we are nut going to 

inquire what is the Christian doctrine on this point or 
that." What are we to sa> to such * coiMient?^

A false start to the answer oi these questions 
is inde when we thin^ oi doctrine as a secondary reflec

tive product of experience. It is false to isolate one 
from tfu other by saying:

Religious experience is tde important thing. It is 
the warm Living reality. Christi n octrine may 
very well come afterwards, because theologians will 
wish to reflect upon the exp rience and describe it 
an a co nt for it end formulate its laws.*

The mistake here lies in thinking that religious exper
ience is merely a matter of feeling, when in fact it is 

n "experience of believing". "Religious experience is
a faith-expvrience5 it is an experience of being con-

3strained to believe.*'

Now to believe at all means to believe some thing. 
Belief must have some coi ■ it, and as soon as you 
try to say what it is that you believe in your reli
gion, at once yo have the beginnings of doctrine. 
The doctrine is really implicit in the believing, 
that is in the religious experience. Christian doc
trine is not simply a subsequent reflection upon 

' exp* riaice. It is in the exp rience.

**MWhat is Christian doctrine" (Book 71), p*. 2—5. 
*"1 hid.. p. 9. ^Ibid .. p. 12. bid.. p. 13.
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To those who are impatient with doctrine and 

cite the example of Jesus as one who was 11 so different 

from the theologians and the doctrine mongers of His 

day, like the Scribes and the Ph risees11̂ we can point 
to the teachings of Jesus which comprise the greatest 

part of what is known about Him. True, the teachings of 
Jesus are not doctrines in the sense of timeless truths 
which we can lift out of their context and apply immed
iately to contemporary situations. Doctrine is never 
of that sort. Jesus* leeching was the immediate reflec

tion and articulation of a faith-experience. That is 
doctrine.

Do we forget that Jesus spent most of his time 
teaching? And not simply teaching practical pre
cepts, but teaching deep religious truths, about 
God and His nature and His ways; challenging cur
rent thoughts about God and leading people on to 
better thoughts and conceptions of Him; making 
people think about these things. Now of course 
Jesus was not a theologian, and yet all that was 
doctrine, and once you sorted On that intelligent 
way of taking religion, you can't stop and draw the 
line; and the whole of what we call "Christian Doc
trine*’ is but a natural development of that.

To be sure, faith is revealed to the simjjle and 

obedient heart, but this does not mean that is the end of

11bid.. p. 15
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the matter* "From the vcery beginning Christianity did 
expect its followers to take their Christianity in an 
intelligent kind of way. 1*1 Christianity is intended for 
people from every walk of life and degree of intellectual 
ability, but in every case it has* always expected an in
telligent and informed response to faith*

Look at St* Paul*s Epistles— sometimes so difficult 
in their doctrine that tht̂ y have kept commentators 
busy for nearly nineteen centuries* And yet these 
letters were for the most part addressed to very or
dinary people, not many wise, not many mighty, not 
many noble, but simple unlearned people in narrow 
circumstances$ and Paul expected them to understand 
hie arguments and to be interested in them* It was 
not for the learned commentators that he wrote his 
difficult doctrinal passages, but for those ordinary 
folk, many of them slaves, in Corinth and Ephesus 
and Colossae and Rome* And another Eew Testament 
writer writing to a similarly mixed crowd of ordi
nary Christian people, says, "Be always ready to give 
an answer to anyone who asks for a reason concerning 
the hope that is in yoif*

And the form of this "reason" is always doctrine* Christ
ian doctr ne is the re pousibility, not just of a theo
logical elite, but of every Christian who claims the faith.

The fact is that th© Christian religion, above all 
oth rs, is a religion which emphasises doctrine * be
cause it is a religion of believing, a religion of 
faith* It expects all its people to take their reli
gion intelligently.

11bid. 2Ibid.. p. 16.
3Ibid.. p. 17.
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Baillie used to tell a delightful little story,
not by way of precept of procedural recommendation for
those who would teach doctrine, but by way of illustration
and criticism of the way doctrine should play a part in
the life of mature Christians*

There is a charming little story that I like to some
times tell which will appeal especially to my own 
countrymen from Scotland, but it will perhaps not 
leave others quite cold. When the great American 
evangelist D* L. Moody was visiting Edinburgh in the 
course of one of his missions nearly half a century 
ago, he was one day addressing a vast congregation 
of children in the Edinburgh Assembly Hall* He had 
chosen Prayer as the subject of his address and he 
began by asking, as a merely rhetorical question,
”What is prayer?”— not expecting an answer, and never 
thinking that these were the exact words of a question 
in the Shorter Catechism* No sooner were the words 
out of his mouth than a hundred hands shot up all 
over the hall* Moody pioked out one boy at random 
to give his answer* Without a moment’s hesitation, 
the boy stood up and saidt ’’Prayer is the offering 
up of our desires unto God for things agreeable to 
His will, in the name of Christ, with confession of 
our sins and thankful acknowledgment of all His 
mercies*H They were the words of the Shorter Cate
chism, and any one of these other hundred boys and 
girls could have said the same thing* Moody listened 
and then saidt ’’Thank God, ray boy, that you were born 
in Scotland”* Now sorae of you can’t thank God for 
that; and perhaps if you studied the Shorter Cate- 
chism for a bit and thought of it as a book for child
ren you would thank God that you were not born in 
Scotland* I am not defending the doctrine of the 
Shorter Catechism, or the method of it— especially 
as a doctrine or a method suitable for children*
That is not my point at all* But I do like the story 
as illustrating the ideal of a virile intelligent 
Christianity that knows what it believes and eon give 
an answer to anyone who asks for a reason* No doubt 
the Shorter Catechism, and many another method of



teaching the young, has tended to make the mis
take of treating children as grown up men and women, 
fulfledged Christians. But at least that is not so 
bad as the opposite mistake of treating grown-up 
Christians like little children.

The point of the matter is that true doctrine, not merely
memorized formulae lifted out of an ancient document or
Scripture verses quoted indiscriminately to support a point,
is intended to be a part of every Christian*s life so
that whenever the occasion arises, be it from the questions
of his own heart or those of a friend, he will be able to
reflect from his experience and learning and give a
"reason for the hope" that is in hinu And the preaching
ministry of the Church is a primary means by which men
and women can be taught Christian doctrine.

There is still another reason for the necessity 
of doctrine becoming a lively interest in the life of 
every Christian. There is the ever present fact of dis
torted doctrine, which though novel or even superficially 
plausible, does not stand up in the face of intelligent 
appraisal, and cannot be admitted as speaking for the 
Christian faith with any degree of integrity. Guidelines 
must be offered, essential and necessary guidelines for
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^Ibid.. pp. 17-19* See also "Intelligent 
Christianity** in To Whom Shall We Go?, pp. 63-64.
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our reflection upon the experience of belief, in the 
form of Christina doctrine; not in popular doctrines 
loosely identified with a Christian or western demo
cratic way of life* Surely t .<© Christian pulpit is one 
place from which these guidelines must be offered*1

And whence cometh doctrine? All that we have 
said about the basis and sources of theology make up the 
soil and seed from which doctrine springs* Doctrine is 
not dropped from heaven ready—made for human consump
tion; it was not perceived all at once by any man's 
faith working in isolation*

Doctrine is the product of collective reflection of 
generations of religious men* Each of them had their 
expo nee of divine things; for indeed their faith 
was but the human side of that which on the other 
side is God's revelation* * * • Doctrine doesn't 
come ready-made from God, but the revelation God 
gives to faith has to be described in human lan
guage, reduced to order and coherence and that is 
a great perennial work of conscious and unconscious 
co-operation.

The system of doctrine upon which we buile* today is not
a system of dogmas that was once delivered to the 
saints, but a faith; and the system of dogmas or 
doctrines is but the result of agelong co-operative 
endeavour to put in systematic form what faith has 
to tell us about God and His works and His ways*

1 lbid* * pp* 20ff. 2Ibid*. pp. 28-29.



This has to be done in order that the truth may be 
handed down from age to age, to call forth the 
faith of the individual and enable hi© to see for 
himself. For the faith of the individual is 
largely dependent on the system of dogma. But at 
the same time, the system of dogma depends on the 
faith of the millions, and its ultimate purpose 
and use is to enable each believing ind vidual 
more and more to see it all for himself, with a 
full grown faith.

Doctrines, by virtue of their very source, are 
the responsibility of all Christians. Doctrines form 
the content of the ongoing Christian message. The con
tent of the Christian message has been considerably clar
ified anew by recent Biblical studies together with the 
critical impact of the anti-religious secularism of the 
early twentieth century which developed into the quasi
religious secularism of the present. The latter has 
forced us to answer the question, “What does the Church 
have to say that is in any way unique or significant in 
the world?” The former has taught us that the Christian 
message is not mere historical information , nor is it 
ready-made theology. New Testament studies have brought 
to the fore the central concept of kerygroa. which brings 
to light the life and unity of all that the New Testament, 
indeed all that the Bible, has to say to us today.

11bid.. pp. 30-31.
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Vfe have learned again that the Christian message is not 
a series of timeless truths, it is not a mere ethic, 
telling us what to do. The kerygma* or Christian mes- 

is not an imperative, nor just a present indica

tive, but an aorist indicative* It is the story about 
something that happened, which has and will have direct 
bearing upon all of us.^

The full sweep of this story will occupy our 
attention for the remainder of this dissertation. The 
whole story is implicit in each doctrine, and each doc
trine sheds a particular light on the whole story* By 
way of a preview, here in Baillie's words is a summary 
of the Christian message, or as he often put it the 
"story with a plot"*

The central doctrine of Christianity is the Incar
nation* The belief in the Incarnation, truly undew- 
stood, involves a view of the whole nature and mean
ing of the universe and of human existence* And 
even in the workshops and factories of this technical 
age th t is surely a deep need and desire of men, 
to know whether life has a meaning* How does 
Christianity answer the question? Not precisely by 
offering a system of general ideas* But by some
thing much more exciting. By telling & story, and 
we might say a story with a plot. The earliest 
chapters of the story canft be told in ordinary 
historical terms, but only in highly pictorial or 
symbolic language* That is— stories of the Creation 
and the Fall*

"The Christian Message Today" (Book 31), pres
ents a full development of this theme, but for a brief 
allusion to it in published form see The Theology of 
the Sacraments* p. 56.
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The same is true about the final chapters-- 
about the consummation which lies beyond history.
But the middle part of the r? ry runs right through 
human history— through your life and mine, ^nd the 
central chapter tells of an episode at a particular 
time in a particular country on earth. That is™the 
Incarnution.

The plot is somewhat as follows. In God*8 cre
ative purpose, all mankind is intended to live in a 
unity of love, in p rfect community, a fellowship 
of free spirits as one body united in the love of 
God. But somehow, things have gone wrong. Ahe one 
body has got broken up into a host of independent 
little atoms— each man making himself, instead of 
God, the centre of the universe, and thereby sep
arating himself not only from God but from his 
fellowraen. Vhat ve see in the Incarnation is God 
Himself appearing as a man whose life was a rever
sal of that fatal error. Unlike all other men, this 
Man claimed nothing for Himself, not even life.
So th*«t in the unreserved sacrifice of Himself, He 
died a criminal's death. But Christians believe that 
this was actually God, bearing the sin and suffering 
of the world— and winning the victory over it. And 
thereby a ne community was crc d in the world, 
by which other men could be d r a m  back out of heir 
self-centeredness into the true life of community with 
God and man, even if this can never be completely 
accomplished in this life on earth. That comr>\mity 
is the Church.

That is how the Christian faith, properly under
stood, points us outwards to the life of communliy, 
"ana u 1 1 that it means in th© industrial civilisation 
of the 20th century.
f The Christian message is "a story with a plot”•

It is a unique and significant story; unique because 
only a certain community can tell it, significant because

"Freedom and Order", B.B.C. broadcast script 
pp. 19-22. For another more fully developed summary of 
the Christian message, see "Epiloguet The Body of 
Christ" in God Was in Christ pp. 203-210.



it tells of something th t happened which involves
each and ev ry one of us.

The messk e is embodied in a community we call the 
Church, so that the Church becomes part of the 
essence of the message, • • • It is only the Church 
that can tell the story because the Btory is not 
mere history; it is a witness, a testimony, and the 
Church as a body is the only possible witness. That 
is because the Church is part of the message, wit* 
nessing to a redemption which it has received from 
the hands of God in Christ, and calling others to 
come and share it*

The message is not just proclamation but the very
presence of the Church in the world. The Church exists
to proclaim a message, it exists to tell its story. The
preaching of the Church is the means by which it tells
its story. The doctrines of the Church are the chapters
in the story which make up the Christian message. The
theology of the Church serves to clarify and articulate
these chapters in each new generation. In short, the
Church exists today in order to preach Christian doctrine.
By the preaching of Christian doctrine, the Body of
Christ is made known in the world. It is by the preach*
m g  of Christian doctrine that the Church tells its
story, to wit*

God was i; hrist, reconcilxn, the world to himself, 
not counting their trespasses against them, and^ 
entrusting to us the message of reconciliation.

1 12

1 "The Christian Message Today", pp. 19*20, 
2II Corinthian* 5*19 (R3V).



PARI II

A THEOLOGI PQR PREACHIKG



CHAPTER I

IX) C TRINE OP GOD

The Doctrine of God covers the whole of Christian 
theology* It is at least implicit in every one of D*
M* Baillievs sermons* In this chapter I will examine 
the th eological themes which are treated by Professor 
Baillie in his lectures on the Doctrine of God* The 
doctrine as it is preached follows no systematic out
line as In the lectures, and it has been necessary to 
glean from many a rmons the themes which correspond 
to those in his lectures. This chapter wil serve as 
an introduction to the full scope of Christian doctrine 
which follows| all the ensuing doctrines are dependent 
upon it, and it is incomplete without all others* 
This is the first chapter of a story, "a story with a 
plot".

The Doctrine Preached

The major thrust of Baillie1a preaching on the 
Doctrine of God is not directed toward arguments con-
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cerning the necessity, essence or existence of God, 
llis major thrust is an affirmative answer to the ques
tion, "Does belief in God matter?" How is this question 
presented in the sermons? How is it given an affirma
tive answer which points toward faith in God?

In a sermon emitted, "Does Belief in God 
Matter? " , 1 Baillie presents an argument which places 
this question at the root of the contemporary quest for 
r !i vus truth* This is not the question which was 
first asked a generation ago* Recalling his own quest, 
Baillie preaches!

Whan I was a student, some of us were deeply 
perplexed about religious belief; as to whether 
it could be justified, whether it was true, whether 
one could realty be quite certain of the existence 
of God* • • • That was quite a common experience* 
And it wa® not a new experience in the early dec
ades of this century* You oan*t read the se' 
literature of the nineteenth century— Carlyle, 
Tennyson, Browning— without noticing the same 
thing there*

But the contemporary question is less abstract and more 
penetrating*

It often seems to me today that young people 
have a different kind of perplexity now and are 
asking a different kind of question. They are not 
asking, "Can we be sure of the existence of God?",

1"Does Belief in God Matter?" 2 Timothy 1*12 
(un), 1940.

* p #  ̂*
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but "Vova it matter?"* They are not asking 
anxiously, "Can it be true?", but "Is it rele
vant?" • • • To expand the qusstira a litties 
Even if it can be shown to be true that there 
exists an invisible infinite Being, a supreme and 
perfect Person whom you call God, vhat difference 
does it raake to my daily life and aims and ideals 
whether I make such speculative flights of thought 
or not, any more than it makes a difference whe
ther I know of the existence of some distant star 
which is not visible with the naked eye I can 
live my life and pursue my aims and ideals with
out any such belief*. And do I lose anything? Bo 
such beliefs matter?

To frame the question more precisely a further 
question is askedt "What are you going to live for?"2 
What are the aims and ideals vhich ve claim as effica
cious in driving us toward worthwhile goals?

The development of a good character is such 
an ideal* "The awakening soul of youth tends to give 
that answer* fI am going to cultivate ray character, 
make myself into a pure noble good man or women*9"3 
But the nan who predicates his existence on the estab
lishment of good character in himself is faced with the 
paradox of moralism which negates all his efforts.

Mary a young fellow, with the earnestness of 
awakening youth, has tried making lists of his 
faults and temptations to be overcome, drawing up 
rules and working away at the business of moral 
self-cul lure. At first he never noticed what a

2 3Ibid* * p* 2. lt>id«. P* 3.
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self-centered aim it was. But he soon does. After 
all the very thing we have to get rid of it our 
selfishness. And you can't do that by a self-center
ed method. So you discover that all your sell culti
vation is not making your character beautiful. . . . 
In some emergency situation, perhaps, you find your
self instinctively sacrificing other people9s inter
ests to your own, and you make the unwelcome dis
covery th t you are as selfish as ever.

In that way you discover wiwi I might call the 
moralist’s paradox. Everybody has heard of the 
hedonist's paradox. If you aim directly at happi
ness you will not attain it. But this other para
dox is even dfeeper, though many moralists have never 
noticed it* If you aim directly at goodness, you 
will not attain it. The quest of character defeats 
itself.’

Another ideal which motivates many men and women 

is material security. But here too, we encounter a para
dox which must drive us further, iho paradox of aquisi- 

tiveness. Control of property and financial security, 
as important as they are, can often be elevated beyond 
their rightful place to a point of ultimote concern.

I think Jesus used to be tremendously impressed 
with the sadness, the almost ridiculous sadness, of 
the man that comes to that pass* The man who gains 
the whole world but loses himself, because he hasn*t 
got anything to him but his possessions} his prop
erty has taken the place of his soul and then sud
denly when one night his life comes to an end he has 
nothing left. . . .  And of course the same thing is 
true in a broad sense not only of those who live for 
possessions, but of all who live just by their in- - 
stLncts, to gratify their instincts, for gain or

^Ibid., pp. 3-4.



pleasure or power, to g* t what Lhey can. They get 
all and lose everything, with their notto* W'hat I 
can get is my portion.

The e :phemeral nature of possessions and property creates

a deep-seated insecurity in many men, an insecurity which
demands a firmer ideal u|>on which to build If they are
to build with integrity and hope,

A nobler ideal which has fired the imaginations
of many is the service of mankind. Here the problems
of introverted self-interest seem to be avoided, "You
are going to forget yourself, and serve your fellows,
join the great perennial crusade against human ills, do
some good in the world and try to make the world a
better place and leave it a little better than you found 

2it," Certainly the man who lives up to thi^ high aim

has begun to plumb the depths of true meaning in life,
but even here an analysis of human experience exposes the

inadequacy of the ideal of service in and of itself.
If you venture forth with the ideal of service as the sole
object for which you will live,

you will very soon make some very strange discover
ies, Very soon you will discover that the world is 
a much big er place than you imagined, much more 
difficult to redeem than you thought, and thi» t there 
is much more wrong with it than a mere disarrangement 
which we can put right by a little pulling together,

 ̂"The Lord is ray Portion" Lamentations 3:24 
(518), 1929-34, p. 3.
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How many eager souls have made that discovery in
these dreadful ye*rs in which we live2 And then
you begin to wonder whether your puny little efforts 
are mating any difference or whether they are worth
while*
disillusionment which so often results when ideals

are pitted against experience demands a higher aim in
life than service to mankind*

And service, the giving of oneself to others, is
accompanied by another defect which negates its value as
an ideal by which to live, Upon closer examination your
service to mankind takes on a self-centered dimension*

You 1 °gin to suspect that it isn't very unselfish*
There is a good deal of self satisfaction about it*
You like being busy with good works, because it 
makes you feel good. Bo you have thrown yourself 
into a ussy activity* But you begin to suspect it, 
and to suspect yourself* You come to ask yourself; 
HVhat right have I to try to change the world into 
a better0place? 1 have much more need to be changed 
myself."

Once agaia the paradox of norality forces us to look 
further*

The ideal of building a good character is a noble 
‘leal but ve are forced to look further if we are to evoid 
becoming turned in upon ourselves* The drive to make

1 1 bid,
2

X b i d  • ,  p  * 6  *



good use of our material gifts# to increase the material 
security of ourselves and those with whom we love, is a 
worthy drive to be accepted with integrity, but we must 
look further if our property and security are not to be
come an insecure end in themselves. The service of man
kind is a noble aim, but the inherent diffic ilties of 
the task and the tendency toward self-righteousness force 
us to look for a higher aim in life. It is at this point 
th. i lief in God makes a difference. If we press on for 
an answer to the question of what we are going to live 
for, the word "God" becomes relevant,

What does the word ”God” mean to those who as 
Christians believe in Him? Not a remote and soli
tary monad whose existence we establish at the con
clusion of a train of speculative argument, but the 
infinite Love which is at the heart of the universe, 
the source and aim of existence, the origin of all 
we call our ideals, th<> one real link between 1 r- 
selvos and our fellows, the one reality worth living 
for, our Heavenly ather.

The aims and ideals which drive us to greater 
heights ar functions oi Godfs love which draw us to Him, 
Our moral consciousness is confronted by the paradox of 
morality, not in order to negate morality, but to point 
us toward its source, Th© paradox of orality serves to 
draw our consciousness of moral demands away from a static,
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impersonal conception of morality to an awareness of its
cr.ative purpose.

What we call the moral law is not a dead impersonal 
law at all. It is iiving and p rson&l; it is Godfs 
love pressing upon us perpetually persuading us to 
love our fellows.

The question, "Does belief in God matter?" is 

raised by experience which is morally conditioned. The 
answer to the question is given within the context of 

human experience. True, it is belief in God who breaks 
into human experience, but tho language used t. describe 
this phenomenon is not the language of metaphysical specu

lation concerning the nature of God, as much as it is 
the language of experience describing something that has 

happened,
How when I really come to believe end tru-t in 

that God, that covers and transforms e\ ;rything—  
all my cultivation of my character, all ray serving 
of mankind— it is a*.*, transformed now and made rig- i 
and wholesome. Now my mind will no longer oe fixed 
on my own character, but on the ble.ised will of God, 
And when 1 fail, and realize ray failure, when I see 
ray selfishness, instead of brooding with falkn pride 
upon my own poor spoilt character, I feel ashamc * of 
having sinned against the love of God, That makes 
it even worse. But then it makes it better becau e 
now, instead of being merely sick of myself, I can 
confess my sin to God and accept his forgiveness.
And if God forgives me and accepts me still, that 
matters loxo than all my w r e h e d  character, and I 
can make a new beginning. But can I really make a



new beginning if I can’t change my selfish charac
ter? Ah well, I can't change my character by trying 
t cultivate i%. But our characters do get gradually 
changed in this daily recurri g process of confession 
and forgiveness. God's love slowly cur*s our selfish
ness and kindles in our hearts at least a tiny little 
fire of love to aur fellow creatures., so th i we begin 
to love God in them and them in God.

Now our service of mankind
is no longer a self important round of good works, 
now we get i*ray from the intolerable priggishness of 
trying to do people good when we don't really love 
them. Now we take our humble place in the great 
human x'amily, accept the spirit of community, we 
forget and lose uxselves in the fellowship of others 
and so enter on the ge.uine service of mankind. Even 
in those moments when our fellows seem unworthy and 
unloveable we can servo them for the sake of the love 
of God of which we ore so unworthy ourselves. . . .
Now we know that we are not redeeming the worldv but 
God is.

Th* question, "Does belief in God matter?" is 
raised by th© human need for forgiveness which cannot be 
met by self-oentered character building! by the need for 
hope and confidence with which to meet the future which 
ca not be met by the acquisition of possessions) by the 
need for love which is it from a self-centered con
fidence in one's ability to serve mankind. These three 
needs, forgiveness, hope and lov*, which cannot be met 
by our own efforts, point toward the vital relevance of

11bid.. p. 8 2Ibid., p. 9



en affirmative answer to our question. The meeting of 

these needs in hue, i experience points toward the object

ive reality of a God who acts. It remains to be seen how 
Baillie desor bes these acts.

1 pq

Our ivnowledge of Gcu,

The Knowledge of God is always, "knowledge min

ted with wonder". Our knowledge of God arid his acts is 
always fragmentary 1 incomplete. The conscious aware
ness of this fact is the beginning of true wisdom, not 
only when we are dealing with the knowledge of God, but 
in other areas of human knowledge as well. The element 

of rnvst* ry is a prerequisite of any quest for know' *pe, 
it is the unknown in the world that drives on to a fuller 

under-tending of our environment.

We look upon the fi.ce of nature, beautiful in 
all its changes; and we sometimes feel that it is 
but the garment which clothes a profound mystery.
We loot on human life, the human soul, ourselves our 
neight mrs. But what are we? Whence come we? Again, 
in spite of all our wledge there i? a great cloud 
of mystery. We look at the fact of death, and try to 
see beyond it and to imagine what lies on the other 
side. But we cannot imagine it and our minds are 
helplessly lost when we try to do so. . • .We try 
to look forward into the future o' our lives on earth 
and we cannot do it, except to a very limited extent.
• • . But perhaps it is the troubles and miseries of

^"Scattered saying of Jesuss No. 1" (533), 
1930-33, p. 13.
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life that above all fill us with the sense of mystery.
There are »o many wretched thing^ that don't seem to 
admit of any decent explanation.

Mystery is a pre-requisite and component of all human 
knowledge, so it is with the huiaan knowledge of God. The 
unknown moves us to seek knowledge; the unknown comple
ments knowledge. Mystery is not something to be feared, 
but a challenge to be accepted. Paradox plays a strong 
part in Baillie1a theological thought, not because paradox 
is an end of knowledge, but because it challenges the 
thinker to press on. We can never rest on paradox but 
must press on, preserving the inherent tension, into the 
life of faith. Knowledge of God comes with an acceptance 
of His mystery.

For there is a whole world of inscrutable mystery 
surrounding all our beliefs about God, and it is 
salutary to be made to realize it. Everything that 
we say or sing about God is but an attempt to put 
into our poor blundering human words something that 
can never be perfectly expressed in human words; 
stupendous divine realities too great to be grasped 
by human minds or comprehended in human categories. 
When we forget this we are apt to become smug and 
self-satisfied, narrow-minded and intolerant, in 
our religious beliefs, as if we were in possession 
of the whole truth, and all other traditions must 
be wrong. We need to be reminded that God cannot 
be contained in any of our statementst He freaks 
through them all, and makes us think again.

1"The Secret Things and the Things Revealed”, 
Deuteronomy 29*29 (578), 1923-31, pp. 3-4.

^”The Mystery of he Trinity”, Out of Nazareth, 
pp. 70-71.
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let the knowledge of God is not simply a matter 
of mystery. The very nature of Godfs action in human 
affairs involves our real knowledge of his activity*
There is more than mystery in our apprehension of His 
acts |

mystery is not enough. It is a very good thing to 
have an aura of mystery round every kernal of reli
gious belief* But it would be a very poor thing to 
have the isjyutery without the kernel* We can't live 
on mere artery. Moreover it is highly important 
to learn th t in the New Testament this word 'mys
tery1 never means sheer mystery* It always means 
a divine secret which it has pleased God to reveal 
to men) a secret mysterious that we could never 
begin to discover it for ourselves by a human 
search, if God had not taken the initiative and 
given us the clue* But he has done this in Jesus 
Christ and by the Holy Spirit. And so the mystery 
of our religion might be described as God's open 
secreti a floodlit patch of truth which fades off 
all round about, into thick clouds of darkness, 
but which is enough to give us whet we need~ a faith 
to live by, in this rough and tumble world*

Knowledge of God comes through His actions within 
the realm of human experience, actions through which God 
has rev?aled Himself to us* Our very quest for knowledge 
of God, moved by His m.stery and met by His self revel
ation, is all the work of a prevenient God* Our questions 
and His answers are both His work*

It is God Himself that makes us ask these questions 
because He means to answer them* Or, in other words, 
it is not just a matter of .human discovery, but of 
divine revelation* Through countless ages men have

11bid.. p. 72.
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been asking and seeking. And through all these 
age8 0od9 who prompted us to ask and seek, has 
been revealing Himself, revealing the nature of 
His will to men* That happened especially in 
ancient Israel, and we have the record of it in 
the Old Testament) and above all in Jesus Christ, 
and we have the witness of it in the Hew Testa
ment, and all that has come to us in the Church 
of Jesus Christ, a great.deposit, a great patri
mony of truth about God,

The witness of Scripture and the witness of the ongoing 
Church (the limits of which remain a mystery in Godcs 
hands) describe the content of the knowledge men have of 
the objective actions of God,

But th© content of ur knowledge of God must be 
met by our experience of this knowledge. How does 
knowledge of Ood make a difference? Vhat are the charac
teristics of this knowledge when it is found within the 
heart of men?

Mystery and revelation, th© dual nature of the 
knowledge of God points to the characteristic manifest
ation of trust, A story is told about

Marshall Tiirenne, who was Marshall of France in 
the time of Louis XIV, One night, when he was 
going round the camp unknown to his soldiers, he 
overheard some of the younger men complaining (as 
we shou d say, "grousing") about the discomforts

*“The Secret Things and the Things Revealed",
p, 6,
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of the march. Then he heard an old soldier, newly 
recovered from a severe wound, speak up end say*
•’You don*t know our father. He would not have made 
us go through such fatigue unless he hud some great 
end in view, which we can’t yet make out.1’ Isn’t 
that just whut, by Christian faith, we must say 
about God? hasn’t that exactly how Jesus was always 
trying to make people think and feel about God?
’’Have faith in God*1-— it was the very heart of his 
message. There are many thin0 in our lives that 
make it extraordinarily difficult from time to time 
to trust in God. But this is what we have to learn 
if we would be good soldiers of Jesus Christ-— to 
admit there are many things we can’t understand, and 
then go on with Paul to say* ’’But I know whom I 
have trusted, and I am persuaded that he is able to 
keep what I have committed to Him.” [2 Tim. 1*12]

The knowledge of God is experienced as trust in One Who
has the end or purpose of life in view and One Who will
carry out this purpose to its appointed end.

But trust in God is not a passive matter. Know
ledge of God and His will is also characterized by obed
ience.

’’The secret things belong unto the Lord our Gods 
but the things which are revealed belong unto us 
and to our children forever, that we may do all 
the word of this law.” [Deut. 29*29] That is the 
constant simple duty of the good soldier. Very often 
we cannot understand, sometimes it may be extremely 
difficult to trust, sometimes the great Commander- 
in-Chief will seem very far away from a common sol
dier . . .  and it is very hard to see and feel the 
glory of the campaign whose plan he cannot follow, 
but whose hardships he has to endure. He feels 
like a pawn on the board, and there isn't much romance

11bid*, p. 8.



about it. But there are always his daily orders, 
and his first duty is to obey • , • That always 
remains. Even when the glory is dim, the path of 
duty remains, the clean chivalrous loving path of 
the Christian life, the simple following of Jesus 
Christ, honest obedience to the will of God, That 
is always fundamental.

Here again we see Baillie's emphasis upon the fundamental 
character of the moral consciousness. Obedience to one's 
conscience runs headlong into the debilitating paradox 
of raoralism when the dictates of the conscience are thought 
to be internally generated. But when one's conscience is 
informed by the content of the knowledge of God, obedience 
becomes not only possible but an imperative laid upon life 
from without. At rock bottom, the knowledge of God is 
characterized by obedience to a conscience informed by th* 
content of this knowledge. The knowledge of God is not 
an abstract or speculatively academic matter. It is the 
wedding of demand and obedience. These two are never 
absent from human experience and there is always the 
opportunity for knowledge of God in obedience to the de
mands of love.

The knowledge of God is also characterized by 
wonder. There is an element of surprise and amazement 
vhich accompanies the quest for such knowledge. Those
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who have com© to a knowledge of God "have passed through 
this experience of wonder and surprise and amazements it 
has played a part in their experience* The quest has been 
characterized by wonder***1

Wonder is a characteristic of th© quest both in 
prospect and in retrospect. When confronted by the con
tent of the knowledge of God, who is not driven to won
der?

* Do we never wonder at it and about it? God, invis
ible, infinite, everywhere present, immortal .love, 
giving us Jesus 0 si, speaking to us through even 
Christ*s cross, calling us to receive from him for
giveness, renewal, strength, fellowship, Light* joy, 
peace* . . .  Do you never wonder at it all? Did you 
never wonder, first of all, in a bewildered question
ing sort of way, with the wonder of*a seeker who 
hasn*t found?

And even after a partial knowledge of God has been attained, 
the element of wonder is still present. This is because 
the content of knowledge is not a fixed body of truths 
which can be predicted, it is rather a kind of knowledge 
which is addressed to each individual in his own place, it
is addressed to men who respond in different ways because

>

thly bring different frames of reference to the encounter*
In retrospect, there is profound wonder at the unexpected
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personal nature of the knowledge of God.
Did you never wonder afterwards, when you had begun 
to find and to see the truth for yourself, wonder 
again in a different sort of way— slowly, gradually, 
joyfully— because the finding was different from 
what ycj had pictured, and at first you hardly rea
lized it was the real thing; but then if it was 
different from what you expected (because each soul 
is different from every other), it was better than 
you expected?

The process of knowing God is always a matter of 
anticipation and reflection, prospect and retrospect; it 
is never complete and it is never uninformed by previous 
experience. In all these there is an element of wonder, 
yet this wonder is not to be confused with the remote 
wonder of ono who Hsenses” the numinous from afar. The 
wonder of which Baillie speaks is always an involved 
wonder where the source of wonder is not totally other 
than the man who perceives. The human apprehension of
God is never sheer wonder, ”it is knowledge mingled with

2wonder”.
Our knowledge of G  ̂ ot always a welcome 

knowledge. Because of its character of personal address, 
the knowledge of God also involves deep self-knowledge.
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Preaching on Jonah 1:3, Baillie presents the side of
knowing God that makes us want to flee from his pre*- •-
sence, There are

men and women who have uneasy consciences, a sense 
of guilt, a knowledge that there have been things 
in their lives that were wrong. And they don’t 
want to know it, to see it, u feel it. They feel 
as it were, a hand pressing w*: them, a voice speak
ing to them, speaking very x>lain— kind and firm and 
plain. And they know it is God, the searching 
voice of God, the searching presence of God, that 
will uncover every secret in their lives and make 
them see and know themselves, • , • People flee 
from God, like Jonah, bee. use God is calling them to 
do something they don’t want to do. • • • People are 
afraid of being made to see the wrong in their 
lives, because they don't want to put it right. Some 
wrong in their business perhaps; something shady, or 
something upon which at least they can’t ask God's 
blessing; something that they know is not according 
to God's will, something that they know they ought 
to give up, and if they r e a l l i v e d  in God’s pres
ence, God v uld make thena give it up; something they 
are leaving undone that they ought to do, and they 
don’t want to be always hearing God's voice calling 
them to do it. So they stop their ears and run 
away from C - ■* like Jonah,

There are an infinite variety of escape mechanisms by
which men avoid true self-knowledge: ’’trying always to
be in the company of other people, never alone, always
talking, always busy”; ”salvin their consciences with
the praise oi men, enjoying public esteem”; filling
up their lives ”with countless activities, as if they

1”Jonah Rose up to Flee”, Jonah 1t3 (521), 
1929-33, p. 7-8.



must always be doing something."^ And the man who 
pauses for a moment, pauses to consider G o d ’s will for 
him even where it may run counter to the life he has 
been leading, this man comes to see himself in a pene

trating light, "Self-knowledge is one of the things 
that comes very sure and plain when we get into God's 
presence. To know God will be to know ourselves,

But the knowledge of God is far from a mere sub
jective introversion, as wholesome as self-awareness may 
be. There is in the knowledge of God an objective foun
dation which undergirds all the changing circumstances 
and attitudes of life. This permanent, abiding under
current is the joy which accompanies knowledge of God 
Who is permanent, abiding, unwavering in fils love. This 
is not to say thnt those who know God are chronically 
manic, perpetually feeling joyful with none of the more 
subdued and negative emotions. The joy which character
izes the knowledge of God is a calm, often quiet joy 
which springs from the ultimate security afforded by the 
abiding presence of God, The man who knows God has this 
joy.
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Deep down beneath all the changes of circumstance, 
and the changes of mood and feeling, he has a fun
damental joy, based on the things that abide. He 
has a deep veil of happiness.

Th# knowledge of God is characterised by joy.
In so far as man knows God, he knows Him as Crea

tor and himself as created. This lends to the knowledge 
of God its humble sense of dependence. This is not an 
emotion or feeling of dependence which comes and goes with 
th© needs of the moment. The aan who knows God it one 
who views his knowledge with a profound sense of humility.

His whole life is dominated by that sense of depen
dence. So he ,fprays without ceasing”. Of course 
he is not thinking of God all the time. But his 
whole life is like a prayer. He has a deep sense of 
creatureliness— he knows and feels he is not the 
Creator, and he is not an independent being— he is 
a creature, dependent on God for everything good, in 
body and soul.

And further, this knowledge of our dependence upon
God, is a knowledge characterised by gratitude. "There
is nothing closer the heart of Christianity than the

3spirit of thankfulness.” The conscious knowledge of God
is always filled with gratitude for xis "tremendous debt

4to the generosity of God.” Baillie recalls)
I remember a i iend of mine saying to me that he 
believed gratitude to God was the very source and 
foundation of all Christian living. That means,
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above all, gratitude for what God has done for us 
in Jesus Christ,

The Christian’s knowledge of God is characterized through
out by gratitude.

Knowledge of God is more than an emotive response 
to the content of such knowledge, it involves the con
scious exercise of rational facilities. The purpose of 
Baillie's preaching was to inform the minds of his hearers. 
In preaching to those who seek to have a knowledge of God, 
he concludes a sermon entitled, ’’Intelligent Christian- 
ity", with these words:

You will think much and often of what you believe, 
that you may know the Gospel and never be ashamed 
of it, but be able, with both heart and mind, to 
give a reason for the hope that is in you.

The knowledge of God is perhaps education at its
highest and best. The truly educated man is not on© whose
mind is merely filled with information, he is not one who
can recite at length facts, figures and concepts. The
truly educated man is the man who can respond to new sit
ualions in an informed manner, his knowledge is never
knowledge in vacuo, but knowledge in response. If there
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is any kind of knowledge that comes to a man demanding
only the exercise of mental acumen, "it is quite certain
that the knowledge of God comes in a different way alto
gether. It is an assurance, an understanding, a revel
ation, given to humble honest obedient hearts."^ The 
knowledge of God is characterized by an assurance which 
enables the knover to expose his knowledge as he seeks 
to understand Gou u hand at work in new situations.
Furthermore, this assurance commits the knower to parti
cipation in new situations. The spectator's attitude is 
not the attitude of one who knows God.

Nothing can be more unreasonable than the attitude 
of those who are content to be benevolent spectators, 
pursuing th© truth only in an otiose anct uncommitted 
way, hardly expecting to find anything positive; as 
if life could wait indefinitely, and almost as if 
genuine seeking-and finding and believing did not 
greatly matter.

The knowledge of God demands the keen exercise of every 
faculty possessed jy man, not the least of which is his 
mind. And the knowledge of God demands ~6he exercize of 
the mind in a manner which is commit, wed to both the con
tent of such knowledge and the context in which know
ledge touches existence.

These are the characteristics of the knowledge

Science and Religion", To VThom bhall we Go?.
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of God which emerge from tfe 3 rmorivis trust in ran- 
s c m d e n t  God who c« res is coupled with obedience to the 
i ' to demands of our moral consciousness; t' e magnetic 
fascination of wonder in the face of a personal encounter 
with God who addresses man is matched with the repellent 
fear of coming to know oneself; joy an t humble sense of 
dependence end gratitude are wedded to the com ittod and 
ho exercise of n fs rational faculties. Th© one
word which sums up all these characteristics of the know
ledge of God is faith, we know God by faith. Faith can 
be identified by all t characteristics we have examined, 
but the matter cannot rest her . The affirmative answer 
to the question 11 Poes it matter?” has appeared throughout, 
but it will be 11 to examine further the way in which 
iiaillie describes how faith matters ii concrete experien
tial terms.

In a sermon on'itied ”Faithn, Be notes; ’as
we read the Gospels it ie a most remarkable thing how

Jesus always sceme to be looking? for this quality of faiti."1

Jesus prized faith almost above all else. Well when 
we examine the Gospels further to see what he meant 
by it, we find th t he meant something extraordinarily 
simple and practical and human. He didn’t mean any-

 ̂"Faith*', I Corinthians 13*13 (3 ̂ , 1921-41,
p. 3.
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thing mysterious or mystical or unreasonable. He 
didnft mean anything sanctimonious or unnatural.
He didn’t mean anything theological or theoretical. 
The people whose faith he admired and commended were 
often who know no theology at all, and who
would not have been called pious in the ordinary 
sense of the word, • . , One time we are told it 
was a heathen woman of Canaan who wanted Him to heal 
her daughter, and persisted pluckily and confidently 
in her request whatever he said to her. She was a 
heathen, and knew nothing of the God of Israel or 
of Jesus and his aims, except that he had the repu
tation of being able to heal diseases. And yet 
Jesus said to her, ”0 woman, great is thy faith!ff 
Another time it was a pagan soldier who showed the 
same brave, alert spirit of confidence in asking 
Jesus to cure his servant. That was all there was, 
no word of religion. And yet Jesus said, ”1 have 
not found such faith as this even in Israel.”

Faith, in these examples, is less a matter of religion
than it is a matter of a trusting obedience, a confident
dependence on a healing power from without that breaks
i^wO the realm of existence. The references to faith in
the Gospels are often of that sort, ”Very often it was
a case of disease or suffering and [Jesus] wanted the
patient to regard the situation in a confident spirit—

2that was what he called faith.”
VThere we find the Gospel writers recalling in

stances of faith or lack of faith, these instances are 
usually associated with very practical problems of evey- 
day life. They are less often cases where it is a matter

^Ibid., pp. 5-6. ^Ibid.. p. 6
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of an intellectual question than they are cases where
the mind is wrestling with practical, tangible issues
which involve th© whole verson.

When those fishermen-disciples of his lost their 
heads in a storm on the Lake of Galilee, Jesus said 
it because they had no faith* When people made
themselves old with worry about their livelihood,
Jesus said it was bee they had so littls faith* 
When people spoke wearily of insurmountable obstacles 
and impossibilities, Jesus told them these words 
would not exi^i for them if only they had faith*
Read through the Gospels looking for this word, and 
you will be surprised to see in what a practical hu
man way it nearly always comes in* It was dueh a 
simple, almost unconscious thing; the spirit that 
made people willing to rise above their troubles and 
sufferings, that kept people from worrying, that kept 
them cool in danger, that made them dauntless in face 
of difficulties; a thing that had very little to do 
with theologies or mysteries, but had everything to 
do with the woes and problems and tasks of daily life, 
fhat is how the word "faith” appears in the ministry 
of Jesus*

And turning to the eleventh chapter of Hebrewst
to begin with you might think you had a much more 
abstruse and theological account of it, for it 
begins, "Faith is the assurance of things hoped for, 
the conviction of things not seen"* But before you 
have read many verses further you will see that here 
again we are absolutely in the realm of practice*
W© are hearing of brave deeds noble choices,
and great ventures, and heroic endurance* And we 
wonder perhaps what all this has to do with the sub
ject* For [the author] doesn't seem to be dealing 
with faith at all* But he is, for that is his con
ception of fai th and how it works* By falth Abraham 
went out, not knowing whither he went* By faith Hoses 
chose poverty and danger instead of ease and luxury*
By faith he carried out his great deliverance* "By

11bid* * pp* 6-7
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faith men subdued kingdoms, wrought righteousness, 
stopped the mouths of lions, quenched the violence 
of the fire, escaped the edge of the sword, out of 
weakness were made strong, waxed valiant in fight, 
turned to flight the armies of the aliens. 11 . . .
That is his conception of what faith is and how it 
shows itself. It appears as an utterly practical 
force, coming into human life to make men able to 
do and to endure, just as Jesus said it would when 
he looked for it among the pea. nts of Galilee.

Faith, the knowledge that God is creatively at 
work for good in the universe and in the human situations 
of this world, is a practical force which has appeared in 
the lives of men and women. It is further described as 
"a certain attitude to life. It is not just the holding 
of a set of doctrines. It is a certain wav of facing 
the various elements of human life.” The knowledge 
that it is God who is at work in the world is not the 
sort of knowledge that can be proved, or even logically 
inferred, from an examination of the natural world in 
which we live. The knowledge that God is at work can, 
however, be articulated in terms which describe the prac
tical force for good seen in human experience.

First Baillie rejects natural theology*
We look around us in the universe and see little trace 
of God; much evil, much chaos, much that seems hapha
zard. Many facts persuade us that there is no mean
ing in it at all, no purpose, no providence, no God.
So we are sometimes disposed to take that dreary God
less view of life.

1 1 b i d . . p p .  7 - 8 .  2 I b i d . . p .  9 .  3 I b i d .
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Then he makes a brief description of faith in general
and immediately proceeds to describe what he is talking
about in concrete termsj

But then there rises up in our hearts something which 
tells us • . . that somehow, underneath all the chaos 
and evil there is a splendid purpose of good, • • • 
that is faith. And then it applies itself to all he 
situations ' life. retimes a man is depressed by 
a consciousness of sin and failure and imperfection.
And when he rises bravely above it, forgiven and un
daunted, th t is the work of faith. Another time a 
man has many worries confronting him. And the spirit 
that calmly keeps him from being worried by his 
worries——that is faith. Another man is engaged in a 
noble enterprise which simply seems impossible in face 
of all the difficulties. But he won*t for a moment 
believe that it is impossible, and the thing that 
carries him over the incredible barriers, that is 
faith. 1

By faith God is known, it is "a matter of believing 
in God11* But it is more than a profession of belief, it is 
more than the affirmation of formulations, it is ”to 
believe in God in [a] practical way— the belief that comes 
to the same thing as courage and calm and confidence and 
indefatigableness— that is faith.” Faith in God as a 
living force can be described from these manifestations 
in our own lives, yet it also has its objective foundation. 
For Christians the criterion of faith, is the faith mani
fest in Jesus Christ.

That is what we Christians always come back to—
God is a great mystery, and our minds flounder about

11bid.. p. 10. 2lbid.. p. 11
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in thought and prayer, not knowing how to conceive 
or realize Him, tossed about by perplexed and 
shifting imaginations* But then we bring our minds 
back to Jesus Christ, how he spoke of God, how he 
prayed to God, how wherever he went he helped men to 
believe in the God he believed in, and his very pre
sence made men see what God was really like, until 
their deepest instincts told them it was true*

Faith was definitively demonstrated by Jesus
Christ, "the great believer in God"*2

Faith is never a thing vhich you can prove in black 
and white* It has a different sort of argument, 
rising up within our hearts, if we will only dare 
to listen and believe* And it is Jesus that can help 
us to see it and feel and dare it* Por he wiifo the 
great believer in God. That is why the author of 
that old epistle [to the Hebrews] called him "the 
author and finisher of our faith",

The message of the Church concerning the faith 
of Jesus Christ comes alive as a compelling body of tr th 
when we can give an affirmative answer to the question, 
"Does it matter in our human situation?" And an affir
mative answer can be given when we describe what we have 
seen and heard and experienced of the creative, practical 
force for good that is at work within the context of hu
man experience* Baillie preaches about knowing God by 
describing the content of Scripture and tradition as it

1"God in Christ and in our Fellow Creatures", 
Out of Nazareth* p* 43.

2"Faith", p. 12. 3Ibid.



comes alive in the living experience of faith*
But the question, "Does belief in God matter?" 

is not adequately answered by simply describing our 
knowledge of His activity among men* What is the nature 
of that activity? Baillie defines God's activity by 
presenting the ditiona. “attributes" of God in terms 
which reflect human experience*

The Presence of God*

The "omnipresence of God" is a means of describ
ing the experience wherein the phenomenon of guilt is 
universally present in man. It is a way of talking about 
God who addresses Himself to all men by raising in thoir 
minds a question as to their relationship with Him* A 
task of preaching is to enlighten men to the understanding 
that the simple matter of knowing that all is not always 
right in their own lives is a manifestation of God's pre
sence. The sense of guilt is a universal experience; it 
is God who is omnipresent*

Preaching need not be preoccupied with instilling 
a sense of guilt in the hearts of the hearers* It is 
already there* Preaching has the task of illuminating 
the reason for the presence of guilt* Preaching is addres
sed to
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men and women who have uneasy consciences, a sense 
of guilt, a knowledge that there hare been things 
in their lives that were wrong# And they don't 
want to know it, to see it, to feel it# They feel, 
as it were, a hand pressing on them, a voice 
speaking to thea* speaking v ry plain— kind and i irm 
and plain#

Given this universal experience of guilt, Baillie descri- 
bes it in a way that opens up p sitive possibilities#
His task is to illuminate men's understanding of guilt 
so that

they know it is God, the searching voice of God, 
the searching presence of God that will uncover 
©very secret in their lives, and make them see and 
know themselves#

The affirmation that God is omnipresent first 
raises the question in the mind of man; his sense of guilt 
is a manifestation of God's presence, His searching pre
sence in the hearts of all men everywhere# Paul, preach
ing at Athens, looked upon the beauty and the wisdom of 
that ancient city and knew that even here he had a mes
sage which could illuminate the hearts of the Athenians# 
And he had another thought, he also knew that even in 
pagan Athens God was present, searching out the hearts 
of men. lie mighw well have thought that

all mankind is dimly seeking God, and how even pagan 
worship was being directed towards the very same God 
whom the Christians worshipped, only the pagans didn't 
know very much about Him# That was, as we may say,

1’’Jonah Hose up to Flee*’, p. 7#
2 Ibid.



Paul’s second and deeper and more sympathetic 
thought about the religion of Athens.

God's presence cannot be limited to a community which ack
nowledges His presence. No, God is universally present, 
even in the hearts of pagans. When we say God is omni
present we are saying that God raises a question in the 
hearts of all men everywhere.

To proclaim the omnipresence of God is to affirm 
the universal experience of guilt as God raising ^ ques
tion in the hearts of men. But it is al3o to procxuim 
the universal redeeming activity of God. God is present 
at work in and through men who are beyond the pale of any 
exclusive community. This was the lesson Israel learned 
through the l£xile. The tension between exclusivism and 
universalism was to follow them into the post—exilic per
iod, but the die was cast in favor of the truth of uni— 
versalism through the exilic preaching recorded in Second 
Isaiah. To the people who were cut off from a God they 
had tried to localize, the prophet oi the exile proclaimed 
a message of comfort.

This great prophet stood up and told them in the most 
elequent language, what no one had ever said so 
clearly before: Their God was not just the God of
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Israel but the God and creator of all the world. , . . 
And so it was all from God, all that had happened 
and all that was happening, and He was their God and 
all would be well. . . . Even Cyrus, the Persian con
queror was just an acrent in the hands of God, for 
after all their God was the God of all the earth.
There was King Cyrus, a pagan prince, knowing and 
caring nothing about Israel or Israel's God. And 
yet* says this prophet, it was God who raised Cyrus, 
though he didn't know it. God raised him up to cari\> 
out his gracious pur, :■ towards Israel. . . . What 
a great thought of God that was, and with it this 
prophet comforted his people. They were dejected 
and afraid and hopeless in the grip of their enemy.
And the prophet said to them, as it were, "Havo you 
forgotten God, omnipotent, omnipresent, eternnl 
maker and ruler of all the world and your guide.- and 
friend. "That was his great message to Israel.

The message that God is present in the lives of 
men even when they appear to be unpromising lives; the 
message that God is present in our own lives even when 
we seem to be in captivity, this message is truly a mes
sage of comfort. Baillie pushes right on to the pastoral 
comfort offered by the message of Second Isaiahs

You aaken in the morning with weary eyes and weary 
heart, and you look without zest or joy into the day 
before you, as if your life were a captivity. But 
aren't : on forgetting that the earth is God's and 
that th ough rain or shine the sun of His love is 
always shining, and that all things work together 
for good to those who love Him. That is the one 
really joyful message in all the world. Therefore 
no wonder the prophet of the exile said, "How beauti
ful upon the mountains are the feet of him that 
bringeth good tidings . . . that saith unto Zion,

 ̂"The Prophets of Israels (9) Deutero-Isaiah" 
Isaiah 40s1-2 (334), 1933, pp. 7-9.



'Thy God reigneth'% [Isaiah 52:7]*1 
The presence of God transcends all boundaries* God 
cannot be localised within a particular community, within 
a particular nation, or within particular emotional 
states which seem more congenial to our thoughts of Joy 
and gratitude n do mo-.-er ts despair or captivity* God 
is omnipresent*

The ’omnipresence of God" is not a spatial meta
phor, God is not omnipresent in space hut in relationship* 
The experience of this presence of God is

God present in our lives in such a way that every day 
He forgives our failures and gives us a new start, 
and strengthens us by His friendship, and binds our 
htarts in love to our fellows, so that we can't help 
serving them*

God's presence is universal in th forgiveness is given 
to ail men in answer to the question raised by guilt* This 
is the joyful essage which is ours to proclaim*

In summary, four themes emerge from Baillie's 
preaching under the heading of God's omnipresence; the 
universality of the question raised by the experience of 
guilt, the universality of the activity of God in giving 
the comforting ans er of forgiveness, the incorporeality 
of God who cannot be localized within any limited context 
of existence, and the nature of His omnipresence as
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presence in relationship manifest in positive and crea
tive human relationships*

But before leaving the doctrine of God9s omni
presence a qualifying theme must be examined. In a ser
mon on Isaiah 55f5, "Seek ye the Lord while He may be 
found, call ye upon Him while He is near", Baillie quali
fies, not God's omnipresence, but the human apprehension 
of His presence, God's presence, although unlimited by 
time and space, is by virtue of human insensitivity more 
roadily apprehended in particular human situations*

There are periods of a man's life when religion 
comes easily, and other periods, other ages, when 
it does not come so easily, Shakespeare tells us 
that "there is a tide in the affairs of men”, and 
there is indeed a spiritual tide when the soul is 
easily borne out upon the great deep of religion 
in the quest of God* And that tide will of course 
not last forever. These are plain facts of human 
life. And they put plain meaning into the words 
of our text, "Seek ye the Lord while he may be 
found, call ye upon Him while He is near”,

God's presence is more easily apprehended for the
first time as a living force when one is young, Baillie
observes that

most of the men and women who went down to the grave 
in a noble and religious old age were men and women 
who sought God while they were young* . . • They are

*"Seek ye the Lord while he may be found," 
Isaiah 55i6 (168), 1919-1931, p. 2.
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not the men and women who just began to think 
seriously of religion when youth was passing away, 
because they were getting on in life, and religion 
seemed to be the proper respectable thing for the 
head of the household* Religion is not a kind of 
standby for men when the >est of life is past*
That is a poor and mean way of thinking of it, and 
it is not by treating it so that anybody will ever 
enter into its secrets at all* . . • Of course a 
man may repent and turn, but then when youth is 
past it is not so easy to turn, and you are not so 
likely to turn* . . .  If you want life to be a 
noble thing, give your life passionately to all 
that is noble while your heart is still fresh and 
young, while the glory of youth is still yours.
"Seek ye the Lord while He may be found", seek 
Him while you are young.

The noble ideals which mediate the presence of God to
our apprehension are often received with enthusiasm and
dedication in youth. The preaching ministry of the
Church has a special obligation to frame its message in
language apprehendable by the young.

There are also times and situations in life which 
stimulate our awareness of the questions raised by exist
ence more readily than others.

There is a tide in the affairs of men, there is a 
spiritual tide in their souls, and they sometimes feel 
themselves being borne away from their old comfort
able moorings in the shallows out into the deeps of 
life and the deeps of religion. Sometimes in the 
midst of our complacent worldliness we are suddenly 
disturbed as by a spiritual influence breaking in 
on our slumbering souls. We become dissatisfied

Ibid.. pp. 4-6.



with our poor p»«t, v» nrv filled with longings
uad ye timings for deeper tuxngs. Conacxeuc« *po..<*.» 
to us of our faults and failings, duty wreak* to 
ub of a higher way*. the deep realities ox religion 
come home to us and challenge us. We hoar tjjio 
vjice ol uu. It it a* if he had come near*

On c again iiailiie’s emphu&t* upon the fundamental char
acter ox our moral consciousness coiae* to the fore* The 
question raised by this convexousu«s* it universal in 
all men| but there are times and places when the question 
is < ,n td ith paini'ut force. it is at these times that 
the human heart is moat nuked and sensitive and open to
th« t if or tin, truth of tod's forgiving and healing pre
sence. These opportunities are not to be stifled; 

they are to be weicom u < s the searching hand of Uod which 
has found its mart.

Own lust . ord of caution is offered in this ser
mon concerning the perennial temptation to view the fu
ture as a guaranteed time for ii^d 10 rest His hand upon 

th , when in fact we live and have a primary respon
sibility to the present.

we picture ourselves perhaps doing nobie deeds, living 
a high and heroic und stedfasl life. That is what 
we somehow would like to live and that xs how we paint 
the future. Hut we j ever begin it. We trust the
future to bring its own transform*txo n 9 and so we put
off our new beginning from day to day. |he possib'ili-
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ties of the future, the romance of the future, 
the splendour of the future, that is whet we 
dwell on as the present slips through our fingers*

But that is all a delusion* * * * What are we 
waiting for? Why are we not beginning? The oppor
tunity for it will never be nearer than it is now* 
"Seek ye the Lord while He may be found, call ye 
upon Him while He is near*" That means, above all, seek Him now*

The very preaching of this sermon provides an occasion 
for the apprehension of the presence of God. God is 
omnipresent, yet the human sense of His presence can 
be so dulled by habits of resistance and wishful think
ing about the future that the attention to the immediate 
situation becomes of primary importance* The preacher 
should never underestimate the immediacy of the good 
news he proclaims* For someone in the congregation the 
sense of God's presence may never &g,tin be as urgent as 
it is at that moment*

The presence of God is universal in the framing 
and the answering of the basic question of existence, 
i*e* "Does man's relationship to God matter?" But this 
omnipresence of God must never dim our eyes to the way 
in which conditioning circumstances are used to stimulate 
our insensitive apprehension of His presence* Among the 
directions in which this truth can point us is the cen—
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tral importance of preaching as a conditioning circum
stance which can be used by God to stimulate the sense 
of His presence, indeed to rereal His presence*

The Power of Godi

In the examination oi the presence of God it has
been noted that presence has a quality about it* When
we speak of God's omnipresence we also point toward the
power of His presence* The "omnipotence” of God is a

of describing a universal question and God's answer
from a perspective which compliments the affirmation of
his omnipresence*

The experience of human imperfection drives us
to seek a power that swallows up our imperfection to the
extent that we can creatively cqe with life*

When you are weary of the hopeless task of making this 
world a better place, when you feel you are not fit 
for it yourself * * * what do you want then? You 
want some great influence that could, as it were, 
come down from heaven, and swallow up all your im— 
perfections in its own perfection of beauty and good
ness and light and love* Nay, you want dot just some 
influence— you want that very Being who put in your 
heart the desire for a nobler character and a better 
world* * • 7 You want that God to come to you and 
forgive your imperfections of character ?*nd make them 
to be swallowed,, up in His love and send you out again 
in His service.

1"The Lord is my portion”, pp. 9-10*



The question raised by human imperfection is more than 
a desire to know our relationship to God, it is more than 
a desire to know that God is resent* It is also the 
desire created by God in our hearts to know the power of 
his presence* We need to experience the unlimited power 
of His forgiveness. The question raised by the universal 
experience of imperfection is the question that seeks 
the answer of God's omnipotence*

The manner in which God's omnipotence is descri
bed in one of Haillie's sermons demonstrates the way in 
which doctrine can spring from Scripture and como to life 
when reflected by human experience* Taking the whole of 
Psalm 29, as the background, the affirmation in the final 
verse comes to life, "The Lord will give strength unto 
His copies "The Lord will bless His people with peace."

Throughout the Psalm the name of the Lord is 
repeated over and over again and in each case it augments 
the rising crescendo of a familiar experience of the 
psalmist*

Throughout the psalm it has sounded in tones of thun
der flood* It is a word picture of a terrible 
thunderstorm sweeping over the country from Leh&non 
in the North to Kadesh in th© South* The thunder is 
conceived as the voice of God, breaking the mighty 
cedars, cleaving the rocks, stripping the forest.
It is an august picture of the elemental powers of 
nature in all their force and terror* And through
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it all there sounds this phrase, "The voice of the 
Lord", repeuted over and over again. That tremen
dous exhibition of the forces of nature— that is a 
revelation of what the Lord is, so the poet means.
And so you see that familiar name has a tremendous 
effect when in the last verse he suddenly drops his 
voice to tell us that, "The Lord will bless his 
people with peace".

The entire text of the Psalm is read by Baillie in the
sermon, then he askss

Is it some little God that it only the God of Israel, 
some God of limited power? No, it is the God who 
rules over all the forces of nature, who can make 
or mar the cedars of Lebanon, it is the Kternal King 
who sat enthroned at the flood. That is the t»noen- 
dous meaning which the psalmist by his t! Serous 
notes has put into the familiar name of "the Lord" 
before he cornea to his quiet last verse. And so 
that ib the God in whom he now rejoices andepute 
his trust, the eternal and omnipotent King.

It will be well to pause for a moment to note the 
way in which Baillie is using natural phenomena to de
scribe God's omnipotence. It has been shown that Baillie 
rejects natural theology in demonstrating that a mere
examination of the natural world will no yield a proof

3or a rational explication of the existence of God, But 
this is not to place Baillie in the camp of those who 
reject natural theology so thoroughly that they make their 
only appeal to supernatural revel tion. Natural phenomena

1 "The Lord rxll give strength unto His people," 
Psalm 29*11 (249), 1922-30, , . 3-4.

2 3Ibid,, p, 5* .uprat p, 139.



(as in the sermon under examination) and particularly 
the natural phenomena associated with personal re^ on- 
ships do provide for Baillie a valid means of explicating 
religious faith* Natural phenomena and human experience 
provide valid analogies for a rational explication of 
faith, for our language about God*

The human question which is addressed by the doc
trine of God's omnipotence is inadequately answered by 
a simple deductive or inferential observation of nature* 
ahe processes of the universe seem largely indifferent 
to 1 ctn endeavour*

The universe in which we live seems a universe 
of hard facts and blind laws* It often looks to us 
as if it were a mere material universe with no regard 
for the apirit of **ian. It seems to 1 *ull of sense
less accidents an mishaps which upset our plans, 
just as if human life and love were of no account in 
it* Do the stars in their courses fight for us?
No, the stars move indifferently on* The course of 
events works itself out, the laws and forces of 
nature have their way without regard to our desires 
and wishes* It looks for all the world like blind 
chance and dead matter, a material universe in which 
we are strangers, so that we may look helplessly to 
the skies, but there is no response*

See a parallel statement by John Maci/uarrie,
"The Philosophical School of Logical Analysis,"
Expository Times* LXXY, No*2 (November, 1963), p*47, where 
We offers a bluepr ant for %  new natural theology or 
rather, to make it clear that we have in view something 
now and different, a philosophical theology*"

‘’"The Lord will give strength", p* 8*



But vithin the heart of man, manifest by the courageous 
elements vhich are observable in human experience, re 
is a deeper conviction. Men do not all live in continual 
despair. Creative enterprise and positive human relation
ships can readily be seen. The conviction that integrates 
human existence vith the material universe is described 
as the power of Cod vhich is present throughout.

The central conviction of religion is that all that 
material universe, that seems so blind and indiffer
ent, is but the garment of an. infinite love, a 
spirit of love that rules everything, und that c<*res 
for us. "He is our God and ve are the people of 

* pasture and the sheep of hi hand.” And amid 
1 the warring elements, the Lord who con rols 

*hem all will bless his people with strength and 
peace.

The fruits of this conviction can be seen in the 
lives of men and vomt of courage. The conviction stems 
from experience, personal and in relationship to others. 
But the paramount oxaaple of the kind of life vhich is 
a living testimony to the strength behind this conviction 
is the life of Jesus Christ, a testimony to God's omni
potent love.

And so in beaus, in his own life and faith and in his 
Gospel, there appeared more wonderfully than ever 
before the religious conviction that, at the helm of

^Ibid.. pp. 8-9.
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this great overpowering universe is a will and 
purpose of absolute love, which loves us, each 
one, infinitely, and which we can absolutely 
trust*

To speak of God's oran potence is to describe the
power, the strength and the peace, which underlies the
kind of courageous and creative life seen supremely in
Jesus Christ* It is also to describe the quality of
life seen in men around us which reflects Christ, the
quality of life which manifests the confidence that
creative human enterprise and relationships are not
meaningless and futile, but are integrated with, and a
part of, the very power which is manifest in the creative
processes of the universe* The ”omnipotence of God” is
a statement of faith which knows

that our noblest instincts of truth and duty and 
purity and love were given us by Him and that He 
%£..I not play them false| to know that these things 
are not just a little dream but that the very uni
verse is with us in them, to know that the starts in 
their course are fighting for us, because their maker 
is our God and we are His people $ in short, to have 
the Eternal God as our Friend* Is there anything in 
all the world like that for giving strength and 
peace? Strength for all duties and all difficulties! 
peace amid all worries and all perplexities— that is 
what men and women have got from believing and trust
ing i,n God. History prov s it. And we can prove it 
too •

^Ibid.. pp. 9-10 2Ibid.. p. 11



The existence of God is not formally proved by 
the experience of strength and peace9 but this ex 
ience does provide an affirmative answer to the ques
tion "Does faith in Godfs omnipotence matter?" Faith 
that creative human efforts are integrated with a greater 
creative power which governs the universe does yield a 
quality of life marked by confidence, courage and hope*
The experience is provable, the experience affords us ana
logies by vhiV we can rationally explicate our faith.

experience is summarily described in the language 
of r th as the conviction of Godfs omnipotence’.

The Love of Godi

The Love of t \ is the foundation upon which 
Christianity is built* "From the beginning Christianity 
was the doctrine of love*"^ let this fundamental doc
trine is at the same time the one most easily reflected 
by human experience and the most difficult truth to appre
hend because in its fulness it far outstrips 1 1 human
analogies of love. The doctrine of the love of God 
addresses the question of the inadequacy of human love, 
a question raised vividly by a quick glance at any morning

1"Lov*" I Corinthian* 13*13 (217), 1921-41, p. 5.



newspaper. Yet the beginning of the answer is to be 
found within this same inadequate human context. The 
whole of preaching can be seen as the proclamation of 
God’s love. Preaching describes the common human exper
ience which says "We love" (however inadequately), and 
points to the meaning and foundation of this creative 
power in the world by proclaiming, "because He first 
1 'vved us."

To say, "God is love", is to describe the creative
power at work in the universe, particularly within the
realm of human relationships! it is to describe he
omnipresent omnipotence of God.

"What does th® word "God" mean to those who as 
Christians believe in Him? Not a remote and soli
tary *aw ad, whose existence we establish at the con
clusion of a train of speculative argument, but the 
infinite love which is at the heart of the universe, 
the source and aim of our existence, the origin of 

thut we call our ideals, tie one real link be
tween ourselves and our fellows, the only reality 
worth living for, our Heavenly Pather.

And ho who speaks of God as "infinite love" is not speak
ing of something which is totally beyond the realm of 
human experience. The fact that we are finite creatures 
set dowi a world among other finite creatures places 
an immediate responsibility upon us. We have a responsi
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bility to love those around us. An observation of any 
societal group shows that men have a freedom to chus to 
love or not to lovef but the demand of any creative per
sonal relationship is love* The universality of this 
experience is part of what is meant when we say, "God is 
love".

Because He is love He created us as free finite 
spirits, that we might live in fellowship with 
Him and with one another, (and these two things are 
inseparable). What we call the "moral law" is not 
a dead iaipe, nal law at all; it is living and per
sonal, it is God*s love pressing upon us perpet
ually, persuading us to love our fellows. When
ever there springs in our hearts even a faint im
pulse of love to our fellow creatures, it is G o d ^ 
love that has kindled it. When we refuse Ilis love 
and refuse to love our fellows and thus rebel 
against His blessed will, His love to us continues 
unabated, still pressing 011 ub relentlessly, loving 
us no less though we are unresponsive and calling 
us back. And tha v infinite love is the one power 
in the universe that cannot be defeated. It is 
undef&tigable, invincible, it works its purpose out, 
it will be all in all* It is God Almighty*

The experience described by th© assertion that God is omn
ipotent is further defined by the quality of His omni
potence, the quality of infinite love* It is not unim
portant to say from our human experience "we love", be
cause (as we shall see) all th t the doctrine as preached 
has to say comes back to this statement with a renewed



imperative. Baillie*s emphasis is clearly upon the pri
mary importance of Godfs love as it is manifest in human 
relationships. Han knows love even though at times it 
be only a "faint impulse") it is upon this knowledge that 
the preaching of the love of God can build because faith 
says, "it is God’s love that has kindled it."^

In a sermon on the unlimited love which Jesus 
proclaimed, Baillie develops five stages or circles of love, 
each one limi t r until we come to the last. In pointing 

the love of God as seen in Jesus the sermons begins 
by building on limited human love.

Love was not a new thing, or a new commandment. But 
mankind had always been drawing limits, limiting it 
simply to one’s own friends, limiting it to a cer
tain circumscribed circle, each man loving his own 
circle and le&vin others out in the cold*

And this same limited love was taken by Jesus who "deep
ened it, and widened its scope, and wiped out all limits 

3for it." Beginning with the human experience of love 
in its most limited context, Baillie widens its scope 
in order that we may have a glimpse of the lov# of God 
which Jesus proclaimed.

1 1 bid.
2??For if ye love them which love you 

Luu.o 6s23 (233), 1921—33, p. 1 .
3Iuid.
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The first stage is love to one's family, That is the

smallest circle, and th t is where everyone begins. To 
love one's kith and kin, that is the starting point • . . 
Surely there are not many even of the most degraded of hu
man beings who haven’t got in them at least a sparK. of love 
for their own families. Even debased and savage tribes 
often show a tremendous deep and tender family love* Even 
degraded criminals have often a passionate love for their 
own children. Even in quarters where you might thinK t̂ .ere 
was nothing good or gracious or promising, you will often 
find tht roots of family affection. And that is something. 
That is the beginning of something beautiful. It is the 
beginning of love.

The human, finite relationship found within the family where
love is present provides a valid , aiaiogy which can point to the
iminite love of (rod. A positive approach to life ana love in
this world is a key to constructive preaching on the love of
God, indeed to all preaching. There is a danger of totally
negating what we Know oi un love in the face of the love demon

strated by Jesus. ireaching must take the contemporary yet
fragmentary experience of God's love seriously if it is to be
true to its calling.

And love, still within the immediate context of human 
experience, can be widened further than family love.

The second stage is "Thou shalt love thy neighbour".
That is when love begins really to look abroad and to ex
pand. 1 have been speaking of family love as the begin
ning, but of course it is only the beginning. And really, 
if we haven't got beyond that, we have hardly begun. The 
man who has no regard but for his family— he has not got 
very far. . . .  It, almost reminds one of the animal in 
the jungle, full of tenderness for her own young, but a 
fierce enemy to all the world beside. And that is not 
enough. . . .  We pass beyond the love of one's family, 
and we come to this. ’Thou shalt love they neighbour."

11bid., p. 3.
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And bo the circle is widening. Hen begin to carry 
into the world outside something of that goodwill 
which they have for their own kith and kin. And 
so there is * beginning of social life, with all 
that it means| co-operation and peace and justice 
and public spirit and sometimes a helping hand and 
all that is meant by being a good neighbour.

The experience of the cohesive and creative power of
love within the family points beyond the family to a
larger, yet still select community. From the demands of
love within a limited social structure we are pushed on
to a larger un a tanding of love. Here we begin to pass
ii/̂ ra the reflected experience of universal man to the
experience reflected in the life of a particular man.

The third stage is reached when Jesus points out 
that your neighbour means everybody. . . .  You 
remember how Jesus put it. A lawyer was arguing 
with him, and tried to evade his ter^Mug by ask
ing, "And who is y neighbour?" We have to love
our neighbours* Yes, but that is a vague word, and 
we can easily draw the line where we please. For 
who is our neighbour? Well, Jesu^ uiswered the 
question by telling the story of th Good Samari
tan, . . .  it means anybody and everybody who needs
your help, or to whom you can be of service.

And you see how thet extends the range of our 
love and goodwill. We are so apt to go about the 
world closing up our hearts against people, in a 
cold Hurd suspicious business spirit, y# on the 
defensive, always ready to be up in e. rras for our 
own rights, and setting our hands against other 
people. W« are too apt to be always asking "What 
claim hi.& this »n me?", "Am I my brother9s
keeper?'*, or "Who is my neighbour?" And that is 
the sort of thing that embitters human life and 
causes misunderstandings and divisions and heart-

^Ibid.. pp. 5-6.



burnings| and even industrial strife; and even 
international war. If only we could learn to 
treat every man as our neighbour, and give up 
sparring and scoring, suspecting and imagining 
evil, and standing on our own dignity and on our 
own rights.

"If only we could . . . At this point we be- 
gin to glimpse a kind of love which is not readily reflec
ted b universal human experience because men do not by 
n ure offer love spontaneously. Love, within the con
text of human existence, is offered in response to love 
given by another. Love given which is not met by the 
response of love returned is frustrated and further de
mands to love are met by the honest admission of inabil
ity, "If only we could”. Does the doctrine of the love 
of God provide an answer to this question raised by the 
inadequacy of human love?

Before jumping to a conciusio must examine 
further the widening demands Jesus placed on love. To 
view all mankind as our neighbour is a big step beyond 
merely giving love to man in response to love received 
from him.

But we haven*t yet anything like come to the 
end of the love Christ demanded. And the next stage 
is this, "Thou shalt love thy neighbour as thyself."
Ve may be prepared to love our neighbours in the 
way of doing a good turn now and then. But we are
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asked to do something more than that. We are asked .. 
to love our neighbours as much as we love ourselves.

This idea is not a uniquely Christian one. We 
hear of it in the Old Testament long before Jesus brought 
this demand to those who would follow him. Th idea has 
its humanly rational foundation but Jesus sought to make 
the concept of community more than a mere matter of a 
rational recognition, but also a matter of love. To recog
nize that one is but a small and dependent part of a group 
is easily done by the intellect, but the implic tions of 
this awareness have to be borne out by active love if the 
awareness is to be creative. baillie puts its

For what am 2? I am sim ly one man among others,
no more to God than the others, no more important 
than all those around. And I have to learn to feel 
that, not simply as a matter of logic but as a 
matter of love* to love my fellow creatures in such 
a way th t I donft think of myself fir»t, but of the 

^mon good and the welfare of . rent brotherhood 
aro me| loving ay neighbour as much as I love my
self.~

Is this marriage of reason and love an unrealistic 
impossibility? Even though this is & ^tep beyond the sort 
of love which is a natural response, the expected give 
and take within a family or selected group, is it something
totally strange to human experience? B&illie observes

hbid.. p. 9. 2Ibid.. p. 10
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that this is not the case*
Perhaps that all sounds like mere talk* But 

alter all there have been many men and women, in 
all ranks and grades of life who really learned to 
live unselfishly— utterly unselfish! — without any 
thoughts of personal gain or glory or success, but 
with a pure desire to be of service in this world, 
to help their fellows, to bear the burdens of the 
sad, to make the world better for the unfortunate; 
or it may be even simply to spread light and peace 
and love about them in private life, among their 
fellowmen in a humble sphere* Most of us cer
tainly have a great deal of self in our whole out
look* But it is not impossible to be unselfish*
Some have attained it* And in any case that is thr> 
ideal tha „ Josut has held up to us— not simply to 
love our family, not simply to love our neighbours, 
not even if we take our neighbour in the widest 
sense— but still higher, still more seemingly im
possible, to love our neighbours as much as our
selves*

A positive examination of human experience is an essential 
part of preaching, for mere demands to in a high
selfless way are inevitably met with the despairing reply, 
"If only we could*" However if the uw^nds are presented 
together with the fact that these demands have been met 
by men and women in this world, the demands become possi
bilities* i’reaching, like the entire Gospel which is a 
"story with a plot", tells a story in the aorist indica
tive; it tells of that which has happened and that which 
has happened within the concrete realm of human experience* 
Human analogies of love fall short of the love of God,

^Ibid *, pp* 10-11



but the love of Uod has been manifest in Christ and 
imperfectly in the lives of countless men and women; it 
is of these instances which have happened that ve tell.

Having seen how neighbours, in the widest sense, 
have been loved with the same concern men have for them
selves, the scope of love has still to be widened. What 

of self-negating love? What of loving those who by their 
life und hostile actions debase and negate our own life? 
What of loving our enemies?

That is the climax; that is vhut the circle of our 
love has finally to include; those who have wronged 
us, and slandered us, and persecuted us, those who 
hate us, those who have nothing but ill will toward 
us; we are to love them and seek their good *ith pure 
and guileless hearts. "Love your enemies", Jesus 
said.

Perhaps you think I've been straining this circle 
too far, asking to^ much of human nature; and that 
when we come to "Love your enemies", the circle is 
strained to thi breaking., point an< * are far from 
common sense altogether.

Does this indeed pass beyond the realm of human possi
bility? We have seen that love which reflects human 
experience is love which is given in response to love.
It is not simply spontaneous. Perhaps it is love offered 
in response to need a& in the first four stages of 

Baillie's presentation, but it has here-to-fore always 
been love offered as a response and a response which 

expects a measure of love in return. But now at this

1 66

1 1 b i d . . p. 1 1 .
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final stage the growing tension between the human capa
city to love and the demands of Christ seems to come to 
the breaking point. Is this final kind of love im
possible and therefore irrelevant to the human situation? 
Were* it only & demand of Christ, the answer might be 
"Yes". The missing link is the human requirement to love 
in response and it is here that the love of Cod speaks
directly to the ( uestion raised by the limited nature of
human love. Concerning the final stage of loving your 
enemies,

Jesus didn’t simply lay this law down; he gav ? an 
argument for it, he spoke of an incentive; ana the 
great incentive he spoke of was the thought of the 
love of God. He said, HLove your enemies . . .
that ye may be the children of your Father in hea
ven who makes the sun to shine on the evil and on 
the goou; that ye may be the children of the highest, 
who is kind to the unthankful and the evil”, [Matt.
5s44-45 I. And when we think of that, of God who 
loves all men, even wicked men and unloveable men, 
auu who loves us in all our unwortbiness, then we 
feel moved to love even those of our fellows who 
least deserve it. Then we learn to love all met even 
our enemies, because, while we were yet sinners,  ̂
while we were yet His enemies, God first loved us.

The love of God which we begin to see in human 
love, when extended to its full scope and depth, is the 
very love which we can respond when confronted with 
this last demand to love our enemies. The love of God

^ I b i d . . p.1 2 .



answers the question of limited love which is a response 
by providing infinite love to which we can always respondf 
even love for those who do not return our love and who 
are downright hostile toward it.

Exa pies for this final stage of love arc* rela
tively few when we look upon the spectrum of human histay. 
Here our preaching about th t which has happened will be 
largely devoted to lite of Christ, in particular th
love of God,

behind all the grace and love and kindness of Jesus, 
behind all his sacrifice and suffering, thtre lay 
the eternal love of God, • . . The love of God is 
the eternal source of all th i Jesus was and did for 
us. And that is v i Jesu& leads up to and back to—  
the love which moves the sun and all the stars, and 
which from al eternity is seeking us out and making 
all things work for our good.

Doctrines of the Incarnation and Atonement, indeed 
all the doctrines which remain to be discussed will fill 
out the story; but all of Christian doctrine begins with 
and returns to the love of God. We have seen that this 
love is manifest in human relationships, it is not 

"wholly other". Human language and experiential analogies
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are used to point to the love of God. Words such as 
"father” are used to point to the relationship of i,\ 

which enters our lives from without, but the losre of 

God transcends the love of any earthly father with whom 
we may identify the term. When preaching about God as 
a loving Father it is well to make clear that we speak 
of a "God, who must be infinitely more loving than any 
earthly father." But the approach which Baillie uses 

in describing t in .  love of God is one which springs out 

01 ais understanding of love within the context of human 
exper I nee •

It will be well to note the method by which this 

fundamental doctrine is developed in the sermons. Baillie 

begins by examining pa^ icular human experience where love 

is demonstrated. From the outset it is shown that love 
is & response. It is offered in response to love pre
viously given. In a true sense the love that is in us 
is not our doing, it hi;s been created from without. Yet 

in another sense it is our love for others. here at the 
very core of human experience there is a paradox. The 

close parallel between this and the method used to des-

^"If ye then being evil . . . "  Matt. 7:11 (370), 1925-31, p. S.
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cribe the paradox of grace can be clearly seen*^ Two 
points are to be notedi the paradox was not posited 
initially, it emerged from an examination of the human 
experience of love; an I consequently the paradox is 
based on something that actually happens in experience, 
the two poles are not resolved but they do co-exist in 
one experience, viz* love*

Prom this point the circle of love is expanded 
until we arrive at the point where the discernable demon
stration of prior love has all but vanished with the not
able exception of the unlimited love demonstrated by 
Christ* There the prevenient love which elicits a 
response of love in Jesus becomes clearly an infinite 
love which knows no boundaries, i*e. the love of God*
The love demonstrated by Jesus is most clearly the love 
of God. Thus it can be shown that the love which creates, 
and in fact is, the love with which we love is seen to 
be infinite love and that is the fundamental definition 
of the nature of God’s activity* Faith, which has ob
jective reference to the nature of love in human exper-

summary of theological method in which the 
human experience of the paradox of grace leads to an 
understanding of the Incarnation has been given\ 
supra* pp. 75-83. The manner in which these
themes are treated in the sermons will be discussed 
below in Chapters VI and VII.
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ience, is then constrained to say, "We love because He 
first loved us." This statement of faith-experience 
addresses the human situation of limited love by chal
lenging us to accept the prior presence of infinite 
love, thus enabling us to love even our enemies, because 
God first loved us.

Two more sermons will now be examined which 
further explicate this faith by describing the difference 
it makes and I real possibilities it opens up for 
creative rel iionships with our fellovman*

In the opening paragraphs of a sermon on 1 Cor
inthians 13 ("one of the greatest and profoundest chap
ters in all the Bible"1), Baillie notes the necessity of 
seeing the hymn to love in its proper context in order 
to avoid the misunderstanding that lov^ is being dealt 
with in an ab~ „ract sense rather than in a concrete sense, 
addressed to a practical, concrete situation in the 
Church at Corinth.

Really this wonderful chapter about love c a kind 
of digression in the middle of a close argument on 
a practical subject that was exercising the Corin
thian Christians. *nd we can't understand it 
unless we remember that subject. . . .

Paul was discussing the subject of "spiritual 
gifts", as they were called. That means in modern 
language the various accomplishments which the
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different Christiana possessed and used in the 
service of the Church* • . • And among the 
Christians at Corinth there was apparently a 
little too much self assertion and rivalry in 
the use of these gifts* » , • And so as one mem- 
ber after another pushed huaself forward in their 
meeting, there was sometimes a little confusion, 
a lack of order anu decorum* a lack of courtesy 
and brotherliness*

After explaining the place and importance of spiritual
gifts,

Paul suddenly turns round and tells them that all 
the spiritual gifts are worthless without love which 
is greater than all of them* • • • Paul, out of 
the middle of that tangled argument about spirit-* 
ual gifts, makes a straight line for the one thing 
that rtally mattered2ffl08t of all, th© on© really 
testing thing--love.

The centrality of the doctrine of love springs 
from the Biblical witness; from the beginning of Christ
ian language about God, love has been central*

Prom the beginning Christianity was the doctrine 
ox *ove. Jesus has taught men to love their neigh
bours nnd to love their enemies* And in the pic
ture of the final judgement he made everything turn 
upon whether people had done for their fellows, Mthe 
little nameless unremembered acts of kindness and of 
love". We know th^t was the heart of Christianity* 
And it is all over the New Testae k.t* When you turn 
to the ^tles of John, it seems to occupy almost 
the whole horizon* It is the test* Ue says, "We 
know that we have passed from death unto life be
cause ve love the brethren . * * He th a i dwelleth 
in love dwelleth in God, and God dwelleth in him1**

^Ibid.. pp. 2-3. 3Ibid.. pp. 4-5.
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[1 John 3*14, 4*16] That is John* Yes, and when 
you turn to Paul, it is perhaps more surprising
to find him putting love in the first place,

Baillie goes on to describe, by direct exposi
tion, lore and the difference it can make in a specific 
situation,

"Love suffers long and is kind"* that is, when we 
love our fellows we are not harsh and impatient and 
exacting, but forbearing and sympathetic. Then, 
"love envieth not"; which means that if the Christ
ians really loved one another, they would never 
dream of being jealous of one another's spiritual 
gifts. The "love vaunteth not itself, is not 
puffed up"* that is, if Christians were really 
activated by a spirit of love, a desire to help, 
then with all their spiritual gifts they could never 
become conceited and self important and self 
assertive. Love would keep them self-forgetful and 
simple hearted. Then, "love doth not behave itself 
unseemly, seeketh not its own". If the Christians 
were moved by love, as they ought, there could be 
none of that unseemly behaviour which sometimes 
occurred in their rating, when everyone was think
ing of himself and seeking his own glory, until 
they became discourteous to one another. Then,
"love is not easily provoked, thitmo vh no evil, 
rejoiceth at in iniquity, but rejoiceth with the 
truth". That is, if we really loved one another ve 
would not be so irritable, or so easily offended; 
we would not be so quick to see evil in our neigh
bours; we would not cherish grudges; we would never 
take pleasure in seeing others go wrong, but only 
in seeing them go righi— if we really lo' 1 them.
And to show how patient and hopeful love makes
a man, how a man with real love in his heart never 
gives anybody up end never turns the cold shoulder; 
Paul says, "Love beareth all things, believeth all 
things, hopeth all things, endureth all things."

What a wonderful beautiful simple picture of the 
difference love makes when it becomes the ruling 
dispositionof our lives,1 Then all the estrange-

11bid., pp. 5-6.



ments that arise between friend and friend would 
disappear. All the suspicions between class and 
class— they would melt away. All the misunderst• tgdW 
ings between master and man, they would soon be 
settled then. The little things that bring strife 
and misery; the selfishness, the discourtesies, the 
backbitings, the gossipings, the uncharitableness—  
all that would be impossible if only we learned to 
love . . .

These are descriptions of the difference love can 
make in the im ediate context of human relationships. It 
all comes back to that. Paul is not speaking of an atti
tude of devotion hieh is merely focused Godward, but 
Oi the ultimate criterion fpr human rel. tionships.
Baillie notes, "It is not love to God he is here speak
ing of; it is something much simpler, it is just love to 
man; that simple disposition which in daily life makes 
us courteous and unselfish arid charitable". Where this 
disposition is present, there is the love of God. But 
this dispositj. of love is always limited; it is always 
challenged und addressed by perfect love.

After making application of the possibilities of 
love in the local church and in the life of i v indivi
dual, Baiiiie comes down to the final and infinite claims 
of love.

And then finally we come to the last part of 
the chapter, the final strain about the permanence 
of love, "Love never faileth". . . . "Whether there 
be prophesies, they shall be superseded; whether
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there be tongues, they shall cease; whether there 
be knowledge, it shell be superseded•u That is 
very true indeed. Those spiritual gifts thnt they 
thought so much of— speaking in tongues and prophe
sying and so on— these things belonged only to their 
day and have long been forgotten. If we could peep 
into one of their Christian meetings many features 
of them would seem to us very queer and strange*
Many of their thoughts and feelings and much of the 
knowledge these early Christians had— that is 
largely out of date, as we feel in the very reading 
of Paul#s epistle. But when we come to a chapter 1̂  
this we feel at once we ere dealing with something 
absolutely modern. For we are dealing with love.
And love never faileth; it is at the heart of 
Christianity still, just as it was then. And it 
will never be superseded, even in the most perfect 
state which we can conceive for ourselves in 
realms unknown. Love must still be there and still 
be supreme. There is nothing better. All our 
knowledge, Paul says, will then be as nothing, for 
we shall se^ face to face. We are still fnr rom 
tha t . . .

We know that the love we practice is a finite love. There 
is a tension between what we practice and what we look 
toward as perfect, infinite love. We can tnlk about 
both wose kinds of love and never ease tha tension be- 
iween them. The rational explication of observed love 
and the extension of this love to the pitch of infinity 
can never be reconciled by words. Only when we pass into 
the life of faith can we live in the confidence that the
two are rt of th© same inte ated whole, ” • • • now

2we live in faith • • . H Faith and hope and love, these

^ I b i d . , p p .  1 1 - 1 2 .
2

I b i d . ,  p .  2.



are all limited responses to infinite love, the love of 
God. Faith, in and of itself, can be an individual 
matter; it can be but a means to something higher. Hope 
too, can be an individual matter; it can be but a means 
to something higher. But love can never be an individual 
matter; it inevitably involves others; it is the fullest 
manifestation of the omnipresence and omnipotence of God 
in a world where men and women live together.

And so, with all the mysteries of religion, love 
takes its place at the very heart of it— at the very 
heart of the universe, yes, at the very heart of God 
Himself— the one key to all that is. For to crown 
Paul with John, you remember John tells us, ”No man 
hath seen God at any time; but if we love one another, 
God dwells in usH. ”God is love, and he that1dwells 
in love dwells in God . 11 [1 John 4*12, 4*16].

It all comes back to the practical matter of loving one 
another; from the examination of love in human relation
ships, through the paradoxical awareness that ”We love, 
because he first loved us,” back to life lived by faith 
in hope a life of love which is a response to God’s 
unconditional love.

The consequences of the line of theological 
thought drawn out in Baillie9s sermons on the love of 
God comes to a climax in a sermon on two texts; John 1*18
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Ho man hath seen God at any time; the only 
begotten Son, vhich is in the bosom of the Father, 
he hath declared him.

No man hath seen God at any time. If ve love 
one another, God dvelleth in us, and his love is 
perfected in us.

Having seen hov Baillie demonstrates that human 
love reflects the love of God, it is striking to note that 
human love, the practice of brotherly love, is the knov- 
ledge of God.

There are tvo perspectives from vhich ve can viev 
knowledge of God*

there is no direct vision of God; but there is the 
Gospel story for our illumination, and there are our 
fellow creatures to be loved and served; and that is 
where God is.-*

These tvo poles of the manifestation of God's love are 
ever present for those who would be pushed out into the 
life of faith lived in love. But once again, it is not 
so much a rqystical love toward God that is being empha
sized.

^"God in Christ and God in our Fellow Crea
tures,” Out of Nazareth, pp. 40-46.
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We might almost dare to put its God does not 
want our love for Himself, He only wants it for 
other men and women who we cat serve and help* Or 
rather, God wants us in that sense to find Him in 
our fellows, an by loving them to love Him*

In so far as we can speak of God and His love, both are 
to be io nd squarely within the context of human exper
ience where love is practiced*

Concluding the sermon, Baillie draws the con
sequences of this emphasis sharply by offering a pastor
al words

Hy brother, it may be that you, in your perplex
ity, cannot yet see God in Christ, and so you are not 
satisfied* It is a good thing that you are not satis
fied* But you can at least see enough of the light 
of Christ to follow, in a brave loyal unselfish life 
among your fellows*

Yes, in that sense you too can follow Christ*
And the rest will come* He that followeth Christ, 
even in perplexity, shall not^walk in darkness, but 
shall have the light of life*

At rock bottom, in the face of all tho difficulties of
reconciling the love we know with the love we hope to
know, there is always the experience of limited love;
there is always that which we have seen and heard and in
which we have participated* When from experience we can
say, HWe love,,, God is there* The task of preaching is
but to reflect upon that experience and the inevitable
question raised by limited love and point the way to

11bid.. pp. 44-45. 2Ibid.. p.46.
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faith which gives a new imperative, a wider scope, a 
deeper depth to human love because it knows, ”We love, 
because He first loved us”.

The Love of God and the Wrath of God*

Any talk of the wrath of God must follow the pri
mary affirmation that God is love. Where there is love 
there is also judgement, but all the Christian can say 
about judgement must be said within th© context of love. 
And it is not a doctrine which has arisen in vacuo* the 
doctrine of the wrath or judgement of God springs from 
Scripture and comes to life when reflected by human exper
ience.

In a sermon on John 3*16 ff ♦, Baillie sets forth
this doctrine beginning first with the sort of questions
which immediately come to mind when the word "judgement”
is heard in the pulpit.

If God is a God of love, why all this talk about 
judgement? If God is really a Father, why picture 
Him as a Judge? Is God against men? Is He even 
against the men who have made shipwreck of their 
lives, the failures, the evildoers, the transgres
sors? We make allowances for them. We know the 
weakness of human nature, and the pressure of cir
cumstance, and we won't condemn. Doesn't God know?
And why should he condemn? Does he really reject 
some men? Isn't He infinite and eternal love to
wards all men? Why should Christianity speak of
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judgement as part of the purpose of God? fhy 
should a religion vhich claims to be the relig- 1 
ion of love have a doctrine of Divine Judgement?

Following these questions, the text of John 3i16- 
21 is read) the required context for all statements about 
Godfs judgement is set*

God is pure light and love* That remains funda
mental* Whatever Christianity has to say about 
judgement, it must always keep firm hold of that, 
and put it in the very centre— that God is light and 
in Him is no darkness at all) that God is love, 
infinite universal, eternal, unchangeable• Uemember 
that this whole passage about judgement begins with 
the greatest gladdest text in all the Bible about 
the love of God.

And as judgement is mentioned within the context
of love in the Bible, this too is true in the human
experience of love* Experience verifies the relationship
of judgement to love set forth in Scripture.

Let me imagine a case* You have a pure and noble 
friend who loves you very deex>ly. You betray your 
friend behind his back, doing something of which he 
w uld never have believed you capable, something 
mean and cowardly and disloyal. Next time you meet 
him vhat will happen? Will he meet you with a smooth 
and smiling face, glossing the matter over, as if 14 
were of no account at all, taking care to avoid any 
unpleasant scene? Not if he is an honest soul who 
loves you deeply. . . .  He feels your shame and 
meanness too deeply for that— because he loves you.
He must look straight into your eyes and have it out 
with you and seek to lift you out of such treachery,

*"Judgement", John 3*16—21 (un), n.d., p. 2, 
(incomplete mss.).

^Ibid.. p. 4.
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however agonizingly painful it may be to him and 
to you. And you know that. And perhaps you are 
afraid. You can’t face it. You can’t face the 
scrutiny of his love. . . .  So you avoid him. If 
he seeks you out, you seek to elude him. Tou cross 
over to the other side of the street when you see 
him coming. You keep out of his way. And as time 
goes on the very thought of meeting him becomes 
intolerable and you would go a long way to escape 
him. Yet you know all the time that he is living 
in the light, and you are condemning yourself to 
live in outer darkness.

The experience of judgement is less an eschato- 
logical event than it is an immediate circumstance. Where 
this love is rejected, there is judgement. The conse
quences of denying the love of God are part of an immed
iate human experience} judgement is the immediate conse
quence} it is the failure to face around and receive for
giveness. "The light had come to save them} but they

2fled from it into darkness. And that jus judgement.H 
The judgement of God is something known and spoken about 
in the present tense.

The experience of the denial of love is the mani
festation of the wrath of God. This is a further way of 
describing the way in which the doctrine of the love of 
God raises a question which it is prepared to answer. It 
is an immediate question and not a fearful glance into

11bid.. pp. 5-7. 2Ibid., p.8.
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the unknown future*
Within the context of the omnipresent, omni

potent love of Clod Qian sees that his own deraonstratior of 
love is an inadequate response* He sees

nothing inconsistent with the love of God, nothing 
for which he can blame God, but everything for 
which he can blame himself* He knows in the bottom 
of his heart that it is he th t is fleeing from the 
light and lov^ of God into outer darkness* And that 
is judgement*

The wrath of God or the doctrine of divine judge
ment is a description of a universal and immediate exper
ience* Rather than inculcating fear and anxiety about 
the future disposition of one's soulf preaching on the 
wrath of God can better be an opportunity for describing 
a Biblical and human experience in the present tense, an 
experience which points directly to the answer of God's 
love*

The Love of God and the Suffering of God?

The doctrine of God's omnipotence and infinite 
love may tend to point to a conception of an utterly un
changeable God who is remote and removed from the harsher 
realities of human life* We are tempted to use analogies

11bid.
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of human love in a strangely inconsistent way. Baillie's 
preaching points out this inconsistency and by doing so 
reveals his discontent with the doctrine of God's i»- 
passability.

We ascribe to God the queerest hardest kind of mot
ives or whims which we would never ascribe to good 
human parents.

To say that God's love is infinite and unchangeable 
is also to say th t God suffers when IJis children suffer.
To think that God is above all human suffering and imper
vious to pain would be to remove any understandable con
nection between His love and human love. When we look 
upon human suffering and then affirm the omnipotent power 
of God to fulfill His purpose in the world,

we must never say or think or believe that in any 
sense which would limit or obscure God's infinite 
love, God's sympathising, suffering, self-sacrificing 
love. That is the fundamental thing. If it is ever 
in any sense God's will that ve should suffer, then 
it is His will that^he should suffer too. For he 
suffers when we do.

Any deep experience of human love reveals thal 
judgement and suffering are a part of it. If it is the 
love of God which is revealed (however partially) in human

 ̂,f0n believing the best about God," Matt. 7*11 
(370), 1925, p. 11.

^Ibid.. pp. 11-12.



experience, faith is grateful to affirm that the highest 
love toward which it points is the love of a God who is 
not impassible, but a God who suffers. Experience and 

the Biblical witness corroborate this faith; exper
ience points from the deepest form of human love to

far greater love than anything we have ever seen or 
can conceive upon earth between parents and their
children,

the Biblical witness points to Jesus, who showed us in
finite love,

not only by his words, but by his life, not only by 
his life, but^by his death, in which we believe God 
suffered too.^

And from these sources, our apprehension of the love of 
God returns to us with a new imperative; if we love be

cause of the love of God which is willing to suffer, a 

challenge is placed upon the quality of love which we are 

constrained to offer to our fellowmen, a love which is 
willing to suffer.

In all its doctrinal contexts, Bailliefs preach

ing on the love of God comes back to the human situ ̂ tion. 
ihe love of God is revealed in the human experience of 

love; the love of God challenges the limitations and 
finitude of this same experience. Does belief in God
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matter? Baillie has sought to proclaim aa affirmative 
answer which is compelling in the immediate context of 
human experience.

The Doctrine Preached and the Doctrine Taught

It is now my task to compare and contrast the 
doctrine as it has emerged in Baillie9s sermons with the 
doctrine as he presented it to his students in the class
room and as it appears in his formal theological writings. 
Does the doctrine preached differ from the doctrine taught?

The initial consideration with which Baillie 
deals in the lectures is the nature of our theological 
language about God, In so far as we can have a knowledge 
of 0od9 what is the nature of this knowledge and how do 
we express it?

Under the heading9 ’’The Otherness of God" 9 Baillie 
teaches his students that the very nature of the subject 
matter necessitates an understanding of the epistemol 
of theology which defines knowledge of God as faith, 1 

We talk about God using human language as analogies for

1Baillie makes reference to prior material deal
ing with the nature of faith covered in introductory 
lectures. Supra. Part I9 Chapters IIf III and IV,
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that which lies beyond human categories. Faith is that
knowledge which bridges the gap*

There is a kind of discontinuity, and there is a 
thing called faith that leaps the gulf* And when we 
begin to talk about what is beyond the gulf9 about 
God and His works and ways, we can only do it ana
logically, using words and concepts that are really 
inadequate* All words and concepts drawn from or
dinary experience-are inadequate, because of the 
otherness of God*

The language used to talk about God is analogical
language and when this is worked out in the course of
theological investigation, the very inadequacy of the
words themselves is manifest in that the discontinuity
forces us to realise that "all our theology enda in para- 

2dox." At this point faith takes over, and trust becomes 
a characteristic of the knowledge of God* This is not 
a new insight, from the beginning of religious thought 
men have been driven from the paradox of vhat they can 
say about God to the knowledge of God characterized by 
trust*

In the Old Testament you find the most confident 
and intimate trust in God, the glad assurance that 
it is possible to know Him, that He reveals His 
secret* * * * In the New Testament, the glad con
fidence in God's revelation is plainer than ever*
God has revealed Himself in Christ*

1 "The Doctrine of God" (Book 6), pp. 20-21 * 
Ibid *, p* 21 • Ibid»



let in both cases there is the firm awareness of the
"transcendent mystery and otherness of God”

By using the word "otherness", Baillie is stating,
not that God and His works and ways are removed from the
realm of human experience, but that the full truth and
magnitude of God can only be expressed in language which
recognizes its limitation by accepting paradox, then
moving on to faith. The remaining pages of his lectures
on the "Otherness of God"f are devoted to an historical
survey of the use of analogy and the part played by par&~
dox in the development of theological thought.

You find it very notably in Augustine • • • "Da 
quod jubes. et jube quod bis". That sounds sTTeer 
paradox and contradiction; that God should demand
something of us and at the same time supply it Him
self . . . *
We find the doctrine of analogical knowledge of God 
very plainly in St. Thomas Aquinas who teaches that 
in this world we cannot have direct vision of God. 
. . .  On earth^we can only have knowledge of God by 
analogy • • •
You get it in Luther’s doctrine th t God is at the 
same £ime a deus abaconditus and a deus revelatus 
• • •
It is an implicit recognition of the same truths 
that you get in the C&lvinistic theology . . .  on 
the one hand the eternal divine decrees, uncondi-
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tional predestination, irresistible grace, faith 
a* wholly the gift of God and the work of the 
Holy Spirit; and on the other hand, the existence 
of evil, raanfs ability to choose, his responsibility 
for his sin, • • •
Perhaps Kierkegaard1s most fundamental idea is that 
of the "infinitely qualitative difference" between 
time and eternity, between God and man; which is 
another way of saying, "the otherness of God", • • • 
He believed in a "qualitative dialectic", which is 
perhaps better called paradox, and his theology may 
be called supremely the theology of paradox,
Baron von Hugel was saying these things • • • In his 
case this w s definitely a reaction and protest 
against a certain kind of modernism-against the 
modernism which was too much a common sense theology, 
forgetting the transcendence of God, fitting Him too 
easily into a logical world view, without any ray stor
ies or discontinuities, and thus tending to too 
easily j smooth out all contradictions, even at the 
cost of explaining away the reality of evil. Against 
all this Baron von Hugel strongly emphasised the 
"otherness of God",

Otto has emphasised the "otherness of God", and
knowledge in terms of the "numinous" to such an extreme
that the knowledge of God is strained to the breaking
point. He represents a tendency to make God not just
"other", but "wholly other" to the extent that God is
somehow unrelated to ethical values.

As one reads Otto’s book [The Idea of the Holy], one 
is repeatedly troubled by the Reeling that £n working 
out his own ' oory he is really endeavouring to re
store to religion an element which it is the very

11bid. 2Ibid., p. 24. 3Ibid.
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glory of religion to have gradually eliminated • . • 
It Is not at all difficult to show that the idea of 
holiness, which was so prominent in the religion of 
Israel, contained an entirely non-ethical element 
which inspired in the worshipper a feeling of eerie 
awe. But surely one of the great lessons learned 
and taught by the prophets was that the holiness 
God really cared for was quite inseparable from 
moral goodness* • * * The Synoptic Gospels rather 
give one the impression that the very point of Jesus• 
teaching was, not indeed to banish mystery and godly 
fear (far from itJ), but yet to free religion from 
the "numinous” element with its taboos and its 
false emphasis and to exalt faith and love instead*
• • • There is surely a good deal in Otto’s idea 
of the holy that we should indeed reject as belong
ing to those realms of taboo which religion h&^been 
gradually outgrowing as it became more ethical*

An example of a more balanced appreciation of the 
nature of our knowledge of God comes from the doctrine 
of the Hnon-objecti£iability" of God as represented by 
Buber.

The idea is that there is & radical difference be
tween the I-It relationship and the I-Thou relation
ship; and that it is only in an I-Thou relationship 
that there can be any knowledge of God* • • • How 
then can we have any theology at all? For if we are 
to have any theology, we must talk about God in the 
third person. He must become the object of our 
thought. Tes, of course, that is necessary and in
evitable, if we are to have any theology at all. But 
the result is that the knowledge of God becomes dif-

Baillie kes critical mention of Ottofs 
"wholly” otherness of God in his lectures at this poinx 
(p. 24). However, a full statement of his discontent is 
found in Faith in God* pp* 206-218* I have quoted from 
p. 2 1 1 •
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frueted, broken up, polarized and becomes paradox
ical* • • . What we have to recognize is that in 
theology we are transforming an existential knowledge 
of God into a conceptual subject-object knowledge, 
a.:d the result is necessarily paradox, sine no con
cepts can contain God*

At the far right of the spectrum of theological
thought which has generally recognized the paradoxical
nature of language about God, Baillie finds K**rl Barth*

Barth carries to the extreme the idea that God is 
"wholly other" than man, and so hi© theology carries 
paradox also to the extreme* In my opinion Barth is 
exceedingly one sided, going too far with the idea 
of the "otherness" of God* He entirely rejects 
Aquinasfs idea of knowledge* God is so "other" than 
man that no human analogy can tell us anything at 
all about God* God is absolutely unknowable* * * • 
There is absolute discontinuity between God and 
fallen man, ana an absolute gulf botween the revel
ation of God in Christ and all human knowledge* Thus 
the very idea of an apologetic is excluded for Barth* 
There is no way of connecting the revealed Word of 
God with human knowledge* All that can be said about 
God is utterly paradoxical* • • • Barth has gone too 
far in this direction and becomes so one sided as to 
forget sometimes the very paradox that should have 
kept him ba anced* Note the danger of making God 
sc remote so that we cannot trust Him with a simple 
faith,— the danger of the via aegativa of the mystics, 
where one is afraid to say or think anything at all 
about God. How different from the simple trust we 
find in the Gospelsi

Concluding hi* historical survey of the place <f 
paradox in theology Baillie quotes Bulgakov's definition

1 "The Doctrine of God" (book 6), p* 25 
2Ibld., pp. 26-27.



of antinomy as a true representation of what is meant
when it is said that all theology must end in paradox,

"An antinomy simultaneously admits the truth of two 
contradictory, logically incompatible, but ontologi- 
cally equally necessary assertions. An antinomy 
testifies to the existence of a mystery beyond which 
the human reason cannot penetrate. This mystery, 
nevertheless, is actualized and lived in religious 
experience. All fundamental dogmatic definitions 
are of this nature,"

The key phrase in this quotation is that paradox must be 
"actualized and lived in religious experience." This is 
the criterion for paradox which is useful in preaching. 
The affirmation of the "otherness of God" and the 
inherently paradoxical nature of our language about Him 
must not be a retreating affirmation. Theology may end 
in paradoxical formulation but faith-experience goes be
yond. In preaching the experiential tension between the 
two poles of paradox must be preserved with an eye to
ward going forward into the life of faith wherein is 
found true knowledge of God, Baillie's final word on 
the "Otherness of God" was a warning against the facile 
use of paradox.

There is also a danger in this idea of paradox in 
theology, the danger of getting into the habit of 
using it too freely and lightly so as to solve all
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contradictions without due thought. It is very 
easy, when we land ourselves in contradiction in 
theological thinking, to say gailys That is the 
inevitable paradox of religious thought. But that 
is dangerous, because it may cover up intellectual 
indolence and obscurantism. And after all the 
very essence of the doctrine of paradox properly 
understood is that there should be a continual ten
sion between the opposites. They should be tugging 
against each other all the tine. That tension is 
necessary to the health of religious belief and 
doctrine and theology. And not only because it is 
logically unsound to acquiesce in a sheer contra
diction, but because each side of the paradox 
immediately runs into falsehood vhen.it is not con
trolled by the tension of the other.

In presenting to hi.* students the nature of our 
knowledge about God, Baillie focused his attention upon 
the paradoxical nature of theology, vhich is language 
about God. As we have seen, all this language points 
beyond itself. The very nature of paradoxical language 
drives the thinker beyond words about God to faith in 
God. Herein true knowledge of God is found.

Two differences between the teaching about the 
knowledge of God and the preaching about it are to be 
noted. In the first place, the paradoxical nature of 
all we say about God was not discussed in the sermons, 
the two sides were simply presented and the implicit ten
sion pointed beyond. The word "paradox'* appeared only in 
one of the sermons we have considered, and there only

^Ihi£*» P* 28



briefly in passing where the paradox of morality was 
introduced as the basis of the question to which the 
doctrine of God was addressed*1 In the sermons on the 
love of God, although the underlying framework involved 
the paradoxical experience of love, no explicit mention 
or philosophical analysis of paradox was made*

The tension between mystery and revelation was 
presented, not as an abstract and conceptual category 
of thought, but as this same tension is experienced in 
the knowledge of our natural environment and particularly 
personal relationships* Only after the familiarity of 
this paradoxical thought process was demonstrated, was 
the extension made into the realm of thought about God* 
The framework of paradox lay behind the sermons but the 
paradox was presented directly as it is found in human 
experience, not analyzed as a conceptual category*

In this connection it must also be noted th t 
the historical development of paradoxical thought in 
theology was not presented in the sermons* Paradox was 
used simply as a framework for describing experience*
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The second difference between teaching and 
preaching about the knowledge of God lies in the empha
sis in the sermons upon descriptions of the experience 
of such knowledge which is found in the life of faith. 
Having illustrated the tension between mystery and revel
ation, the sermons push on to describe the knowledge of 
God as trust, obedience, wonder, fear of self-knowledge, 
j y, dependence, gratitude and the responsibility of 
rational faculties, and finally as faith. In short, the 
lectures on the knowledge of God sought to answer the 
question, "What is the nature of such knowledge", and 
the sermons sought to answer the questions, "What dif
ference does such knowledge make in the life of the 
believer? Does belief in God matter?"

In the lectures on the being and attributes of 
God, Baillie notes the difficulties of rigid classi
fication, and then discusses the classical themes,
Baillie finds it singularly unilluminating, (except as 
a matter of historical interest), to attempt & discussion 
of the being of God, either in terms of essence or exist
ence, The classical discussions of His attributes come 
a little closer to what we car, know at all, however im
perfectly, about God, But describing the via causali- 
tatis, the via negativa and the via eminentia. then passing
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on to the historical classification of God1a attributes 
and the realist-norainalist controversy, Baillie dravs the 
following conclusion:

Now that sketch of historical discussions has 
at least this use) that it makes us feel what a 
barren tiling it would be to draw up neatly classi
fied lists of divine attributes, fix precisely the 
meaning of each and then imagine that we had really 
given an account of what Christian faith means by 
God* No doubt it seems dangerous to say that any 
words or conceptions we use about God do not corre
spond to real distinctions in His nature, for that 
might lead us to the habit of doubting whether we 
can say anything true about God at all. That is 
the danger of the via negativa of the mystics and 
of all pantheism and even to alonu extent of Hegelian 
absolutism and even Schleiermacher1s theology.
That tends to kill the Christian attitude of simple 
childlike trust. But on the other hand it is good 
to be reminded (as we were reminded when we were 
speaking of the otherness of God) that God is beyond 
our comprehension, thi t any words and concepts we 
use about Him are feeble human attempts to know 
that vhich passeth knowledge, or to express the inef
fable. And therefore it is futile to take the var
ious words for th* attributes of God as if they ex
pressed perfectly clear and adequate logical con
cepts vhich could be arranged in a logical classi
fication and which, taken thus in a s mmetrical sy
stem, would give us a.clear and adequate account of 
God. . That would give us a very dreary and rational
istic kind of theology, and the reality would slip 
through our fingers. There is a real sense in vhich 
all our distinctions of the divine attributes are 
but blundering, (though necessary), attempts to ana
lyze vhat cannot be analyzed, (or, as we were saying, 
to objectify what cannot be objectified)) and thus 
there is a sense in vhich all the different attrib
utes run into each other in the simplicity of the 
divine nature, that God who can only be known.at all 
in a direct personal I-and-Thou relationship.

1"The .Doctrine of ,God" (book 6), pp. 33-35.



With these severe qualifications of any attempt to 
speak of God in the third person, Baillie goes on to 
discuss a few of the words which have been traditionally 
used to describe the attributes of God. Two points 
which follow from the paragraph above must be mentioned 
in advance. Each of the descriptions which follows is 
wholly dependent on the other; none can be classified as 
an isolated truth about God. And the descriptions which 
follow are not speculative assertions about what God is, 
but, (as in the case of the sermons), descriptions of 
experiential phenomena which point beyond themselves 
to what God does. The purpose of the lectures on Godfs 
attributes is, "to try to see and show you what they 
mean for Christian faith."

The first attribute dealt with in the lectures 
is the eternity of God. This theme runs through the 
sermons on the omnipresence, omnipotence and love of 
God, but it did not appear in any as a theme which could 
be isolated as a sermon topic. How is the eternity of

t God presented in the lectures? What are the difficulties 
that made it an inappropriate theme to deal with specifi
cally as a doctrine to be preached?

To say th# God is eternal is to say, "The life
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of God is in a sense above time* It is not subject to 
the limitations of temporality. But here we are 
immediately thrust into the philosophical controversy 
about the reality of time* The conceptualization of 
time in abstract categories such as it® being an appear
ance and consequently a subjective phenomenon, or an 
illusion, have been useful within certain philosophical 
schemata, e.g* in the Platonic school, but these abstrac
tions do not convey the Christian meaning of eternity*

What Christian faith means and has meant by the 
eternity of God is not that tirae is an illusion 
and that divine existence is timeless in an abstract 
Platonic or even Hegelian sense* All abstractions 
re timeless, a mathematical equation is timeless, 

it has no relation at all to time and it is per
haps in that sense that the Platonic forms are 
timeless or eternal* But it is fatal to th© Christ
ian faith to conceive of the eternity of God in 
that way* Perhaps the truth of the matter may be 
expressed by saying that God is not in time, but 
tirae is in God.

But even this last expression makes an abstraction of
both ”GodH and ’’time” in a way that can only be handled
conceptually unless care is taken to point out that
this is but another way of saying that God is present in
every moment of time in which men live.

*Ibid.. p. 35.
2Ibid.. p. 36.
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Baillie presents the Christian meaning of the 
eternity of God by showing the relation of God to finite 
time.

On the one hand it is vital to Christian faith to 
think of God as having a real positive relation to 
time, to temporal existence. . . . The Christian 
Gospel is about a God Who does things in time9 who 
comes into thy lives of temporal creatures; and it 
includes statements about His great incursions into 
history— -what He did in the Incarnation and the 
Cross. Thus the eternity of God does not mean time— 
lessness.

But the presence of God in finite time is only
half the story. Theology is unable to place temporal
limits on God and is constrained to says

He is not subject to time as a finite being is. He 
transcends time and successiveness. Thus though m  
are bound to use x>&st; present and future tenses in 
Speaking of God9s activity* though we are bound to 
speak of Him as looking forward and backwards* 
with memory and foreknowledge and purpose* yet we 
need also to remind ourselves that these analogies 
from l^uman experience are not adequate to divine 
life.*

The analogies relating to time which are drawn from the 
human experience of time are peculiarly inadequate in 
theology because* rather than being an extension of a 
human experience to the infinite degree (as in the case 
of the analogy of love)* the analogies of time (past* 
present* future* foreknovledge and memory) apeak of

11bid.. pp. 36-37 2lbid.. p. 37.



something which is not in any way related to human concepts
of past, present, future etc. when applied to the life of 
God, a liie which can only he conceptually described as 'a 
lxl e Mhich hus the sxmuitaueity oi e t e r n i t y . i b i s  concept
ualisation fails to iulfiit *h« criterion of reflecting human 
experienc ♦ For this reason the usefulness of the doctrine of 
God's eternity in prv. *< cuing xs caileu xnto question. Ihe tr 
which preaching seeas to cunvey by speaking oi the Ixfe of God 
as khi WSJ .eity of eternity'' is better subsumed
uuuer the the me his "omnipresence"*

xho i me 01 eternity does appear in the sermons, but 
it is treated in connection with the doctrines of immortal!ty 
ana the Kingdom of God. mere it is less a natter oi defining

% -  ■ ■ v f — ‘ . . .  J

what God jLŝ, and more a matter of speaking of what Hr does and 
hut His pur pos r .or mankina is. ihi s can be done on the basis 

of faith-experience. A full discussion of this theme will be 
undertaken in Chapter XII which deals wxth eschatology.

o ely related to the truth intended by the "eternity" 
of God is the truth intended oy the idea of His "omnisc ience?f. 
The difficulties are similar too. In introducing the doctrine 
of God*s omniscience, baillie raises the difficulties oi this 
concept.

”1 am God and there is none else, 1 am God and there is 
none like me| declaring the end from the beginning, and 
from ancient times things th t are nt yet done.1’
(Isaiah 46:9-10) How of course that seems to make non
sense if we think of it on the analogy of human knowledge
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raised to an infinite degree. . . .  Moreover the doc
trine that God knows the future as well as the past seems 
to make nonsense of the belief in human free will. If 
God knows all that is going to happen in the future, 
then he must know what choices men are going to make at 
every point. . • ♦ If God-does know, then in what sense 
am I still free to choose?

Baillie defends th© concept omniscience on the 
grounds that it reflects what has been said about the eternity 
of God.

The life of God is not limited by temporality, by 
successiveness. It is characterised by the simultaneity 
of eternity in which past, present and future are not 
three but one. And thus God's knowledge of the future—  
of our future choices— is not precisely knowledge in 
advance. No doubt we are c m *  trained to speak of it in
that way, by human analogy, if wo are to wem of it at
all. But the past is not past to God, nor is the future
future to God. It is all an eternal present, because
God inhabits eternity.

The omniscience of God was not found to be isolated 
as a doctrine in the sermons. The reason for this is that, 
in Baillie's system, the omniscience of God is conceived in 
terms of the eternity of Cod1a knowledge. The seme difficulty 
which negated the iscful esj, of the isolated doctrine of 
eternity in preaching, thur applies to the doctrine of God's 
omniscience.

But in spite of what I have said, in his lectures 
Baillie stresses the pastoral significance of the doctrine.
Bov can this be reconciled with 1 lack of usefulness in 
preaching? Bailii 1 tudents:
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It is of unspeakable comfort to the religious man 
to realize that God knovs everything; knows me 
better than I know myself, knows my temptations, 
knows ay sins (even that is a comfort), knows all 
my past, all my future* I may want to hide some 
things from God, and yet I cannot ultimately be 
content with that wish* In the end, if I know 
God at all, I must rejoice that He knovs every
thing, knovs ihe worst about me, knows my sins.
If you have any doubt about the religious value 
and significance of the doctrine of God's omni
science, read Psalm 139* And as regards God's 
knowledge of the future, even if we cannot quite 
logically say what that means, how essential it is 
to Christian faith* It is the very essence of 
faith to give up worrying about the future, to 
rejoice that the future is hidden from us, to say, 
"One step is enough for meM* But the whole basis 
of that attitude is the conviction that God knovs 
the future* Ve can step forward into the darkness 
because.* the darkness and the light are both alike 
to God*

The pastoral significance of this idea cannot be denied.
But the question is whether the analogy of time oriented*
knowledge adequately conveys the truth intended, (the 
simultaneity of eternal knowledge), and if th© concept 
of eternal knowledge reflects anything identifiable in 
human experience* The truth intended is part and parcel 
of the Christian faith, but the connection between finite 
time oriented knowledge and infinite eternal knowledge 
breaks down for the very reason Baillie mentions him
self* "Nov of course that seems to make nonsense if ve

^Ibid* * pp. 40—41



think of it on the analogy of human knowledge raised to 
an infinite degree.*^ Therefore in preaching we must 
seek to convey the truth and c mfort conceptualized 
under the heading of God's omniscience by using language 
which does not run into the difficulties encountered 
when dealing with the problems of finite time and in
finite time. In Baillie's theological system, this pre
cludes the isolated use of the theme of omniscience in 
preaching.

Another difficulty of using the analogy of omni
science is the abstract connotations attached to the 
word knowledge. The truth intended, indeed the comfort 
afforded by the doctrine of omniscience, is wholly de
pendent upon the presence of the Knover in the life of 
the believer; the power of His knowledge to make a dif
ference in that life and the comfort intended by the doc
trine is only realized in the experience of this power 
as love.

The truth intended and the pastoral significance 
of the doctrine of omniscience is more adequately con
veyed using the language more directly associated with 
the doctrines of God's omnipresence, omnipotence and 
love. The truth of God's universal presence in power and



His knowledge of our sins, experienced in the forgiving 
character of His lovef ran through the sermons which were 
illustrative of these three themes*

Baillie introduces the next section of lectures 
dealing with omnipresence of God by reviewing the emer
gence of universalism in exilic and post-exilic Judaism* 
Following a summary of the message of the story at Jonah, 
he lectures*

One practical religious result of all this was 
the realisation that to localize God at all is 
wrong. There is a kind of idolatry about it.

Passing on to the New Testament witness, Baillie
makes reference to Paulvs address at Athens. n9God • . .
dwell©th not in temples made with hands,9 [Acts 17*24].

2He can9t be localized. 99 Since God cannot be localized 
within any limited context, when we speak of God9s 
"presence1* we are not using a spatial metaphor. And fur
ther in John 4*21-24, **. . . God is Spirit . . .*’; his 
presence is a spiritual presence. **So you see that the 
omnipresence of God really merges into another of the 
traditional attributes of God| His spirituality, Ilia

3incorporeality." Why is it important to see that "pre
sence** is not a spatial metaphor?
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People have sometimes been disposed to indulge in 
the theological fancy that this world may be re
garded as the body of God, No doubt that has some
times been said with good intention to indicate the 
truth that the world is Godfs world and is both an 
instrument of His working and a revelation of His 
power. But the statement that the world is God's 
body has always been condemned as Pantheism. It 
really goes with the pantheistic doctrine that God 
is the anima mundi. the soul of the world. What 
Christianity Teaches is that God is the creator of 
the world, and that the world is not His body but 
His creation, His creature. The relationship is 
not between soul and body, but between Creator and 
ere re. And to say that the world is God's body 
would be to limit God by localizing Him. God can
not be localized because God is everywhere present, 
is omnipresent.

Baillie then raises the questions of God's special
presence| in worship, in the Church, in Christ, in the
Sacraments. These questions are helpful to introduce at
this point because

they help us to see that the divine omnipresence does 
not really mean anything spatial at all. . . .  When 
we say God is omnipresent we mean that everything that 
happens anywhere in the universe happens in the 
presence of Godf and that wherever any man is in the 
universe, he is in the hand of God, and God is immed
iately available if he really desires to turn to 
God. . . .  That does not preclude us from S|>eaking 
of God in more special ways. God is present with 
those who trust Him in a way in which He is not pres
ent with those who refuse Him. It is not a spatial 
difference, but a spiritual one. It is a spiritual 
union of God with His people, a thing; which can only 
happen through faith. And if we say God is specially 
present when two or three are gathered in His name*

^Ibid.. pp. 42-43.
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or that there is a real divine presence in the 
Sacrament, again it is not strictly a spatial 
presence, but a. spiritual relationship to those 
who have faith*

When we speak of God*s omnipresence we are describing a 
personal relationship, a universal relationship of God 
to His creation* Our appreciation of this relationship 
is enhanced by a variety of factors which can be summarily 
described as faith*

In a later addition to his lecture, Baillie gave 
an illuminating comment on the nature of the word “pre
sence" and the way it is used in speaking of relationships, 
drawing on the work of Gabriel Marcel*

The preposition "with* indicates properly an 
Mintersubjective” relationship, a relationship be
tween persons, not mere juxtaposition in space*
Thus it does not apply at all to a world of objecta 
A chair may be alongside a table, or beside it, but 
not really with the table. And there may be two 
persons together in a room who are not really with 
each other* The man sitting beside us may not oe 
really present with us. Presence, in the truly 
personal and spiritual sense, is not spatial, but 
something more intimate. And th^t is supremely true 
of God*s presence.

This understanding of the word "presence” and the use of
the preposition "with” when speaking of the relation*. *ip
of God*s presence with the universe is particularly use-

1 1bid.. pp. 43-44.
ibid., p. 44* Cf. Theology of the sacraments* 

pp. 98-99* Bailliefs reference is in Sabriil Marcel^
£tLm » i?-Affi.°n....a. &»w . r a  . a<md*mThe Harvill Press Ltd7, 1950)7 pp. 177, 205.
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ful because it helps to vindicate the use of the theme 
of presence aad omnipresence in preaching* Unburdened 
by spatial concepts, which when raised t the pitch of 
infinity pose problems of mental gymnastics t) at render 
the word itself meaningless, the definition of presence 
as relationship ej ectks from the context of human exper
ience. True, all analogies which speak of God point be
yond themselves, but the criterion for meaningfulness 
rests on the ability of the analogy itself to reflect 
h u m  experience* The presence of a person with another 
person when raised to the pitch of an infinitely deep 
and encompassing and caring relationship is what we mean 
when wo speak of th© omnipresence of God*

The presentation of the doctrine in the lectures 
is essentially the same as that of the sermon with one 
exception. The theme of the universality of God*s ac
tive presence is seen in both; the theme of incorporeality, 
of a God who cannot be localized, is seen in both; the 
theme of presence as relationship is seen in both. The 
theme which is absent in the lectures is the th.rae o? 
the universal question which is raised by this doctrine as 
it emerges in the sermon. The absence of the question of 
universal guilt in the lectures eliminates the tension
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between the inadequacy of man4s finite response to God*a 
presence and the infinite universality of God’s presence. 
In preaching it is important to maintain the tension by 
illuminating the question, (universal guilt), ant! pro
claiming the answer, (the omnipresent caring relationship 
of forgiveness), in order to force us beyond the words 
of the sermon into the life of faith. The necessity of 
correl ting the answer of the Gospel with the questions 
of existence in preaching yielded a fuller presentation 
of the doctrine of omnipresence in the sermons than in 
the lectures.

The doctrine of God’s omnipotence raises intel
lectual objections which range from the trivial to the 
profound. Baillie begins his lecture on this doctrine 
by clarifying the meaning of omnipotence i order to clear 
away some of the trivial objections which arise when omni
potence is over-simplified and misrepresented by the idea 
that it means, "God can do anything. " 1 Vith this mistaken 
idea such questions as, "Can God change the past? • • .
Can God make two and two equal five?", have arisen. The 
abstract assertion th. t God can do anything gives rise to 
the wrong questions, in fact, "in that abstract s^nse it 
is not true that God can do anything," To clear away
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th© trivial objections which stem from this ;aisunder
standing, Baillie finds it

profitable to look at the original Greek word from 
which our doctrine proceeds. The Latin of the Creed 
is credo in Deum pairem omnipoteotem. But the Creek 
is tr»<r*T*̂ , 0eo'* w p U  The word ve 
translate as almighty or omnipotent is Tr*vTe>Kf 
That word tt*vtc>kp*tvP i$ quit* common in the
LXX version of the Old Testament, where xopios tp̂ n/- 
ToK/^Twp i^ th# regular translation of the Hebrew 
phrase which ve render in English as -Lard of Hosts"* 
T?e word is found only nine times in the New Testa
ment, (once in 2 Corj.uthianis in an Old Testament 
quotation, and eight times in Revelation)* The Latin 
omnipotens is really almost a mistranslation of it. 
TTHT C'rVeli word corresponding tô  omnipotens would 
really be rrxvro 60 v .) 7T«''roKp*T«jp Means not 
so much "able* to do everything", as "controlling 
everything"* In other words, God’s power and rule 
are not limited by anything outside of Himself and 
His own nature and purposes. God absolutely rules 
the course of the world, He is in complete c ,

Now, although this explanation relieves us of the burden 
of thinking of omnipotence as an abstract -nilmited and 
uncontrolled power to do a,v lug, and; focuses our under
standing on the idea of God’s power to control the uni
verse in accordance with his will ana his creative pur
pose, we still have to contend with the more profound 
difficulty of attempting to reconcile omnipotence wi th 
man's free will and the problem of evil.

Baillie mentions several attempts to solve this 
problem from classical dualism vhich "set up a power or

^Ibid.. pp. 45-46.



principle oi' evil in the .re oi Ln|i| over against

God, limiting His away and power", to more recent ideas
of a limited God such as those found in Bernard Shaw,
Thomas Hardy, H* G» Welle a illiam James. Baillie
finds these ideus uasatisfactory but draws his own
presentation to a rather unconvincing close by stating

Christian faith can never give up the divine omni
potence, can never rest in the idea of a finite 
Cod who is not absolutely in control of our destin
ies. A comrade God is not enough. We must have 
God Almighty. We must not limit God.

The unsatisfactory conclusion of BaillJie's argument calls
to mind, (if 1 may be pardoned a moment of flippancy),
a rule for one-upmaushii in theological debatei nIf
your argument is weak, start using Greek.* However, the
warning to be drawn for the use of language in preacMng
more than vindicates this moment of irre\ ce. Few
members of any congregation n e  convinced by technical
theological terms which are foreign to the frame of
linguistic reference which they bring with them to the
pews. What then can be said in order to communicate the
truth intended by the Momnipotence” of God?

In a later addition to his lecture notes, Baillie

^Ihid.. p. 47. It must be noted that we have not 
heard Baillie1s last word on the problem of evil and the 
problem of free will. These themes will be dealt with 
more fully in Chapters III and IV.
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offers a few sentences which point the way to a more
helpful exposition of the meaning of omnipotence.

Surely it is obvious that if God were not omni
potent we could not absolutely trust in Him. And
really one might say that the doctrine of His 
omnipotence is a conceptual way of saying that God 
is to be trusted absolutely, we art5 absolutely safe 
in His hands in all circumstances.

The presentation of the doctrine of omnix>otence 
in the sermons is clearly more satisfying and helpful 
than that in the lectures. Why? Ve gain a glimpse of 
the answer in the above quotation. Starting from the 
human need to trust we can begin to see the answer that 
God has provided for this need. This schema emerged in 
the doctrine as preached. The universal experience of 
human imperfection and the inability to cope creatively 
with all the situations and relationships of life can 
drive us to seek a power in which we can place our trust. 
We have a glimpse of what this power is like when we 
cast our eyes upon the powers present in personal rela
tionships. Drawing upon this experience we can use word®
which describe it as analogies which point toward a

2creative, loving power which is omnipotent.
The lecture began and ended by treating omni

potence as a conceptual way of describing the nature of 
God. It never got beyond a conceptual framework and con-
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eluded with an unconvincing dogmatic assertion. The
presentation in the sermons, aware as iiaillie apparently
was of the need to speak from the experience of people
(in the congregation and the Bible)f began from the
questions raised by human existence and moved through
the glimpses we have of an answer in human experience to
a trusting and enabling "faith that creative human eiiorts
are integrated with a greater creative ower which
governs the universe [which] does yield a quality of life

1marked by confidence, courage and hope•11' Once again 
the method of theology for j^reaching is one in which the 
question raised by finitude is connected with the answer 
of the infinite, an answc described by analogy from 
experience•

We now pass on to a doctrine which is par'o and. 
parcel of all that has been said and all that will be 
said, the doctrine cf the love of God„ Baillie’s lecture is 
brief, yet supremely important lor his entire system.
Where Christology is the key-stone in the full arch of 
his theological system, the love of God is the foundation 
upon which the whole structure is built.
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If our whole course of dogmatics is guing to be at 
all sound, it will at every point be working out the 
meaning of this assertion that hod is love\ that at 
the heart of the universe, governing all that 
happens, maintaining us in existence anu seeking us 
out to redeem us, is the infinite, eternal love of 
God.

Toward the beginning oi the lecture, the distinc
tion be ween agape anu eros is cir< wn, noting that the 
goal of Christian iove is agape* "The hew icsuament
never uses eros when speaking of Christian love, or of

2the love of God*9 * But the self—giving, spontaneous love
of God is not something which is easily understood or
believed because so much of experience seems to deny it*
At best we only know in * art, but this fragmentary human
knowledge is the starting point*

f,Ve have known and believed1’, says I John, ’’the iove 
which God hath for us . 11 Xt is only to a small ex
tent that any of us have believed it* There is 
nothing more difficult to believe* It seems too 
good to be true, both neou^se we are unworthy of it 
and because there are so many things which contra
dict it— all the evil and suffering in the world*
It is not easy to believe it* It is so difficult 
that nothing but the incarnation and the Cross could 
persuade us to believe in it in the Christian sense 
at all*

How can we talk about this kind of love whicn is 
so difficult to know and believe? By what method can we 
approach the subject? 1 am going to quote a lengthy

1 "Th. Love of God", (Book 6), p. 2.
2 iIbid., p* 1 * Ibid* * pp, 2—3.
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paragraph from this lecture which sets out Baillie1* 
method, a method which (1 ) rejects the analytical 
contrasting of the differences between a speculation as 
to what the nature of God is and what we know about a 
corresponding a tribute on the human level and (2) 
affirms the validity of proceeding from what we kno in 

experience by using analogies which are meaningful in 
pointing us to God* The method emphasizes the relation
ship of God to mar, not a separate "wholly otherness".

I do not think it is profitable to spend time 
discussing analytically what Godfs love i© in com- 
Xmrison with what we know of love in human life. 
Theology in the past has sometimes, remembering its 
doctrine of divine impassibility, endeavoured to 
distinguish divine love from human by contending 
that in the former there cannot be any element of 
feeling or passion, since that is incompatible 
with the One who possesses all perfection and bea
titude in niroself an^ needs no relationship to a 
creature to add to Ilis beatitude. But we must not 
take that in a sense which would destroy the very 
meaning of love. God Indeed other than we (as 
we were seeing) and any quality in Him must be dif
fer I from that which we call by the same name in 
ourselves. Yes, but it can only be different by 
being better and higher and richer, not by being 
weaker and poorer and colder. And surely the very 
strongest purest most unselfish love that we know 
or can conceive in human life is what we must use 
as a faint image of.the love of God which is sc luch 
greater and better.

The method by which we can talk about God and His love
is one in which we proceed by extending analogies of

11bid.. p. 3.



human love to the pitch of x^rfeetion. Here the starting 
point and the and point are different, but it is essen
tially a difference of degree and there is a connecting 
tension. In the sermons, Baillie builds up the connecting 
tension gradually by posing ever enlarging circles or 
stages of love. In the lecture the tension is presented 
more succinctly, because the remainder of his system 
elaborates the same theme.

Proceeding directly from "what we must use as a 
faint image of the love of God" Bail ie goes abruptly to the 
Godvard dimension of love and the quality which distin
guishes it from the starting puint.

There is one thing which ve may say about the 
love of God which distinguishes it from even the 
highest human love* The lov? of God is pure# 
spontaneous, self-givings it is not called forth by 
any inherent worthiness in its object.

Baillie then goes on to briefly preview the way in which
the sei^-, iving, spontaneous and prevenient love of God
will play a fundamental part in the working out of some
of the doctrines to follow.

How does the doctrine in the lecture compare with 
the doctrine which emerges from the sermons? Here at the
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foundation truth for both theology and preaching, the 
method of presentation is the same* Proceeding from the 
human experience of love a connection is made with the 
infinite and uniquely spontaneous love of God by means 
of extending human analogies until the two become per
fectly one in the Incarnation, The danger of the Itv.are 
presentation is tin.t the connecting tension between the 
two poles is not developed. It it? difficult to see thal 
there is a connecting relationship between the two. 
However, in the sermons this is clearly developed. This 
difference in presentation points to the importance of 
explicitly relating the av# qi uod to human love, lest 
the use of concise theological language leaves the im
pression that the love of God is unconnected and therefore 
irrelevant to th# human situation. Care be exer
cised in using language whxc^ reflects human experience, 

nut there is one fundamental omission in the 
lectures which is essential to preaching and which emerges 
in the course ©I Baillie*s sermons on the love of God,
This theme might be called the answer to the questions, 
"»hat difference does if make? Does belief in the iove 
of God matter? 11 The descriptions of the way in which 
belief in the love of God matters plays an important part
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in the sermons. It is these descriptions1 that make the 
doctrine come to light as a live imperative. The question 

which the preacher must seek to answer is not just,
"What is it that we believe?11, but, "Does it matter?” 
Preaching must itself pass beyond theological definitions 
and give an affirmative answer to the question by descri
bing the difference the love of God has made in the lives 
of men and women. lou will recall that for Baillie the

2very practice of brotherly love ijs the knowledge of God.
By describing what has happened, preaching can point the
way to faith which gives a new imperative, a wider scope,
a deeper depth to human experi nce because it knows, ”W©

3love, because He first loved us.
Having laid the foundation of the love of Go 1, 

the lectures move on to take up th problem of ”Tho Love 
of God and the Wrath of Go!”, How do we reconcile th© 
co-exis i,cuce of infinite love and wrath? To pose some of 
the theological problems at stake, Baillie introduces 
C. H. Dodd’s treatmen. of the matter.

He tells us that the concept of the wra of God
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"does not a pear in the teaching of Jesus unless 
we x>ress certain features of the parables in an 
illegitimate manner", [h Collins Free**
London 1959, p, 50], He acknowledges that St, Paul 
retains the concept of the wrath of God, but argues 
interestingly that he means it in a kind of imper
sonal sense| not in the primitive anthropomorphic 
sense that God is angry with men, but in the sense 
th re is a lav in vhis universe, as a moral

iverse, that sin brings its own retribution,
. . • And it is to rescue men from this nomesis 
that the love of God comes in— this being the real 
nature of God, and being a personal attitude to 
sinners, as distinct from the impersonal process of 
lav of retribution which is called "the Wrath"*

baillie finds this concept of the wrath of God uncon
vincing and misleading,

U c a u 3# it seems to suggest that the objective laws 
of this universe, tie law® of retribution, (the 
Wrath), are somethin aore ultimate than God, some
thing vhich is there apart from God in the nature 
oi ngs, in the moral order, and the love of God 
comes in from outside to rescue sinners from this 
system of retribution, this Wrath, But surely if 
there is a law thui sin brings punishment, if there 
is an order of righteousness which reacts against 
sin, that must also be "of God", It cannot be either 
an evil power opposed d (for it is the very
ex session of righteousness), nor an impcrson&l, 
neutral^pover of just retribution, quite independent 
of God,

The question raised by Baillie with regard to 
Doddfs concept is less the matter of the "ultimacy" of 
Wrath vis k vis the Love of God than it is the concept

"The Love of God and the Wrath of God" (Book 6), 
}|« 5-6, The quotation is from €• II, Dodd, Homans 
(Londons Collins Press, 1959), p, 50,

2Ibid.. p. 6



of the wrath being an impersonal force outside the iove 
of God* This not onlv compromises the omnipotence of love; 
it also raises the question as to whether the love of God 
is not in fact defeated by impersonal retribution when we 
look upon who consequence of evil in the world* Surely 
there are mauv. instances which would indicate that k e 
love of God has been defeated by an outside, i eraonal 
wrath.

The difficulties of ui impersonal couce tionf the
difficulties of theological speculation divorced irom
personal experience, are further drawn out by a lengthy
comparison of Dodd's vi with that of hmi1 Brunner*
Baillie spends considerable time explaining Brminor's idea

of the wrath of God which is less an imp rsonal force
outside of God but which, with the love i aercy of God,

makes up an inherent dualx^w In the nature of God,
He speaks of God as One who "outside of Christ" is 
really angry, wrathful towards men; and insists 
that this dualism between the wrath of God and the 
mercy of love of God is essential to a true Christ
ian faith an*, Christian theology. He would appar
ently regard this as an indissoluble dualism, an 
inev table element of paradox or dialect c in our 
theology.
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Kotice that the kind of paradox posed by Brunner1s view 
is not the kind of paradox we have traced in Baillie1# 
sermons* In Brunnerfs dualism there is a discontinuity 
between the two poles, 'the paradox in this case is a con
ceptual juxtaposition of two contradictory ideas with no 
connecting tension which can be seen as a part of t human 
experience of love* The sort of paradox which h  useful 
for preaching is one in which there is a connecting ten
sion discernable in human experience, a tension which 
forces us beyond the xmradoxical formulation of the doctria 
The mere conceptual positing of a paradox within the nat
ure of God, (which remai a /'oily other* abstraction), 
has no connection with the questions raised within the 
concrete context of human existence* It is difficult to 
relate such theological speculation to the needs of a 
congregation*

^illie appreciates the seriousness with which 
both Dodd and Brunner view the idea of the wrath of God*
It is a truth which cannot oe sentimentally glossed over* 
But the methods of positing wrath as either an external 
impersonal force or an inherently contradictory dualism 
in the nature of God do not provide an adequate answer to 
the problem* Baillie then proceeds to an elucidation of
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the problem*
We can get light on this problem if we remember that 
1 ovv* itself* in the truest and highest sense of the
wore, may fee a very inexorable and terrifying thing 
to a man who is trying to walk in mean and crooked 
ways. Perhaps it if something of this jsori that 
Brunner means when he says that to th® unreconciled
sinner the love of God becomes wrath.

Perhaps this is o• But notice the difference of appro ch. 
Baillie introduces his treatmen of the wrath r God by 
describing the way in which the human experience of love 
can be an experience of judgement too. True lo*1 e is 
inexorable.

And isnfi that true of even pure genuine deep human 
lovef not to speak of the love of God. Love is not 
a soft sentimental ; mmoiU ting thing. It is 
inexorable.*

t

The lecture continues with a presentation which 
is almost identical with the illustration in the sermon

3of the human expe rience of love and judgeaient. The 
lecture draws to a close noting the way in which this 
experience ^s a limited experience of Godfs love, indeed 
it points us toward a full understanding of Godfs in
finite inexorable love.

Hay not all iha be to us a fuint an feeble 
parable of the infinite inexorable love of God?

1Ibid.. p. 9. 2Ibid.. pp. 9-10.
3Supra.p. 1#0-181
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God is such infinite goodness, He loves us so 
infinitely, that He must be inexorable too towards 
our sins* HThe love which draws us nearer its hot 
with wrath to them*1' Love must necessarily be 
terrifying to all that la loveless, that is to al. 
evil* When an evil loveless soul is confronted with 
infinite divine love, it either suffers the agoni
sing pain of being scorched by that fire of love 
until all its evil is burnt away, or it refuses that 
love in self-protection and thus dooms itself to 
yet a greater evil and punishment of the outer d rk«* 
ness of continual lovelessness* And all that 
haipens just 1 ■ c- uee Cod is love. So His r th, in
that sense, is notr limit to His love. It does not
conflict with His love. It is the fire of His love 
in action when confronted with evil loveless souls.

In this comp^ rison of the lecture with the sermon,
I - M k

it can be seen th t the theological theme of the wrath of 
God (being an experience of the love of Cod from the per
spective of the loveless human) is the same in both.
Wrath is neither a limitation of love, nor in conflict 
with it. One doctrinal entasis present in the sermons 
was, however, missing in the lecture. In the sermons 
Baillie took care t* point out that the experience of wrath 
as judgement was less an eschatological phenomenon than 
it was an immediate expert Mai consequence of loveless
ness or sin. ihis was implicit in the lecture but the 
need to counter the misdirected emphasis on fearing for 
the future state of one's soul present in some preaching 
doubtless prompted Baillie tv make clear and explicit men—

1”The Love of God and the Wrath of God”, p. 11,



tion of the immediate character of judgement*
Baillie1s choice of words in speaking about the 

wrath of God is important. *Wrath* connotes an emotional 
state closely allied to anger, an emotional state that 
negates love* In the sermons the word *judgement* was 
used* This word has less emotional connotations, and 
stresses the responsibility of the judged one for the 
judgement* There is less danger of conveying the idea 
that man is the victim of God*s arbitrary or even in
herent anger.

The most striking difference between the lecture 
and the sermons is the manner of presentation* In the 
lecture Baillie found it necessary to begin by raising 
some of the conceptual quotations raised by theologians 
in their attempt to describe the wrath of God. This ser
ved as a backdrop for his own presentation which high
lighted his method which starts from faith-exm>rience*
In the sermon this would have been both confusing and 
irrelevant* Confusing because few in the congregation 
would bring the required conceptual and linguistic frame 
of reference to the problem* Irrelevant because the 
positing of the conceptual uestion of an impersona1 

force or a speculation about the nature of God would not
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reflect the experience of the people. Where conceptual 

abstraction may be useful in framing a theological 
question, they are useless in x^ovi-ding an answer to 
a question raised by human experience*

Lastly, the Love of God and the sufferin.. of 
God: Here Baillie seeks to strike a balance betwee n the
classical doctrine of G o d ’s impassibility and 'ho revolt 
gainst the doctrine in recent theological thought*

Baillie finds it necessary to deny impassibilit because 
of Ihe human need for comfort which he has seen God ans
wer within the experience of human suffering* At the 
beginning of his lecture he stresses that what is said 
about the doctrine *raus t affect not only our theology 
but our faith, our working belief.”^

Briefly offering a preliminary definition of the 
doctrine, he goes on to sy rpathetically and carefully 
trace its origins in the Early Fathers.

The impassibility of God means that God cannot suf
fer. is incapable of suffering. The experience
of suffering can never have any place in the life of 
God. He is eternally blessed, raised above suffering, 
enjoying beatitude, impassible. You may be inclined 
to a sk where that co tion came from, nd how it 
even came to be accepted as part of traditional orth-
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o&oxy that God knows no suffering.*
Going into th© etymological origins of the doc

trine he points out that, "in both Greek and Latin the 
words for suffering mean not only what we mean by suf
fering hut also something of what we mean by emotion,
passion, affection . . . There is no in God,

2There is no passio in God." Tracing the development of
th© doctrine through the Early Fathers it is interesting
to note that they speak of it, "not so much by v ay of
arguing for it, as rather of as auraln, it as a general 

3truth." Baillie gives a documented summary of the doc
trine in Ignatius, Tati Jus in Martyr, Ireneaus and 
Gnosticism; in each case the irapassibility of God remains 
unchallenged. The emergent note of interest is that 
suffering is relegated to Christ, mid the father becomes 
distinct from the Son by v>tue of His impassibility.
It was in this connection that th© assumed, and hardly 
self-conscious, development of doctrine ran into difficulty. 
"It was in the Trinitarian and Christological controver
sies of the Third Century that this whole issue became

'ibid.. pp. 1-2. 2Ibld.. p. 2. 3Ibid.. p. 3.



Controversy raged back an! forth. One swing of 
the pendulua carried the opponents of impassibility to 
the extent of the Patripassion heresy; that God Himself 
died on the Cross. Praxeae and later Sabellius defended 
this heresy, and it was against Fr&xeas that Tertullj m  

wrote his famous treatise accusing him of crucifying the 
Father. The issue of the controversy left orthodoxy with 
a formulation ref]acting Considerable theological gym
nastics .

It was not the Father but the Son who suffered; and 
it was not in Ills divine, but in Hi human nature 
that the Son suffer* , That was the distinction that 
evolved. It seemed clear and sure that there could 
not be any suffering in the life of God Himself.**

Down the centuries and through the Scholastic 
theologians, the classical position remained intact for 
orthodoxy, although the pi ’em was no longer an uncon
scious oiic. Not until recent times has there been a wide
spread revolt against the idea of Godfs impasslli1 ity• 
Baillie documents the writing of A. M. Fairbairn and 
notes the contribution of Can n Streeter in this connec
tion. Before passing on to his own elucidation of the 
problem, he offers a final case for impassibility from

quite plain and acute.

1Ibid.. p. 7. ‘'Ibid., p. 10.
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tb writings of Baron von Hugel.
Baron von Hugel contents himself in the end with 

the distinction between sympathy and suffering-—  
cnmpassio and pnssio. There is sympathy or compassio 
in GoA, and there is suffering or passio in Ch?i»t7  
and that, he says, If enough. It is curious that he 
accepts the very distinction on which Tertullian 
pours scorn in attacking Praxeas. But Baron von 
Hugel*s main contention is that God would not be 
God, and would no* even be of much use or comfort to 
us in our sorrows and sufferings, if He were îot 
Himself pure joy, raised above all sufferin.

In his typically irenic fashion, Baillie seeks a
constructive reconciliation, (though he does no- pretend

to resolve the difficulty). He notes th t th<> doctrine

has remarkably little Biblical support.
The Old Testament i nit t home with the idea 
that God is grieved oy the sins of His people, that 
He knows the em tion > of sorrow and pity • • • Ther. 
ia no suggestion of impassibility in th© proper 
sense. When wo come to the New Testament it is much 
the same. We certainly get the impression that the 
New Testament writers thought of God as sharing in^ 
the sacrifice of Calvary--"giving up His own Son’*."

The influence of Hellenistic thought is behind the assump- 
tions of the Early Fathers in whom we first see the doc
trine. The idea of impassibility is certainly consistent 
with Platonic and Aristotelean philosophies.

* Ibid.. p. 12. The reference is to Baron Fried
rich von duge1, "Suffering and God," Essays and Addresses 
on tho I’hilosophy of Haligion t Second Varies (Londom 
J. M. Bent & &oniJ Ltd., 1926 J , pp* 165-213.

2lbid., p. 13.
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As for Tertullian, the most passionate opponent of 
P&trip&ssianism, and the most outspoken defender of 
divine impassibility, let us remember that the 
philosophy which most influenced him was Stoicism, 1 
with its exaltation of passionlessness as an ideal.

The Scholastic defenders of the doctrine were quite openly
Aristotelian in their outlook. All these extra-Biblic&l
influences do not discredit the doctrine for Baillie as
he iotes later in the lectures

A d  if the Greek tradition--Plato and Aristotle and 
even the Stoics— made some contribution indirectly 
to the development of the doctrine of divine impass
ibility, surely we need not be ashamed of th t, for 
God can use the Greeks as well as th* Jews for His
revelation. Thus we can see a deep reason for the
emergence of the idea, end there must be a deep truth 
underlying it, a truth which is precious and vital to 
religion.

Baillie finds serious theological difficulties with 
the doctrine in connection with the Atonement. He finds 
it difficult to isolate God from the Cross, to "conceive
of God's part in it as a more or less external and de
tached part, as if God were sitting aloof in heaven, merely 
appointing and then accepting the sacrifice on Calvary." 
let on the other hand he is quick to appreciate the truth 
that ve cannot picture God as One who succumbs to the sin 
and suffering of the worlds "God is not staggering under 
the weight of it . . .  we could not be satisfied with a

11bid.■ pp. 14-15. 2Ibid.. p. 17.
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mere struggling Comrade.”
How can we strike a balance between these two 

opposing ideas? From the standpoint of theological con
sistency it seems to be an impossible task. Out never
theless Baillie is constrained to sayt

I do believe that the modern movement away from the 
doctrine of God’s absolute incapacity to suffer has 
been to some extent a sound and salutary one— it has 
helped to redress a balance that was one aided. . • .
1 do believe that we must find room in the Christian 
doctrine of God for some idea of God eternally bear
ing the sin and suffering of th© world at infinite 
cost to Himself . . .  And how can we express it in 
our human language except by describing it &s a 
willing acceptance, on God’s part, of suffering and 
sacrifice for our sakes? And can we regard that 
historic Incarnation and Atonement as isolated, or 
shall we not rather regard them as the supreme out
cropping in history of an eternal reality} the love 
of God bearing the sin and suffering of the world.*"

Because God is love there is suffering in the life of God, 
"yet somehow God is more than equal to all the suffering”, 
and in Him we can place our trust and receive His com
fort.^

In his effort w  theologically fair and balanced, 
Baillie has shown both sides of the technical argument so 
clearly that he is driven to say ”1 do believe . . . ”

1

^Ibid.. p. 16. 
3 Ibid.. p. 2 0 .

2 Ibid.. p. 19.



as he draws to a close. x^rhaps this is a theologically 
obscure way to end a lecture. Perhaps a fuller develop
ment of the highest kind of human love we know would have 
served to show that suffering is indeed a part of it. 
Perhaps, on the other hand, WI believe ...,! is the most 
profound way in which to end any attempt to rationally 
explicate a doctrine. In some respects the presentation 
in the sermons is simpler and more direct* Drawing on 
the experience of a parent1s love and the Biblical witness 
to the life and death of Christ, Baillie is there con
strained to affirm that the love of God is like that9 the 
love of God is a love that is willing to suffer.^

What can be said by way of comparison between the 
lecture and the sermons? The inappropriateness of includ
ing lengthy theological debates in sermons is again
brought out. The reasons are the same as those mentioned

2earlier.*” The theological outcome, the t the love of God 
is a suffering love, that God suffers, is the same in both 
lecture and sermon. The use of analogies from human 
experience would have been helpful in the lecture.

The general conclusion to be drawn from the fore-
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going examination of the octrine of God in sermons and 
lectures underlines a basic criteria for presenting theo
logical themes in preaching. The distinctive feature of 
the sermons and those portions of the lectures which 
parallel the sermons is that the terms of reference are 
drawn from the demonstration of God’s activity in human 
experience. The criterion for preaching can be summed up 
as being an emphasis, not upon what God is, but upon what 
God docs.
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CHAPTER II

THE DOCTRINE OF CREATION

The doctrine of creation is part of "the story 
with a plot". And part of the doctrine of creation 
tells of God*s activity beyond the realm of historical 
experience; it tells of supra-historical happenings; its 

symbolic language is woven into myths. It is essential 
for theology and preaching to use these myths because 

the supra-historical realm of which they speak touches 
every moment of history. In speaking about the Christ

ian message as a "story with a plot", Baillie writesi
The early chapters of the story (about Creation, 
Fall, etc,) go back beyond history altogether into 
a supra-historical realm of which ve can only speak 
in symbols. And the final chapters of the story, 
lying in the futur belong also to ^nother world of 
which we can only speak pictorially.

The general problem treated in this chapter (as well as

the chapters which deal with the Fall and eschatology)

1"What is Dead and What is Living in Christian- 
ity," Out of Nazareth, pp. 153-154.



is the problem of esiabli. ring a connection between the 
historical realm of human experience and the supra- 
historical* It is the general problem of speaking about 
the supra-historical in terms which reflect and address 
historical experience*

Within this larger context, this chapter also 
deals with a specific problem of theological methodology 
as it relates to preaching* The specific question is—  
can a paradox which is not actualized and lived in faith- 
experience be us? ̂ ?1 for preaching? In the previous 
chapter it has been shown that at the center of the doc
trine of God is the foundation of all Christian theology 
and preaching, vis* the love of God. It was shown that 
an examination of experience revealed that love is pre
sent in power in human relationships* Further examina
tion revealed that this experience is paradoxically one 
in which we love, but we only love in ^ .1 tionship to 
others, we only love in response* In fact, love is not 
just our own action, it is also an action wrought in us 
from without* And in the last analysis, "We love, because 
He first loved us." This paradox points to God and the 
difference made through faith in Him* The paradox is 
actualized and lived in faith experience) it is a useful
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paradox for proaching.
In the course of the following examination of 

the doctrine of creation in Bailliefs sermons another 
"paradox” will be encountered. Baillie speaks of the 
doctrine of creatio ex nihilo as a paradox”, but it will 
be shown that it is not a paradoxical part of human 
experience. Can this "paradoxical” doctrine be admit
ted as a useful way to preach about the truth Intended 
by the Christian doctrine of creation?

Doctrine Preached

In a sermon entitled, "The Doctrine of Creation", 
Baillie seeks to answer two questions: What do we mean
to say when we speak of the doctrine? and, "What differ
ence does it make to our daily practice . . .  ? " 1 Be
cause the credal statement "I believe in God the Father 
Almighty, Maker of Heaven and Earth", l a be easily mis
understood in a scien til' j.C age which has only within the 
past hundred years weathered the storms of the science 
and religion controversies, the sermon begins with an 
explanation of what is meant and what is not meant by the
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Behind the words which are used to describe crea
tion , both in the Genesis accounts and in the later doc
trines of the church, lies the essential meaning embodied 
in the text of the sermon, 11 Thou hast created all idlings*1 

(Rev. 4i11). But Baillie introduces the subject by 
explicitly pointing out what is not meant by the Biblical 
accounts

If we were to take that as a literal and scientific 
account of the way in which things came into exist
ence, then we should say that it all happened 
literally in days— first, the light was created, 
then the sky, then the dry land, then the sun, moon 
and star , then the birds and fishes, then land 
animals, and then man. Moreover we would picture 
the earth as a flat surface, with the sky as a dome 
over it, and the sun, moon and stars as lights set 
in that dome to light up the earth. . . .  let nowa
days every child is taught at school that the earth 
is one of the eun*s planets . . .  last century 
science began . . .  to tell us that it took not just 
six days but countless ages for the inhabited world 
to come into being-first the starry universe and 
then the earth, then after long ages animal life 
upon earth, and then after further geo, mankind| an I 
not by one great act of creation, but by a long slow 
evolution. . . .  have learnt that it is foolish 
to go to the Bible for scientific enlightenment, and 
that it doesn*t matter at all to us Christians how 
God made the world. He can work just as well through 
long and slow evolution throughout the ages as through 
a sudden work in six days.

The language of Genesis is not scientific language. True,

language of the doctrine.

11bid., pp. 1-2



it grew out of a particular cosmological view, but it
speaks not of cosmology but of something else* Even the
stories of the creation in the Bible do not correspond
with one another* Baillie points out to hie congregations
"Genesis has two separate accounts of creation in the
first two chapters, and they don’t agree in every detail,
yet the Bible put them there, side by side, because it
is not the literal details that matter*P

Furthermore the literal idea that the creation
was completed in fixed period of time is inconsistent
with the Christian's faith-experience of God's continual
presence, power and love*

After all we never did believe as Christians that 
God finished Iiis work of creation all at once, ages 
ago, and then stopped for ever and simply watches 
His universe run on* No we believe something far 
better than that* We believe that God is always 
creating* He created you and me, in this modern 
world* He is still at it*

Creation, then, is a continual process in which the hand
of God is at work*

Baillie sees God’s creative activity as a work
which follows a natural law* God's creative work is not
a capricious affair which follows no pattern* God is not
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limited by natural laws b cause these lavs are them~
selves established by God for his own purposes* In

speaking of continuous creation, he preaches:
It all happens, no doubt, according to natural laws, 
which biologists can trace* But they are God's 
natural laws* That is to say, they are descriptions 
of God1s ways of working in the world*

Faith affirms that where science offers valid descriptions
of the processes observed in the natural world, science
is offering valid descriptions of the ways in which God
is at work* Faith does not rest its case with any
particular scientific theory} faith goes behind sueh
statements «u d affirms that all creative processes are
the work of God who is ever present in power and in love*

That is the essence of what we as Christians 
believe about creations not anything in particular 
a8 to how things came into existence, (that is a 
matter for science), but that it is all of God.
"In the beginning GodH* "Thou hast created all 
things." That is what matters*

Before passing on it will be well to note that 
in presenting the meaning of the doctrine, Baillie has 
placed his emphasis, not upon statements having to do 
with the origin of matter or existence, but upon the 
continual character of creation, and the natural laws
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through which God governs the creative processes in the 
world* The themes which were important to a presentation 
of the meaning of the doctrine were the historical mani
festations of croation, not pre-historical accounts of 
cosmic or biological origins*

The affirmation that God is continually at work 
within the creative processes of the natural order affords 
the believer a focal point toward which an attitude of 
gratitude can be directed* 4h*n in the course of human 
experience a v&r ariety of dynamic creative good is 
encountered ('e*g* the birth of a child) 9 the human re
sponse need not be one of sterile indifference or vague 
sentimental euphoria* tfith faith focused on a creating 
and loving God9 the response can be one of gratitude*
The doctrine of creation, "gives us a sense of Goc in 
nature11 It is toward Him that a response in gratitude 
can be expressed*

Examples of faith which sees God behind all 
forces of creative good can be traced throughout the ages* 
The Psalms are full of a sense of gratitude to God for
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creation. And in the Ne*~ testament
you can find it notably in the words of oar Lord 
Himself. !,Consider the lilies of the field how 
they grow.1' [Mt. 6s28] They made Jesus think of 
God— of the wonderful beneficent creative power 
of God. Tou can find it in the word of St. Francis 
of Assisi, • . . "All creatures of our God and King; 
Lift up your voice and with us sing." [Revised 
Church Hymnary, No. 13] He calls on sun and moon, 
wind and clouds, dawn and evening, water and fire, 
earth and flowers and fruit, as well as all man
kind to praise God for creating them. lfLet all 
things their Creator bless, and worship Him in 
humbleness. 0 praise Him. Halleluiah.M And per
haps in modern times more than ever, with our new 
appreciation of natural beauty, we can praise God  ̂
the Creator, and mike it part of our Christianity.

The doctrxiie which teaches th t God is creatively 
at work in n< ture affords a focal point for faith which 

expresses itself in gratitude. But nature does not 

afford direct evidence of God, nor can empirical obser
vation of the natural order give proof that God is 
behind creative processes. Nature abstracted from God 
does not engender faith; it is God given faith that 

enables men to have an appreciation of the natural order 
and through which they see themselves as an integral 

part of creation. Baillie clarifies any misunderstanding 

which might see faith in God as a direct consequence of

1Tbid.. pp. 4-5 .
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an examination of the natural order,
I don*t mean to say that nature can give us 

God, or that the beauty of the world can ever of 
itself bring faith to our hearts. But when we 
have God, when by Christian faith we have the 
assurance of God, then God gives us nature back 
again with a new meaning, because the God of grace 
is the God of nature too, and He made it all. And 
so if we are Christians, and if we have any eyes 
for the wonder of the world, we shall want to thank 
God the Creator for it.

The doctrine has the practical effect of illumi
nating faith to an appreciation of nature and natural 
events. The doctrine illuminates our response to life 
and beauty so that it becomes a response in gratitude, 
gratitude to God Who by faith is proclaimed the Creator.

To affirm that God created all things makes a 

difference in the attitude one has toward nature, 

particularly toward one's fellow man. If we say 4r't 
God created man, certain ethical consequences follow. 

Bail}re heads the point dealing with the difference the 
doctrine makes in Christian ethics with the statement, 

•'It gives us a reverence for the body." He then argues 
from the doctrine of creatio ex nihilo. pointing out how 
the doctrine arose.

Christianity teaches us not only that God made 
everything, but that he made it all out of nothing—  
ths ,1j what creation is and you remember how it

1Ibid.. p. 5. 2Ibid., p. 6.
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comes into the Shorter Catechism, Now why did they 
put that in? What is the point of it? I*11 tell 
you.

When Christianity was growing up in the world 
among Pagans, the Pagans b- 1loved that God did not 
create the material part of this universe* He 
only created the sj>iritual part and the matter was 
there already as a kind of raw material out of which 
God had to fashion things as best He could. They 
despised the material, as if it were a kind of evil 
godless stuff for which God didn’t really care be
cause He hadn’t created it— lie only croated the 
soul. How that idea sometimes crept into Christian
ity, and it was a great pity. For it meant that 
people came to des£>ise the body, with vory evil 
results. Sometimes it resulted in undue severity, 
asceticism to the point of self-torture. Sometimes 
it led to the very opposite* people said to them
selves th he body didn’t matter, it didn’t be
long to Guu, w**d they could do what they liked with 
it, and so loose living was the result. That all 
came of < espising the body. And so Christianity 
set itself to stamp out that error by teaching that 
the body does belong to God. He made it, and He 
didn’t make it out of some raw material which was 
there already, infected with evil— no, He mad* all 
things out of nothing. It is all His creation.

The idea of creatio ex nihilo is introduce in 
the sermon as a dogma of the Church which defined crea
tion in a defense against the concept ' creatio ex 
materia. A conceptual . tithesis conceding the origins 
of the world was drawn between the two and the conse
quences of tin* latter forced the? Church to take a stand

* Ibid.. pp. 6-7.



for the former. The idea of creation out of nothing did 
not arise out of an examination of human experience9 it 
was a pre-historical conception which was introduced from 
without to counter the belief that matter was evil and 
not of God. Th© doctrine of creatio ex nihilo is a 
speculative assertion about pre-historical origins which 
is used to address human experience (as w© shall presently 
see) but it does not reflect the human experience of God’s 
creative work in the world. It must be noted that iiaillie’ 
emphasis in i rmon up to this point has been upon th©
experience of continuous creativity through the natural 
order which faith views as the dynamic creative activity 
of God. A question is immediately raised by the contra
diction between the kind of naturally ordered creation 
we know through experience and the statement that i a i l  
began differently, i.e. creation out of nothing.

iiaillie makes a passing apology ior the theoret
ical language which he has used then goes on to show the 
way this doctrine addresses human experience.

Mow that may seem rather a theoretical point.
But it is really very practical— it is the very 
foundation of Christian morality, because it means 
that we have to reverence our bodies as God’s crea
tion. The body is not evil in itself . . .  it is 
not hopelessly tainted with sin and even the 
instincts and appetites are not evil in themselves. 
. . .  Nay, the body is God’s, its instincts are 
His— all that is part of human nature, and it is 
He that hath made us and not we ourselves. All
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that is part of Hie perfect plan for us. What we 
have to do is not to treat the body either with 
contempt or with hopelessness, but to consecrate 
it to God, that all its energies aud instincts 
may be caught up and sanctified and used in the 
service of what is pure and good.

That means we must reverence both our bodies 
and those of our fellow creatures. We must learn 
to think of every human body as God’s creation and 
God's temple. • • * It is half the secret of 
Christian morality— that every man should think of 
every woman's body in that reverent way, and vice 
versa. And all that springs from thf Christian 
doctrine of creation which teaches us ty reverence 
the body because it was created by God.

Tie experience that a respectful and reverent 
attitude toward the whole person tends toward creative 
and constructive life and relationships is summarized in 
the language of faith by saying, "God cr*^*.i all 
things. 11 The realization and affirmation of this truth 
makes a most practical difference. The difficulty in 
the sermon arises when Baillie introduces the concept 
of creatio ex nihllo which confuses the issue by contra
dicting human experiences oi creation in the world, and 
contradicting the sermon's prior emphasis upon the natural 
order of God's creative activity.

Baillie's closing point on the difference the 
doctrine m&kea is; "It gives us a sense ot security in

11bid., pp. 7-8.
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t is great universe.
Sometimes, in our dark and skeptical moods we feel 
as if the 'great universe were alien or hostile to 
us— going on its ruthless indifferent way according 
to hard natural laws, a universe of material forces 
that hr.ve no regard for our ideals and that will 
very readily crush our hopes and plans. . . . That 
is how we sometimes feel. But these are our dull 
and skeptical moments. When our eyes are opened 
with Christian faith then we know that the universe 
is God’s. Our Heavenly Father made it all. Or, 
io state it in a different way, the God we trust in 
is not some little God, a struggling little comrade 
god (such as H. 0. Veils gives us), a limited god 
fighting against an adverse environment that is 
beyond his control. No our God is the Creator of 
all things. MOur help is in the name of the Lord 
who made h.imm and earth." What atrength and 
courage U* * v bJwes usi

The experience of courage and strength in the 
face of adverse circumstances is one which has countless 
examples. The language of faith which describes this 
experience by saying, "Our help is in the name of the 
Lord Who made heaven and earth**, conveys a trust which 
is -T same as that expressed by the faith statements, 
**God is omnipotent*1. The meaning in both cases is that 
faith affirms that God is in control of His creation. 
Baillie illustrates this kind of trust as it is 
reflected by the account of Jesus calming the storm.

When Jesus once was caught in a storm in a 
little fishing-boat on the Lake of Galilee, and 
hir disciples got into a panic, though th*y were 
fishermen and had spent half their lives in boats

jybid«, p. 8. 2Ibid., pp. 8-9.



on that lake, why was Jesus not afraid? Because 
he knew that the whole situation belonged to God.
The sea and the wind and the waves and the hills 
were all God*s-—He had made them* • • • That is 
the secret of courage and security. lou never know 
just what is going to happen to you amid the 
mighty forces of this universe. But if through 
Jesus Christ you believe in God, and really commit 
your way to Him, you are in your Heavenly Father*s 
universef and, sink or swim, you are in His care 
and keeping.

The doctrine of creation is the language of faith 
which reflects a definite attitude toward existence. It 
reflects an attitude which sees the creative forces in 
the world as things for which to be thankful; with 
faith focused on a creating and loving God, the dominant 
attitude toward life will be one of gratitude. The doc
trine which teaches that God created all things, seeks 
to convey the truth that ethical criteria are to be 
judged by an attitude of reverence for the whole x>er$on. 
The doctrine is another way of describing the courage 
and strength experienced by men and women who know that 
God is continually active and in control of ilis creation. 
These are the practical consequences of the doctrine 
presented by Baillie when he preached on the doctrine of 
creation. How do the meaning and the practical conse
quences of the doctrine presented in the sermon compare
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with the presentation in the lectures?

The Doctrine Preached and the Doctrine Taught

As it is the pre-historical idea of creatio ex 
nihilo which presents problems in the sermon, attention 
will first be focused on Baillie defense of the con
cept in the lectures. It is one thing to say, "God 
created all things", but with the addition of, "out of 
nothing", problems are raised because the language used 
no longer reflects human experience. No longer can 
valid analogies be drawn from experience which point 
toward the truth intended by the doctrine. let, sinee 
the early development of Christian doctrine, ex nihilo 
has been a distinctive feature of th* Christian teach
ing on creation.

Baillie begins with a survey of the Biblical 
foundations of the doctrine. He notes that ex nihilo is 
not an explicit part of the Biblical witness.

It cannot be said that this point appears quite 
explicit?y in any of the Biblical passages about 
creation. Let us recall what the Biblical passages 
are. The classical passages of course are at the 
beginning of Genesis. All critics agree that Chap
ter 2 is earlier than Chapter 1• Chapter 2 is 
from the Jawist source (J) and is more primitive, 
and perhaps even the more beautiful. It does not 
speak of the creation of the whole material world- 
the heavens and the earth— but of the creation of
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vegetable life and of man* And it seems to pre
suppose the existence of matter— of the dust of 
the ground. The account in Chapter 1 gives an 
account of creation from the very beginning, includ
ing even the creation of light, and spaces it out 
over six days. It is doubtful if it presupposes 
the existence of matter before creation, [but in] 
Genesis 1*2, "tohu w&bhohu", [translatable as]
"waste and void"v seems to mean rather chaos than 
"non-being" or "nothing"• At various otter points 
in scripture, especially from that prophetic era 
onwards, the doctrine of creation appears incident
ally, and notably in Deutero-Xsaiah, where it takes 
a very sublime form. To the great Hebrew prophets 
and psalmists it came to mean a very great deal 
religiously, that God had made all things (Isaiah 
40126, 28| Psalms 8«3f 95*5, 6| 104). This con
tinues through the New Testament. It appears as 
a constant background to the sayings of our Lord, 
and is closely connected with his teaching about 
a olute trust in God,s power and love. It runs 
through the teaching of St. Paul, to whom God is 
the source and goal of all existence. "Of Him and 
through Him and unto Him are all things" (Romans 
11*36). "For us, there is one God the Father, of 
whom are all things and we unto Him" (I Corinthians 
8 i6). In Revelation 4 $11 we finds "Worthy art 
thou our Lord and our God, to receive the honour 
and the glory and the powerf for thou didst create 
all things, and because of thy will they are, and 
were created."

In all this there is a very exalted doctrine of 
creation. But there is no explicit statement of 
creation exnihilo. The earliest known appearance 
of a hint oi tiiat 'conception is in 2 Maccabees 7s28$ 

ouk kno><*vr<k 6 . "God made them
out of things that are not." But that is not quite 
the same. The Vulgate actually translated that into 
Latin as ex nihilo fecit ilia Deus. which is a 
definite stateaeni" of making out of nothing. But 
the translation really goes somewhat beyond the 
sense of the original Greek. Doubtless it was from 
that phrase in the Vulgate translation of the Greek 
Maccabees.that the expression passed into Christian 
theology.

1"The Doctrine of Creation" (Book 6), pp. 1-3.



The affirmation that God created and creates all things 
is part and parcel of the manner in which the Biblical 
writers sought to convey a great religious truth. For 
them the additional assertion about pre-historical ori
gins (ex nihilo) was unnecessary. Is this additional 
assertion necessary for the preacher today? Is it use
ful to say that the doctrine of creation means creation 
out of nothing in order to communicate a relevant mes
sage which will encourage an attitude of gratitude to
ward God for His creation, a creative respect for one's 
self and one's fellow man as & whole person, an enabling 
trust in God which sees Him in control of creation?

In the sermon Baillie took care to point out 
that the idea of ex nihilo arose in the early encounter 
of Christianity with the Pagan world. How is its pre
sence in Christian theology defended in the lectures?

A prevelant belief among the ancients was that 
the world had been manufactured out of raw material.
God had, as it were, found this material which existed 
apart from Himself, and had formed it into the natural 
order which we call the world. This view led to the 
practice of regarding all things material as being in
herently godless and therefore not to oe respected or 
regarded with reverence.
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That dualiatic idea of the independent existence 
and godlessness of matter, existing as a raw material 
over against God, is tremendously important for the 
understanding of religious thought in the ancient 
world. . . .  lou can see it in definite conflict 
with Christianity in the Hanicheanism vhich was so 
potent in the time of St. Augustine9 [also in the] 
earlier Gnosticism. Now it was in the conflict 
against such ideas that Christianity was led to de
fine its own idea of creation. In so doing it 
repudiated the idea of the eternity of matter and 
formulated the idea of creatio ex nihilo.

It is well that Christian theologians were wary 
of a belief that was based on speculations concerning the 
pre-historical existence of matter, but did they not 
offer an equally speculative idea by introducing the 
concept of ex nihilo? Baillie has offered a reason for 
the emergence of the idea, a reason which is justified 
on the grounds that it was a necessary conceptual de
fense, but does this make the idea a useful one for 
preaching?

Baillie defends the importance of ex nihilo. as 
opposed to the idea that God used some sort of raw material, 
on several grounds. He shows that the alternative con
cept (ex materia) compromises God as the One in whom ve 
can place complete trust. If ex nihilo is rejected one 
alternative is

11bid.. p. 5
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the sharply dualistic view, which conceives of God 
as merely fashioning things out of a godless raw 
material existing over against Him* That Parses or 
Hanichean way of conceiving the matter reduces God 
to less than God. It has often attracted people, 
because for one thing it seems to offer an easy 
solution of the problem of evil* But it is not the 
Christian view* (N.B* For Christian thought the 
Devil is not an ultimate principle of evil • • • 
but a created being gone wrong*) In refusing to 
take [this view] tie Christian doctrine of creation 
is really maintaining that God is a God whom we can 
absolutely trust* * * * He is the source of all 
that is, in full control.of His universe, God of 
nature and God of grace*

The dualistic view which conceives of God as merely
fashioning things out of a godless raw material existing
over against Him is inadequate for another reason* It
does not lenu itself to a proper view of the body and
respect for the whole person*

Christianity teaches us that matter, as well as 
spirit, is God*s own creation-*-the body as well as 
the soul— and so it gives us a sound reverence for 
the body* Some of the perversions of Christian 
ethics are due to the idea that there is something 
inherently godless and evil about the body and its 
instincts and appetites* That is what has always 
led to the extremes of ultra-asceticism and monaat
ticism, as well as sometimes to the opposite extreme 
of licentiousness* The idea that there is some tiling 
evil about the body and the instincts connected with 
it, and especially that there is something essentially 
unclean about the whole sexual relationship— these 
are not Christian ideas, but ideas derived from the 
Greco-oriental view of matter and the body*

^Ibid.. pp. 19-20. 2Ibid.. pp. 21-22
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Baillie continues by giving a review of the battles the 
Church has fought over the issue of identifying the body 
with original sin (which identity is not a Christian 
idea)* He then goes on to discuss the danger of treating 
the bodyf particularly its sexual instincts, as something 
to be repressed or used with complete license* The doc
trine of creation is seen as a constructive approach to 
sex ethics because with a positive view toward the body 
as God's creation, the importance of honoring its 
instincts is brought to the fore*

God created man, soul and body, and God created 
man, male and female* And in so doing God was not 
hampered by a base raw material already existing, 
which had evil engrained into it* Ho God created all 
things out of nothing, and all very good. And when 
we sin, we can't blame the instincts that are part 
of human nature* * * * All the instincts and 
appetites can by God's grace be controlled and used 
and consecrated and poured into the service of what 
is good*

As in the sermon where he deals with the importance of 
the dootrine lor Christian ethics, Baillie concludes his 
argument with an appeal to the idea of creatio ex nihilo.

The concept is also viewed as a valid defense
against dualism in the realm ol Christology*

On a dualistie Gnostical view • • • you can't have 
a real Incarnation because the material, the bodily, 
is regarded as base and godless, that the high 
eternal God could not come and dwell in the flesh*

11bid.. pp. 23-24.
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The Gnostics could no even believe th t the High 
God made the world, for He could not touoh so bass 
a thing as matter; so they conceived of & lesser 
god, the Demiurge, making the world, and of course 
he is just the artificer working upon a given raw 
material of matter. Still less could he think of 
the High God becoming incarnate in matter, and so 
they ran into all kinds of Docetic ways of explain
ing away th© Incarnation, But Christianity adopted 
a view of creation which makes the Incarnation 
possible, God made all things out of nothing, and 
so matter, V e body, is His., ova creation, and so He 
can become incarnate in it.

Lastly, ex nihilo is presented as a defense
against a dualistic concept as a necessary foundation for
the understanding of the Christian doctrine of immortality.

There is a great difference between the Greek idea 
of the survival and immortality of the soul and the 
Christian idea of eternal life through resurrection, 
how of course we do not believe that these bodies 
of flesh and blood, which die and are burned and 
decay, will literally rise up again out of the graves 
where they are laid (as at least popular Christian 
imagination used to picture it). For as St. Paul 
said, "flesh and blood cannot inherit the Kingdom 
of God", [I Corinthians 1 i20], Bui we do believe 
that th© words in the Creed about the resurrection 
o the body stand for something real. They mean that 
tae life beyond is not a mere shtdov of life as we 
know it, but an infinitely richer fuller life of the 
whole personality. The ureek view is bound up with 
the whole idea that matter is not part of God’s 
creation, &nd therefore the body is a base kind of 
prison-house in which the spirit is held captive and 
is set free by death, to go forth and live its own 
purely spiritual life as a disembodied spirit, , , . 
Christianity has always from the beginning taught

11bid.. p. 24.
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that the body does matter. God made it. It is
part of Godv» plan for us. Its death is in a
sense a tragedy* Death is an enemy. But Christ 
has overeone the eneay. Therefore his people will 
rise from death to a fuller life~~a life in which,
while these bodies of flesh and blood will be left
behind, we shall yet have something corresponding 
to them~—what Paul calls a spiritual body*’, though 
we c a n H  really say what that means* . . .  This 
whole doctrine of resurrection and immortality is 
bound up with the Christian doctrine that God made*, 
all things, risible and invisible, out of nothing.

These last two ways in which the doctrine is 
used as a defense are not paralleled in the sermon, but 
it is well to see that the reason behind Baillie9s defense 

ex nihilo is a reason dictated by the necessity to 
counter a misleading concept. There is still the ques
tion as to whether the use of one conceptual speculation 
(ex nihilo) to counter another (Greek dualism) is a 
valid or meaningful way to communicate the truth intended 
by the doctrine of creation. Where a pro-historical 
speculation may be of use in a conceptual argument and 
where it may be of interest in the history of the develop
ment of thought, is it useful or constructive to intro
duce such ideas when preaching the message intended by 
the affirmation that HThou hast created all things11 

(Revelation 4t1!)?

11bid.. pp. 24-25.
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With this question in mind9 ve shall pass on to 
examine a further reason for the emergence of the idea 
of creatio ex nihilo, and Baillie*s explanation of the 
doctrine as a defense in the face of another misleading 
concept, viz* the idea of creative origins as an emanation 
from God*

The idea that the world is generated by God out
of His own substance, that the world was an emanation of
His own Being, presents theological problems from the
relationship of creature to Creator to the question of
evil. To counter this misleading concept Christianity
advanced the i" setrine of creatio ex nihilo. The idea of
emanation appears frequently in the history of thought.

This idea appears in one form or another wherever 
you get pantheistic religion or philosophy, and 
indeed to some extent in modern absolute idealism.
Of course it means that the world is part of God, 
there is no "otherness”, and all the pantheistic 
consequences follow. The creation is as necessary 
to God as God is to creation, There is no indepen
dence for the creature at all, the problem of evil 
becomes insoluble, so that evil comes to be explained 
away as illusion. And so on. Christianity would 
have none of that. If it would not agree to say that 
God made tho world out of an eternal raw material, 
neither would it agree to say that God made the woild 
out of His own substance— because that would be 
emanation, or generation— and it would get the re
lation all wrong between God and His creatures. Nay, 
it was not emanation, but creation, and creation out1 
of nothing. That came to be the Christian doctrine.

11bid., p. 6.



Baillie points out the inadequacy of this
pantheistic view in that it negates our knowledge of
God as on# in whom we place absolute trust. It is
impossible to realize a relationship in which either
trust or gratitude are expressed if Creator and creature
are viewed as one and the same. The pantheistic idea

practically identifies God with the world, or makes 
God th* anima iaundj.. forgetting the transcendent 
otherness or Goa, and the reality of evil, and making 
impossible a personal relationship between God and 
His creatures.

Baillie defends the doctrine (in the interests of pre
serving a viable description of the experience of absolute 
trust) by pointing out that God "is other than th# 
world, . . .  [yet He is] in full control of the universew. 
Faith can affirm that it lives in trusting dependence 
upon such a God. However, in this context, Baillie makes
no appsal to the argument that God created his creation

2out of nothing.
As regards the danger of a pantheistic view to

ethics, Baillie writest
If th# world were simply an emanation from God1# own 
substance, then it would of itself be virtually 
divine, we should be landed in some kind of pantheism, 
and evil tends to be explained away as an illusion,
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for vhat is divine cannot be evil* That line of 
thought ie fatal to a true ethic* And Christianity
in its doctrine of creation, maintain* the reality 
of evil. 1

In this context too, Baillie defends the importance of 
the Christian doctrine of creation without recourse to
the concept of creatio ex nihilo.

Regarding the danger of pantheism to the doctrine 
of the Incarnation Baillie vritesi "On the pantheistic
view you canft have a real incarnation, just because

2everything is divine." It is true that the idea of 
creatio ex nihilo emerged in part as a counter to the 
pantheistic elements of neo-Platonism, but Baillie makes 
no direct allusion to a necessity for ex nihilo as a 
meaningful replacement.

In the sermon the idea of creatio ex nihilo did 
not appear in the first section vhich dealt with the 
meaning of the doctrine. Its only appearance was in one 
of the three points in the second section which addresses 
the doctrine to practical experience. But there it was
not addressed directly to experience but was introduced
as a way to counter the dualistic concept which views 
the body as being unworthy of reverence and respect. It
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has been shewn that the introduction of creatio ex 
nihilo at that point in the sermon confused the issue 
by contradicting the emphasis of iht first part of 
th© sermon as well as contradicting the way creation is 
understood within tin realm of human experience* It has 
also been shown the respect and appreciation for th© whole 
person (with its ethical consequences) is adequately 
reflected and reseed by the statement of faith-ex «*• 
rience which knows that God created all things and ie 
still active in all creative human relationships* In 
the sermon, the idea of creatio ex nihilo was bo tit con
fusing and superfluous*

But the problem must be examined in greater 
detaxi. Baillie defends th© Church9s teaching on the 
grounds that creatio ex nihilo is a necessary defense 
against dualism and pantheism* These two conceptions 
were speculations about pre—historical origins9 the 
acceptance of which led to destructive experiential con
sequences* The Church countered with another speculation 
(creatio ex nihilo) the acceptance of which led to con
structive consequences* But the Christian message is not 
one which argues from pre-historical speculations to 
experience* It argues from faith in God$ it argues from

25#



the f&ith-experience of what God has dons and is doing 
in human history. To say that God created and continues 
to create all things is not fundamentally a speculation 
about pre-history. It is a supra-historical statement 
because God*s creative work cannot be localized at one 
point in time, it touches every moment of time. It is 
a supra-historical statement which is directly related 
to historical experience. We speak of this activity of 
God because it is something which we have seen aid heard 
and know within the realm of historical faith-experience.

The concept of creatio ex nihllo is justified as 
a speculative argument used to counter other such argu
ments. It has its rightful place within the context of 
philosophical speculation and the study of the develop
ment of conceptual thought. Its value to experience is 
limited to the subjective response it may call forth 
from a person who chooses to interprst his conduct and 
existence in the light of the concept. It has no value 
in affording an objective description of the way God 
acts. There is nothing in it which objectively reflects, 
and consequently which objectively addresses, human 
experience. Therefore it is not a useful way to tell 
the ’’story with a plot*! ** a useful way to preach
Christian doctrine. (The same must be said about the
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ideas of pre-historic creation contained in the dualistic 
concept of "Godless rev material" and God, as well as 
the emanation theory.)

The reasons for not admitting the concept of 
creatio ex nihilo as a way to preach Christian doctrine 
are further illuminated by an examination of the nature 
of the statement "creatio ex nihilo" itself. Is it 
rightfully considered a paradox as Baillie claims, in 
the light of Baillie9s own definition of a paradox vhich 
requires that it be lived and actualised by faith- 
experience? Baillie writes about the "wholly paradoxical 
doctrine of creatio ex nihilo" and says that "it does 
not seem to be the kind of position that could ever be 
reached by a process of inference fr m the phenomena, or 
that it can even be stated without paradox. " 1 But is 
the doctrine truly paradoxical?

Professor J. H. Hick critises Baillie1s claim 
that creatio ex nihilo 1 $ a paradoxical statement, but 
the reasons he offers are misleading and miss the point. 
Hick writest

This does not appear to be a true instance of 
paradox in the sense in which Baillie has defined 
the term, namely as a "self-contradictory statement" 
[God Was in Christ] (p.110). . . « That God
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created all things ex nihilo is not a self contra- 
dictory-statement; it does not contain within itself 
logically incompatible components* It is "para
doxical" only in the sense that it is empirically 
unverifiable and therefore de fide*

The first point to note is that Baillie never defines 
paradox as something which is empirically unverifiable 
but which is affirmed by faith alone* Faith and experience 
are never abstracted from one ano her, "faith and expe
rience are one"* A paradox must be lived and actualized 
by faith-experience* (I will come back to this point 
in a moment*)

Hi rir states that creatio ex nihilo is not a self 
contradictory statement* This is the point where he is 
misleading. Vhat do the words of the statement actually 
mean? The verb ’to create’ is generally understood to 
mean "To bring into being, to cause to exist." Within 
the realm of human experience the word is used to de
scribe the production of "a work of thou ' t nr imagination,

2especially • • • a work of art." he creative activity 
of an artist is dependent upon experience, motivation, 
training, aesthetic sensitivity etc. The activity is

1J. H. Hick, "The Christology of V . M. Baillie,"
Scottish Journal of 'oology, Volume Eleven (1958), p. 4 , 
note 1 *
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never understood as a totally isolated activity. A 
work of art, the creation, is the result of the skilled 
use of oils on a oanvas. Ho-one infers that it came 
into existence out oi nothing. The verb ’to create* 
and che noun 'creation* both presuppose the prior exist
ence of experience and material**. Therefore, the state
ment creatio ex nihilo is self-contradictory in so far 
as it reflects any sort of human experience. Hick jl» 
right in sensing that Baillie has wrongly defined 
creatio ex nihilo as a paradox, but his reasons are wrong. 
For one thing the statement ta self-contradictory, but 
Baillie is not satisfied to call a statement paradoxical 
merely because it is self-contradictory. His full sen
tence (quoted in part by Hick) readt •

For since paradox is a self-contradictory statement, 
we simply da_ not, know what it means or what we mean 
by it unless it has tliat direct connection with tne 
TaTtS which it attempts to express.

Baillie9s italics lead into his fundamental criterion
for paradox. This is where the real difficulty lies.
Creatio ex nihilo is a self-contradictory statement, the
problem with calling it a paradox lies in the inadequacy
of the statement to convey what is meant in ,fconnect!on
with the faith which it attempts to express. * 2 Baillie9s
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criterion for a meaningful paradox is that it be lived 
and actu&lised in faith-experience. For this reason he 
has wrongly defined creatio ex nihilo as a paradox. In 
the realm of preaching which must reflect and address 
human experience, a statement which is simply self
contradictory and vhich is not lived and actualized in 
faith-experience is not a useful statement for the 
communication of Christian doctrine. The concept of 
creatio ex nihilo cannot be admitted as a legitimate 
theological theme in preaching.

Ve can now pass on to a comparison of the re
maining theme.* in the doctrine of creation. A dominant 
note in the lectures is the same as that sounded in the 
sermon, vis. that when we speak of creation ve are 
speaking about God*8 continuous creative activity.

Creation is not simply an act of God which took 
place long ago at the beginning, after vhich all 
goes on according to the lews God ordained for his 
creation. Creation goes on all the time. Since all 
creatures depend absolutely for their continued 
existence from moment to moment on their Creator, 
God9s preservation of the world is xeally a con
tinuous creation.

Perhaps this does not answer our question as to 
whether th«re was a moment in time when it all 
began— when God first created anything. But at 
least it saves us from the idea of God long ago 
making a universe and then ceasing to create, ceas
ing all creative activity. (It is true that this 
is not vhat became the orthodox idea.) And yet 
there is a great deal to be said for this idea of 
continuous creation through all the ages and all
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the time* And is it really very novel and off the 
track of Christian belief? Really have not most 
Christians believed that God’s creative activity 
is a present activity! not merely an act in the 
distant past, but a thing that goes on in every age? 
b'hen a simple Catechism asks a child! **Who made 
you?*’, it gives the answers "God", If that means 
anything it means that God is continually creating
persons* • # * There dees not seem to be any
valid Christian objection to the idea of continuous 
creation* And indeed the Christ of the Fourth Gos- 
pel seems ,i one point definitely to assert such an 
idea, as against the traditional idea that God’s 
creative work happened and ceased long ago* Speak
ing of thi abbath, supposed to be a rest after he
conclusion of God’s creative work, Christ sayst
*'Fiy Father vorketh hitherto, and I work”, (John 5i 
17)* So the^idea of continuous creation seems 
quite sound*

Faith in God’s continual creative activity is reflected 
in ongoing experiences from conception and birth to new 
developments in human relations, the arts and the 
sciences. To faith which sees in all these the hand of 
God, the doctrine is immediately relevant as a descrip
tion of Christian trust and gratitude! it also conveys 
the imperative of ethical responsibility toward the whole 
of creation* The sermon made use of continuous croation 
in illuminating the faith-experience of trust and grati
tude* The same language could well have been used in 
the point dealing with ethics* In illuminating the 
ethical responsibility to respect the whole person, it

1,tThe Doctrine ot‘ Creation1* (book 6), pp* 1W2*



is far more useful and constructive for faith to see 
the creative vill of God behind the answer to the ques
tion "Who made you?", than to try and convince a person 
that his ancestors were mads out of nothing!

Baillie continues his lecture by presenting 
further views of the relationship of creation to time 
and the difficulties involved, e.g. Origenfs views on 
"serial cre&tiun" and "eternal creation". Here ag.ia 
the discussion of the history of theological concepts 
is appropriate in the classroom; the absence of these 
themes in th© sermon reflect their inappropriateness in 
preaching. In these instances, and particularly in t e 
case of the discussion of Augustine*s teaching "th i the 
world vr n created cum tenrnore. non i t t< mpore." (Do 
Cjvitate Dei. Book XI, Chapter 6, and Book XII, Chapter 
23), the problem for preaching is the same as that dis
cussed in relation to the "eternity of God". Valid 
analogies which can be drawn from experience, are drawn 
from experience which is temporal experience. No mean
ingful analogy can be extended vhich does not initially 
arise out of such a finite time experience. In his 
preaching Baillie rested his case with a doctrine of
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creation which stated th t God* a activity was (at least) 
temporally continuous. And concluding his lecture on 

the relationship of time to creation, he writes:
But have we any answer then to the question 

whether creation had a beginning at a point in time, 
before which there was no created being? Or, to 
make it simpler, since we deny the eternity of 
matter, was there a time when no material universe 
in any sense existed? I'm inclined to think that 
to that question we must simply answer: Vt don*t
know, and further, as Christians or as theologians
y.« .n< ■ AjtJaaaa

This is a characteristically honest admission which 
seriously qualifies the necessity of his defense of 
creatio ex nihilo as it relates to experience, and throws
the whole question into its proper perspective. Bail lit
continues by asking his students:

A,re we committed to the thesis t at at a certain 
point of time the whole created universe came into 
being, and that before that nothing existed but God 
Himself? Vhat 1 am suggesting is that in that form 
the question does not really concern Christian 
faith. It is not a faith question, but a speculative 
question, and perhaps an unanswerable one.

The most positive contribution to an under
standing of creation is presented by Baillie in the lec
tures as an answer to the question, afhy does God create? 
Here Baillie makes explicit use of a human analogy and

11bid.. p. 14. *Ibid.. p. 15.
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brings to the surface what is perhaps the most impor
tant and constructive message to be conveyed by the doc
trine, viz* the ultimate goal of one’s own creation and 
the creation of the universe is determined by the love

It is God’s very nature to be a Creator, because
God is love, and love longs to share and bless* That
is an old and persistent and true idea in Christian 
theology, that it is the nature of God as love that 
led Him to create the world* Creation is an expres
sion of God’s nature, because it is an activity of 
love* Creation is a necessity of His love*

Let me ask you to think of this questions Is
it legitimate to take human creative activity, in
the sense of artistic creation, as an analogy of the 
creative activity of God? • • • The artist creates 
a poem* « symphony, a picture, with a view to the 
embodiment or expression of some ideal value* Thus 
artistic creation works through ideals, values, 
ends, to be called into existence* It is concerned 
not simply with efficient causes but with final 
causes* It is really the final cause— the end, the 
ideal, the value to be expressed— that calls the 
work of art into existence* How see how that would 
apply to the creation of the world* • • • After 
science has told us all about the process, we want 
to askt 11 But what is the meaning and purpose of it 
all? Xou have t< " ve want to know
throug ., a reason, a value, a
After science has finished its story 
causes working through the process of evolution, 
religion comes in and goes behind all th t story to 
tell of the meaning of it ell, the purpose the 
final cause) and that is the doctrine o. id’s 
creative work, • • • and at the same time it uses 
human artistic creation as an analogy of God's 
creation.

’’Love’1, a word which reflects a human experience is

of God*

about

^Ibid* * pp. 17-18.



coupled with "creative work", a phenomenon which is 
also a part of experience, and together they are used 
in the form of an analogy of human creative activity 
to explain the motivation and purpose of God's creative 
work. The analogy is of course inadequate to describe 
the fullness of God's creative love, but extended to 
the pitch of an infinitely loving and creative God, 
a connection is made which presents a viable challenge 
to both human love and human creativity. Furthermore,
& connection is preserved between what is experienced 
and what faith is constrained to proclaim.

The ^Avacher could well use the analogy of the 
creative artist to illuminate in faith-experience the 
realisation that the ultimate purpose of life and the 
whole created world is determined by the infinite* love 
of God. In so doing a challenge and an encouragement 
would be offered to the man of faith to express his 
faith by a life lived in absolute trust and gratitude, 
a life of responsible ethical actions toward all crea
tures. The strains of this theme run thropgh Bnillie's 
sermon where he deals with trust, gratitude and a deep 
appreciation of the material world and the whole person. 
The illuminating analogy of th# creative artist was 
missing from all the sermons; it would have been a use-
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ful way of communieating the truth intended by the 
Christian doctrine of creation*

The doctrine of creation tells the story of 
God’s continual purposeful and lovingly creative activit 
The manner in which this activity is carried out among 
men is further described in the next chapter of the 
"story with a plot"$ "The Doctrine of Providence"*
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CHAPTER III

t m  DOCTRINE OF PROVIDENCE

The doctrine oi providence receives prominent 
emphasis in Baillie's preaching and writing* The con— 
eluding chapter of his first book, Ft.ith in God* is 
largely a treatment of the paradoxical nature of this
doctrine*1 It receives special mention in his essay on

2the Incarnation and atonement, God Was In Christ*" The 
theme appears time and again in his preaehing9 many ser
mon' being devoted exclusively to its exposition* The 
doctrine is a prime example of a doctrine which reflects 
and addresses paradoxical experience* Baillie writest

The course of my life may be profoundly affected 
by some injury which has befallen me through the 
deliberate evil volition of a iel*ow man, who seeks 
to do *ae harm and is thereby directly against God's 
will* Yet as a Christian I also believe that the 
thing h? s come to me irom God, who is all-good and 
all-loving# and who makes ail U  ings work together

1 Faith lo God, Chapter VIII, pp* 267-308*
2God fra* In Christ* pp* 111-. 13*



for good to those who love Him. . . . However 
paradoxical this doctrine may be when ve try to 
think it ou T ically, the mystery that lies
behind it is grasped by countless unsophisticated 
Christian men fnd women in the actual life of 
faith. 1

The most compelling reason for Baillie*s emphasis on this 
doctrine, particularly in the sermons, is that it is 
addressed to the problem of suffering. Through the mes
sage of the doctrine of providence Baillie points th* we 
to a purposeful response to pain, loneliness and sicanees.

The following examination of the doctrine in 
the sermons will de lonstrate the importance of structuring 
the presentation in accordance with the theological 
method for preaching which starts with an examination 
of genuine experience! the preacher must begin with 
statements which accurately reflect the specific expe
rience to be addressed. In the case of the doctrine of 
providence this means that the paradox of human suffering 
must first be presented, not as a s ament of faith 
with no reference to experience, not as self-contra
dictory theological abstractions, but as it is lived and 
actualized by faith-experience. Where Baillie failed to 
do this, the response suggested by the sermon is not the 
response intended by the doctrine. ,v'sre the sermons

2 6 9
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dealt with providence as a paradox firmly reflecting and 
addressing experience, the response to suffering comes 

close to that found in the life of Jesus Christ, , 
Christian criterion for faith-experience. The task for 
the preacher is to take the Church's teaching about God's 
providential cure and th n to examine human experience 
to see where and how God has so worked* It is with 
sta ats ab„. this human experience that the sermon 
must begin in order to identify the message with the 
person who suffers. Only in this way is the danger of 
misleading counsel avoided. Only in tiis way doea the 
message of the doctrine emerge as useful paradox and not 
mere contradiction.

One further point is vividly illustrated by the 
doctrine of providence in the sermons* The enabling and 
constructive understanding of God's persistently loving 
care is not realised in speculative generalizations abc t 
His work in the world and questions about His part in 
the suffering of those far removed from immediate expe
rience* The truth of the doctrine emerges as one which 
is only within the context of the personal experience of 
suffering*

The Doctrine Preached

To demonstrate the importance of grounding the



doctrine as preached in experience, three different 
presentations of the doctrine will be examined. The 
three presentations reflect th# three ways in which 
Baillie dealt with the doctrine throughout his preaching, 
viz. (1 } an apologetic for a summary faith statement, 
e.g. "All things work together for good • • * (2 ) a
juxtaposition of two contradictory theological 
generalization, in an attempt to explain the p&r&aoxical 
nature of the doctrine, and (3) an initial identifica
tion with the human experience of suffering und a sub- 
sequent illumination of that experience. Following an 
exposition of a sermon illustrative of each of the 11 roe 
patterns, conclusions will be drawn as to the kind of 
reape?se to suffering suggested by he sermon, e.g. 
passive submisL on, resistance, acceptance etc. It will 
be shown that the pastoral counsel suggested to the 
sufferer is contingent upon the theological method used 
in each sermon, viz. dogmatic apologetic, theological 
generalization about the nature of Godfs work in the 
world, or an identification with specific experience.

An Apologetic for a Summary Faith Statements

The first pattern is illustrated by a sermon 
where Baillie chooses Homans 8s28 as the texts "Ve know 
that all things work together for good to them that love
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God, to them that are called according to His pur
pose," (AV).1 The purpose of the sermon is to explain 
what is meant by "good" and "them that love God." The 
sermon is an apologetic for a statement which contra
dicts much of experience, especially painful experience* 
The sermon begins*

It seems a bold thing to try to speak of a text 
like this, a text which makes such a tremendous 
claim and which is so difficult to believe. It is 
easy to say it, and to imagine we believe it— at 
least when the course of life is running smooth.
But how can9those whose lives are full of trouble 
believe it?

It is important to note that Baillie asserts that a state
ment about Cod’s beneficent providence is easier to be
lieve when "life is running smooth", than when "lives are 
full of trouble". Here he is saying that providence
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Much of the difficulty of this sermon rests on 
the misleading translation of the text in the AY, the 
translation used by Baillie. As it stands, the view 
expressed is one of evolutionary optimism, and is in
consistent with Pauline thought. Both the RSV and 
C. H. Dodd’s translation in the NEB correct this (on 
the basis of alternative manuscripts) and make "God" 
or "He" the subject of the verb, not "all things". A 
fuller treatment of the problem and its implications may 
be found in* Matthew Black, "The Interpretation of 
Romans viii 28", Neotestamentica et Patriswic^, Eine 
Freundesgabe, Herrn Professor Dr.* Oscar Cullman Zu 
Seinem ~50. Geburtsag Uberricht Tl^eiden* E. J. Brill, 
19(52) ,  " p p .  1*66-1 72.

2"¥e know that all things work together for 
good . . . ," Romans 8*28 (115) 1916-1930, p. 1.



makes more sense when suffering is not an experiential 
reality for the person addressed* And when our lives 

are chequered with pain and mishap the assertion that 
"all things tu eing made w  work together for good,

• . . seems to be just a blind unreasonable dogma, a 
superstition, a foolish dream.”1 After several illu
strations of the apparent meaninglessness of the doc
trine in the face of h«. rd experience he concludes;
It looks as if no one were on our side but ourselves.

Paul) this is not the conclusion of * ith. Faith pro
claims a God who is ever present with infinite power 
and love. The doctrine of providence speaks of an 
omnipotent God who is in control of all creation. The 
question the sermon sets out to answer is; "Where is
the trace of such a ruling providence in this suffering

3chaotic world?1’ , or "Is there any evidence of it for
4a man whose eyes are open?" The sermon undertakes to 

show that t? e*re is a trace of evidence in experience which 
reflects the truth of the text.

Buw this is not the message proclaimed by St.

The first thing is that word "good". "All 
things work together for good." For what kind of

1lbid.
I i>i-<i. « p p .  ] ■

2Ibid.. p. 3.
4Ibid.. p. 4.
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good? Is it simply for material good? Is it 
tranquility, prosperity and happiness? Is that the 
great purpose God has for imn? No, that is not 
Paul*s use of the word, that is not vhat he says*
Look at the next verse where he goes on to explain* 
“For those whom he did foreknow he also did pre
destinate, 10 he conformed to the image of His 
Son.” To be made like Christ, t b t  is Paul's idea 
of the end for which God makes all things work 
together to them that love him* It is not mere 
hippiness* It is moral and spiritual good* It is 
character. The purpose of all that comes to us is 
not simply to make us happy (it doesn't always do 
that) but to make us good*

Following this explanation of the distinction 
between happiness and goodness, and the definition of 
Paul's usage nm “moral and spiritual good”, the sermon 
presents illustrations of the emergence of “good” out 
of suffering in human experience*

Here is a man who has a good deal of suffering 
and ill-health in his life; and he is somehow kindlier 
and braver and more patient than the people ^round 
him; and we know that it is through his hardships 
he has become like that* Here is a woman whose life 
has been chequered with sorrow beyond the common lot; 
and through it .*1 she has become more spiritual, 
more tender, with a new strength and grace in her 
soul, a m  u new light of religion in h* ayes, such 
as we do not see in those whose lives h. ve been free 
from trouble* Xes, we know that human character can 
win from sorrow and suffering certain treasures 
which can hardly be won in any other way* • • •
In the end we know that without eny of these changes 
and troubles life would hardly be life at all, and 
we could never become the patient men and women 
id would have us be* • * •

Ibiil», pp 0 4-5



Friends, that is a great fact of human experience, 
a great indubitable principle which even pessimists 
cannot deny. And surely it indicates that there is 
a meaning and purpose inherent in the scheme of things 
after all, if only we go deep enough. Often it seems 
a chaos, without any sign of a providence making all 
things wori for any good. Ahf but remember what kind 
of good) remember the high end in view, an end so 
high that it can only be attained through the disci
pline of suffering and sorrow— the attainment of the 
Christian character, "to be conformed to the image 
of His Son."

The valid, though not universal, experience of 
the growth of moral goodness in the face of pain and 
sorrow is used to justify the truth of the text. Partial 
experience is here used to justify the absolute and final 
claim of faith that, "All things work together for 
good." Fuller experience of suffering which includes 
bitterness and anger has yet to be mentioned.

The second point in the sermon explains what is 
meant by, "to them that love God". Here Baillie states 
that providence is not an impersonal, general force at 
work. It is p< reonally an specially related to each 
individual. This special an erson&lly directed provi
dence is contingent upon the spirit and attitude of the 

person concerned. It is directed toward, and effective 
in, the lives of "them that love God".
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And that brings the doctrine nearer to the facts 
of our experience, and reveals something of ita 
meaning. I have been saying that even the troubles 
of life may do good to the soul. But how do they 
do good? They do not always have that effect. They 
don’t do good to everyone. They don’t turn to good 
in any magical way. Ve know that men may pass 
through the discipline of sorrow and pain and be no 
better at the end of it. Ve know that men may even 
be made worse instead of better by it. Ve have seen 
men embittered and hardened by the troubles of life. 
And perhaps we have sometimes found ourselves be
coming more sullen and selfish and fretful und 
irreligious, instead of better and purer, when cares 
and trials press upon us. They do not work for our 
good— as if we were not called according to God's 
purpose. And why? Not because God does not love 
us, but because we do not love God. For it all 
depends on that. His purpose depends on the wills 
of men. His discipline depends upon how we receive 
it. And it is thosr who accept the troubles of 
life in a spirit of loyalty, love and trust, who are 
sure to find good in them; because, you see, that 
very spirit of love and trust in their hearts can 
change all evil to good. That is a plain fact of 
experience; and it shows us how God's purpose works. 
It is faith and love and loyalty that can put a new 
complexion on all that comes, and transmute loss 
into gain and hardship into blessing, and use all 
the bitter things of life for the perfecting of the 
Christian character. And so in joy and sorrow, 
success and failure, health and sickness, all things 
are turned into good for those who love God.

Thus the summary faith statement is justified. Vhen
providence does not cause all things to work together for
good, it is because the persons involved do not love God.
The sermon suggests that if one is to reap the benefits

 ̂Ibid.. pp. 9-10



of God’s providential care and become morally strength
ened through suffering he must love God. The conclusion 
to be drawn from this presentation is a difficult one to 
accept, because love is never genuinely expressed under 
coercion or threat of pain. If I must love God, I can
not. I cannot make myself love God; the Church teaches 
this and experience knovs it. Love is a response, not 
a duty. Authentic love is not realized as a response in 
fear; the threat of evil or pain does not prompt a person 
to love.

The valid point which is made is that the 
experience of suffering is often paradoxically one which 
yields moral and spiritual good. But there are two 
implications which color this germ of experiential truth 
reflected by the doctrine. The first is that somehow 
moral and spiritual goodness are divorced from the 
physical well being of the sufferer, it is as if "all 
things worked together" with no concern for the good of 
the whole person. Furthermore, the response suggested 
by the sermon is consequently a response inspite of 
suffering. It is as if Jesus has called men to "ignore 
your cross and follow me," instead of saying "take up 
your cross . . . "  The appropriate response on the basis 
of this sermon is one of submissive resignation. In his 
concluding sentences Baillie preachess
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Let us learn to love not our own way but His way, 
not our own choioe, but His choice. Let us yield 
ourselves gladly to the great purpose He has for 
us, to make us perfect through suffering.

There is truth in this conclusion, but the practical
implications for the sufferer indicate that Christian
teaching on the matter calls for an attitude of passive
defeatism in the face of adversity.

This method of presentation runs into difficulty 
because the sermon begins at the end; it tries to 
justify a summary faith statement without examining the 
experience which cries out for an answer to the problem 
of pain. The difficulty is compounded by the fact that 
the zords of the faith statement have been accepted 
uncritically, when in point of fact the words are quite 
inconsistent with human experience, and also the expe
rience of Pau). and his thought. Paul could see God's 
hand at work through the thorn in his flesh, but he
surely never thought that his malady in and of itself

2was a thing that worked for good. No, the problem of 
suffering and the Christian answer voiced by the doctrine 
of providence is not as simple as that* The method of 
simply offering an apologetic defense for Scripture and
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its authority runs into difficulty on two accountst
(1) The sermon ends in an attempt to coerce the human 
response into conformity with a Biblical statement— a 
statement9 which as it was translated, simply contradicts

<fexperiencef (as Baillie himself sensed at the beginning )•
(2) The response called forth in the sufferer is merely 
one of submissive resignation*

The Juxtaposition of Two Contradictory Theological 
Generalizationst

In the second pattern under examination, Baillie 
uses a different method to a proach the question of 
suffering and the answer afforded by the doctrine of 
providence. The theme and the title of the sermon which 
illustrates this pattern is contained in Dante*s phraset 
“His will is our peace," (Paradiso III)* Baillie begins 
by giving a sketch of Dantefs life and writing9 empha
sizing the experience of hell Dante knew and of which he 
wrote* With Dante's experience as a background, Baillie 
seeks to show "that the secret of peace is to accept 
whatever comes to us as a part of what Paul called,

—         -   —     —
■Supra* p. 272.
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Let us learn to love not our own way but His way* 
not our own choice, but His choice* Let us yield 
ourselves gladly to the great purpose He has for 
us9 to make us perfect through suffering*

There is truth in this conclusion9 but the practical 
implications for the sufferer indicate that Christian 
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the words of the faith statement have been accepted 
uncritically9 when in point of fact the words are quite 
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its authority runs into difficulty on two accounts
(1) The sermon ends in an attempt to coerce the human 
response into conformity with a Biblical statement— & 
statement, which as it was translated, simply contradicts 
experience, (as Baillie himself sensed at the beginning1).
(2) The response called forth in the sufferer is merely 
one of submissive resignation.

The Juxtaposition of Two Contradictory Theological 
Generalizations t

In the second pattern under examination, Baillie 
uses a different method to a proach the question of 
suffering and the answer afforded by the doctrine of 
providence. The theme and the title of the sermon which 
illustrates this pattern is contained in Dante's phrase, 
"His will is our peace," (Paradiso III). Baillie begins 
by giving a sketch of Dante's life and writing, empha
sizing the experience of hell Dante knew and of which he 
wrote. With Dante's experience as a background, Baillie 
seeks to show "that the secret of peace is to accept 
whatever comes to us as a part of what Paul called,
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•God** holy and perfect and acceptable will* [sic].”1 
But in this sermon Baillie is more cautious; two very 
different views are put forward to illustrate the com
plexity of the matter, viz* the view common to the 
Church in past generations which taught resignation and 
acquiescence in the face of suffering which was con
ceived simply as a part of God*s will for mankind, and 
the newer view which teaches that suffering and p&in are 
to be resisted and fought aa things which are contrary 
to His will*

In Dante*!? time, and indeed throughout most of 
the history of Christendom, the older view predominated* 
Vhen we hear Dante say, "His will is our peace”,

this very sentiment may seem to savour much more of 
the religion of the middle ages than of the modern 
world* For this seems to be a sentiment of resig
nation and acquiescence* And in a sense it may be 
said that that is a medieval quality* It belongs 
to the age when men were apt to acquiesce too much, 
to become passive in their religion, perhaps to 
lapse into a sort of mysticism and quietism; not 
fighting against the evils of the world, but 
accepting them, giving up the world as a hopeless 
place soon to pass away, and finding peace for them
selves in the thought that God9s counsel stazideth 
forever, and that everything happens according to 
His will.-4

1 ”His will is our Peace,” Romans 12s2 (396),
1926, p. 5.

2Ibid.. p. 6.



By way of contrast
the Christianity of the modern world, and especially 
of our own time, seems to be a much more challenging 
thing. It doesnft resign itself, but exerts itself, 
to take uhe kingdom of God by storm* It doesn't 
acquiesce in the evils and pains and woes of the 
world, or pretend that these things are good* it 
pronounces them had, it won't believe that God 
wants them, it claims the best* doesn't think
of God's will as a static finishe< ihing from all 
eternity, but as an active thing cooperating with 
us in fighting against the evils of the world, because 
the world is not perfect* Therefore perhaps our 
modern Christia ity does not think so much of the 
peace that comes of accepting God's will, as of power 
and purpose and persistence ,*>nd perseverance as we 
cooperate with God's will to make things better for 
our own souls an bodies and for all humanity. That 
is the te idency of Christianity today*

These two views suggest two different responses 
to suffering; the old view, a response of resign; tion, 
the new view, a resistance intent upon banishing human 
suffering and healing lives broken by tragedy. Baillie
sees these as Mtwo sides of the truth, both of which are

2equally essential.”
* the side of resistance he preachess

Of course it is true th*t many things happen which 
are contrary to the will of God; things which would 
never happen if our wills were at one with God's 
will; things which are duo to the sinful wills of 
men, disobeying God and defying His will (all the 
wars, all the crimes, all the needless suffering of

’ibid., pp. 6-7. ^Ibid.. p. 8
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the poor, all the miseries of the slums). I do not 
know if all th** evils of the world are due to that.
I do not know whether it is true that there would be 
no suffering or sorrow in the world if there was no 
sin. 1 don’t suppose anybody knows that. But cer
tainly there is plenty of evil that it due to our 
own faulty wills, an that is against God's will 
for mankind. . . .  Han's will is always free to 
choose, and thrt is the one thing in the world that 
cait oppose God's will.

Suffering that is the consequence of man's free will
exercised in opposition to God's will, is rightfully
resisted. All suffering may not be a consequence of sin,
but in so far as it is, it is to be fought. BaiHie
credits the modern trend with

laying hold of the^truth that somehow God can't 
simply wish His children to suffer, that he must 
yearn to keep them against their suffering, that 
suffering is an enemy of God and man, and therefore 
a thing to be fought against by faith and by 
science until it is more and more banished from the 
world. And so with all other temporal evils. W# 
say they are not the will of God. Ve don't 
acquiesce in them, and it is not peace but war 
against these foes of God and man— a war in which 
God Himself is fighting with us. That is one side 
of the truth.

But the otHo* side of the truth is presented as
being more important| it is from this other side of the
truth (that suggests resignation to suffering as the will
of God) that Baillie draws his pastoral conclusions.

In a sense it must sometimes be true tin*., our 
sufferings and troubles are to be accepted as the 
will of God. 1 don't think that we can ever, as

11bid.. pp. 8 -9 . ^Ibid.. pp. 9-10,
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Christian men and women, get away from that*
Suffering may be an evil, which we have to fight 
against and banish from the world* And yet, do 
what we will, suffering will sometimes come* And 
when it comes to a man, comes to stay, and to 
cripple his life, in spite of all remedies! What 
then? It is not enough to tell him that God hates 
suffering and that God is sorry for him* It is far 
better if you can tell him that so long as it is 
there, and can't be removed, somehow it is parT of 
God's holy and perfect an^ acceptable will* There 
is peace in that thought*

An example of the counsel needed in time of bereavement
is introduced to emphasize the necessity of preserving
this side of the truth*

War is against God's will* leu if a mother loses 
her son in the war, it is not enough to tell her that 
the whole thing was against the will of God, and God 
is sorry for her* No, she wants to believe that, in 
some sense, this was God's holy and perfect and 
acceptable will for her and for her son* Not a dis
tant God who sent it on her, but an infinitely near 
and loving God who suffers most of all in each 
sorrow, and yet somehgw it is His will; and that 
thought brings peace*

Baillie*s pastoral emphasis rests on the side of 
acceptance of suffering as God's will* True, the other 
side has been mentioned, but the idea of resisting 
suffering is cast in the form of a general and conceptual 
argument on the nature of God and His will for mankind* 
But the example of the mother who lost her son is used

^ I b i d * * p *  1 0 * 2 I b i d . . p .  11



to support the older view. No ©mpathetic appreciation 
is given to the experiential reality of bewilderment and 
bitterness which are part of the human experience of 
suffering.

The posing of two contradictory views is confusing. 
No attempt is made to present a connection between the 
two views; no mention is made of the probability that 
both responses are part of the legitimate human reaction 
to suffering. Toward the end of the sermon the difficulty 
is realizedi "Now I've put the two sides of the truth.w 
Baillie preaches, "both equally vital, and I can't 
reconcile them, and I don't think anyone can.”1 As far 
as immediate experience is concerned, only the alterna~ 
tive between resignation and resistance is suggested with 
the clear implication that the former is the appropriate 
Christian response. Identification with the personal 
experience of the sufferer is lost.

Only in the conciudi^ paragraphs is the example
of Christ's response to his impending oruoifixion brought
in. Here both sides are present.

Jesus himself saw the dreadful evil, and he shrank 
from it and prayed very strenuously that it might be 
averted. "Nevertheless," he said, "not my will, bjit
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Thine be done." And so he found the peace of 
God's holy and perfect will.

This is an example of the meeting of both sides in human 
experience. It is a valid paradigm of the usual response 
to suffering— first shrinking from it, hating the pros
pect or the actuality, and then finding the strength to 
carry on in the face of it. The two sides of the truth 
are a part of concrete experience. Identification with 
the people in the congregation could have been made from 
.he start if the negative reaction to suffering had been 
given its rightful |>lace (perhaps by way of sympathetic 
illustration) at the beginning of the sermon. The con
clusion of the sermon presents both responses as valid. 
But, by this time tfcu* person in the pew who knovs 
suffering has either been coerced into passive submission 
or he has rejected the sermon as being false to what hs 
knows is his own rt rise to suffering.

By juxtaposing two contradictory views concerning 
the relationship of providencs to suffering, Baillie has 
presented a conceptual framework which embraces both 
sides of the appropriate Christian response. But, with 
the exception of a concluding mention of Jesus'
Gsthsemane experience, no emphasis was placed on the



legitimate concurrence of these two responses* It is 
this very concurrence that affords the basis upon which 
the doctrine of providence can address and illuminate 
the human experience of suffering. The introductory 
reference to Dante's life and his affirmation, "His will 
is our peace", fails to point out the concurrence of 
aversion and constructive accoptance of suffering* The 
main portion of the sermon isolates one from the other 
in a way which does not reflect experience* The sermon 
leaves the sufferer on the horns of a dilemna; either 
resist and fight against human suffering, or submissively 
resign oneself to suffering* A truer emphasis would 
have been that Jesus' Gothsamane experience reflects 
contemporary experience, i.e. the concurrence of both 
aversion and acceptance*

A third presentation of the doctrine uses a differ
ent theological method) not the justification of the 
authority of a faith statement., not a conceptual analysis 
which abstracts different facets of the problem, but an 
initial identification with the experience of suffering 
and a subsequent illumination of that experience*

An Initial Identification with Experience!
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The third pattern is one in which the paradox of



suffering is brought to light in terms of concrete 
experience. In some sermons Baillie uses the life of 
St. Paul as an example where personal suffering is both 
resisted and accepted, and where out of the immediate 
experience of pain Paul is able? to come to the liberating 
conclusion of faith th t sees life and all its possibil
ities falling within the providence of a loving God.1 
But in ev ry sermon in which the third pattern is used, 
the life of Jesus is the final criterion by which all 
responses to suffering are measured and challenged. The 
sermon which best illustrates this pattern is one in 
which the specific experience of Jesus is examined 
throughout, "How Jesus dealt with Human Ills* 2. With 
Suffering".2

The sermon begins with an emphasis upon the 
reality and evilness of suffering. In the life of Jesus 
we find that

He never made light of it. . . .  lou will never find in 
his life or his words any trace of that tendency you 
sometimes come across, to make out pain to be a trifle,

1For a published example see "The Glory of the 
Cross," Xo ■ hou< whall fin pp. 80-86.

2mHov J.b u. . . . Mark 1«32 (404), 1926,
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a mere bodily &che9 and therefore of no account 
to the souls, a thing to be accepted resignedly, 
or even perhaps a good thing to be cherished•
To Jesus it was a great evil, working havoc in 
human life. He didn't take it lightly.

The first point of the sermon describes the immediate 
human reaction to suffering, r reaction vhich opposes 
and resists all that is painful and harmful. An initial 
identification vith a negative response to suffering is 
important, because without it the person addressed knovs 
that the genuine experience of suffering is not being 
taken seriously. He knovs thc.t he is not hearing any
thing about real pain or lonelines • But to hear thit 
Jesus never made light of suffering opens up the 
possibility that vhat is to follow may well be relevant 
to the experience of the hearer, When ever Jesus 
encountered suffering, "he didn't take it lightly", no, 
he took it vith the utmost seriousness.

From this point Baillie proceeds to the con
structive and positive way in vhich faith illuminates 
the experience of suffering. The second point of the 
sermon iss "Jesus always seems to speak of suffering 
and disease as a thing that can be conquered by faith."
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Th# emphasis in His life was never upon the idea that one
should become resigned to suffering, Jesus stressed that
people in suffering

shouldn't accept it in a helpless and miserable 
spirit, as if they couldn't help matters* That would 
be just a lack of faith9 and Jesus used to reproach 
people for it, as if they ought to be able b faith 
to deal with disease as he dealt with it.

There is a vital connection between the faith of one who
suffers and the manner in which he copes with suffering*
Baillie describes this faith whic- makes a difference,
a description which underlies his concern to show that
faith cannot be viewed as a "religious*’ concept divorced
from the realm of temporal experience*

I believe there is something here which we have not 
sufficiently learned-*-the power of the spirit of 
faith over all evils, even the evils of the body*
There is nothing very strange about that, for even 
apart from religion altogether science is finding 
out wonderfully in our time how much the mind can 
affect the body for good or ill, and how much a sick 
man's recovery depends on the faith that is in him} 
yes, and how much an ordinary man's physical and 
nervous health depends on whether he has the calm 
confident brave0spirit wnxch is so like what Jesus 
meant by faith*4"

The destructive effects of suffering can not only be 
mitigated, but even overcome by a courageous attitude and 
positive outlook toward the opportunities and responsibil
ities of living* This phenomenon which is true to

11bid* * p* 7* *Ibid* * pp. 8-9*
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experience is a manifestation of faith in God* It was 
this down to earth experience that Jesus called faith* 
The course of events in a life where faith is concurrent 
with suffering demonstrates what is meant by the doc
trine of providence*

And this demonstration of the importance of 
faith to suffering, this manifestation of God's healing 
providence which opposes suffering, is not a phenomenon 
limited to the distant Palestinian past*

God can do for us, amid our suffering, what he could 
do for men long ago, surely* And if we had more 
faith in God, a more eager, persistent, courageous 
indefatigable faith, and applied it to the hard 
facts of life, might we not be healthier men and 
women, with saner, calmer, more resolute minds, 
and therefore sounder bodies? Surely, surely, if 
we are Christians at all, and if the Gospels are 
of any use to us, we can learn that much for our 
own lives-from Christ's treatment of human suffering 
and pain*

This examination of faith-experience illuminated by 
Christ's response to pain precludes the possibility of 
viewing physical or mental suffering and faith in God as 
things which are unimportant to each other*

Up to this point in the sermon Baillie has been 
dealing with Jesus' response to suffering in others, and 
on this foundation of Jesus' practical real i; .a and

1Ibid., p. 9



liberating identification of faith with the health of
the whole person, he passes on to his final pointy the
paradoxical response to suffering in Jesus when
suffering became his own intimate experience in the
Garden of Gethsemane and on vi* Cross,

When in the end the awful sufferings of death came 
near to himself, he said something more. He saw 
the great evil and horror of it, and he shrank from 
it, *nd prayed that he might be spared that bitter 
cup,

Jesus9 first response to pain and death was aversion and 
resistance. There was nothing glorious about the pros
pect of being crucified. But yet, concurrent with this 
negative response to suffering there arose another re-

2sponse, "he said also, fNot my will, but thine be done*,""
When confronted by the immediate personal

experience of suffering a strength welled up within the
heart of Jesus which enabled him to face the greatest
responsibility of His love, the willingness to die for
those whom He loved. That courageous, selfless love was
the greatest example of faith.

That was the greatest faith of all, greater than ths 
faith that heals suffering— this faith which can 
even, when it is necessary, accept suffering as part 
of the good a d acceptable and perfect will of God,
And by this great act of faith, the Hebrews tells us, 
Jesus was made perfect through suffering himself,
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and became the author of salvation to others.1 
This is the final challenge to the human response to 
suffering.

lou see, this is what it comes to in the end. 
Suffering is a bad thing that we ought to fight 
against with faith and courages but through its 
v, ry badness it can sommuv* become a good thing, and 
a means of grace to our souls. That sounds like a 
contradiction, and so it is~one of those deep contra
dictions which are part of our Christian faith. It 
is a contradiction but you must keep hold of both 
sides of it, you must not let either side go, or you 
lose the truth. Tou must never begin to make light 
of bodily suffering, and disease, or give up fighting 
against it, or to talk about it sentimentally as if 
it were a beautiful thing. No it ii a bad thing, an 
ugly thing, a thing we shall fight against, might 
and main, to drive it from the world, if we are 
Christian^. And yet when it comes upon you, and 
vonH go away, "ana your life seems crippled and 
spoiled by i*, then remember that God is over all, 
and life can never be spoiled for those who trust 
him, and that He can take all things, even suffering 
and disease, and through their very bitterness, bad
ness, can make them work together for good to them 
that love him.

That is the height of Christian faith. That is 
the kind of faith that gives us the victory——that 
works for the redemption of both soul and body and 
works through us also for the redemption of the 
world.

The conclusion of faith in this sermon is not un
like the conclusions in the first two examined above, yet 
the pattern of presentation is quite different. So too 
are the responses to suffering suggested by each. In

11bid.. p. 11. Ibid.. pp. 11-12.



the last pattern, room has been made for the legitimacy
■*« . .

of the response of resistance and opposition to suffering 
(be it in others or oneself) has been included. The 
sermon began by describing Jesus as a man among men vho 
held a healthy aversion to suffering and a serious con
cern for it. In the Garden of Gethsem&ne, too, he had 
& realistic dread of his impending crucifixion. The 
attitudes and teachings of Jesus vhov him to be a man 
vho knows suffering and vho genuinely addresses other 
men vho suffer. Basing the sermon upon the full scope 
of Jesus' ret ^te to suffering, Baillie made it clear 
that Jesus and the teachings of Christianity are not 
just interested in mere moral and spiritual goodness, 
but also in the good health of the whole person. It s 
this initial identification with concrete and true 
experience that grounded the subsequent paradox. Baillie 
speaks of the paradox as ’’contradiction” in the sermon, 
perhaps because ’’paradox” was too technical a term for 
his congregation, but the emergent truth was more than 
mere contradiction because the responses of aversion and 
acceptance vere concurrent in the life experience of Jesus. 
Words alone cannot contain the liberating fi-.ith vhich 
knows that suffering can be concurrently resisted and 
accepted} words c&u but end in paradox. But the faith
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which looks deeply into experience can open possibilities 
of a creative response to suffering, a creative response 
vhich is challenged by the life and death of Jesus.

The comparison of th© three sermons has shown 
that the difficulty of the first was the preacriptive 
method used in presenting the doctrine. The result was 
a coercive (and impossible) demand for love vhich failed 
to do justice to providence as an act of God in ths 
lives of men. The difficulty of the second sermon was 
the method of abstracting generalisations from experience 
and positing two opposing views vith no clear indication 
that the two views are concurrent and in tension with 
each other in the faith-exporience of anyone who suffers. 
In neither case was identification made with aversion and 
resistance as a legitimate response to personal suffer
ing. The third sermon was less prescriptive or abstract 
and more descriptive. The corrective present in the 
third pattern was the aeriou^tss vith vhich the actual 
experience of suffering was viewed. The sermon was 
intent upon describing experience, experience in the 
light of the criterion of all Christian experience, the 
life and death of Jesus Christ.

Tu© conclusions to be draw^ from the comparative 
examination of the three methods of approach used in 
sermons on the doctrine of providence are* -
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(1 ) Kven though the three sermons deal with the 
same theological theme and arrive at the same conclusion, 
(vis. faith in God enables men to find creative possibil
ities in and through suffering) the different methods 
of presentation suggest diff< rent responses. The first 
presentation, resting on the uncritical presupposition 
that the Biblical text possesses direct authority for 
experience, presented a coercive prescription for con
duct in the face of suffering, viz. "submit passively to 
all pain and suffering because it is the will of God.”
The second pr tation abstracted theological general
izations from the history of Christian thought on suffer
ing and offered the congregation the ambiguous choice of 
viewing suffering as either that which was within th^ 
will of God or that which was opposed to the will of God} 
the response deemed appropriate by the sermon was either 
resistance, or (somehow more Christianly) resignation, 
not both. The third presentation describes the actual 
experience of suffering and was able to lend support to 
both resistant aversion to suffering and the hope-filled, 
trusting acceptance of suffering} both responses fall 
within the movement of faith. The initial identification 
with the immediate human reaction to pain enabled the 
preacher to illuminate the experience of suffering and
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draw the paradoxical conclusions of faith in a manner 
which was neither coercive nonsense, nor ambiguous 
abstraction, but both relevant and challenging to genuine 
experience* The resp use suggested was a creative 
opposition to pain and sufferin'* and a liberating trust 
in God to work through all things, even suffering*

(2) The theological method which lay beneath 
the sermon which communicated the truth intended by the 
doctrine was the one in which the doctrine was examined, 
not as an authoritative rule for faith and practice, not 
as a theologi 1 summary of general truth, but as a 
reflection of creative human experience using as its 
criterion the human experience of Jesus Christ* Paradox 
was used and one sided oversimplification was avoided.
But more importantly, paradox was used, not as the end 
point of theological discussion, but as a true expression 
of experience; it was not just a self-contradiction but 
was also lived and actualized in f&ith-experience*

(3) In the first sermon examined, Baillie says 
that the doctrine of providence is more easily understood

•1when "’life is running smooth’1 * Upon the closer examination 
of experience in the last sermon, the emergent truth is

*
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that the doctrine only makes sense when suffering is an 
immediate personal experience. Consequently the preach
ing of the doctrine is in danger of being ineffectual 
when it is either & prescriptive suggestion offered from 
outside the experiencey or e ^neralized speculation 
abstracted from experience. The preaching of the doctrine 
comes alive when it is a reflection upon the actual 
personal experience of suffering. The pre-requisites 
for preaching on providence are a profound identification 
vith the sufferings of Jesus, an identification best 
learned thro suffering itself.1

The Doctrine Preached and the Doctrine Taught

Bailliefs lectures on the doctrine of providence 
are directed at the practical importance of coming to 
grips vith this teaching of the Church. The lectures 
begin by stating this emphasis and illustrating its 
importance. To his students he stressed the necessity of

 ̂The theme of providence and its acutely per
sonal paradoxical truth appeared frequently in Baillie*s 
var dated sermons. It vas the message he preached on 
the opening of term on October 8, 1939, when many 
university careers seems clouded and made s* -aless by 
the outbreak of var. It vas in this context th. t Baillie 
preached; “even the vorrt times can be redeemed when by 
faith and love men set them in the context of that great 
divine purpose.M "Redeeming the Time," Ephesians 5i16 
(714), 1939, p.6.
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making the doctrine real. For you, who are going 
to be ministers, you will soon come up against it.
For example in discussing some sad event which has 
hap ened in the community— a young and happy mother 
of a large family of children, suddenly cut off, 
though she seems badly needed, while another person, 
old infirm, constantly suffering and longing for 
release, lives on. Xou will find people saying:
"It is mysterious. Why is it so ordained? It is 
hard to understand.”

Still more when people have tragedy coming 
close to the -elves. . . .  What are you going to 
answer? What do we really believe about providence?

Much of the theological language in which the 
doctrine is cast is singularly irrelevant to the prac
tical issues. Baillie rev.als his dissatisfaction with 
much of the traditional terminology when he notes that 
t e Scholastics

distinguished five kinds of providential universalis.
feneralis. particularis. specialis. speciallssiaa7
iiese distinctions may have their uses; tut when they 

are used to answer questions such as I have suggested, 
one suspects that-they merely evade the issues by 
verbal ingenuity.

The traditional twofold distinction between special and
general providence has limited usefulness, but care must
be taken. Where the Westmiu* ter Confession says that
God's providential care does "in general, reach to all
ere tures; so, after a special manner, it taketh care of

^11 The Doctrine of Providence” (Book 8), pp. 1-2.
2Ibid.. p. 3.



the Church" (WCP V,7), i*aillie points out the mis
leading conclusions th t can easily be drawn. What
ever is said about the nature of providence it cannot 
be viewed as a belief in the favoritism of God for 
the Church, or a limitation of God's love toward any 
of his creatures. The justification for the distinc
tion rests in the knowledge that God's providential care 
is only seen as such in the experience of men where they 
have met tragedy and suffering "i the spirit of 
loyalty, love and trust" vhich characterises Christian 
faith. In that sense providence may be spoken of as 
s, ecial in the lives of those who have faith, and 
general in the broader context. But even here Baillie 
finds very limited usefulnoss for the distinction.^

Baillie prefers to think of all providence as 
special in that it is always related uniquely to 
individual experience. He told his students:

I'd rather say that all providence is special provi
dence. God doesn't reaixy treat mankind in the 
mass, or work by rule of thumb vith large numbers. 
. . .  What from the human side, looks like universal 
lav must be all individual to God, who is perfectly 
free and who always acts in accordance with his 
nature, which is boundless love to each individual 
man and woman. In that sense ve must believe that
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all iiif providence is individual or special providence •
The special or personal character of God's dealings and 
the necessity of individual experience to understand the 
meaning of providence mean that academic distinctions 
between different ways of defining the sco>o of providence 
are superfluous d irrelevant to the real problem. The 
theme of the personal or special character of providence 
is present in the sermons. There are no discussions 
about "special1* and "general" distractions. Thus in 
both the lectures and the sermons Baillie1s emphasis upon 
special and personally dii scted providence i* consistent.

The lectures deal next with an exposition of two 
views about sufferingv along the same lines as the two 
views presented in the second sermon examined above.
The traditional view holds that everything happens accord
ing to the will of God, In this view,

even the wrong acts of sinful men, with all their
consequences may be "permitted11 if not "ordained", 
as pa t of God's perfect* plan for the world.

This way of attempting a reconciliation between the pre
sence of evil and an omnipotent God is misleading and

^Ibid,, pp, 3, 14,
^ Supra, p. 279ff. Baillie's fullest develop

ment of this theme is in Faith in God t pp. 267-284.
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leads to a morally paralyzing conclusion* If God per
mits evil, why fight it? Baillie makes no positive 
use of this distinction in the lectures; it is totally 
absent from his preaching. This is another example of 
a speculative assertion about the nature of Godfs will, 
well attested in the traditional language of the church 
(e.g. The Westminster Confession of Faith V, 4), but 
better abandoned in preaching*

Where the older view ends in suggesting a 
response of resignation to all suffering and disaster, 
the newer view holds that these things are against God*s 
will* "Resignation is wrong— rebellion is right." Baillie 
posits the two views in the lectures in order to raise 
the problem of the doctrine of providence in bold relief. 
The difficulty is to "believe in God’s infinite power 
and in His perfect love," The problem is a practical 
one. If God*s omnipotent sovereignty is given up— "we 
are giving up a great consolation which we surely need 
amid troubles". let it is difficult to speak of a 
sovereign God who is also perfect love in the face of

ievil and suffering. The two views are presented in order 
to sharpen the question for the students; the re 'ader 
of the lecture undertakes to present an answer. The
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method of abstracting two poles of a problem may well 
have its place in a lecture room, but the results of 
this method in the x>ulpit lead to confusing and ambiguous 
conclusions. The problem of coping with life in the face 
of suffering is not to be abstracted from experience when 
one is in pain} preaching which se#ks to speak to the 
human situation concerning divine providence cannot 
abstract the problem either.

In an attempt to answer tve question raised by 
the two views which state, on the one hand that suffer
ing is part of God9s plan, and on the other that suffer
ing is against His will, B&illie's lecture follows a 
seven point argument which is the same as that set out 
in Faith in God.1

1 • Starting from a glimpse of the truth offered 
by an examination of experience it can, in some instances,
be said that ”suffering does become . v occasion of great

2spiritual gain when faced in a Christian way,'1
2, But it is essential to the realisation of this 

paradoxical experience to recognise evil as evil, "The 
paradox of suffering is that just because it is in

1 Faith in God, pp. 284-95.
2-. ..



itself an evil, and only so long as it is felt to be 
itself an evil, it can be turned to a greater spiritual 
good."^

3. To see that evil which is genuinely evil,
to see that suffering which is contrary to the wishes 
of a loving Father, can be turned to a higher good com
pels us to affirm that

this whole order, with its element of suffering as 
a part of the very material of the moral and 
spiritual life,..belongs somehow to the Will and 
Purpose of God.

4. But it must be quickly added that this 
affirmation cannot take th form of a generalisation
ab ou suffering. God's will in this matter is infinitely 
personal and related specifically to individual persons 
with due regard for their capacity to grow where faith 
is present. Any one-sided generalization about suffer
ing and the will of God is bound to end in unwarranted

3conclusions.
5* And from the perspective of the individual 

who is suffering, the very faith that he is in the hands 
of God lends support to his growth in spiritual goodness 
as well as physical wholeness. The
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imaginative conviction that God is all the time 
doing him good with "never-failing skill", L 1*»] an 
indispensable element in the true fides salvificiat 
which is effectual for the healing yr trie body as 
well as for the saving of the soul.

6* When a person is the victim of his own or 
another's wrong doing, when suffering is a consequence 
of t» n, how can he view suffering as a part of God's 
plan? In this case the importance of the personal 
character of providence is essen God's providential
care can still be real for a person vho knows that God 
is not bound by any retributive legal system, a person 
who can acc pw suffering (which is the consequence of 
sin) with faith in "God's unfailing care over the 
individual"•

7. It all seems paradoxical. For how can t 
fortunes which befall us as a direct result of 
human sin be regarded by faith as in any jay sent
by God? And yet unless we can in some sense believe
that, there can't be any belief in providence at all, 
since the whole course of our live » from day to day 
is directly dependent on the moral choices of other 
eople, -me of vho* are in direct opposition to 

God's will. If v give that up, we are left with a 
limited comr&de~£oa, and all the strength aad com
fort of a real doctrine of providence goes oy the 
board.

fhus we do seem to be left with a paradox, and
we can't get away from it.

11bid., p. 290. 2Ibid.. 292.
3"The Doctrine of Providence," p. 11.
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Baillie does not leave the paradox dangling in 
aid-air. Unresolved paradox is not the final reality for 
faith, Paradox drives us beyond theologioal formulation 
into the life of faith. As paradoxical as words may be, 
they reflect a real experience. The lecture concludes 
with two pointss

The paradox is quite familiar in our actual 
experience, because we know that evil things can 
turn to good. • • . natural evil turns to spirit
ual t;ood when people accept it in a spirit of faith 
and love and so something f r is produced than 
could (so far as we can see) be ■ duced in - world 
%rhere there was no^ pain. That x ramiiiar para
dox of exp* rience.

And finally, the vividly perfect example of this paradox
is t tre for all men to see in the experience of Christ
at His crucifixion.

That is where the paradox of our faith in providence 
comes to its climax; and that "crucial" instance has 
made it easier ever since to believe in the loving 
purpose of God. Nothi could have been worse than
the crucifixion; and y* nothin; in the whole history
of mankind has been such an untold sourc of good.

T! comforting and euabling apprehension of the
paradox of providence rests, in the last analysis, on
sxperience— personal experience illuminated and challenged
by Christfs experience.

However paradoxical this doctrine may be when we 
try to think it out theologically, the my tery that 
lies behind it is grasped by countless un ophisti-

* Ibid.. pp. 11-12. ‘Ibid.. p. 13.



cated Christian men und woman in the actual life 
of faith* Here again the paradox arises out of 
actual religious experience, and indeed Christian 
experience* • • • The crucifixion of Christ vas 
the supreme instance, driving men to think out 
afresh the vhole problem of divine rule in the 
world; and the result was the highly paradoxical 
Christian doctrine of providence*

A brief summary of this argument will demonstrate 
the way in vhich the methods used in this presentation 
and th third sermon are parallel* First, an examination 
of the experience of suffering reveals that evil though 
it be, good can paradoxically emerge . ron it* «*ow can 
this happen? The firs^ response to be seen in this 
paradoxical experience is that the evil of suffering is 
tak< seriously and there i, consequently an aversion to 
suffering* But concurrently there is the response which 
vievs suffering within the context of Godfls good pur- 
pose and there is consequently an acceptance of suffer
ing * Both responses are It itimate expression of faith- 
experience and are ways in which God works in men toward 
the end of healing of both body and spirit* (The 
affirmation that both responses are legitimate is the 
message vith vhich the doctrine of providence addresses 
human experience) it is through both responses tl t Cod 
works*) This is a paradox, but it is a paradox vhich is
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lived and actualized in faith-experience, It is most 
vividly demonstrated in the faith-experience of Jesus 
Christ,

This is essentially the flow of the argument 
in both the lectures and the third sermon, A comparison 
of tiis presentation with the presentation in the first 
sermon will bring to light a dangerous implication which 
must be avoided in preaching, TL«re is in both presen
tations the implication that the "spiritual” can be 
abstracted from the "natural”) the implication that the 
two are not . separably connected in genuine experience. 
In % h t first sermon this led to the suggestion that one 
should passively submit to suffering (in the ”natural” 
realm) and be somehow satisfied with an abstract ”gc - 
ness” (in the spiritual realm). In the lectores the 
partially valid statement (though misleading in its over- 
simplicity) that "natural evil turn to spiritual good”1 
was inadequately bal? i eed by the complementary truth that 
spiritual well being can never be abstracted from the 
well being of the whole person, (Even though a person 
is permanently disabled b y disease9 he can still by faith 
exercise the fundamental responsibility oi humanity which 
is to live and act in love toward God and fellovman.
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This inevitably involves the whole person in relation to 
his environment which includes both God and fellowman 
and is both "natural* and 'fcpiritual*•) This inadequacy 
in the lectures is partially mitigated by implication 
under point (5) where faith is said to be "effectual for 
the healing of the body as well as the saving of the 
soul.* However, this one-sided emphasis in both the 
first sermon and the lectures can lead to the dangerous 
and false conclusion that the r ropriate Christian 
response to suffering is simply sub i : ive resignation 
(as if Jesus had said "sit on your cross* instead of 
saying as He did9 "take up your cross and follow me*)*
This one-sided emphasis can lead to the dangerous and 
false conclusion that aversion to suffering is something 
illegitimate and something for which one should feel 
g ilty* The truth of the r ter is that aversion is 
one of the ways God works in men to enable t em to rise 
above the < militating effects of pain* loneliness and 
sickness*

In conclusion it can be said ttai the lectures 
added no substantial insight to the presentation in the 
sermons* On the other hand, the initial examination and 
description of genuine suffering in the third ;ermon, with 
its consistent emphasis on the fact v at both aversion 
and acceptance are concurrently (be they paradoxically)
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legitimate respouses, afforded the clearest presen
tation of the message intended by the doctrine of 
providence*
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CHAPTER IV

THE DOCTRINE OF MAN

The proceeding chapters have told of the way 
God acts among men* His love is demonstrated by His 
continually creative work in the world and His provi
dential care for ills creatures* Attention must now be 
focused on the nature of the men among whom He works* 
Vhat is there in man vhich demonstrates that God is 
active in him? Vhat has happened in man that requires 
the continual and persistent work of God9s love in him?

The traditional expression of the doctrine is
summed up by Baillie in the following sentences

Men vas created in the image and likeness of God, 
and his original state vas one of perfection and 
likeness to Gods but man fell from that state, 
and is now a fallen creature*

He goes on to point out that "these modes of expression
are based upon the stories, ve find in the first and
third chapters of Genesis*#* Traditional Christianity
has not maintained the doctrine merely because of these
stories, "but at least thess stories have determined



the language and form of the doctrine.”1 let there is 
no record of any sermon preached by Baillie on a text 
from these passages*

It has been noted abore th t Baillie views the 
chapters of the ”story with a plot” which tell of crea
tion and the Fall as being in the "supra-historical 
realm of which we can only speak in symbols.” These 
’’stories in Genesis,” Baillie writes, ”are mythical 
This chapter will demonstrate the way in which Baillie 
preaches on the doctrine of man without using the 
Genesis myths; his presentation of supra-historical 
realities is in terms which directly reflect and address 
historical experience. The particular point illustrated 
and discussed in this chapter is the importance of 
distinguishing myth from history, both of which are 
legitimate ways of presenting Christian doctrine in 
preaching.

The Doctrine Preached 

Vfhat does it mean to say that God created man

 ̂"The Doctrine of Han,” (dossier) p. 2.
*Supra, p. 231•
"The Doctrine of Man," p. 7.
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in His own image? For Baillie it means that there is in
all men an element of the Divine. Time and again, in
varying contexts, such phrases as, "there is some spark
of the Divine in every one of us11, keep re-appearing.^

In a sermon on Jonah this universal characteristic
in man is brought to light. "In the most ignorant, the
most degraded, there is a spark of the Divine which can
be kindled into flame. Even a heathen place like Nineveh

2has a conscience and can repent." Conscience which 
draws men out of themselves, is an example of the pre
sence of the Divine im^gc. Jonah was invested with such 
a conscience even though he was angry and disappointed 
(as a prototype of exclusivistic Israel) in the conse
quences of his mission to Nineveh. The Ninevites, too, 
were invested with a conscience which turned them from 
themselves to God in repentance.

Baillie is quite explicit about defining the 
moral consciousness as the presence of God in man.

Every noble impulse we feel within us, urging us to 
choose what is right even when it is hard, urging us 
to choose something better and higher than material 
prosperity— that is God working in us and drawing us

^E.g., "The Peace of Godlessness or the Peace of 
God," Out of Nazareth, p. 89.
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to Himself* Every time our hearts go out in pity 
and help to a fellow creature or to humanity around 
us— that is God, moving us to find1 Him in our fellow 
creatures and to love Him in them*

The presence of God in man, the image of God in man, is 
attested to by the resence of a moral consciousness that 
draws men out of themselves into fellowship with one 
another* "Whenever there springs in our hearts even a 
faint impulse of love to our fellow creatures, it is 
God's love that has kindled it*" The universal pre
sence of moral consciousness informed by the experien
tial demands to live in love with fellowman is indica
tive of the image of God in man*

Baillie makes use of this irreducible aspect of
human nature when he addresses himself to the problem of
basic religious doubt* In a sermon based on the life of
P. W* Robertson of Brighton, Baillie offers pastoral
support to the man who doubts the relevance of religion
to his every day pursuits. When all else fails, there
remains in man the basic convictions "It must be right 

3to do right". Following a biographical sketch of

1"A Man's Life," Out of Nazareth* pp. 134-35.
^"Does Belief in God Matter?," p. 7. Also

Supra* p. 159*
^"If any man will do his will* * • ,11 John 7s 

17 (399), 1926, p* 1. See alsos P* W. Robertson, 
"Obedience the Organ of Spiritual Knowledge", Sermons 
on Religion and Life ( ondon: J.M. Dent & Co., 1906) 
pp* 12?—142.
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Robertson's pilgrimage through doubt, Baillie continues:
Robertson's discovery really amounted to this: 

that faith or believing in God, is not a matter of 
accepting doctrines at second hand on the authority 
of other people, or even a sacred book. And again, 
it is not a thing you can bring about just by the 
effort of your ill: you can't force yourself to
believe in God if you don't f 1 any assurance in 
your heart: and again, it is not a matter of logi
cal proof, so that clever and learned people would 
have a better chance than simple ignorant It.
No, faith in God is a thing that depends just on 
sincerity and honesty and purity of heart. Its 
coming depends on whether we are true to con
science or not. If we are faithful to the light we 
have, then more light comes.

When doubt assails, there is always a bedrock conviction
within the heart of manj there is a given assurance
which is part of the created nature of man.

One thing at least you cannot doubt: ,fIt must be
right to do right*'. My friend, hold on to that, 
not only with your mind but with your heart and with 
your life. Don't wait for anything. Do what's 
right today, tomorrow, in the little situations 
that continually arise. Trample evil under foot.
Be bra e, be unselfish, be pure, be kinu. Think 
of thers, go out of your way to help them, live 
like a hero. That must be right. If there is any 
God, that must be of God. There is no doubt about 
that. It is not much of0a religion, but it is 
something to go on with,*"

And for those who are not troubled by intellectual
doubts but who are burdened with doubt about the practical
demands of daily life, Baillie concludes the sermon with
the following sentences:

11bid., p. 8. 2Ibid., p. 11.
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You may not be a questioner, as Robertson vas.
But you do sometimes lose your practical hold upon 
the realities of your religion. You lose your 
vision, your assurance, your sense of God that 
brings joy and strength and peace. And though you 
try to get it back, you have to go on for days 
without it, and it is hard. Yes, but remember thist 
In light or darkness, it is always right to do 
right, to keep a pure mind, and a brave will, and 
a heart of love to our fellow creatures that seeks 
to help them day bychy, And God is never far from 
us when we live like that. His light is nearer 
than we think. "No man has ever seen Godj but if 
we love one another, God dwells in us," [I John 4i
12]. "He that loves his brother dwells in the
light, and there is none occasion of stumbling 
in him," [I John 2:10\

Thus, the doctrine of man1s creation in God's image is
used as a way of offering pastoral assurance to the
man who doubts his inherent ability to cope with the
basic demands of daily life.

Three points of the doctrine have thus far
emerged in the sermons. (1) An examination of human
nature reveals that within man there is a basic moral 
consciousness that draws him out of himself toward 
fellowship with his fellowman. This may Lso be called 
a basic social consciousness conditioned by the reciprocal 
demands of life together. This is a "given" of the 
created order of man in society. It is a basic minimum,

^Ibid.. p. 12
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universally present in man, which manifests his creation 
in the image of God. (2) As this basic conscience is 
universally present, the image of God is in some measure 
preserved in man. (3) As moral consciousness is part 
of the image of God in man, mora"*ty is therefore 
inseparable from religion, which is onefs attitude and 
conduct toward God. (It is to be noted that uailiie is 
not arguing from morality to religion. The two cannot 
be abstracted from each other; neither has a place of 
logical priority.)

The image of God in man is, however, obscured 
by another ever present aspect of human nature. Within 
every man there is the desire to deny the demands of 
the moral consciousness and to live in alienation from 
fellowmen and from God. In a sermon preached at the 
University chapel in St. Andrews, Baillie describes this 
universal phenomenon as a selfish form of individualism.

Of course the word 11 individua 1 ismft has so many 
different senses, and we must not be confused. But 
think for a moment of this selfish individualism of 
which I am speaking, and you will recognize it, 
though it isn't very respectable. Its motto is*
'My life is ray own, and I can do what I like with 
it. It's a good thing to have, and I'm not going 
to let the claims of other people spoil it for me.
I have a right to my own way, my own self-realiz
ation, and I'm going to have it.' Doesn't that 
spirit, conscious or unconscious, creep into many 
lives, especially young lives?
A lad gets such a keen sense of his own importance
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that other claims fade out: he must cut a figure
himself, have his own success, his own pleasure.
Or a girl begins to carve out her own life, shakes 
off encumbering responsibilities, develops sort of 
a heartlessness to those vho might have a claim upon 
her. Lad or lass, it isn*t an unfamiliar picture, 
is it? But it isnft a beautiful picture. That kind 
of individuals 1 is just selfishness. And is there 
anything uglier tnan that, ir * young life? Is there 
anything uglier than the parrxcular brand of in
gratitude and selfishness that you sometimes see in 
young people? Unless perhaps it be the pedestrian 
middle-aged selfishness to which it usu&iij xeads 
as the years pass. That is what it leads to, and
that is perhaps even uglier still: men and women
living among their fellows with no thought but their 
own security and prosperity, without sympathy or 
compassion or imagination or any sense of social 
responsibility. Surely that is the unloveliest 
kind of middle life for anybody. And then middle 
life too passes; "and age comes on, uncheered by1 
faith and hope"— the saddest thing in the world.

As true as the element of selfish individualism is to
human experience, it is not the kind of life intended by
God for man. "It is based on a lie. lour life with all
its riches, does not belong to yourself. . . .  'Ye are
not your* own1."

The arguments Baillie brings to bear to show 
that the human tendency toward self assertive individual
ism is based on a false view of oneself and the world,

"Bought with a Price," To Whom Shall We Go?, 
pp. 46-47. For the same sermon before it was re-written 
for a university congregation, see "Xe are not vour 
own", I Cor. 6:19, 20 (200), 1920-1927.

2Ibid.. pp. 47-48
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deal first with the debt of dependence each man owes to 
those around him:

• • • the price your parents have paid for the 
blessings you possess, • . • the price that is 
being paid for your comforts by the grimy toil of 
millions of laV uring people* * * .

Here we are on this quiet mnday morning worship
ping God in this beloved Chapel, in peace and free
dom. • • • Our minds begin to travel back through 
the centuries, over the lands, Scotland inland,
Prance and Germany, Geneva and Borne, and further 
back, Greece and Egypt and Palestine, each with a 
great multitude which no man can number of Christian 
men and women who paid the price for the blessings 
we possess: * * * and then at the beginning, Jesus
Christ our Lord, moving on . . . with his face 
steadfastly set to go to Jerusalem, and finally, on 
a spring morning, giving up His life by crucifixion.
• • • ^ou are not your own, you are bought with a 
price.

The realization of the falseness of the innate desire to 
live in selfish isolation from the demands of the social 
order in which God has us placed can lead to the accept
ance of the challenge, "Therefore glorify Gor!M.

But to glorify God, in the historic sense of that 
nobxe phrase means to live one's life for God's 
glory; and that includes everything most worth liv
ing for— the love of God and man.

In short, the realization of the mistakenness of the ten
dency toward selfish individualism leads to the possibil-

'ibid., pp. 49-50.
2Ibid., p. 50.



ity of seeing life as God intends men to live it.
He has created us as free, finite spirits, that
we might live in fellowship with Him and with 1
one another (and these two things are inseparable)*

The possibility of seeing life as God intends it to be
does notf in and o itself, mean that man has the ability 
to live such a life* What does it mean to say that man 
is created free, free to choose a course of ucian con
sistent with the dictates of his moral consciousness?

The situation of man in which selfish individual
ism denies the demands of the image of God is the same 
situation which raises the basic human question with 
which we began our examination of doctrinal themes in
Baillie's preaching, viz. the question raised by the

2paradox of morality. In the present context this para
dox becomes relevant to the understanding of man's 
freedom, not only to choose, but also to aci. Man's
moral rations are not wholly determined by the image of 
God; man does perform evil acts. His actions are not 
wholly determined by his selfish individualism either; 
man does perform good acts. But when his acts are good 
they reflect the image of God. It is only when morality

1,fDoes Belief in God Matter?,11 p. 7* Also 
supra* p. 158.
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i8 conceived in isolation from this image (a delusion 
perpetrated by selfish individualism) that man leads 
himself into the situation where he cannot do good.
A self-contained morality is frustrated by the paradox 
of moralism. But the true nature of man includes his 
creation in the image of God which is preserved. There
fore, in spite of all the other human pressures the 
contrary, man is free to act upon his choice of good.
In one sermon Baillie preached that there does exist the 
influence of

heredity and environment and social pressure and all 
that; but any individual man is always free to turn 
from evil to good, and if he desires to do so God 
will help him, God will put a new spirit in him.
God is always waiting to do it.

Thus man's actions are not determined, his freedom is
genuine. let his freedom is not sheer indeterminism,
because it is only realized in his depended relationship
upon God. This in turn is realized in "fellowship with
Him and with one another (and these two things are

oinseparable)•"
Four more points of the doctrine of man have 

emerged from the sermons. (1) The image of God in man
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^"The Prophets of Israel: (8) Ezekiel," Ezekiel 
1 :3 (333), 1923, 1926, p.12.

^"Does Belief in Gcd Matter?," p. 7. Also 
supra, pp. 159, 319. A further discussion of this will 
appear in Chapter VI, ,f ?he Doctrine of Grace," infra..
pp.405-407



is obscured by an innate phenomenon which may be de
scribed as selfish individualism. (2) This innate ten
dency plays false to the needs and demands of man and 
the society in which he lives. (3) The realization of 
the falseness of tins tendency op^ns up the possibility 
of seeing life as God intended men to live it. (4) As 
man is constituted in dependent relationship to uod and 
his fellowmen9 he is free and able to act upon this 
vision.

The Doctrine Preached and the Doctrine Taught

Toward the beginning of Baillie^ lecture on 
the doctrine of man he gives a summary statement of the 
traditional expression of the doctrine. Following this, 
as we have seen, he notes that the language of the doc
trine has, to a large extent, been determine by the

IGenesis stories about the creation and fall. BailLie 
avoided the use of these Biblical myths in all his 
preaching on the doctrine. In doing so he has avoided 
at least two points of difficulty and confusion which 
have often been associated with the Genesis stories. In 
the sermons it was not implied that the Fall was an 
historically datable event. Also, there were nc spec-
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ulative assertions about the origins of evil. Baillie 
does not view either of these assertions as truths 
intended by the doctrine.

Christian doctrine has always said that "we 
live in a fallen world, that man is a fallen creature." 
Does this mean that the fall is to be viewed as a tem
poral event in history? One answer which has been 
given to this question (which attempts to rationalize 
the temporal implications of the Genesis account) 
equates the Pall with man's attainment of moral con
sciousness, the knowledge of good and evil. Here, how
ever, it might be said that "the Pall was really a rise, 
though it felt like a Pall because it brought the sense 
of imperfection." And it is reasonable to extend this 
happening in time to a theoretical point in the growing 
awareness of any child. But these are two different 
things, and the problems of locating the Pall at a point 
in time, be it cosmic or individual, beet e only further 
agv rated.1

An attempt to explain the Pall in a purely non
temporal way is found in the Hegelian idea that "man's 
very existence as a morally self-conscious being involves
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moral imperfection, sin being a necessary phase of the 
soul*s evolution.” Here finitude is being equated vith 
sinfulness•

The Pall means no more than that we are finite, 
self-conscious individuals and therefore necessarily 
imperfect in our finite individuality. Sin is re
duced to finitude. But that view . . .  is not com
patible vith the Christian outlook, and indeed 
makes nonsense of the whole moral and spiritual life.

This view is hardly a view of the Fall at all, as there
is no place for the creative intentions of God; man is
merely created morally imperfect with no reason to be
otherwise.1

Another explanation of a ”pre-mundane Pall” or 
a "pre-natal Pall” where in either cosmic or individual 
terms the Fall is something which has infected all 
creation, and consequently each man born into it, prior 
to human history. This view preserves many of the 
traditionally important points of the doctrine, e.g. 
temporality (although outside human history) is pre
served, and each man becomes infecte ana is therefore 
responsible for his fallen nature. But Baillie is dis
contented with this view because ”it wanders into the
paths of unverifiable speculation with which Christian

2theology, as such, has nothing to do.”
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A fourth way of speaking about the Pall is that 
in which Baillie finds himself indebted to Barth* 
Brunner^ et. al. This is the way where the Pall is 
spoken of as neither an historical nor non-historical 
event* neither as temporal nor non-temporal* but as 
that which is ’’super-historical1*. Various words have
been used to describe this* and Baillie is indebted to

2Professor E. P. Dickie’s discussion of the matter.
The problem is that

we cannot do without the conception of the Pall* 
and yet we cannot speak of the Pall as simply a 
temporal historical event in the ordinary sense* 
nor dare we think of it as purely non-temporal in 
the Hegelian sense. Therefore we must thinJ of it 
as a Christian-mythological way of saying something 
which cannot be expressed either in purely histori
cal or in purely conceptual terms, tro must think 
of the Pall as a real event* but as a "super- 
historical** event. . . .  The "Pall* is a symbolical 
expression for a supra-mundane fact which we can
not quite imagine or describe but which we require 
as a symbolical or regulative conception.

1Baillie takes issue with Brunnei on the point 
where Brunner limits the Pall to manJL: id. Baillie 
fi, it necessary to maintain the fallen nature of all 
creation. Donald H. Baillie* Review of The Christian 
Doctrine of Creation and Redemption, by Emil Brunner* 
ffheo 1 o'gy foday. X , j (Oc tober . 1953 j * 41 8-420.

2Revelation and Response. (Edinburgh! T. & T. 
Clark, 193177 n.b. Professor Dickie’s discussion of 
Urffeschicte. pp. 160 ff.



The doctrine does not refer to a point in past history 
but when properly understood, "would symbolize a present 
truth, that something has gone wrong with man and his 
world”. Also "the Christian doctrine of the Pall is 
not to be taken as an attempt to r ■' ~wer the question of 
the origin of evil."^

Thus it can be seen that Baillie*s avoiaauce 
of speculation about the temporal nature of the Pall in 
the sermons is consistent with his teaching that the 
doctrine itself has nothing to do with such speculations) 
o, too, with speculations concerning the origin of evil. 

Neither of these matters has a place in his preaching.
Now that the ground has been cleared, we can proceed to 
compare his positive view of the doctrine, which he
preached as a "present truth, that something has gone

2wrong with man and his world”, w i t h  what ke *aught 
about man created in Godfs image, yet fallen.

The lecture on the imago dei presents a survey 
of the various interpretations which have been associated 
with the concept in Patristic literature and down through 
the Reformation. Through all the controversies and 
distinctions, man's rational faculties, carrying with
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thorn a moral consciousness, have remained a theme in 
the definition of the imago dei, so, too, has the idea 
of original intended righteousness. It is important 
to understand Baillie1s interpretation. Mere morality, 
or the moral consciousness in vacuo, is nou the image 
of God simpliciter. The moral consciousness is a wit
ness to the image of God in man because it is character
ized by an other-directedness and a corporate sense. 
Bailliefs best statement of his understanding of man 
as created in the image of God appears in God Vas in 
Christ, at the beginning of his discussion of the Church.

The "sacred story" begins vith Godfs eternal 
purpose for man, as faith perceives it. His eternal 
purpose was that mankind should be "one body", with 
the unity of a perfect organismi a higher kind of 
organism, indeed than any we know (so that the word 
'organism9 is inadequate if not misleading), a free 
and harmonious fellowship of persons united in the 
love of God. In such a perfect community each 
individual would have the fullest and highest free
dom— without which there can be no true fellowship. 
But they would not be "individualistic" in spirits 
if they were their personalities would be starved 
and cramped, since the true life of p<rsonalities 
is in close fellowship. Moreover, fellowship with 
God and fellowship with men cannot be separated in 
human life— can hardly even be distinguished. Thus 
the true life of mankind is found in the corporate 
enjoyment of God, a life of complete community with 
God and man. That is true hum a." nature, created in 
the image of God•

Ibid.., pp. 2-5.
^God Was In Christ, p. 203



With the understanding of the imago dei as that which 
is partially reflected in man by a moral consciousness 
which draws man out of himself to others and to God 
(these two things cannot be separated), it is possible 
to see the way in which the ima^o , i has been obscured 
by the Fall, which is an ever contemporary and supra— 
historical reality.

The Genesis story, as has been shown, is not an 
account of an historical event. Neither can it be said 
that the whole idea of man as a fallen creature is a 
result of the story. The very opposite is the case.
"The Genesis story itself is rather a result of a deep 
seated conviction that man was a fallen being.”1 The 
fact that the story is a myth does not negate the 
reality of experience behind the myth. The reality is 
described in the sermons as a kind of selfish individual
ism. In God Was in Christ. Baillie speaks of the way in 
which the imago dei is obscured in these wordst

But something has gone wrong. The organism has 
somehow failed to function as one body. It has come 
to be divided into countless little bits of life,
each person trying to be a quite independent cell,
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a self-sufficient atom, dancing on a pattern of its 
own, instead of joining in the great communal game 
of universal love. Each person makes himself the 
centre of his universe, caring little for the 
fellowship of the whole, but seeing things from his 
selfish point of view; becoming his own God, and 
worshipping himself. That is the universal aberratiu 1 
symbolized in the •myth* of the Pall of Man.

Thus in both the sermons and the formal writings, Baillie 
described the Pall in non-mythological terms, terms which 
directly reflect individual and corporate human expe
rience.

*et this condition of man does not totally obscure 
the image of Uod in wlich he was created. Man is not 
"totally depraved". Baillie explains the way in which 
the idea of man's "total depravity" has evolved in 
theological thought. The consequences of this line of 
thought have included the idea of man's utter alienation 
from God, with the clear implication that there are men 
and women who exist in such a state. Baillie questions 
this:

It is undoubtedly true that apart from God no man
can do or think any good thing at all. But is any 
man absolutely "apart from God"? Are heathen men 
who have never heard of Christ absolutely "apart 
from God"?

Therefore, while we must indeed get away from 
the sentimentally optimistic view of human nature,

God Was In Christ, pp. 203-204
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I cannot think that the phrase "total depravity” 
fairly represents the truth.

When it is remembered that fellowship with God cannot be 
separated from fellovship with man, Baillie's represent
ation of the truth < n be seen to be a verifiable truth 
of corporate experience.

Surely the truth of the matter is t b t  no man 
is absolutely without the influence of Go^f c**d 
that indeed without it man would not be man at all. 
I'm inclined to think one mistake which ha** mis
led theology in these matters is the mistake of 
thinking of raan as an independent being, who, once 
he was created and endowed with human nature, con
tinues to exist as & quite separate and independent 
being with a nature of his own, , , , But really 
human nature is not an independent thing gt all.
It is constituted in its relation to God,*~

Thus, although man's "fallen nature" is a true and 
accurate description of his condition, it is not a 
totally depraved nature. The image of God in which he 
i. created is in some measure preserved* It is pre— 
servec in the moral consciousness which is characterized 
by an awareness of the demands of man's social exist
ence and his inherent dependence on others.

Underlying Baillie's doctrine of man is his 
understanding of man as both infected by selfishness yet 
also constituted in relationship to God, a relationship

 ̂"The Doctrine of Man," p, 21,
2Ibi<!.. p. 23.



which makes man an ethical being. There is no such 
thing as an ethic autonomous or independent from this 
relationship. Morality and religion are inseparable. 
Neither can claim causal priority over the other. One 
does not come to faith by way of a autonomous ethical 
consciousness 5 one does not become a moral man simply 
by way of religious knowledge. Morality, the free choice 
of good, involves the consciousness of a demand and the 
claims of a particular situation. This free choice is 
inextricably a part of what is rightfully called 
religion. Christianity has best articulated this 
relationship, dependent as it is upon the criterion of 
the Incarnation. The key to Baillie1s understanding of 
morality is bound up with the paradox of the Incarnation 
where within the nexus of human experience, a divine 
element is always present. It is from the divine en
counter with human experience that a moral consciousness 
arises. And morality is not a consequence of the en
counter; it is the very essence of it.

Kant effectively demolished the idea that ethical 
action demanded the sanction of theology. But in setting 
the two in isolation from each other, he ostulated that 
ethics were autonomous from any religious categories.
From the time of Kant through the first thirty years of
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this century a system of r>riority dominated philosophical 
and theological thought about ethics. Theologians 
generally agreed that if one thought out the impli
cations of iorai values, one inevitably came to a reli
gious conclusion. indeed the wor of men like

James Ward, Pringle-Pattison, W. it. Sorley and 
A. !£• Taylor . . . seems to be the final • o 
of the movement inaugurated by Immanuel kant when 
he took the immediate certainty of our moral con
victions as the starting point from which, by 
implication or postulation, we pass to religious 
belief. 1 First moral conviction; then religious 
belief.

In recent years a reaction to this view has arisen 
among religious apologists. The tables have been turned 
and morp neople are ready to affirm that moral conviction 
depends on religious belief. Apologists are quick to 
claim that the morality of the faithless is parasitic; 
it depends for its life upon the very religious tradi
tion w ich it denies. The ethical criteria of any society 
must have as its basis a prior or underlying religious 
conviction; the actions of the Nazis in Germany must be 
founded upon a religious faith in the supremacy of race, 
the program of a Communist state is justified by a 
Marxist ideology. These newer religions have filled the
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vacuum created by the rejection of Christianity because 
no action can be deemed ethical without an underlying 
religious belief. But here too morality has been 
separated from religion and a system of priorities is 
set upi ”Moral principles have no basis unless we first 
establish the religious doctrines. M5

Baillie finds both these views inadequate, 
especially when they are thrown into Dold relief as two 
divergent tendencies pitted against each other. If on 
the one hand morality is placed first, then belief in 
God becomes merely "something inferred from our moral 
convictions”. On the other hand, if belief is said to 
come f b, ”we are left with the question as to what 
the belief i? based on.” Baillie hastens to add that 
belief can certainly not be based on the traditional 
proofs as these have never recovered from i'rnt's criti
cism ar never can. Belief in God is based on revelation, 
but revelation must not be misconstrued as a wholly other
external authority from which moral laws can be subse-

2quently deduced.
Revelation must rather be conceived ar, a divine claim 
and offer which invades man's life in the context of 
his daily intercourse with his fellows, in the realm 
of personal relationships,, ethical practice, daily 
duty, more practical than theoretical.
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Thus, from the start, the moral consciousness of man is
intimately a part of his religious belief for f,both
together constitute the apprehension of a divine realm
which invades our human life with a claim and offer
c o m b i n e d * T h e  claims and demands which arise in all
human relationships and the ability to meet them are a
part of what is meant when we speak of the grace of God
invading our human situation* And this grace is not
limited to a community which verbally claims it in the
language of the Christian faith. Baillie writes:

I believe that the grace of God is continually 
touching every man, and it is this touch, this 
divine claim, that gives the man his germinal 
consciousness of moral obligation, even though he 
doe*, not know it* But it is important that he 
should know it^ for then the claim becomes also an 
offer of î elp*

The intimate interrelationship of moral conscious
ness and r< igious belief is not a new idea. Tn the past 
hundrec years much has been written which clarifies 
thought on the matter. Baillie notes that Kierkegaard 
has been among those who have pointed out the personal 
and subjective element in our apprehension of religious 
truth. The apprehension of truth demands a commitment 
to truth, We come upon truth of God as He encounters us
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in personal relationships. Baillie writes that Buber 
has helped us here. He has taught that God can only be 
known in so far as He addresses us and we respond to 
Him. We cannot believe in God in the third person.
This direct personal encounter is the essence of 
Christian faith. But it is not merely an individualistic 
or mystical relationship. "All real life is meeting, 
encountering, and it is in the encounter with our 
fellows that we encounter God."^ It is in such an 
encounter that moral demands are made upon us by our 
fellows. Here again we see that "true religion and 
true morality become one in what can only ue described 
as the encounter with God in human life."

Thus man is both an ethical being and a religious
being by virtue of the demands which come upon him
through his relationships with other men; it is God who
so addresses man in his human context.

It is through the whole situation of our lives that 
this idea [of God] becomes realized f r each of us; 
through all the claims and challe es of our per- 
^oual relationships with other people. It is really 
God that is claiming and challenging us. This is 
how the religious and the ethical, faith and morals, 
are inextricably bound up together, and^even, when 
properly understood, indistinguishable.
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So much for the examination of the nature of 
manj man created in the image of God, an image which is 
preserved, though obscured by man's "fall”, man who is 
inseparably a religious and morally conscious being.
The connection between man's nature and the freedom of 
his will, in Baillie's thought, must await discussion 
under the doctrine of grace. For it is only in the light 
of grace that the Christian can view freedom as genuine.

The central problem for preaching on the doc
trine of man has been shovn to be the communication of 
the truth intended by the mythological Genesis accounts 
of creation and the Fall. The difficulties of describing 
man's participation in a world gone wrong (yet simultan
eously experiencing the possibility of participating in 
life as it should be) center on the use of the Biblical 
myths of the Fall. These myths lend themselves to the 
misconceived implication that the Fall is an historically 
definable event, either at one time in the dis ant past 
or ^von at a particular time in the 1 : fe of an individual. 
However, Baillie's abandonment of the Genesis myths in 
this connection cannot be understood as a dismissal on 
his part of the legitimacy of mythological language in 
communicating religious truth.
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Baillie has a positive appreciation for 
Bultmann's work toward clarifying the meaning of the 
Gospel in the interests of communicating the living 
truth to modern man.‘ His work has raised vital ques
tions for preaching. However, B rllie is quite emphatic 
in saying that Christianity cannot "dispense entirely
with myth", nor are myths "incapable of being made

2intelligible to modern man.” It will be well to see
what Baillie means when he says that "Christianity can
quite soundly speak of the myth of Creation and the
myth of the Fall. " 3

By "myth" Baillie understands Bultmann to mean
"any s' r\r in which the divine is represented in terms
of the human" and that such myths must be interpreted
existentially as merely "an understanding of our own

4human existence." Baillie clearly agrees .... the first
part of the definition. And in a sense, this part of 
the definition can apply to all of theology which is a 
"story with a plot." It is the human and experiential 
frame of reference that provides man with all his language
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about God and his relationship to God. But the second 
part of the definition is unacceptable. That man says 
about God, be it myth in the strict sense of an 
anthropomorphic legend, or more broadly, as theology 
in general, is mor, „lian a mere statement about human 
existence divorced from the experience of the divine 
element within existence. Divine activity C U>JLUaU & 
legitimately be abstracted from human experience.

But myth is not history, and much of what is 
said by the theologian deals with history in the con
crete sense of the term. Where mythological language 
speaks of supra-historical experiences, experience which 
cannot limited to time and place, history speaks of 
events which are definable in terms of time and place.
But this is not to say that an historical event does not 
transcend its time and place in the experience of man, 
e.g. t e Incarnation. And it is not to say that mytho
logical accounts do not speak about experiences which are 
a part of man's historical existence. It is here that 
Baillie sees Barth's polemic against Bultmann missing the 
point altogether. To Barth, Baillie writes,

the idea of a Christian mythology savours of the 
error of regarding Christianity as a set of eternal 
truths which have no relation to historical 
ha >pening3 , an essence of truth to which the ques
tion of the factual truth of the story is quite
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irrelevant.
It is easy to see why Barth will not admit the element 
of myth into the Christian story, but his idea of myth 
is not what either Bultmann or Baillie (in their 
different ways) mean by it. "A Christian myth," Baillie 
writes,

is a symbolical way of stating something which is 
neither history nor timeless reality, and which 
therefore cannot be stated either in purely 
historical or in purely conceptual terras. I 
believe it to be true, in a sense, that such myth 
can be understood only in our "existential" 
relation to God • . . but this seems to be 
different from saying with Bultmann that myth must 
be interpreted existentially as an understanding 
of our own [merely] human existence.

Myth, by such a definition, is clearly admissable, 
indeed indispensable ior theology and preaching*

The problem arises (as has been shown in the 
case of the creation and the Pall) when Christianity is 
reluctant to accept myth as myth and the consequent con
fusion of viewing myth as history. It is this reluctance 
and consequent confusion which doubtless prompted Baillie 
to avoid the use of the Genesis myths when preaching on 
the doctrine of man. Cri .icism can, however, be leveled 
at Baillie for not having educated his congregations on 
the mythological character of the Genesis narratives 
with regard to the Pall.
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To further demonstrate that Baillie is not 
adverse to the use of mythological language, I shall 
conclude this chapter with his own mythological 
description of creation and the Pall, a myth which 
would be most appropriate for preaching because it is 
clearly a myth.

I would tell a tale of God calling His human 
children to form a great circle for the playing of 
His game. In that circle we ought all to be 
standing, linked together with lovingly joined 
hands, facing towards the Light in the centre, which 
is God (‘the Love tha, moves the sun and the other 
stars'); seeing our fellow creatures all round the 
circle in the light of that central Love, which 
shines on them and beautifies their faces; and 
joining with them in the dance of God's great game, 
the rhythm of love universal. But instead of that, 
we have, each one, turned our backs upon Goa and 
the circle of our fellows, and faced the other way, 
so thau we can see neither the Light at the centre 
nor the faces on the circumference. And indeed in 
that position it is difficult even to join hands 
with our fellows! Therefore instead of playing 
God's game we play, each one, our own selfish little 
game, like the perverse children Jesus saw in the 
market place, who would not join in the dance with 
their companions. Each one of us wishes to be the 
centre, and there is blind confusion, and not even 
any true knowledge of God or our neighbours. That 
is what it wrong with mankind. Of co rse a man is 
not really happy in that attitude nd situation, 
since he was created for community with God and man. 
Moreover the light of God is still shining from the 
true centre upon his back, though not on his face. . . .

We shall take leav'j of Baillie • s myth describing

11bid. , p. 205.



man with the light of God shining on his back, and pass 
on to an examination of the way man can be addressed 
with the good news that the Light ijs shining, and that 
he can turn around and join in the game. We turn now 
to the what a pre cujr can say about sin, viz. the 
gospel of forgiveness.
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CHAPTER V

THE DOCTRINES OF SIN AND THE 
FORGIVENESS OF SINS

Two inseparable yet opposing facets of a man’s 
life have emerged from the examination of the doctrine 
of man; his experience of Life gone wrong and his 
experience of life as it should be. The former is 
described and addressed by the doctrines of sin and 
the forgiveness of sins; the latter by the doctrine of 
Grace which is the subject of the next chapter.

In the lectures, Baillie treats the doctrine of 
sin and the forgiveness of sins under two separate 
headings. In the present discussion it is important 
to treat these doctrines under one because; (1 ) these 
two themes are never found apart from eac other in the 
sermons, the doctrine of sin is not preached without 
reference to the doctrine of the forgiveness of sins, 
and (2 ) it will be demonstrated that sin is a religious 
word which can only be properly used within a context 
where the possibility of forgiveness exists.

It may be argued that the present chapter should 
follow the chapters on the Incarnation and atonement.
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of forgiveness is only seen in the light of these other
two. But as we are following Baillie1s own order of
systematic presentation it is well to see his rationale.
At the end of the lecture on forgiveness he writes*

The Gospel of the forgiveness of sins was in the 
world (though not in its Christian fullness) long 
before even the doctrine of the atonement, for the 
Old Testament is full of it. And still more, the 
Gospel story is full of it, long before the 
Crucifixion and the doctrine of the atonement in 
the full Christian sense. So it seemed worth 
while, before going o , to a full Christian treat
ment of the incarnation and the atonement, to try 
to see what the forgiveness of sjns really means 
as a matter of human experience.

bailliefs ordering of his lectures is not without
significance. His view of the historical priority of
the forgiveness of sins to the life and work of Jesus
Christ is thoroughly consistent with the doctrine of
God, omnipotent, omnipresent and lovingj it is also
consistent with the doctrine of man's creation in the
image of God, an image in some measure preserved, an
image through which forgiveness is re l.izeeL by the power
of grace. The universality of these phenomena, in the
Christian view presented by Baillie, is a forewarning

It is true that the full expression of the doctrine

i "The Doctrine of the Forgiveness of Sins"
(Book 9), p.v 25.



that it will be necessary to look deeper than any 
interpretation of Christology which implies an histori
cal limitation of the universal love of God by the 
Incarnation in Jesus Christ. Also consistent with 

Baillie's underlying faith that t Christian message is 
"good news" is his treatment of sin in preaching as that 
which can only be properly understood within tue context 
where forgiveness is possible.

The Doctrines as Preached

The problem which confronts the preacher when 
he speaks of sin and forgiveness is openly set forth 
in the sermons. It is the problem of demonstrating the 
reality of sin and the liberating realization of for
giveness in human experience. The modern man does not 
readily see the truth or the relevance of these words 
to his own life. Baillie begins a sermon, using I John 
1 :8-91as his text, by observing*

A century and a half ago a great German philoso
pher said* 'I have no time for penitence*. Half a 
century ago a distinguished British scientist said:

^"If we say that we have no sin, we deceive our
selves, and the truth is not in us. If v<: confess our 
sins, he is faithful and just to forgive us our sins, 
and to cleanse us from all unrighteousness," (AY).
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•The higher man of today is not troubling about his 
sins1. And much more recently an American sociolo
gist spoke of the sense of sin as fa psychopathic 
aspect of adolescent mentality*. There you have a 
crescendo of sentiments, all in one strain, run dng 
through a hundred and fifty years of the modern 
world, and it seems to suggest that the whole of 
traditional Christian teaching about sin and repent
ance and forgiveness has been becoming more and more 
unacceptable and unintelligible to the modern mind. 
Moreover, the •modern mind1 means not" simply our con
temporaries, but ourselves, Christians as well as 
non-Christians, And therefore it is very likely 
that those sentiments which I have quoted awaken 
a sympathetic echo in many of our minds— an echo 
which conflicts with the sound of the^familiar words
of my text about sin and forgiveness.

The problem for the preacher is first to show that the
lack of concern for sin is a denial of reality and to
demonstrate that the reality of experience is accurately
reflected by the doctrine of sin.

Part of the reason for the aura of unreality
that surrounds the word 11 sin** is the manner in which the
Church has often talked about it.

Religious people have sometimes used it in such a 
large general abstract way, as if sin were some 
mysterious diffused kind of force or infection that 
goes about the world and gets hold of men and women. 
They have talked about sin in that hazy way, with
out looking at the thing practically for themselves. 
And so other people, young people growing up and 
hearing all that, have sometimes been left cold, and 
the word sin and some of jjhe words that go with it, 
become unreal altogether.

 ̂**Sin and Forgiveness,*1 To Whom Shall ~c lo?,

‘“"How Jesus dealt with Sin," Mark 2*5 (405) 
1926-27, p, 1.

p. 117.



When the word is understood as merely some sort of 
"diffused force or infection" it becomes meaningless 
because a person cannot feel responsible for his 
involvement in it. One is seldom constrained to seek 
personal forgiveness for having contracted a virus 
infection or having inherited a congenital defect. This 
way of speaking about sin leads to misunderstanding or 
irrelevance.

Vhen Baillie preached on "How Jesus dealt with
Sin”, he declared his own purpose*

I should like to make you feel the reality and 
the sanity of it all, and that when he spoke of 
sin and sinners and repentance [and] forgiveness 
he was talking of real things and things that 
really mattered, and that still matter very much 
indeed to you and imp. Sin is a word that stands 
for something real.

With this task in view, how does Baillie undertake to 
preach about sin as an experiential reality in which 
each one of us is responsibly involved? How does he 
set the stage for e liberating understanding of the gos
pel of forgiveness?

A summary definition of sin is offered in one
sermon where he preaches*

The word "sin" is an unreal word to many people.
But the thing itself is quite simple and everybody
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is acquainted with it. Sin is just self-centred
ness; putting oneself in the centre, making oneself** the centre of one's universe, as we all tend to do.

To see oneself as the center of the universe is a common 
way to look at the world, but it is also a prima facie 
denial of objective reality. In n > objective sense can 
it be said that "I" am the center of the universe. 
Furthermore, it has destructive consequences. ..den self
concern dominates the spirit of man to the exclusion of 
the legitimate demands of others, life breaks down. In 
the sermon quoted above, preached in 1947, Baillie goes 
on to say*

And if that is the spirit that is in our hearts, it 
will break out in all sorts of ways, until human 
life becomes a bear-garden, as it has in recent 
years.

The universality of the human tendency toward self- 
centeredness and its destructive consequences is unques
tionably a fact of experience. (As has been shown in 
the last chapter). No one would deny that self-centered— 
ness is a fact of life but many do find it unreal to call 
self-centeredness a sin for which they are accountable, 
for which they are responsible.

"Climate, Invention and Providence", Deut. 8*3 
(un) 1947, p. 8 .
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In another sermon Baillie further illustrates
the nature of sin by noting the tendency to think about 
it in the third person. Sin is often only recognized 
as something in which man in general or other people 
in particular are im lved. After developing the story 
in 2 Samuel which is climaxed by Nataan telling David, 
"Thou art the man", Baillie goes on to speak of ways in 
which true self-knowledge is obscured by self-centered
ness s

We often pass over sins and defects in ourselves which 
we would condemn in others. • . . We also like to 
make an exception of our own case, and to call our 
sins by other names. When we are weak in purpose 
or will, we explain it by saying we have tender sen
sitive natures, though we would call it simply weak
ness in anyone else. When we are hard and proud, we 
call it strength and purpose, though we would hate 
it in anyone else. . . . Self-pity, self-flattery, 
self-worship: these are the great enemies of self-
knowledge; and so we pass over defects., in ourselves 
which we would hate in our neighbours.

Thus sin not only fosters a denial of reality around us,
it can also engender a false image of who we are.

There are many ways in which the self-centered 
denial of reality perpetuates itself in society. Men 
often use even religion as a falsifying defence of them
selves against the demands of love. Frequently Jesus

1 "Thou art the man," 2 Sara. 12:7 (76), 1915-34,
pp. 6-7.
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exposed the way in which religion was used as a support
for a selfish lack of love. It was often men of high
reputation who were thus exposed.

The Pharisees were earnest, serious-minded men, 
according to their own standards. But somehow, 
when Jesus appeared among them, their goodness began 
to look very superficial and unreal. And Jesus told 
them so. They were very particular about the con
ventionalities of religion, but that was only cover
ing up their lack of real faith and courage and 
mercy and love and truth. And, worst of all, when 
that began to be shown up, they turned like a pack 
of wolves on Jesus, and had a good deal to do with 
sending him to the cross. They must save their own 
reputations at all c sts— that was what they 
instinctively thought of* not truth,, and right, but 
the safety of their own reputations.

The society in which men live, even its religious
institutions, contribute to the perpetuation of self-
centeredness and a rejection of the demands of love.
In a ociety where each individual or group seeks to
assert itself against the other, the self is jealously
defended.

The examination of the way in which Baillie demon
strates that sin is an experiential reality in which all 
men are involved has revealed the following three points 
of the doctrines (1) Sin is not a "diffused force or 
infection" in the world, an inherited fate for which men 
can claim no responsibility. (2) Sin is essentially a

^"The Sifting of Men," Out of Nazareth, p. 109.



self-centeredness which denies the reality of the world 
in which men live with other men. It also inhibits true 
self-knowledge* (3) bin is a characteristic of the 
society whose institutions are used by men to perpetuate 
and support self-interest to the detriment of others.
Yet even all these evidences of a world gone wrong can 
be misunderstood as mere moral failures with no religious 
significancef and consequently no hope. Where this mis
taken view is held, the word "sin" does not apply; in 
such a situation it is meaningless. The problem remains 
for the preacher to demonstrate that the word "sin", is 
a religious word which does properly apply to the human 
situation.

The modern man may be convinced of the reality of
evil a id his personal responsibility in the matter, but
he is often reluctant to identify himself with the
religious word "sin". He will say:

•No one can atone for my wrong doing except myself, 
and I can only atone for it by leaving it behind, 
making any possible reparation to anyone I have 
injured, and then going on to better things. There
fore I will not waste ny time ’’crying over spilt 
milk". I will not brood over past failure. I will 
not cultivate a sense of sin. I am not concerned 
about forgiveness for the past, but about doing ^
better in the future. I have no time for penitence.*
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Baillie finds th. t this view "betrays a profound ignor
ance of human nature, and even of modern psychology."
He finds it to be "extraordinarily naive and unrealistic" 
to think that imfn can simply forget moral failures and 
go on to better things simply by virtue of his own will 
divorced from any external considerations or help.^
The paradox of moralism paralyzes any such efforts to 
do good.

But Baillie does not simply equate the aware
ness of responsibility for evil with a "sense of sin" 
in modern man. "Are we to conclude after all," he asks, 
"that every serious minded modern man has a deep sense 
of sinV Ho, indeed. I don*t believe he has."** What 
the serious minded man does have, however, is a sense 
that things have gone wrong in his life for which there 
are no apparent remedies. Baillie calls this state of 
affairs a "moral-failure complex." He preaches:

Now it seems to me that a great many serious minded 
people today are suffering from what I may call a 
moral inferiority complex or perhaps a 'moral- 
1 allure* complex. They have an uneasy sense of 
something being wrong in their lives. They do not 
confess their sins to God or man, not even to them
selves. They do not consciously accuse themselves, 
for they have a protective pride which is part of the 
whole situation. Their companions might never guess

3 5 0

1 1 b i d . 2 I b i d . . p .  1 1 9 .
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that they were not satisfied with themselves, but 
might think the reverse; for, as the psychologists 
tell us, the inferiority complex easily passes over 
into the superiority complex, which is but the other 
side of the same unwholesome state of mind. • • •
It is not what Christians call a 'sense of sin1, but 
something far less wholesome, a kind of secular sub
stitute* Perhaps this is the pathological 'guilt 
complex' which psychologists treat as a malady* And 
it could become a malady* So it is not the genuine 
sense of sin that is 'psychopathic', but this secu
lar substitute, which develops in an age of un
belief under the surface of a secular complacency! 
the 'moral-failure complex'*

Baillie continues by speaking of the way in which 
psychiatrists can helpfully deal with many complexes by 
bringing their hidden origins in the past life of the 
patient to the surface of his consciousness. But that 
method can do little to heal the moral-failure complex 
because the root of the problem is more profound. It 
will be recalled that moral failure is not a self-con
tained matter in Baillie's thought. It involves turning 
one's back on the love of fellowman and of God* Thus 
psychiatry cannot heal the complex brought on by a sense 
of genuine moral failure. Morality is bankrupt without 
religion. ,fA secular morality, without any God, has no

Ibid. It must be noted that Baillie makes 
loose use of psychological terminology. A guilt complex 
is pathological when the cause of the complex does not 
warrant guilt feelings. What Baillie is referring to is 
healthy guilt or guilt which has an objectively realistic 
cause*



way of dealing with its failures, because the moralist 
can never forgive himself."

With the realization of the futility of attempt
ing to rise above one's moral failures by oneself comes 
the possibility of seeing morality in its proper per
spective as that which is inseparable from religion.
"Then the consciousness of moral failure becomes some
thing different. It becomes a sense of sin against God, 
a sense of having betrayed the love of God." At first 
glance this seems to make the situation worse than 
ever. "But it also makes it better than ever, with
quite a new possibility, because of the divine forgive-

2ness." It is only when moral failure is understood to 
be a violation of the love of God and life as He intended 
it to be that moral failure can properly be called by 
its true name, sin. Sin can only be properly spoken of 
within the religious context where there exists the 
possibility of forgivener*.

Toward the end of the sermon Baillie points out 
that what he has just described is the daily experience 
of the man of faith;

^"Sin and Forgiveness," pp. 120-21.
2Ibid., p. 1 2 1 .
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Now that gives you what is part of the very 
pattern of the Christian life* And thus in the 
true life of the Christian there is no room for 
the morbid guilt complex, with its paralyzing 
effect* It no longer gets the chance to develop*
Not because the man never sins, has left sin 
entirely behind* No, indeed. And not because 
he is never troubled about his sins) not because 
he has 110 sense of sin. But because he is continu
ally, every day, using the liberating secret, humbly 
confessing his sins, accepting forgiveness and the 
grace of a new beginning, and so, as life goes on, 
more and more fdying to sin* and fliving to God1.
That is the health of the human soul.

The doctrine preached has been a description of expe
rience, but it is an experience in which the liberating 
power of forgiveness has been realized. Therefore expe
rience whi£h is misinformed (i.e. the experience of the 
secular moralist) is also addressed. It is addressed 
by the doctrine of the forgiveness of sins vhich is good 
news.

Forgiveness is experienced as a continual 
process of repentance and confession. These words de
scribe what happens in the daily life of the Christian.

In the fullness of the life of faith, repentance 
is a conscious matter. It is evidenced by the conscious 
experience of sorrow. But there are different kinds of 
sorrow which must be distinguished in order to understand

11bid.. p. 122.



the positive function of sorrow in repentance. Then 
moral failure is seen within its proper context as 
sin, sorrow is th resultant response. But repentance 
is not realized by the kind of sorrow which is a "mere 
shallow emotion". This kind of sorrow "may mean just 
that the sin has brought evil consequences, and we are 
sorry for the consequences, not for the sin itself."
The test which oves the inadequacy of this kind of 
sorrow is: "Does our sorrow make us give up the sin
with all our hearts?" And as this kind of sorrow is 
largely self pity for the suffering caused by the con
sequences of sin, it proves itself an inadequate re
sponse which does not lead to repentance for the sin 
itself.^

Another kind of sorrow which, though it goes 
deep into the heart of man, is not a part of repentance 
is "the bitter hopeless kind". That kind of sorrow 
does not do us any good, it has no positive function.

2"It is only paralyzing us. It is keeping ur the past."
"The real value of sorrow is something different——

1"A Crisis in the Corinthian Church," 2 Cor.
7;8,9 (165), 1924-32, pp. 7-8.
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it is to break us away from the past and send us forth 
to a nobler future.” This kind of sorrow is not a 
shallow emotionf ”it goes deep and wounds us but it 
does not paralyze us.” On the one hand it involves a 
sharp and purifying sorrow for ones responsibility for 
sin, not just the consequences. And on the other hand 
it is ”united with Christian faith and hope.” It is 
not only sorrow for the past, it is also a resolve and 
hope for the future.

This description of the response to sin which is 
called repentance, is a description of something that 
can only take place in the light of the forgiveness of 
sins. It is a response made possible by the conscious 
knowledge that forgiveness means a clear break with the 
past and the freedom to make a new start. ”For what
ever else God’s forgiveness means, it means this* that
we can take hope in the midst of our shame and make a 

2new start.” Thus, the exr>erien«t of sorrow can have 
a positive function; it can mark a clean break with past 
moral failure (failure which is recognized as sin) and 
a new beginning. Jesus summed up this experience in the 
parable of the Prodigal Son, a parable which reflects the 
whole movement of the Christian’s life— ”repentance and
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forgiveness and restoration, all proceeding from the 
love of God which will not let us go.”  ̂ Preaching 
enlightens the response to sin; preaching can be a call 
to repentance when its message is primarily a message 
about the source and ground of all repentance, viz. the 
love of God which will not let us go.

Confession plays an integral part in repentance 
and Baillie makes mention of it in varying contexts in 
his sermons, however, such mention is surprisingly brief 
and infrequent. An illustration of the way this theme 
appears in the sermons is found in a paragraph toward 
the end of the sermon entitled "Thou art the Man" which 
has been quoted above. The sermon deals with the nature 
of sin as that which tends to make men think about it in 
the third person, yet a confrontation of reality requires 
k:( 1 - nowledge which sees the self as the one responsible. 
In this context Baill'r dimply says; "And this means, 
for one thing, that we must confess the sins that are 
past . . .  we must be quite plain with ourselves about 
these things." He goes on to point out the difficulty 
of being honest with ourselves about past sins and
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stresses the importance of overcoming these difficulties 
"that we may quite clearly see our sins and receive Godfs 
forgiveness for them." The paragraph ends with the 
quotation of I John 1 i8-9. 1 It is surprising to only 
find such perfunctory mention of confession in the 
sermons because Baillie views the preaching of the 
forgiveness of sins as an exercise of the Power of the 
Keys in which absolution is given, (not, however, to 
the exclusion of the assurance of forgiveness received 
in private counsel). And as the pre-requisite for this 
absolution is confession, it may be correctly inferred 
that confession is the pre-requisite for the assurance 
and acceptance of the gospel of forgiveness preached.
This connection between confession and the preaching of 
forgiveness does not appear in any of the sermons

3examined.

1 "Thou art the n", p. 12* I John 1 s8-9 is 
the text of another sermon quoted above, viz. "Sin and 
Forgiveness." There the sermon ends with verse 
which constitutes the only mention of the idea that the 
assurance of forgiveness involves the confession of our 
sins. For the text of the verse see above p. 343 note 1.

2Supra, pp. 43-45.
3The theme of confession does appear briefly 

in connection with preparation for communion, e.g. "To 
Make a People Ready," To Whom Shall ¥e Go?, p. 176.
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The problem of preaching on the doctrine of sin 
and forgiveness are, as we have seen, twofold* (1 ) to 
demonstrate that the reality and human responsibility 
for a world gone wrong has a religious dimension, and 
as such is properly called ”sin”f and (2 ) that when 
this situation is raised to the religious level healing 
is possible in the liberating experience o ^od’s 
forgiveness. The problem is seen against the backdrop 
of modern man’s reluctance to see moral failure as a 
religious phenomenon. The reason for this reluctance 
is in part modern man’s legitimate reaction against the 
type of response to sin which he has seen in his fore
fathers. In large measure, this response has been 
stimulated by a mistaken emphasis in preaching, i.e. 
preaching which seeks to stimulate anxiety about some 
sort of punishment which is awaiting man in this world 
or the next, and preaching which attempts to stimulate 
remorse and "crying over spilt milk” for s m s  of the 
past. Neither of these attempts to stimulate feelings 
of anxiety or remorse is the proper emphasis for the 
preacher who addresses himself to the problem of sin, 
because in both cases man is being encouraged to think 
more of himself and his own soul, and less about God
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and the life he has intended men to live. As self- 
centeredness is the essence of sin, preaching of this 
nature is encouraging sin and missing the whole point of 
the Gospel's message concerning a world gone wrong* In 
this respect modern man's reaction against the old idea 
of sin is a wholesome one, but if it is taken as a 
summary dismissal of the whole problem of sin, it is 
misguided naivete.^

Preaching must not only avoid an emphasis upon 
instilling feelings of anxiety and remorse because it 
encourages sin, but also because such an emphasis is 
a futile waste of time* True, penitence and contrition 
are an important part of the human response to sin (but, 
as we have just seen, these must be viewed in the larger 
context of God's forgiveness in order to avoid a pre- 
occ  ̂ tion with self-centered feelings), but these acts 
are of no value if tht> are ccerced or manipulated by 
emotion centered preaching* Furthermore, people them
selves cannot coerce or manipulate genuine feelings of

^Baillie notes modern man's inability to under
stand sin in God Was in Christ, p* 161* The whole 
treatment of forgiveness on pp* 160-67 parallels, often 
sentence for Sentence, the sermon presentation in "Sin 
and Forgiveness"*
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penitence and contrition in their own hearts, apeaking 
aLout cultivating a sense of sin, Baillie tells his 
studentsi

I'm not sure that we ministers ought to preach that 
directly--to inculcate, directly, a sense of sin; 
to urge people to penitential tears and the contrite 
heart, telling them that they ought to feel sorrow 
and sliame for their sins. . . . That is not the 
way to go about it~telling people what they ought 
to feel. They can't in any case command their 
feelings.

The subjective attitudes of mind which accompany genuine 
repentance are matters which must be left to the indi
vidual whose integrity must not be violated by manipu
lative preaching.

It is not on subjective states, feelings and 
emotions, that our eyes should be fastened, but 
on the great objective realities of our faith.
For if people really see and grasp these, then ?
the subjective states can take care of themselves.

The e two negative emphases, the encouragement of self-
centered feelings of anxiety and remorse, and the attempt
to manipulate the subjective state of the congregation,
were absent from the sermons. They were absent because
Baillie sees the message of the Gospel about sin to be
primarily the message of forgiveness.

 ̂"The Doctrine of the Forgiveness of Sins"
(Book 9), p. 7.

2Ibid.



Part of the problem of translating the con
cept of sin into language which is meaningful to modern 
man involves the matter of communicating the fact of 
man's responsibility for sin. If man cannot see that 
he is responsible for his moral failures, the elevation 
of these failures to the religious plane where they 
become sin, is a meaningless exercise because no man 
will sense the need of forgiveness for something for 
which he is not responsible. The concept ux original 
sin has often led to the misunderstanding of sin as 
something which men hav* inherited from Adam simply by 
the carnal generation of the species. To combat this 
misunderstanding, Baillie (in the first point to 
emerge from the sermons) preached that sin is not an 
impersonal, diffused kind of force or infection that, as 
a matter of uncontrollable fate, gets hold of men and 
women. Some of the ideas included under the heading 
of "original sin” in the lectures are included in the 
sermons as we shall presently see. However, ihe phrase 
itself does not make a significant appearance. This 
omission can be criticized on the grounds that Baillie 
missed an opportunity to specifically clarify a much 
misunderstood concept. But on the other hand its
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omission is doubtless due to Baillie's concern to avoid 
clouding the air with a theological phrase that is so 
easily misunderstood. The main point which was stressed, 
without reference to original sin, was the personal 
responsibility for moral failure and sin.

Bailliefs description of sin as self-centered
ness in the sermons is essentially the same as that in 
the lectures and the formal writings. In God Vas in 
Christ he writess

The very essence of sin is self-centredness, refusal 
of divine and human community, absorbtion in one
self, which kills true individuality and destroys 
the soul. As Martin Luther put it, the 'natural 
man' (i.e. man fallen from his true nature and 
unredeemed from his spoilt nature) is incurvatus 
in se. 'bent inwards upon himself, instead of 
looking away from himself towards God and his 
fellows in love. That is what sin is, and all our 
sins can be reduced to that, even what we call sins 
of the flesh. The evil comes not from the instincts 
r d appetites connected with the body in themselves: 
„he*e are part of the human nature God has given 
us. The sins of the flesh come from this: that
we care more for th*. body (our own bodies) than for 
'the Body's/ the community for which God has created us.

This raises the point of the traditional identification 
of sin with concupiscence, Baillie goes to some length 
to show that this is a false identification, bin is 
not sensual in origin, at its root it is a "spiritual

^God Vas In Christ, p. 204.



perversion”, it is self-centeredness with a religious 
dimension. Sin is a religious word.^

In the sermons, sin emerges as a characteristic 
of society and its institutions. In this connection 
Baillie finds meaning in the concept of original sin 
in the lectures. One of the concerns which dominates 
all of Baillie1s thought on original sin is the neces
sity of preserv the possibility of sinlessnes3 in 
order that Jesus can be seen as one who Wc*- free from 
sin. The systematic consequence of saying that society 
is sinful, contradicts this. If man is born into a 
world which demands his participation in its sinful 
institutions, it is impossible to see how sin has not 
in some sense forced itself on him and the possibility 
of sinlessness vanishes. This problem is not brought 
out in the sermons, although Baillie recognizes it in 
his lectures. His insistence on the possibility of sin
lessness drives him to questionable conclusion that
participation in human institutions (whici  ̂ ^xnful) 
does not necessarily involve man in sin. But man is 
continually participating in the sinfulness of society, 
he is continually sinning; that is why he stands in con
tinual need of God's forgiveness wnich liberates him
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from the bonds of self-centered pursuits. It would 
seem that Baillie has momentarily abandoned his own 
understanding of man as both fallen and created in the 
image of God, of man whose experience is concurrently 
an experience of a world gone wrong and life as God 
intended it to be. Vhen the point in the sermons about 
man's sinful participation in religious institutions is 
seen in the cor 1 t of forgiveness and life as it should 
be, there is a better balance and tension tween two 
inseparable parts of human experience.

Baillie preaches about repentance as the con
scious experience of sorrow directed away from self to 
God. This experience is the evidence of God's forgive
ness because it is coupled with ability to make a new 
start, unencumbered by guilt. This way of presentation 
fulfills the requirement of reflecting human experience* 
But it is helpful to see the way repentance forms the 
systematic link between the moral failure complex and 
sin as that which stands in need of forgiveness. Here 
repentance is quite specifically an act of faith- 
experience •

Genuine repentance has something evangelical about 
it. It can only come to a man who has not only a 
sense of shame for what he has done, but a sense of 
God's love which he has betrayed and which loves him 
still. To have a mere "moral-failure complex11— that
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is not repentance. Such a complex is morbid. That 
rather hinders a man from going on to better things. 
It is morbid. It develops into morbid brooding; and 
so it does not help a man to better things for the 
future, but the reverse. The real "repentance unto 
life" is different. It is sorrow directed towards 
God, a sense of having turned against the love of 
God, combined with a longing to enjoy the love of 
God again. There is in it something not only of con
science but of faith. It is a religious grace.

It is helpful to see this relation of repentance 
to the moral failure complex, because in the preaching 
the two themes are treated in separate ser ns. In "Sin 
and Forgiveness" (where the moral-failure complex and 
sin theme is developed) the role of repentance is only 
mentioned in one sentence. The sorrow of the mere moral
ist, Baillie preaches, "needs to ue turned into what 
[Paul] calls the fgodly sorrow*, which *worketh repent
ance unto salvation, and bringeth no regret*, because it 
leads to forgiveness." (A note of confusion is present 
in this sentence also because it is said that repentance 
"leads to forgiveness", whereas in the rest of Baillie*s 
preaching and systematic treatments, repentance is the 
conscious acceptance of forgiveness which was always 
there. In the next paragraph he preaches that the daily

^"The Doctrine of the Forgiveness of Sins,"
p. 1 6.



life of the Christian involves "humbly confessing his 
sins, accepting forgiveness and the grace of a new 
beginning • • •” In this second instance, the pre- 
venience of forgiveness can be more clearly inferred.)^
In the sermon "Crisis in the Corinthian Church” where the 
experience of God-directed sorrow is developed as a
description of repentance, the moral-*f ailure complex and

».

sin theme is ni len.ioned. Baillie cannot be criticized 
for not presenting a full systematic presentation of a 
theme in any one sermon. But it is important to see the 
relationship between these two themes explicitly set 
forward in the lectures.

Bailliefs sparse mention of confession in the
2sermons has already been noted. Perhaps the act of 

confession is so bound up with repentance that Baillie 
found it redundant to stress both. But the word con
fession does de ribe an act which is to such an extent 
a conscious act of art; c 1 ating the sense of sin and the 
acceptance of forgiveness, that it is not rd to be
dispensed with in preaching which must sjjeak in terms of 
concrete human actions. One notable theme which appears 
in the lectures and not in the sermons is that of the

 ̂To \fhom Shall we Go?, p. 122.
"Supra, p. 357



place of confession to one’s fellovman. It has been 
shown that in Baillie's thought the love of God and the 
love of fellovman cannot be separated in experience. The 
self-centered rejection of this love demands a conscious 
act of confession to both God and man in order that for
giveness can be consciously realized. Baillie does not 
believe that confession to a minister should be compul
sory, but does believe that this form of confession should 
be encouraged.^ Also the spiritual counsel of any vise 
and sensitive Christian layman is not to be overlooked in 
this connection. He feels that the Churches of the 
Reformation have largely left out this aspect of Christian 
life. One reason being a false emphasis on the individu
ality of the faith— nGod and the soul, the soul and its 
God” . 2

Following an exposition of the place of confession 
in the Bible, the Fathers, and in Luther and Calvin, 
Baillie goes on to aake some suggestions for a fuller 
understanding of confession in the Church todny. He 
observes that many people who profess to believe in the 
forgiveness of sins find it hard to realize the assurance 
of forgiveness because men need the concrete support of 
their fellows in the life of faith.

1 "The Doctrine of the Forgiveness of Sinstff p. 18.
2"Notes on Confession, Absolution and the Power 

of the Keys” (Book 7), pp. 69-72.
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Many people who profess to believe in it, and who 
ask God for forgiveness, nevertheless fail really 
to believe in it and accept it* It does not become 
effective, they do not experience liberation, but 
go on brooding, as if they did not believe in the 
divine forgiveness* And I think it is sometimes 
felt that some concrete act, some assurance through 
the mediation of our fellow creature, a fellow 
Christian, a minister of Christ, would be a great 
help* instead of wrestling with the matter in 
lonely isolation, alone vith God, the sinner would 
receive assurance through a human medium in the 
koinonia of the Church*

Baillie is not re that the re-institution of the Roman 
Catholic practice of confession and absoluoion is the 
right answer to the problem* He notes that both Luther 
and Calvin felt th. t the Roman practice did, in some in
stances, torment the conscience and not liberate it.
This was due to the direct connection between confession 
of each and every sin in order to receive absolution ft 
the hand of the priest* This practice often led to miser
able introspection in the fear of having overlooked a 
sin and thereby ot receiving full absolution* "Vhereas 
the Christian message o justification by faith, the 
absolutely free offer of divine forgivene: every sinner
who will believe it and accept it has a liberating 
effect*11 Whether this contrast is fair or not, the point 
is that the "Reformers at least meant to give the penitent

^Ibid*, p. 70.
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sinner a fĉ r better ana more liberating kina of absolu-
tion than the i4oman confessional vas giving,"

Baillie makes some constructive observations
about the natur. of confession which he believes need
to be more fully realized* The confession oi sins to
another person ca.u effect a profound release* This is
demonstrated by the mosu rudimentary psychological
investigation. - and of itself, this release does not
constitute forgiveness, but it is certainly a part of
it* Another factor is that in interpersonal confession
the opportunity of spiritual counsel can be met* This
tasK. is not limited to ministers although it is their
special responsibility.

¥hen the giving of spiritual counsel is involved, 
then we come to something which is surely part of 
the calling of the minister. Not that it need be 
confined to ministers! many perplexed and troubled 
souls have opened .heir hearts to, and received 
spiritual counsel from, wise and true Christians 
who were no ministers, and it is to be hoped that 
kind of thing will never cease* But surely it is 
part of the spocia... «.uty of a minister, one of the 
things fgr which he is or ought to be specially 
trained*"

But the wisest spiritual counsel does not constitute 
forgiveness by itself*

11bid., p. 71. "Ibid*, p. 74.



The matter of pronouncing absolution, be it in 
preaching or in a more direct personal way (the latter 
being an extension of the former), cannot be viewed as 
as a 15judicial forgiving of sins”. There must be no 
sense in which forgiveness is limited to those sins which 
have been articulated in a particular situation. Indeed 
the minister can never offer an absolute pronouncement, 
because he can -ever be sure that the penitent has 
genuine faith to accept forgiveness. "But there is a 
firm offer, and a personal offer of iorgiveness to the 
penitent, if only he will accept it."^

Baillie is aware of the dangers of, on the one 
hand, moral exhibitionism, and on the other, clericalism. 
Nevertheless he concludes that the kind of confessional 
practice he has outlined has a place in the life of the 
Church where it is int nded that we should "forget our
selves and beco humbly anxious only to help others,
in a spirit of love to and of dependence on the wis-

2dom and grace of Grod."
The explicit working out of the systematic 

relation of forgiveness and punishment is another theme
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peculiar to the lectures and writings. Forgiveness is 
not, in the superficial sense, a cancelation of future 
consequences of past misdeeds; it is not an action of 
God which will alter the past. But in a deeper sense 
3aillie sees forgiveness as marking the end of punish
ment for past sins. The real punishment for sins is not 
the evil or hurtful consequences of past sin. In the 
light of forgive ss a man sees that:

The real punishment lay not in the sufferings them
selves, but in the alienation from God, and the 
frown of His wrath, of which they are inevitably 
and rightly taken as expressions.

Before the realization of forgiveness, suffering, which
is discernable as the consequence of sin, is divine
punishment. But after forgiveness suffering no longer
exists as punishment for sin.

If a manfs sins are forgiven, that is the end of
them; now the suff ring they have left as their 
legacy is simply part of his lot, a divine disci
pline perhe , but not a divine punishment.

Thus suffering after forgiveness, whatever its origin,
is to be understood as part of the human ; lion which
has been examined under the doctrine of providence.^

The Christian doctrine of sin and forgiveness have
been examined to show the way in which Baillie describes
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and addresses one side of human experience, the expe
rience of life gone wrong* Manfs responsibility for 
evil was demonstrated within the framework of his human 
experience* Vhen man is cognisant of his responsibility, 
he acquires a sense of his failure to live with others 
as he ought, he acq ires a "moral-fallure complex"*
The paradox of moralism paralyzes any attempt to correct 
the situation, and man is driven to see his failure on 
the religious plane as sin* But here he finds the firm 
offer of forgiveness awaiting his acceptance through 
repentance and confession* In short, the Christian mes
sage concerning sin is primarily and throughout, the 
Gospel of forgiveness* It is in this way that Baillie 
has addressed the human experience of life gone wrong*
We turn now to his preaching about the human experience 
of life as it should be, the human experience of the 
Grace of God*
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CHAPTER VI

THE DOCTRINE OP GRACE

Baillie introduces his formal treatment of the 
doctrine of grace by reminding his students that the 
subject might well come in at any point of the whole 
course; "it is a doctrine that pervades the treatment 
of all the other doctrines."^ Indeed, grace pervades 
all of human life* As ve have seen, Baillie believes 
"that the grace of God is continually touching every

2man, * * * But it is important that he should know it*" 
The knowledge that grace is active in one's life evokes 
a paradoxical conviction* In so far as man participates 
in life as it should be, he says vith Paul that it is 
"Not I, but the grace of God which is with me," (1 Corin
thians 15:10). It is well to see vhat grace means in 
terms of personal experience before passing on o an 
examination of the doctrine of the Incarnation, because 
the understanding of this paradox in our own lives is

^"The Doctrine of Grace" (Book 9), p* 1 * 
^Supra* p. 333*



the experiential ground from which we can begin to see
the full significance of the Incarnation*

This paradox in its fragmentary form in our own 
Christian lives is a reflection of that perfect 
union of God and man in the Incarnation on which 
our whole Christian life depends, and may there- 1 
fore be our best clue to the understanding of it*

Vh&t then is the grace of God which is partially
reflected in our lives? The word "grace” has been used
so often as the last word to describe the Christian
life, that to many it has come to mean little more than
a final theological retreat. The problem for the
preaching of the doctrine is fundamentally making this
theological word come alive as a description of the
experience of God at work in human life* The problem
is summed up by Baillie in one of the sermons where he
preachest

The word 'grace9 sounds mysterious * * just a 
bit of antiquated theological jargon* 'The grace 
of God'-—what does it mean? And what has it got 
to do with the life of a practical hard-headed man 
or woman in this modern world?

The general problem for preaching the doctrine is that
it be presented in a manner which can be practically
understood, because (as ve shall see) the activity of
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grace is only consciously experienced if it is recog
nized and known to be the grace of God. That is why 
the doctrine must be preached. In specific detail, our 
examination will show the way in which the sermons (1 ) 
pin-point and clarify misconceptions of grace, and (2 ) 
preserve the tension between the prevenience of grace 
and human responsibility. The latter may also be 
viewed as the problem of preaching about the all per
vasive grace of God and its relation to the free will 
of man.

The Doctrine Preached

Baillie sees the main obstacle to the recog
nition of grace at work in hunan life, the misconcep
tion of grace as an impersonal force, a wholly myster
ious magical power or quasi-material substance vhich is 
poured into the human soul. In a sermon preached at 
Cambridge University he summarizes this misconception 
and Aoints the way to a truer understanding.

Grace must not be conceived as anything like an 
impersonal force or substance or quantity, imping
ing upon the human soul or poured into it, but 
wholly as a personal relationship. .It is God's 
gracious personal influence on men.
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Noting the contribution of Christian thinkers on the 
matter, Baillie cites the following examples to 
illustrate the point. Professor N. P. Williams counters 
the age-long impersonalistic misconceptions by going 
to "great lengths in maintaining that the work of grace 
is nothing other than the direct personal action of the 
Holy Spirit upon the human h e a r t . J o h n  Oman speaks 
"of the grace of God as a 'gracious personal relation
ship1 on the analogy of the relation between a father

2and his child." Baillie makes use of Professor Leonard 
Hodgson's apt illustrations of misconceived grace and 
notes his responses

He warns us against conceiving of grace as something 
detachable from God's living personal activity, like 
the medicine which helps & patient between the 
doctor's visits; or something magical, like the love- 
potions by which a lover sought to influence a girl 
to love him; or something mechanical, like an elec
tric current transmitted through a cable. As 
against all those utterly false conceptions, he re
minds us that the grace we receive in the Sacrament 
is the power that comes into human life through per
sonal communion with a person.

^Ibid. Prom N. P. Williams, The Grace of God 
(Londons Longmans, Green and Co., 19361 p. 110.

2Ibid. Prom John Oman, Grace and Personality 
(Londons Collins Clear-Type Press, 1962), pp. i5-831

3Ibid.. p. 161. Prom Leonard Hodgson, Kssays 
in Christian Philosophy (Londons Longmans, Green & Co., 
1950), pp. 49-51•



Preaching as he is in Anglican surroundings, Baillie is
glad to quote one more Anglican divines

Dr* Oscar H&rdm&nn tells us that grace 'is not a 
commodity which is conveyed into man's being for 
the healing and rehabilitation of his nature\ but 
is the power of the Personality of the Creator 
working upon the personality of each of His crea
tures by the means which we commonly describe as 
personal influence.'

Thus, in a few short paragraphs, the illustrative thoughts
of four theologians h ve been sumiaoned to define and
clarify what is meant by the word grace) it means &
"gracious personal relationship", a gracious personal
influence*

It is worth noting that Baillie, though dealing 
in conceptual terms, uses thought categories which were 
congenial to the contemporary tradition of his listeners* 
When preaching on the doctrine of grace in an Anglican 
community, three of the four authorities cited could 
claim the theological allegiance of the congregation*
Even the one Presbyterian, John Oman, vas the late 
Prin ipal of Westminster College in the University in 
which the sermon vas preached! It is not insignificant ’ 
to note that the sermon was preached in a language which

 ̂Ibid* From Oscar H&rdmann, The Christian JJoc- 
trine of Grace (Londons The Unicorn ^ress, 193 Y J f" 
p. 9$.
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reflected a conceptual frame of reference shared by the 
congregation.

Bearing in mind the primary unerstanding of 
grace as a personal relationship, it is possible to see 
the meaning of the preventence of grace. That which, on 
the experiential level is the recognition that the love 
of Cod comes before and awakens the human ret. • e of 
lo r n trust (on l analogy of a father’s love which 
precedes and awakens a response of trust in a child), 
Baillie sees as a re-eiergent emphasis in the way 
th eologians speak of gr ce., He notes that "this is one 
of the rediscoveries o our tis , . . . that the essence 
of the Gospel lie. in God seeking us before we seek 
him. " 1 The ser .,-n continues with illustrations of 
this emphasis from various theological quarters. Draw
ing on t e authority of Claude Montefiore, (whose re
search h >d been largely devoted to th© quo tion of the 
originality of Jesus* mess? -p-*) Iaillie singles out "tie 
conception of God actually going out in quest of sinful

1"God Carrying His People," Out of N&sarolh.
p* 13.

2Claude Montefiore, The Religious Teachings of 
Jesus. (London* Macmillan & (?o., Ium".’, 1 ̂ 1 0 ), HLec
ture IV," n.b., p. 98.
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men who were not seeking Him but were turned away from 
Him,” as a unique feature of the Gospel, a uniquely 
Christian conception of the manner in which God is re
lated to manj

Baillie describes the prevenient action of grace 
in another way in a sermon which seeks to re-vitalize 
an old theological concept; the doctrine of imputed 
righteousness. The sermon draws to a close with a 
summary statement of the doctrine*

Here are we, created to be good men and women, 
and yet far from it, with poor imperfect characters* 
But there is God. It is He that created us for 
Himself, with His laws in our hearts that we might 
keep them, ills image in our souls, th t we might 
realize it and grow like it. And yet He still 
wants us for Himself, He still offers himself for 
our portion. We are unrighteous, but he is right
eous* and He offers all that to us in His infinite 
love, as it is revealed in Jesus Christ. When we 
understand that, then somehow we are raised above 
all our past failures, we can lose ourselves in the 
ocean of his love, we can sink our unworthy selves 
in the ocean of His righteousness. And then we can 
begin again, without discouragement and despair, 
to do Godfs will on earth. • • • That is something 
like what our forefathers meant when they spoke of 
the doctrine of imputed righteousness*

Three points are to be noted from this quotation.

** "God Carrying His People,” p* 14*
"The Doctrine of Imputed Righteousness,” 

2 Cor. 5*21 (406) 1926, 1937, pp. 11-12.
2



The first two sentences, which are a summary of the 
doctrine of man created in the image of God (which is 
preserved) yet fallen, are followed by the statement 
that God is ever active in offering His righteousness. 
Man's resistance against the activity of grace through 
the Fall has not stopped the prevenient and persistent 
offering activity of God toward man. In this sense 
grace, the offering of God's love as a personal influence 
on man, is irresistible* Grace does not impinge upon 
human freedoms it is a persistent offer* The second 
point follows from the first* in so far as man seeks 
to live life as God intends it to be lived free from 
discouragement and unresolved despair, it is essential 
that he undersland that the offer is continually being 
made; consciousness of the offer and acceptance of it 
are pre-requisites of the liberating experience of 
beginning again after each failure.

The third point is a minor criticism of Baillie's 
inco latency with regard to the history of theological 
emphases* In the previous sermon he noted that the 
idea of God continually seeking out sinful men was re
emphasized relatively recently in theological circles. 
Whereas, in the present sermon the same theme (within 
the context of the doctrine of imputed righteousness) is 
said to be a vital part of the religious understanding
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of "people of a half a century ago."^
The experience which is explained by the con

cept of the continually active offer of Godfs love to 
man introduces the sermon. Speaking of the meaning of 
Imputed righteousness in the life of men and women who 
were conscious of it, Baillie preachest

Tou would find Christian people rejoicing and 
finding peace and strength in the thought that 
what they depended on was not their own righteous
ness, but the righteousness of Christ or the 
righteousness of God.

But as the exx rience of joy and strength must be con
scious to be meaningful, the action of imputed righteous
ness in the heart of man is manifest by the conscious 
turning of the mind toward the source of righteousness. 
The sermon concludes}

Perhaps I might sum up its whole practical 
meaning in this way: Never think of yourself with
out thinking of God too. Xoufve got to turn your 
eyes inward upon yourself, think of your own soul, 
your own character. But never do that without 
thinking of God too— the God and Father of our *
Lord Jesus Christ, his righteousness and His love."

It will be noted that the joy and strength is 
both awakened by the knowledge of the offer of righteous
ness and contingent upon the conscious turning toward it.
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There is that within man himself which responds to lor# 
(i.e. the image of God), the action of grace does not 
merely impinge upon and alter the will of man sirapliciter. 
Man responds to grace by virtue of what he is.

Turning to the manner of presentation, we can 
see that the sermon began with a description of humanly 
discernable experience. It was upon this ground that 
the doctrinal explanation was given. The concluding 
sentences again returned to the experiential frame of 
reference to ddress the experience of joy, by pointing 
to the necessity of looking beyond the self.

It is most relevant to everyday living to look 
beyond oneself when thinking of what good there may be 
exhibited in one's life. The conviction that one's 
goodness is not one's own provides the foundation for 
genuine humility and charity. Baillie sees these two 
characteristics of life as it should be illuminated by 
the understanding of grace as that which is wholly 
undeserved. Preaching on the difference this under
standing makes, he saysi

When we begin to take ourselves seriously and to 
aim at high things— it is so easy then to become 
conceited and self-complacent about it. That is 
always one of the dangers of the religious life.
But . . .  when we remember that whatever good is 
in us we owe to God's grace and mercy, then we say, 
"Not I, but the grace of God which is with me,M
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and vith all our aspirations. That keeps us 
humble.

Baillie notes the common connection between self- 
righteousness and contempt for others reflected in the 
Psalms*

Some of those Hebrew psalmists when they professed 
their own righteousness toward God, spoke bitterly 
and contemptuously of th* wicked; for these two 
things go together. But the Christian has to be 
charitable towards all when he remembers his own 
unworthiness

On the surface of things, personal goodness does not, in 
and of itself, call for humility. Uninformed goodness 
turns into self—complacent pride and thus negates itself. 
Goodness is preserved when it is informed by the doctrine 
of undeserved grace. Experience bears witness to the 
fact that the awareness of goodness in oneself makes 
one intolerant of those who fall below one's own stan
dard. This intolerance and contempt for others negates 
the good. Here too, goodness is preserved when it is 
informed by the doctrine of grace undeserved.

It has already been shown that naan has & part 
to play in the response to grace. This is not to be 
misunderstood as God doing His part and man doing his.

1 "Two Saints Contrasted," Psalm 18*20, Titus 
3*5 (243) 1921, 1927, pp. 10-11.
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Maxi's part (in so far as it can bo abstracted as such)
is but the result of what he is by virtue of his creation
and the action of the personal influence of love, i.e.
grace. But from the individual perspective it is
difficult to distinguish man's part from sheer personal
volition. But grace must always be spoken of in terms
of its corporate dimension. Grace is that which draws
men ou, of themselves into fellowship with fellowm&n.
It is meaningless if understood as an individually
received gift. Man's part in accepting the gift of grace
is bound up with accepting it as it is mediated through
his fellovmen and shared with them. Baillie usually
makes this clear, as in one sermon where he preaches}

Xou can never get much of vhe grace of God if you 
try to keep it all to yourself. But the more you 
give of it, the more you will keep; and in a life 
of generous faith.and love your soul will grow into 
health and peace.

However, in another sermon he fails to bring in the cor
porate dimension and as a result conveys the impression 
thai the acceptance of grace is merely a matter of 
individual volition. In a sermon entitled "Religious
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Revival" Baillie makes a statement about grace as being
prevenient and ever outreaching:

Remember God is here, Ile is waiting to be gracious 
to us. It is we that are keeping him waiting.
His hands are stretched out to us, if only we would 
stretch out our hands to Him, and accept what He 
can-give us, and ask Him what he would have us 
do.

But the tension between the prevenient action of grace
calling forth acceptance and the part of man's response
within this context is lost at the end of the sermon
where acceptance degenerates into a purely individual
act of the will.

All that depends so much on ourselves individually. 
There is one little world for which you have to 
decide, whoever^you are; the world of your own 
heart and life.

Two things are to be noticed here. Baillie has 
stated a true aspect of the way in which grace becomes 
a conscious part of a man's life, vis, through the 
conscious act of his free will. This side of the truth 
must always be preserved if the idea of grace as a fate
ful force which impinges upon man in violation of his 
freedom is to be avoided. But, on the other hand, by
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placing a strong emphasis on the decision as an 
individual natter, indeed calling for a self-centered 
decision, Baillie has all but negated the Christian 
idea that such a decision depends on the grace of God 
vhich is an active personal influence. And furthermore, 
upon an examination of Christian experience, it is 
patently false to view a decision to accept the grace 
of God as a purely individual matter. As ve have seen 
Baillie say on frequent occasions, the love of God and 
the love of i llowmeu cannot be separated. This works 
tvo ways. The action of God's love toward any particu
lar individual is mediated through the love of another; 
the action of God's love, or grace as a personal re
lationship, is mediated through the community. One's 
decision of acceptance is inevitably due in part to 
the gracious influence of God made manifest in the 
lives of one's fellowmen.

The prevenient and pervasive and personal in
flux 01 grace in all man's goodness and moral decisions 
and acts of acceptance is, however, the dominant em
phasis in Baillie's preaching. The tension between the 
action of divine grace and the responsibility of human 
free will is less often weakened on the side of 
individualistic Pelagianism, than it is preserved by a
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form of synergism. Here are a few lines from a typical 
sermon on grace which stand in striking contrast to the 
last sermon examined. Speaking of the nature of effec
tive influences for change and decision for good in a 
man's heart, Baillie, preaching on Romans 5x20, says:

The human heart can never be changed by command
ments.
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Paul found out that the right way to conquer 
sin is not just to suppress and squash it, but to 
outdo it and rise above it; not the negative way 
of just trying to stem its tide, but the positive 
way of bringing in a stronger tide that swallows 
it up and carries you far beyond it. . . .  "Where 
sin abounded, grace did much more abound." . . .
It all depended on the doctrine of Christ's gospel, 
that God loves us all even before we have done any
thing to deserve it. It was the realisation of that 
that made all the difference to Paul, and s^t him 
free. And that was what he meant by grace.

Man has a conscious part to play in living life as God
intends it to be lived, but man's part cannot be viewed
as an isolated act of the individual's will apart from
the influence of the grace of God. These two sides
cannot be abstracted from one another in experience.
Baillie consistently sees the prevenient grace of God
active in the moral realm whenever man's actions are good.
This is a usistent emphasis in the sermons throughout

^Grace did much more abound," Rom. 5x20 (308), 
1922-47, pp. 13-15.



Baillie9a preaching career*
Professor N* II* G* Bobiason, in a perceptive 

evaluation of Baillie9a thought, makes the observation 
(concerning the development of Baillie9a thought) thats 
"it is difficult to deny that the centre of gravity in 
the moral realm has moved from the moral endurance of 
man to the prevenient grace of God.M At this point, 
Professor Bobinson ia not entirely fair to Baillie* The 
sermon we have just quoted was first preached in 1922 
(before the wilting of Paith in God upon which part of 
Bobinson9s argument is baaed), then in 1927, 1932 and 
1947* Baillie9a consistent emphasis upon the active 
influence of prevenient grace at t center of the moral 
realm is illustrated by this sermon which spans Baillie9#
preaching career* Baillie speaks much abou£ morality,

^ 0but it is„the human question raised by morality when it 
is confronted and paralysed by the paradox of moralism 
that he is referring* This paradoxical experience is 
part of the personal influence of grace which can lead 
man to realise the liberating experience described by 
the central paradox of the Christian faith, the paradox



The tension between the activity of grace and 
tho responsibility of human freedom is preserved by a 
form of syner ism. This is true with one important 
qualification. In the teachings of Melanchthon (with 
whom the term is first associated) the human will can 
be active and co-operative with the grace of tod.
Mela ichthon avoided .he charge of Pelagianism by 
insisting thut the primary cause of the activity of 
the will in accepting grace, was grace itself or the 
work of the Holy bpirii. 1 Thus far, Baillie^ thought 
parallels that of Melanchthon. ike important qualifi
cation rests in ik i H i e 1© understanding of grace as a 
personal relatio nship, a gracious influence on the will, 
on the analogy of the relationship of a father to his 
child, (cf. John Oman), not the somewhat impersonalistic 
concept grace which dominated the theological scene 
at the time of Lhe Reformation.

The last sermon to be examined brings together 
the themes covered under the doctrines of man, sin and 
forgiveness, and grace. Here, the experience of life
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gone wrjng is paralleled by the experience of life 
as it should be. It is to be noted in advance that 
these two experiences are not isolated from each other 
in two different types of people; both, in varying 
degrees of intensity and consciousness, are part of 
the common human experience. The purpose of the ser
mon is to show that life as it should be is realized 
in so far as man consciously experiences a gracious 
personal relationship with God. The text of the ser
mon is the classic reflection of this experiences "Not 
I, but the grace of God which was with me," (1 Corin
thians 1 5 *1 0 ).

Baillie speaks of the self-centeredness, by 
which men protect themselves and consequently cut them
selves off from the fullness of life, as the "armour 
of pride" or the "afmour of conceit". He lists several 
examples of concrete experience which illustrate the 
self-defeating inadequacy of this kind of armour.

or example, there are people who learn very 
little as they go about the world because they are 
too proud to admit that they don't know. I dare 
say most of us are tempted in that direction. We 
are rn*times too proud to ask questions. Children 
will always ask them, but we outgrow that, and ve 
pretend to know, and so we don't learn anything 
like as much as we might. The armour of pride keeps 
us from learning.
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Again, it keeps us from apprehending nev 
truth, even in the deepest things* A great many 
minds are prejudiced against anything nev and un
familiar in religion, any nev truth that sounds a 
little bit unorthodox or upsetting. And very often 
that is just the same armour of complacence and 
conceit— ve won’t believe we were wrong, ve won’t 
stretch our minds to consider anything new. In 
that way we often keep truth away from our minds, 
and it isn't good for us.

But above all, the armour of conceit keeps us 
away from becoming better men and women. It keeps 
away the grace of God; grace and pride simply don't 
go together. The Bible tells us that 'God resist- 
eth the proud, but giveth grace unto the humble*. 
Pride saves us no doubt from many humbling expe
riences, but thereby it keeps us from all moral 
and spiritual blessings.

The failure to rise abore the tendency to be self-
centered and proud is not something which can be blamed
on outside forces, it is a failure which ve perpetrate
ourselves.

In our Christian religion ve talk a great deal 
about contrition and repentance and forgiveness 
and new beginnings; but very often w^ don’t really 
give ourselves to these experiences.

The failure to participate actively in the life of grace
is a failure for which only ve are responsible. The
reason this course of action is easily discerniblei

Ve are too proud. Ve don't want to be rebuked. Ve 
are not going to have ourselves continually upset.

*MPride and the Grace of God,” Out of Nazareth
pp. 57-58.

"Ibid.. p. 58.
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As we go about this world we woulO receive a good 
many hard knocks, and often find ourselves in the 
wrong, and frequently be made ashamed and have to 
acknowledge our shortcomings— if ve vere to allov 
ourselves to be touched and wounded in that way*
But very often we won't. Ve are too proud. Ve 
encase ourselves in the armour of pride— we will 
see our neighbour's faults but not our own. That 
saves us the pains of penitence. But at a terrible 
cost. For it keeps us time after time from making 
a new start. It keeps us from turning our back on 
the past and becoming better men and women. It is 
not a good thing to keep ourselves safely encased 
in the armour of conceit.

But this life-negating state of affairs is not 
the way life is meant to be. tolien Paul, by the action 
of his own free will, began to focus his attention be
yond his own character and achievements, when he began 
to think more about God than about himself, his very 
character and achievements took on new greatness and 
freedom. In retrospect he was constrained to say that 
the other-directed freedom he now knew was not something 
for which he could claim credit. Vithout abrogating 
his responsibility for his failures, he was constrained 
to say that the new dimension of his life was "Not I, 
but die grace of God which was with roe,” This same 
experience is a living reality in so far as we know or 
see in others, a life which is at once both humble and 
confident.

11bid.. pp. 53-59.
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Here is a man faced with big responsibilities,
& difficult enterprise, which seems beyond his 
powers of mind and will. He tackles it, without 
undue worry* He makes mistakes, perhaps big ones* 
But that does not make him give up* Why not? * * * 
He will see his mistakes* He will admit them and 
regret them* But he won't give up because of them* 
He won't be wounded unto death* He has an armour 
to save him from that— not the armour of conceit, 
but the armour of the grace of God. • • • And in 
the long run he will prove equal to his responsi
bilities, and yet he won't be conceited about it, 
because it is, 'Hot I, but the grace of God'.

Again * • • here is a man who time after time, 
every week that he lives, every day that he lives, 
acknowledges and confesses his sins* Isn't it a 
wonder that he doesn't give up the business of 
Christian living altogether? He would if he had 
nothing bo 'or for his defence than the armour of 
conceit* Me  armour couldn't stand it, and a
man would soon, with the.bitterness of fallen pride, 
give it up as a bad job.

In the light of these real experiences of failure within 
the life of faith, how is it possiole to consciously 
participate in life as it should be, life which is, at 
least in part, an expression of love for God and one's 
fellowman? But men do go on living noble lives in spite 
of their failures, and this is the answer to the ques
tion raised by their failures

Think of God— His will disobeyed, Hie love wounded, 
and nevertheless His grace still waiting for you, 
ready to accept you again* Think of Him*

That is the one thing that always makes it 
worthwhile to go on, to begin again, to rise up 
out of penitence into new hope, because God is

11bid* * pp. 59-60.



willing to forgive you, uad the great reality 
with vhich you have to do is not just yourself, 
your character, your merits— not you, but the 
grace of God*

This is a way Christians describe and explain 
their experience of life as it should be* Baillie vievs 
it as a fitting description (from his ovn Christian 
perspective) of the life of any man, in so far as his 
life exhibits effective and loving fellowship with God 
and man t

I am sure that the really practical people, the 
really effective people, the really enviable 
people, are the people who have exchanged the 
armour of self-righteousness for the armour of 
the grace of God*

The sermon has proclaimed the good news of God's 
prevenient and co-operative grace, it has dealt with 
divine realities* let, throughout, the language of the 
sermon reflected the human experience of these realities 
The sermon has also been a demonstration of the way in 
vhich a theological concept, grace, can be translated 
into the language of human experience*

The Doctrine Preached and the Doctrine Taught

In the lectures and writings, as in the sermons, 
Baillie vievs the central problem as Mthe relation of
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the all-pervasive grace of God to the free will of
tnan,11̂ His formal treatment of the doctrine is a
working out and clarification of this relationship* At
the root of the problem is the misleading conception of
grace as "some kind of impersonal force that comes
into people from the outside and makes them do things

2th t their own free will would never make them do*” 
Baillie1s subsequent re-statement of the doctrine of 
grace as a personal relationship and influence follows 
the same outline and sources as in the first sermon 
examined* He prefaces this re-statement with & detailed 
study of the Biblical concept and the Patristic and 
Reformation development of the doctrine which is largely 
absent from the sermons* The exception to this being 
the frequent mention of Paul in the sermons and the way 
he spoke of grace* Ve shall first examine the lecture 
material which is not paralleled in the sermons in 
order to understand the background for Baillie9s emphasis 
upon grace as a personal relationship and influence in 
both the sermons and the published works*
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Baillie writes that the emphasis on grace as a 
personal influence is "fundamentally a return to the 
New Testament conception, or perhaps an extension or 
development of it*"^ And the New Testament conception 
is indebted to Old Testament teachings and extra— 
Biblical ideas of supernatural powers which play a 
part in human affairs, e.g. the idea of mana which is 
common to many primitive religions* However, the line 
between sheer magic and religion is somewhat obscure 
in most of these primitive concepts* "The trouble," 
Baillie writes, "is perhaps that even in * * * Christ
ian thought, grace has continued to be thought of too

2much in that quasi-material way." The Old Testament 
writers use related words to speak of favor bestowed 
by God or men on other men; a gift given in return for 
a deed done, a reward for virtue* Therefore, in a 
sense, "there doesn't really seem to be much prepara
tion in the Old Testament for the specifically 
Christian, or New Testament, or Pauline use of 'grace',^ 
that is prevenient, outreaching and undeserved*

*1Theology of the Sacraments* p. 52.
2
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In the Nev Testament "grace" (charis) has
become a technical Christian term vhich "seems to mean
fundamentally the free unmerited love of God in Christ
to sinful undeserving men," This is especially true
in the Pauline vritings.

One of the fundamental things vhich Paul discovered 
in becoming a Christian, and vhich pervades and 
explains his vhole conception of Christianity, his 
vhole theological system vas just this: that
God's love to men does not depend on their deserv
ing it.

Paul had no idea of a "semi-material or semi-magical 
impersonal force" in mind. There vas something in
tensely personal about the kind of grace he spoke of, 
Baillie concludes the section on the Biblical under
standing of grace by quoting Leonard Hodgson*, "St,
Paul vent to the heart of the doctrine of grace vhen 
he said, 'The love of God constraineth us'."

The development of the concept in Tertullian 
sav the emergence of an impersonal, mechanistic abstrac
tion, The Pauline antitheses betveen vorks or lav and 
grace became replaced by the antithesis betveen nature 
and grace. Grace is vieved as an outside force vhich 
impinges upon a human nature vhich is totally alien

1 Essays in Christian Philosophy, p. 51 •
2
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and opposed to it. Hence the danger of negating human 
freedom to the point where the activity of grace be
comes mechanistic, impersonal and sub-ethical.^

There is one basic criticism which Baillie 
levels at the development of the concept of grace.
It can be traced from his treatment of the Fathers 
right through the Reformation. Throughout he sees the 
abstraction of grace from nature as a misconceived 
interpretation of Christian doctrine.

Augustine1s view of grace is criticized on the 
grounds that his doctrine of original sin leaves no 
room for any natural ground in man with which grace 
can co-operate. The only way grace becomes realized 
is through its forcible alteration of man's created 
(and utterly fallen) nature. Felagius* counter to 
Augustine is but one of many subsequent reactions in 
the interests of human freedom and ethical integrity. 
The Pelagian abandonment of original sin reduced grace 
to a mere moral influence for which man could claim 
full credit when he chose to do good. Baillie cannot 
be viewed as a Pelagian because Pelagius divorced free
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moral decision from grace.
Baillie does see the davning of a truer con

cept in the mediating semi-Pelagian position where 
man's nature is only impaired and grace is understood 
to work with it.^ But again, Baillie's view is not 
semi-Pelagian in that the latter position holds that 
"the first steps toward the Christian life were
ordinarily taken by the human will and the Grace super-

2vened only later." Furthermore, in all these positions 
in the Augustine-Pelagian controversies grace was 
abstracted from free will and moral decision, grace 
was abstracted as the antithesis of nature, grace was 
an external impersonal power.

The Reformers, especially Martin Luther,
"revived the New Testament idea of grace as the free

3forgiving love and kindness of God." But grace 
remains abstracted from nature. The Reformers looked 
at grace,

not as a supernatural power coming to make men 
morally good and thus worthy of heaven, but as 
a free justifying mercy, forgiving a man his sins 
through Christ and thus freely giving him heaven—

^Ibid.. p. 12.
2The Oxford Dictionary of the Christian 

Church, p. 1239.
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while moral sanctification is regarded as the 
result*

Justification is a gift of mercyv not on the basis 
of meritorious acts, but on the condition of faith 
alone* However, grace becomes active only afterwards 
in the process of sanctification* Therefore the 
initial act of faith is an act devoid of the co-opera
tion and influence of grace* Grace is related to 
faith only as an opposing force to human will* The 
Reformers retained something of the idea of grace as 
an external supernatural power which could determine 
the actions of a wholly alien human will* This is 
especially true in Calvin* To some extent in both 
Luther and Calvin, the whole process looks "very 
deterministic and unethical, as if man from start to 
finish were nothing more than clay in the hands of a 
potter*"2

Baillie makes only passing reference to 
Helanchthon* Although, as has been shown, his under
standing of the activity of grace has close affinities 
to that of the "Quiet Reformer".

Where Helanchthon reacted against sub-ethical
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determinism in Lutheranism, Arminius reacted against 
it in Calvin. Baillie has some doubts about the con
sistency of Arminianism as it came to be systematized, 
n.b, in the five articles of the "Remonstrance”, but 
he voices approval for the motives behind the reactions

It is at least an honest and high minded attempt 
to work out a theory of grace vhich will avoid 
the danger of making the whole business too 
necessitarian and mechanical, and leave room for 
human freedom and responsibility, and thus for 
the free preaching of the Gospel, the free offer 
of salvation.

In the concluding paragraph of the lecture on 
the historical development of the doctrine, Baillie 
notes that although the theological intricacies of 
the controversies may seem irrelevant to the immediate 
concerns of his students (the details of theological 
controversy never appeared in Baillie's preaching on 
grace), they are important as an indication of the 
fact thatI

whenever an extreme doctrine of omnipotent, 
irresistible grace is asserted over against com
plete human corruption and impotence, a reaction 
or revolt inevitable arises, because human free
dom and responsibility, ethical soundness and 
evangelical freeness, seem to be imperilled.

Baillie's practical concern is to preserve the freedom
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of the will and moral responsibility. The theological 
concept which has stood in the way of this concern 
throughout much of the history of Christian doctrine 
is the abstraction of grace from nature, the view that 
somehow man and the good that is in him (which is 
entirely the work of grace) can be separated into two 
abstract categories.

At the beginning of Baillie1s restatement of 
the doctrine he notes that the "Reformers claimed to 
be restoring the New Testament and Pauline idea of 
grace as simply the free forgiving love and mercy of 
God. But even that conception o&n be misused if people 
think of love as a detachable thing." But the love 
of God is not detachable from God Himself or from the 
object of his love. "After all, the love of God is 
just God loving us— a personal relationship and in
fluence."^

The remainder of Baillievs restatement of the 
doctrine of grace in terms of a personal relationship 
and influence is, as 1 have noted above, parallel to 
the presentation in the sermons. His use of the terms 
"prevenient", "irresistible", and "co-operative" are
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understood, less in the context of their historical 
origin than in the context of grace as a personal 
relationship whore grace is not abstracted from human 
nature.^ Although these technical terms did not 
appear in the sermons, (doubtless because of the 
historical associations which have rendered them mis- 
leading), the re-defined ideas were conveyed in lan
guage which reflected experience.

In his book on the sacraments, Baillie offers 
a homely illustration of the nature of the activity 
of grace. It is strange that this illustration does 
not appear in the sermons, for in spite of the 
inevitable inadequacies of all human analogies to con
vey fully the nature of God's actions, it succeeds in 
communicating many of the themes emphasised in Baillie1s 
understanding of the relation of grace to faith.

Let us imagine the case of a small child, a 
little boy, entrusted to the care of a nursery 
governess. When she arrives, the little fellow 
is taken into the room where she is, and left in 
her care. But she is strange to him, he does not 
trust her, but look distantly at this strange 
woman from the opposite corner of the room. She 
knows that she cannot do anything with him until 
she has won his confidenoe. She knows she has to 

> win it. The little boy cannot manufacture it,

11bid.. p. 20.
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cannot make himself trust the governess. His 
faith in her is something vhich he cannot create—  
only she can create it. And she knovs that she 
cannot create it by forcing it; she has to respect 
the personality of the child; and to try to take 
the citadel by storm vould be vorse than useless, 
and vould produce fear and distrust instead of 
confidence.

She sets about her task gently, using various 
means— vords9 gestures, and smiles, and perhaps 
gifts, all of vhich convey the kindness of her 
heart. Until at last the little fellov*s mistrust 
is melted avay, she has von his confidence, and 
ut his ovn free vill he responds to her advances 
and crosses the floor to sit on her knee, Nov 
that her graciousness, using all these means, has 
created his faith, she can carry on the good vork 
she has begun.

The dynamics of grace are veil illustrated 
by this siiaple analogy. Our faith in God, our turning 
toward Him and His graciousness in trust cannot be 
conceived as the function of a vill in isolation from 
its relationship to grace, Ve cannot create faith or 
do any right thing that is expected of us apart from 
the influence of that relationship. And yet, our act 
of acceptance and trust is not mechanistically deter- 
mined by an external coercive force; if it were it 
vould not be truly our response, Ve respond to the 
grace of God freely on the basis of who we are, men 
created vith a capacity to respond.

It is not insignificant that the analogy is 
based on human experience. It is on the reflection

^Theology of the Sacraments, pp. 53-54,



upon human relationships of trust and love and the 
consequent responses of uncoerced gratitude that the 
understanding of the Christian life is best realized*
It is on this basis that the language of preaching 
most adequately bears witness to the Gospel.

The illustration would have been a helpful 
one in the sermons for another reason. It would have 
helped to explain the nature of man's freedom. It 
has been shown in the examination of the sermons deal
ing with the doctrine of man, that Baillie makes the 
statement that man is free, in a sense a free individual, 
but in a truer sense free in so far as he is free in 
relationship to others and to God.^ It has also been 
shown that when Baillie preaches that human will can 
make a decision to u^ept grace without due emphasis 
upon the corporate and dependent dimension of that 
decision, the vital tension and relationship betveen 
grace and freedom vas lost. In the absence of an 
explicit explanation of the nature of the freedom of 
the will in the sermons it will be necessary to examine 
briefly Baillie's formal discussion of the matter.
After a review of tlu classical problems involved, he 
makes the following positive contribution.
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"Th* freedom of the human will does not mean 
sheer indetermination." Man is free when he acts 
according to his choice. But he chooses according to 
his nature. He himself is responsible for his actions 
because they spring from what he is in relation to the 
circumstances of the moment.^

But the moral demands which are thrust upon 
us by our relationships are not always met by a choice 
to act accordingly. The "freedom of the will which 
we all possess does not necessarily carry with it the 
ability do or be what we ought to do or be." We 
lack the ability to choose to act in accordance with 
the moral demands thrust upon us in so far as we are 
self-centered. And no amount of concentration upon 
one #s own character ’ 1 1 cure this morally paralyzing
self-centeredness. We are responsible for the failure 
to meet moral demands, because our inability to choose 
right is a function of part of what we are. It is 
only when this one part of human nature is exercised 
in isolation that we are not free to do what we ought 
to do. Tt is only when the moral consciousness is 
taken to be a purely subjective and individual matter

^"Philosophers and Theologians on the Freedom 
of the Will," Theology of the Sacraments, pp. 133*34.
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that we are paralyzed by the paradox of morality, i.e. 
the self-centered quest for goodness which defeats 
itself.^

But men are free and able to do what they 
ought because they are constituted in a dependent 
relaionship to God and their fellowmen. The saints 
have illuminated our understanding of the realization 
of good in their lives by speaking of it as the work
of the grace of God. (And as "the grace of God is con-

2tinually touching every man" , the ability to do good 
is a possibility in every man.) Therefore true free
dom, freedom to live as men ought to live, comes when 
morality is placed in its proper context, viz. its 
constituted dependence on that which is outside the 
self.

It appears to be true in a very plain and practical 
sense that a man is not really free to live as he 
ought to live until he xmsses beyond a self-con
tained morality into that relationship which the 
saints have described as dependence on the grace 
of God.

^Ibid.. pp. 134-36.
2,fBeyond Morality,1* p. 54. Also supra, 

pp. 333, 373.
3

\
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Thus Baillie concludes his treatment of the 
freedom of tie will; freedom which is defined, not 
merely u* th ability to do vhnt one chooses to do, 
but the ability to choose what is right and to act 
upon it# This kind of freedom is a human possibility, 
bectui o man, though fallen is created in the image of 
God, an image which is preserved, an image through 
which the grace of God acts as a personal influence 
upon the whole man#

And so we are brought back to the theme vhich 
dominates the sermons, the good news that informs 
human experience of the active presence of the grace 
of God# Preaching is itself a means of grace in that 
it may be used as a gracious influence to draw raen*s 
minds to the conscious acceptance of the grace of God 
which is with them#

The preacher9s message is not a message about 
mere morality; it is not a coercive catalogue of 
commandments# As Baillie preachedt "The human heart 
is never changed by c o m m a n d m e n t s # T h e  fragmentary 
goodness and love that is a part of experience can be 
informed and preserved by the knowledge and acceptance 
of grace as its root and source# This is rightfully
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the point of emphasis for preaching* Baillie writes
tht:t the relevance of the bermon on the Mount is not
its v..iue as an ethical ideal upon which men can mould
their lives. It is precisely for this reason th t it
is an impossible ethic for men to realize by dint of
sheer moral effort:

The main function of the* impossible ethic x- to 
drive us away from ourselves to God: and then
v .re grows that .eculiar kind of goodness which 
can never be achieved by mere moral endeavour, 
the Christian kind, which is all unconscious of 
itself and gives all the glory to God.

To stress the point, Baillie can even go as far as to
say that, "in a sense Christianity transcends morality
altogether and there is no such thing a Christian
ethic.’** it is not necessary to take this dictum as
an absolute rule for preaching, but it i$ clear where
the emphasis should be.

Moreover, tin? centrality of the paradox of 
frace to preaching and Christian experience is intensi
fied by the fact that it is the key to our understanding 
of the Incarnation. Theologically, it has been shown 
tint the paradox is based upon the understanding of 
what one does from what one is, morality from religion, 
human nature from grace. Baillie writes:
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It is false to this paradox to think of the 
area of God's action and the area of our action 
being delimited each by the other, and distin
guished from each other by a boundary, so that 
the more of God’s grace there is in an action, 
the leBs , it is my own personal action* • . . 
Whatever good there is in our lives and * ctlons 
(and it is but fragmentary) is ’all of G„df, 
and t was His before it was ours, was divine 
grace before it was human achievement, is indeed 

natter of God taking up our poor human nature 
into union with His own divine life, raking us 
more truly personals yet also more disposed to 
ascribe all to Him.

And so we end this chapter as it began in anticipation
of the nextt

This paradox in its fragmentary form in our own 
Christian lives is a reflection of that perfect 
union of God and man in the Incarnation on which 
our whole Christian life depends, and may there
fore be our best clue to the understanding of 
it.

1 1bid.. p. 117.
Ibid. and supra, p. 374*2



CHAPTER VII

THE DOCTRINE 0^ THE INCARNATION

The Incarnation is a theme present in all the 
sermons* This chanter and the next (on the Atonement) 
involve doctrines vhich are determinative for the 
vhole of the Christian message because words that 
describe the person and work of Jesus Christ are words 
that constitute the normative language of both 
Christian theology and preaching# Throughout the 
sermons human experience is measured and enlightened 
by the life and work of Jesus Christ# The present 
chapter is concerned with An examination of the doc
trine which attempts to describe the relationship be
tween the divine and the human as they meet in the 
person of Jesus Christ* It is concerned to show what 
is meant when ve say th t the Word of God vas Incarnate 
in Jesus of Nazareth#

The whole of Christian doctrine is "a story 
with a plot,’ a story vhich tells of the purpose and 
love of God reconciling man to Ilimself* The Incarnation 
is the central chapter* And this central chapter deals
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with a concrete historical event. The historicity 
of Jesus is an accepted essential throughout Baillie's 
preaching.

The central chapter, which is a clue to the whole 
plot, is firmly laid down upon the soil of earth 
in the land of Palestine; it tells of how the 
Word of God, through whom He made the worlds, 
became flesh, of how the son of God became man, 
lor man's redemption in Jesus Christ.'

Human experience is measured and enlightened by the 
historical life of a fully human man, Jesus of Naza
reth.

Baillie introduces his lectures on the Incar
nation by telling his students*

Somebody might object that surely the central doc
trine of theology is not the doctrine of Christ 
but the doctrine of God. Yes* but remember that 
the doctrine of the Incarnation is not only the 
doctrine of Christ but [also] the doctrine of 
God.

The doctrine of the Incarnation tells what kind of God
Christians believe in. From the same sermon quoted
above come these words* "Christianity is not merely
a story about Jesus. It is a story about God, about

3the works of God, about the purpose of God.’1

^"These are written that ye might believe," 
To Whom Shall We G o . p. 112.

"The Development of Christology," Lecture I
(Typescript), p. 1 .

3"These are written that ye might believe,"
p . 111 •



These two quotations from one sermon throw 
us immediately into the problem of preaching on the 
theological theme of the Incarnation. Are we dealing 
with the life and experience of a human bein called 
Jesus? The answer must be "yes". Are we attempting 
to ?ak at the same time about the work and purpose 
of God? Here again the answer is "yes’*. mese two 
sides are essential to the doctrine. The problem is 
to preach so that neither side is compromised or 
obscured by the other.

The first quotation has also given us a preview 
of the complexity of the problem with which the preacher 
has to deal. In order to preach about both sides, the 
human and the divine, Baillie takes great care to 
avoid misleading interpretations of the doctrine. It 
is not simply a matter of saying "God became man", 
bec this can imply some sort of metamorphosis or 
a succession of different modes of existence. This 
misinterpretation was rejected by the Church in the 
third century when it renounced the Modalistic Monarch- 
ianism of Sabellius. It is not simply a matter of say
ing "Jesus became God" by virtue of what he did or 
was on earth. This sort of Adopti&nism is also a mis
leading simplification of the problem. Baillie did
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not preach that God changed Himself into man by a 
process of giving up His divine attributes of omni
potence, omniscience etc* for a period of years. This 
he views as the oversimplification inherent in the 
Kenotic theories, Baillie is carefully explicit to 
say that it was the Word of God which became flesh, 
or that it was the Son of God which became man. It 
is necessary to make note of the care with which the 
sermons are phrased at the beginning of our exami tion 
in order to see that 1, presentation in the sermons 
is set against a background of careful theological 
study. We shall return to this background after the 
examination of the themes which emerge from the ser
mons •

The problem of preaching on the doctrine in
volves the full statement of both the humanity and the 
divinity of Christ, but the purpose of such preaching 
determines the nature of the problem even further.
The problem which has exercised much of traditional 
theology is the working out of how it was possible 
for the two natures to co-exist in one person. X^reach- 
ing, and indeed Baillie!s systematic presentation of 
the doctrine, has a different emphasis. The problem 
as he sees it is not so much the rational or meta-
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physical working out of the relationship and defini
tion of the two natures. The central problem is 
rather the explication of what it means to say that 
Jesus Christ is both fully human and fully divine. 
Baillie tells his students:

Even if we can't altogether answer the question 
how it is possible, we cannot refuse to tackle 
the question as to what it means. Vhat do we 
mean when we say that Jesus was both human and
divine, both God and man?

Baillie's treatment of the apparent opposites brought 
together by this doctrine has been anticipated in the 
previous chapter. The humanity and the divinity of 
Christ have meaning and can be understood, not as 
contradictory natures, but as the full expression of 
p paradox common to human experience, viz. the paradox 
of grace. Our task is now to examine th<. y in which 
Baillie presents the humanity of Christ and His 
divinity as the full expression of the very meaning 
of Christian life, which insofar as it is realized, 
is met by the conviction that it is "Not I, bu the 
grace of God which is with me".

The Doctrine Preached 

A major emphasis in the sermons which deals

41 5

1"The Doctrine of the Incarnation," Lecture
X (Book II) p. 8.
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specifically with the Incarnation is the forthright 
assertion of Christ’s humanity. His historicity is 
never questioned, but Baillie goes even further to 
describe the humanity of the historical Jesus as 
being, not just the Man, but also a man among men.

In the moral realm, Jesus’ questions and
battles are viewed as genuine in the fully human
sense. Speaking of the temptation in the wilderness
Baillie preaches:

Everybody knows the story in the Gospels of 
Christ's temptation by the devil in the wilder
ness, but do people realize that it was a real 
temptation? I mean, that it was a real allure
ment against which he had to fight, and that 
throughout his life he had these fight?with 1
temptation as all men have, and that it was hard.

Taking the mythological element out of^ story, Baillie
speaks of Jesus’ temptation as a concrete experience:

Suppose the whole story means that at the begin
ning of his ministry Jesus has to wrestle with 
the temptation to gain popularity and victory by 
quick methods which were not God’s methods . . .  
what a living story it becomes. For we see it 
was a real temptation like our own temptations: 
not a matter of seeing the Tempter in flesh and 
blood, and knowing he was the Tempter, and turning 
him easily away, but rather a matter of fighting 
against a very plausible temptation, that looked 
like good though it was evil. That was what Jes^s 
had to do, and of course it cost him a struggle.

^"Jesus an Temptation," Hebrews 4:1 5 (287), 
1922-32, pp. 2-3.

‘“Ibid. . p. 5.



Victory in the struggle against temptation is com
pletely realized only in the Incarnation, but Baillie 
stresses the point that this is a possibility, be it 
in a fragmentary way, for all men. The sermon con
cludes: "You can always fight against it. . . .
•Blessed is the man that endureth temptation*— that 
makes all the difference in the w o r l d . m e  point 
for our present purpose is to see that Jesus is pre
sented in the sermon as a man who was subject to ^e 
same intensity of temptation, doubt and struggle as 
are all men.

In his religious life, Jesus is spoken of as 
a man among men. He was not continually thinking 
"religious" thoughts as he went about his work. Speak
ing about the misconstrued idea of the religious life 
as being a life where one's thoughts are continually 
focused on religious subjects to the neglect of the 
business at hand, Baillie preaches: "Jesus Christ
had His mission to ci ry out amid the dust and toil
of those towns of Galiliej and even He couldn't be

2directly thinking of religion all the time." When

11_bid., p .  11 .
^"The Religious Life," Out of Nazareth, p. 117.
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the sermon deals with Jesus* physical humanity, Baillie 
hastens to add a word about his spiritual humanity 
too:

He needed rest and sleep for his body, but he needed 
something else too. He needed spiritual refresh
ment for His soul, and He could only get it in 
solitary prayer. And so we have to picture Him 
yonder on the hillside under the waning starlight 
and the first streaks of dawn, when no one else 
was abroad, throwing His soul open ty bne influen
ces of God in meditation and prayer.

The fact that Jesus prayed to God is frequently 
mentioned in the sermons. The humanity of Jesus* 
spiritual life is not obscured by his divinity. Jesus' 
relationship to God is couoxstently treated as one of 
filial dependency. Jesus, even in the heart of his 
spiritual life, is spoken of as being subordinate to 
God and dependent upon the Father.

The faith which Jesus experienced is spoken
of as the same kind of faith as that which was intended
for all men. Concluding a sermon on the entry into
Jerusalem, Baillie preaches that Jesus was

risking everything for God, trusting utterly in 
God— it was what He had always taught men to do, 
whenever he spoke of faith; and no^ in the last 
terrible crisis He did it Himself.

^ $ P» 116.
^"The Weeping Kings," Out of Nazareth, p. 102.
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Jesus* spiritual relationship to God was the same 
sort of relationship w ich all men can have with Him.
It was a relationship of dependent faith.

The mighty works, the healing which Jesus 
did, are treated not so much as His works but as God 
wording through the faith of men, in particular through 
the fafih of Jesus Christ. In an Easter sermon the 
resurrection is presented in the same way, i.e. as 
God*s answer to human faith.

It is notable that the New Testament nearly 
always speaks of the resurrection, not as something 
that Jesus did, but rs something that God did for 
Jesus. Time after time that is what we find! not 
that Jesus rose from the dead, but that God raised 
Him from the dead. God brought Him through the 
crisis of death, God gave Him the victory. That 
is the Easter message of the New Testament. Now 
you may indeed feel puzzled and perplexed as to 
what it was that actually happened on the first 
Easter morning. I do not blame anybody for that, 
and I do not wonder at it. It is plain from the 
stories that what happened was not something that 
can be described quite easi iy and coherently in 
ordinary perceptual language. _ Quite plainly it 
was not simply the story of a dead body being re
animated and coming back to life, to walk about 
among men as before, as if it had never died. It 
was something muca more supernatural than that.
But if you ask me what exactly happened, in terms 
of our ordinary ear hly experience I can’t answer 
you. I can only describe it as the victory of God 
in Jesus Christ. Jesus did the will of God. He 
set His face steadfastly to go to Jerusalem, He 
became obedient even unto death, yes, the death 
of the Cross, absolutely trusting God. And God 
did not betray His trust. God saw Him through.
God raised Him from the dead. God gave Him the 
victory. It is the story of something that 
happened, something God did. It is a past indicative.
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But it is also a present indicative. It is 
the story of something that God does, of the vic
tory that God always gives to those who trust Him. 
. . .  There is in the world a fellowship of men 
and women called the Church of Jesus Christ, and 
with all its failures and imperfections it bears 
witness to this as the one true secret of life, 
the story of Him who "reigns from the tree", who 
liveth and was dead and is alive for evermore: 
the Gospel of the Lordship of Jesus and the Vic
tory of God.

Even in the resurrection the full humanity of Jesus 
is not compromised. The mighty act which falls at 
the center of Christianity is the act of God working 
through human faith, and pre-eminently through the 
faith of the man Jesus.

God and Jesus are never confused in the ser
mons. Jesus was an historical human figure, a man 
among men. Yet it is always to Jesus that Christians 
turn when they think of God. Quoting John 1:18 
Baillie preaches:

•No man has ever seen God; but the only begotten 
Son, who is in the bo.^om of the Father, he has 
declared (or interpreted Him) . 1 There John is 
referring to a plain fact of history, a thing 
which (as he says) men's eyes had beheld and 
their hands had handled— a human life which had 
been lived among men, the life of Jesus of Naza
reth.

That is what we Christians always come back 
to— God is a great mystery, and our minds flounder 
about in thought and prayer, not knowing how to 
conceive or realize Him, tossed about by perplexed

1"Easter Dâ  Sermon," Romans 10:9 (716), 
1944, pp. 8-9.
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uaa shifting Lions* But then we bring
our minds back to Jesus Christ, how lie spoke of 
bod, how He prayed to God, how wherever d# vent 
He helped men to believe in the God He believed 
in, and Hie very presence made oen see what God 
was really like, until.their deepest instincts 
told them it was true*

The questioner may ask, "If faith in God is the
important tiling, why do Christians always 4”rn to Jesus
when they talk about God? In what sense is it necessary
to talk about the divinity of Christ? More central
still, what does it mean to say th: t Jesus Christ is
both human and divine? 11

Questions such as these were addressed by 
Baillie on frequent occasions, however, in one un
published sermon the themes upon which the whole of 
Baillie's Christology turns are brought together* The 
sermon, entitled "The Divinity of Christ", was preached 
in Cardiff on April 14, 1935* Baillie begins by voic
ing questions which he believes are in the minds of 
many an honest yet d tbting Christians

"Isn't it enough to believe in God as our Father 
and in Jesus as oui supreme Teacher and Leader?
Isn't it enough to say that Jesus can tell us more 
about God than anybody else, because he went fur
ther than anybody else in the knowledge of God?
* * * He was a man but that is just what we need*

 ̂"God in Christ and in our Fellow Creatures," 
Out of Nazareth. p* 43*
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For we too are men, and it is only a man's know
ledge of God that could be of any use to us.
• • • Isn't that enough—-to take Jesus as our 
Teacher, and so to learn to believe and trust in
God?"

Baillie recognizes that these questions and the implied
affirmative answer sound "simple and reasonable”, but
he believes that it is too simple and he sets about
to "lead on to something deeper, by asking the doubter
some questions in return."^

The first question pinpoints the misleadi^qr
vagueness and ease with which we often talk about God.

What kind of God do you believe in? . . .
Some people (even some Jieologians) speak as if 
the word "God" were a perfectly simple word; as 
if the idea of God were a kind of counter that 
could be passed round from hand to hand, or a 
piece of money, of fixed value, in some current 
coinage, which could be handed out, in the name 
of Jesus, to every passer-by, and accepted by 
everybody without any difficulty. Xes people 
sometimes talk as if everybody knew, without any 
perplexity, what the word "God" sta for; and 
as if, while doctrines about the divinity of 
Christ are very puzzling and mystifying, it is 
perfectly easy to believe in God. But is it 
easy to believe in God? . . .  I don't think 
anything could enable us to do it but the Incar
nation. . . . w a people talk of the quest of 
the divine, they sometimes seem to think of Got 
as a remote kind oi Being whom we have to find 
by searching; a far away God, waiting idly to be 
discovered, sitting, as it were, with His face 
turned away, or at least waiting quite indiffer- 
eu ly; so that we have to do all the seeking, and 
He is overtaken unawares when at last we find Him.

^"The Divinity of Christ," 2 Corinthians 5*19 
(702) 1935» pp. 1 -2 .
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In this view Jesus can be accepted as the "supreme 
Seeker and Finder, the Hero who went beyond all others 
and at last discovered God as He really is.” But if 
this is the case it must also be asked: "Vhat kind
of God did he find?” The answer to this question 
poirIs out the inadequacy of the view of Jesus as 
merely a Teacher or Discoverer of God.^

To the man who accepts Jesus as Teacher, yet 
is perplexed by the idea of his divinity, Baillie 
says:

Go to the Gospels, where His teaching is 
recorded, and see. His teaching is the one thing 
you swear by. Vhnt kind of God do you find in 
His teaching? Is it a God who would wait to be 
discovered? No, indeed. The very opposite. It 
is a God who is always beforehand with His crea
tures; a God who actually takes an interest 
the life and death of every little sparrow rolling
in the dust; a God who goes out to seek not only
those who are seeking Him, but the very people who 
are hiding from Him or straying fro- Him; a God 
who can be pictured as a shepherd going out into 
I wilderness, at the cost of great hardship to 
Himself, to seek the lost sheep. That is Jesus1 
picture of God. . . .  There is nothing more dis
tinctive than that. The God He believed in is 
not a God who co id possibly wait to be discovered* 
but is a seeking God, a prevenient God, who always 
take the initiative, and who will go any length 
to find and win His human creatures.

The very fact that the God Jesus tells us about is a God
whos?loving care, a God whose grace, is prevenient, leads

^Ibid.. pp. 3-4.
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us to affirm something more about Jesus whom we accept
ias Teacher anc! Guide.

This leads to the second question asked in 
the sermon:

Wliat then do you make of Jesus? I would say to 
the doubter: You began by talking of Jesus as
the supreme Discoverer and Teacher about God.
But if His teaching was right, then you can't 
stop short with that. In fact, you mat* t go back 
and tell the whole story in a different way* For 
after all, if His picture of God was right, God 
doesn't wait to be discovered, and it isn't a 
case of man seeking and finding, but of God seek
ing and finding. To leave that out would be to 
leave out the deepest part of the story. For at 
its deepest it is noi a story of what man has 
done but of what God has done. And if Jesus is, 
as you say, the climax f the story, then we must 
go back and give a different account of Jesus, 
and tell of how God sought mankind in Him. In 
short, we can't have a truly Christian doctrine of 
God without having also a doctrine of the Incar
nation.

Following a re-phrasing of this key point for emphasis, 
Baillie continues:

Therefore in the New Testament you do not find 
people talking simply of the achievement of Jesus, 
but of the achievement of God in Him. It is very 
remarkable. They had before them the spectacle 
of Jesus going oi to endure the Cross, and dyin ; 
on it in perfect faith and love 5 and you would 
have expected that for the rest of their lives 
the theme of their song would be the love of Jesus. 
Veil, so it was, but the remarkable thing is that 
the Cross made them speak even more of the love 
ol God. They couldn't speak of one without speak
ing of the other. In fact the two meant the same

11bid.. pp. 4-5.



thing for thorn—  the love of Christ and the love 
of God. . . .  It is not just the man called 
Jesus, winning salvation for mankind. It is the 
Eternal God. That is where it all began. That 
is the real meaning of it. "God coramendeth His 
love toward us”, says St. Paul, "in that while 
we were yet sinners, Christ died for us." And 
again he says: "It is all of God"— it is all
Godfs doing. And "God was in Christ, reconciling
the world unto Himself."

The meaning of the Incarnation, the divine activity 
of God realized to perfection in the person of Jesus 
Christ, is that God reaches out and grasps man, recon
ciling him to Himself. His grace is prevenient. That 
is the central meaning oi the Incarnation.^

But the matter is aot left here. How are we 
to understand the meaning of the Incarnation in terms 
of our own human experience? How does the Gospel of 
the Incarnation address our own situation and commend 
to us the victory and the freedom Jesus knew through
faith in God? Is there a clue to the meaning and
relevance of the assertion that Jesus, while being 
fully human, was yet in a prior sense fully divine, 
in our own experience? Does the paradox of the Inc r- 
nation illuminate and address life as we know it? 
Baillie*s third question is:

11bid.. p p .  7-8.
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Isn't there a paradox running right through 
the Christian life? I believe there is; and per
haps it may help us to accept the great paradox 
of the Incarnation, and even in some small meas
ure to understand it. . . .

At the very heart of the Christian life there 
lies this paradox: the conviction that every good
thing a man dees is somehow wrought by God. That 
sounds very strange, but it is true of every one 
of us, and in our deepest moments we know it.
Indeed that is half the secret of the Christian 
life and of the Christian character. n^r every 
action is cur own action, our very own: we are
free to choose, and if we make the wrong choice, 
we are entirely responsible, and our consciences 
condemn us. And yet somehow, when we make the 
right choice, our consciences do not applaud . "»d 
congratulate us. . . . We say: "Not unto us,
0 Lord, but unto Thy name be the glory." "Not 
I, but the grace of uod which was with me." We 
confess that it was all of God, without whom we 
could do nothing; so tnat our very obedience to 
Him is somehow, and first of all, His gift to
us, His work in us. That is the deeper truth.
That comes first. It is indeed a paradox, but 
familiar paradox, and the conviction of it runs 
right through the Christian life.

Now doesn't that help us in the matter of the
Incarnation? ?or if we take the paradox in right
down earnest, if we really believe t’at every 
noble human achievement is first of „i1 God's 
achievement, then a supremely and perfectly good
1 u .an life would have to be interpreted and 
described as God's supreme breaking through into 
the life of humanity. And that is what we say 
about Jesus. He -as indeed a man, in the com- 
pletest sense, in oody, soul and spirit; and t h * 
life He lived on er rth was an entirely human lia.c, 
subject to all our :uman limitations (that is what 
the Church has always believed, though people some
times forget it). But then how can we call Him 
divine? How can we speak of God Incarnate? Is
it in the sense that He achieved divinity by living 
such a perfect life, that by His goodness He rose 
up into divine rank? No, that's no use. That 
would be man climbing up to God. That would bring
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in the divine at the end instead of at the begin
ning. That would reverse the true order. The 
divine always comes first. God is always pre- 
venient. Haven’t we seen that even in our own 
lives every good thing we do really comes from 
God? It is divine before it is human. And 
mayn’t that be at least a dim shadow of what is 
true of the life of Jesus? It was completely 
human; but at the same time, and first of all, 
completely divine. It was divine before it was 

man; God before it was man. Language almost 
breaks down at such a point, and it a V  sounds 
a desperate paradox. But may it not be the su
preme outcropping of the familiar paradox which 
runs right through our religious life? May it not 
be that this familiar Christian paradox finds its 
supreme expression raised to its highest degree, 
in the life of Jesue Christ, God and man, first 
God then man? Th is the great paradox; but 
(you see) we can’t in any case get away from para
dox in the Christian life; and perhaps the par dox 
we know may at least point ub in the right direction, 
and make it easier for us to find.a meaning in the 
grand mystery of the Incarnation.

The examination of this sermon has shown that 
the paradox of the Incarnation has been preserved.
The faith-experience of the New Testament writers con
strained them to speak of the fullness of the divine 
activity of God revealed in Jesus Christ as well as 
the complete humanity of the man in whom this revela
tion took place; the Council of Nicea defended the 
Church against attempts to compromise and r tionalize 
the two sides; Hie paradox was re-affirmed in its full
ness at Chalcedon; And the sermon follows in the 
tradition. But it is important to see that the para
dox has not been presented as the mere juxtaposition

^Ibid.. pp. 10-12.



o two contradictory concepts. The paradox has been 
presented as a definitive and supreme instance of 
that which is common to human experience, understood 
most adequately by Christians as the x>&radox of grace.

The Doctrine Preached and the Doctrine Taught

The primary source for the doctrine as it was 
preached is a sermon preached in 1935 at the beginning 
of Baillie*s teaching career. Since 1918 he had been 
engaged in the parish ministry and it was his concern 
for preaching which doubtless influenced his approach 
to systematic theology and in particular his approach 
to the doctrine of the Incarnation. The preaching jf 
the doctrine has met the criterion proposed by his 
thesis, i.e. that doctrines be preached in a manner 
which reflects an addresses human expc nee. However, 
Baillie1# somewhat original treatment of the Incar
nation has not gone without criticism. The clenr 
preaching of the Gos el was a dominant concern, but 
this was coupled with its indispensable counterpart, 
the rigorous examination of the theology behind the 
preac ng. During the year preceding the preaching 
of the sermon which sets forth Baillie1s approach to 
the Incarnation, he delivered for the first time his 
classroom lectures on the "Development of Christology".
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• f t aIn order to understand^theological intent and sig
nificance of the doctrine preached it will be 
necessary to examine the background for Baillie*s 
contribution in his teaching.

The question of Christology, Baillie teaches, 
’’involves ultimately the whole question [of] what 
God we believe in." But this question involves quite 
specific lly the life of Jesus of Nazareth, a life 
which was an historical event in the fullest sense of 
the word. It is this life of a real man that provides 
a starting point for the study of Christology. But 
any study of history is not a purely objective matter; 
therefore the historical Jesus is not an absolute start
ing point for the examination of the question because 
in approaching the s ’bject we "carry with us to it 
all that we have inherited and all that we have expe
rienced as regards knowledge of God and of the new 
life in Him." Never-the-less, what we can know of 
the words and works and ways of the man Jesus con
stitutes a basic minimum for the study of Christology.^

Baillie then asks a question which may well 
have been on the lips of his students. "If we have

^"The Development of Christology," (type
script), Introduction and -ecture I, pp. 1-17.
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the historical Jesus, isn't that enough?” But merely 
accepting the teaching of Jesus about God is not 
enough, because Jesus is not merely mankind's su
preme pathfinder ^ovards God, but also, "and in a 
deeper and prior sense, God's supreme approach to 
man." Baillie's development of the need for a Christ— 
°l°gy» rather than just an historical study of Jesus' 
life, fo lows the same lines as we have seen in the 
sermons.^

With the historical event of Jesus' life and 
the supra-historical action of God's prevenient love 
established as the two foci of the problem, Baillie 
proceeds with at .examination of C] ristology in the 
New Testament.

Following a tudy of the Biblical sources,
especially the Petrine speeches in Acts, Baillie
summarizes the main points of pre-Pauline Christologyi

Jesus is regarded v( ry frankly as a man— a man 
i/ho was specially equipped by God with liie power 
of the Spirit to perform a benificent work on 
earth Isuch as we read of in the Synoptic Gos
pels) .

1 ̂ t"The Development of Christology" (type
script), Lecture II, pp. 17-32; in the sermons, 
supra, pp. 422-27. A parallel argument appears in 
published form in Cod Was In Christ, pp. 59-65.
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it this early stage there is no suggestion of the 
personal pre-existence of Christ. There is the idea 
th t God had chosen and exalted Jesus to divine 
office, but this could not be considered adoptian— 
ism in the later usage of that term "because (for one 
thing) divinity or deity is hardly attributed to 
Jesus” at this stage of development. The early creed 
of the Church was the affirmation of the Messiahship 
of Jesu3 . They said that "He has been exalted as 
Christ* • 'Christ1 hi.; ot yet become a proper name 
as it was for 3 aul. Here it means simply 'the Christ', 
the anointed one, the Messiah. " 1

But there was an even more remarkable convic
tion about Jesus in the pre-Pauline teachings. Jesus 
was spoken of as "the Lord". The meaning of this wsrd 
in its earliest usage was less dependent (if at all) 
upon its meaning in the mystery religions. It was 
from the Old Testament that these early Christians 
drew their understanding of the term. It meant to them 
that Jesus had revealeu to them something quite specifi
cally of God, the same God they knew of in the Old
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Testament. To speak of a man in these terms as a 
new departure from anything that had gone before.^

In Paul's Christology, the complete humanity 
of Jesus is preserved. (There is still no hint of 
the Virgin Birth, a theme which does not appear as 
part of the doctrine as Baillie preached it.) So too 
is His Messiahship. But the new development in Paul 
is the idea that ’’Christ was definitely a divine being, 
whose life did not begin with his earthly appears ce, 
but who had a pre-inCv nte existence in heaven.*’
In the earlier riod Jesus had been called the Ser
vant of God, but in Paul we find Him called the Son 
of God. This meant more for Paul than did "Messiah" 
in the understanding of contemporary Judaism; Jesus 
was more than just the Anointed One or the Servant of 
God. But still it did not mean that he regarded 
"Christ as God in tie sense of simple identity. 11 Here 
as before, "Christ was subordinate to God". It is 
difficult to systematically state what Christ's 
divinity meant for Paul. It is more a matter oi the 
way Christ played a part in his life. He prayed to 
Him. He ipeaks of sinning against Him. "He sometimes 
seems to talk of God and Christ interchangeably."
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In th  ̂gloriou: passage at the end of Homans 8 , 
the love of Christ and the love of God are the 
sarae thing. In one verses "Who shall separate 
us from the love of Christ? And a few verses 
lower, continuing the arguments Por I aia per
suaded that neither death nor life • • • shall 
be able to separate us from the love of God 
which is in Christ Jesus our Lord." Christ is 
distinct from God and subordinate to God; and 
yet, in the actual experiences of the religious 
life, what God does for us and wh«*t Christ does 
for us are inseparable.

Paul did not give up his strict Jewish monotheism at
all. And he did not giv* us & systematic answer 'o
the question as to hov the Sou of God could be related
to the One God he believed in.

St. Paul hud hardly got as far as that. So he 
can't give us a complete ready mad© Christology, 
but rather y>resents as with a remarkable p a r r -  
dox, of which a few years before he wouldn'u 
have, believed himself capable. But he was driven 
to it by a tremendous experience— by the kau..ledge 
of wluit Christ had done for him, or [what] God had 
done for him in Christ.

Paul's experience constrained him to leave us with &
snarpiy paradoxical understanding of the Incarnation*
He "bequeathed to succeeding generations not only a
great treasure but . h t of problems" as well. 1

The Curistology of the Hpiatle to the Hebrews 
forms a link between the Pauline and the Johannine 
Christologics. Ihe Lpistle has a high concept of 
Christ which approaches the Logos interpretations, and

^Ibid.. pp. 47-68.



at the same time the earthly life and humanity is 

emphasized. Here too we find a definite sub- 
ordinationism of Christ to God. "Hebrews insists on 

and makes central the two foci in later Christological 
dogmas that Christ was consubstantial with God, and 
also consubstantial with man . " 1

The Johannine use of the Logos concept ele
vates Christology still further. The Logos is iden
tified with God, and Christ is identified with the 
Logos, eternal and pre-edistent. John is emphatic 
about th • real y of the Incarnation of the Logos.
To counter docetic tendencies in contemporary 
Gnosticism "he tells plain story of a real life 
lived in the flesh." But many of the human touches 
of the Synoptics are absent in the Fourth Gospel, and 
the high concept of Christ leaves us with a picture 
which is largely "th.it of a superhuman or divine being 
moving about among men but not really living in 
human conditions." However, coupled with this high 
concept, there is the most remarkable emphasis of 
John, viz. the deep sense of filial devotion and 
dependence which the Hon shows toward the Father.
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a profound dependence of Christ on the Father—  
subordinationism again, if you like, but ex
pressed in such a spiritual ethical way. It is 
moral and spiritual dependence, this absolute 
selfless dependence, which gives such greatness 
and power to the Christ of the Fourth Gospel.

The Johannine Christology, with its Logos concept, has 
helped the Church "to transcend the idea a second 
inferior divine Being who came to earth,*1 it has 
helped us toward a way of speaking about a truly 
divine Incarnation, **God Himself became Incarnate in 
a real human life whose very glory was that it was 
lived in absolute self-less dependence on Ilim.*' Here 
we have been given a clearer glimpse of what is meant 
by belief in Jesus Christ in Whom we find a union of 
True God and true rnanj

Baillie*s survey of the New Testament develop
ment of Christology shows the persistently paradoxi
cal way in which the writers were constrained to speak 
of the Incarnation. It will be shown that Baillie 
views the classic heresies as misguided attempts to 
oversimplify and confuse the paradoxical witness of 
the Biblical writers. Another theme to which Baillie 
draws attention is the relationship of the Son to the

There is expressed

^Ibid.. pp. 70-82.



Father. Jesus Christ is not viewed as inferior to 
God, but His subordination and dependence on the 
Father is a consistent theme in the New Testament.
A third theme which emerges from the survey is that 
the connection and identity between Jesus Christ and 
God is spoken of, not in terms of substantive nature, 
but in terms of activity. ,fIn the New Test/ament the 
love of Christ and the love of God are the same 
thing.

It will be wel1 to note what is absent as well 
as what is pre nt in the development of Christology 
in the New Testament. The survey has shown that the 
Biblical witness does not give us a ready made 
Christology. The writers were not concerned to 
systematically w o t k  out the complex implications of 
subordinationism in relation to the identity of Jesus 
Christ and God other than to use such terms of re
lationship as "Father" and ’bon”• The questions and 
language of the later Christological controversies 
were not the questions nd the language of the New 
Testament writers. It is unfair to read these later 
questions ack into their minds. What we find in the 
New Testament writers is a witness to their faith that
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God was in Christ, it is a paradoxical witness to 
the fullness of both God and man in Jesus Christ.
VThat we do not find is the substantive distinctions 
between Jesus and God which became vital questions 
for the Church in later years. It is to Baillievs 
treatment of these questions that we now turn.

In the sub-apostolic age there appears what
has often been considered he first of the heretical
over-simplifications in the teachings of the Ebion-
ites. They taught that Jesus was simply a great
Teacher or Prophet. (If they held to any kind of
divinity, it was at best a form of what later came
to be called Adoptianism, in that they said that ^he
Holy Spirit descended on Christ at baptism and He was
subsequently exalted by God to bonship.) The Ebion-
ites were conservative thinkers who were

frightened by the undoubted difficulties and dan
gers of a developing Christology, and instead of 
going forward with the Church, they fell back 
upon a coramonsense view which seemed simple and 
safe., but which would not really bear thinking 
out.

A view akin to that of the Ebionites wa;s addressed 
by Baillie in the sermons when he challenged those who
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accepted Jesus as the Teacher to go further and find 
out what kind of God He taught men about. This in 
turn led to the question, that if God was preveniently 
active in the lives of men, then something more must 
be said about Jesus than that His life was merely the 
life of a human teacher.^

In Gnosticism the Church encountered a ten
dency which was to dog its steps from that time for
ward, viz. the tendency toward Docetism. By exalting 
one side of he paradox, the divine Spirit of Christ 
at the expense of all things material and human, the 
Incarnation becomes reduced to a mere apparition of 
God in history. We have seen Baillie1s stress on 
Jesus Christ's physical as well as spiritual humanity 
in the sermons.**

In the treatment of the Apostolic Fathers, 
Baillie draws special attention to the contribution 
of Ignatius. Ignatius gives us a high Christology

1 ~Supra, >p. 423
2‘""The Developm nt oi' Christology," (type

script) , Lecture IV, pp. 85-90.
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which will have nothing to do with either the ten

dencies of the Lbionites or the Docetism of the 
Gnostics. With a strong emphasis on the full human
ity of Christ, Ignatius goes even farther than Paul 
in extolling the God-ness of Jesus. Several times 
he even speaks of Jesus as God. Ignatius was not 
presenting a carefully worked theology of the Incar
nation, and often his statements seem to anticipate 
later heresies. Ignatius sets out the faith boldly, 

but he does not ive us a final fixed Christology.
(In Baillie1  ̂ thought there is no such thing. The- 
ology has the ongoing task of attempting to make as 
clear as p ible the meaning of the Incarnation in 
the language of the day. The results of such a task 

are never final or fixed.^) It is worthy of note to 
hear Baillie, in summing up the contribution of the 

Apostolic Fathers, say to his students:

'While they represent (inevitably) a slightly more 
advanced stage of Christology than, say, St. Paul, 
they are far less theologically minded than he, 
far less strenuously engaged in thinking out their 
faith. They (jannot be said to make any distinctive 
con uribution.

1 cf. God Was In Christ, p. 6 8.
2"The Development of Christology," (type 

script), Lecture IV, p. 97.
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Here he reminds us that the more advanced a Christ

ology may be in terms of glorying in the polarity of 

God and man in Jesus Christ (as did Ignatius), it is 
not necessarily fulfilling the task of theology 
w ich is to think out the meaning of such statements. 
The mere positing of sheer opposites is not enough. 
The Incarnation is to be understood, not as the 
combination of contradictory natures, but as a para
dox, the two poles of which are connected in a way 

which is (fragmentarily at least) understandable in 
the light of our experience. One way of doing this 
has been illustrated by the sermon in which the 
experience of the paradox of grace was offered as a 
clue to the meaning of the Incarn tion.

The main concept which is to be found in the 
Christological development of the second and third 

centuries is that of the Logos. In Justin Martyr, 
the Logos is the creative Word, power, reason or 
glory of God which was active in the events recorded 

in the Old Testament and became fully disclosed in 

Jesus Christ. It is distinct from the Father; some

what less personal and more immanent than the Johan- 

nine idea of the Logos as primarily the Son of God, 

God's only begotten Son. In Irenaeus the Logos takes
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on the more personal emphasis, as the story of the 
real human Jesus was foremost in his thought. For 
Irenaeus the Logos is understood first and foremost 
as it was Incarnate in Jesus. Baillie teaches: "He
is not interested in speculative questions about how 
the Logos or Son is generated by God the Father, be
cause they are unanswerable. 11 VTh t emerges is the 
idea that the Logos is re^ly God who is active in 

Christ for die salvation of man. God1 s reaching 
down to save man requires His Incarnation. The 

soteriological significance of the Incarnation as an 
activity of God which is directed toward, and active 

in all men is reflected by a quote from Iranaeus 
which a pears several times in Bailliefs writings:
"He was made what we are, that He might make us what 
He is Himself," (Adv. haer. Bk. V, Preface).^ In 
Irenaeus the identity between God and the man Jesus 

is expressed in terms of activity, the saving activity 
of God in man.

An attempt to simplify and resolve the per
sistent question of the identity of the two natures 
of God and Christ appears in Mod. iistic Monarchianism.
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Set within the context of debate concerning the 
doctrine of the Trinity, the attempts of this school 
to preserve the unity of the Godhead lead them to 
posit the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit as different 
modes of one divine existence. In Sabellius this 
idea was expressed as a temporal succession of modes, 
so that Jesus Christ became simply and wholly God 
existing as a man for a period of years. This gave 
rise to the conclusion (in its crudest form in 
Praxeas) that the Father was crucified. Against these 
ideas Tertullian fought to preserve the idea (as regards 
the Incarnation) that Jesus Christ was not simply a 
mode of Go' ’ s changing existence, but that there was 
in Him the divine and the human which was not an 
alloy or mixture (which would render Him neither God 
nor man, but something in between), but which was 
somehow fully and distinctly both God and man.
Tertullian does not resolve the problem Oi how this 
can be. He is caught up in the terminology of the 
debate and speaks of divine and human substances.
These are posed together in a way that preserves a 
paradox of the Incarnation, but the meaning of the 
paradox is lost in the language of the debate which 
has centered around speculations concerning God’s
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nature in the Incarnation rather than His activity 
Origen wrestles with the problem in similar 

terms of reference. The full humanity of Christ is 
maintained. The Eternal Logos is also Incarnate in 
Him. Origen held that the human soul was pre-exist
ent. This enabled him to work out the idea that the 
Eternal Logos united itself with the soul of Jesus 
and thus inhabited a human body. More than any 
others before him, Origen set the stage for the sub
sequent Christological controversies. He steerot 
clear of Docetism and Modalism, but xhe lines of 
argument which were to follow, while the councils 
struggled to x^reserve the truth that Christ was true 
Cod and true man, were destined to deal with the prob
lem in his terms ol reference, i.e. they were to be 
attempts to define the Incarnation in terms of two 
natures xn one person,

Baillie begins his lectures on the counciliar 
movement by stressing its importance and clari,^ing 
some misunderstandings. He points out that, rathe 
than pretending to be definitive explanations, the para-

 ̂"The Development of Christology ” (type
script), Lecture V, pp, 103-113,
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doxical formulations of the councils often cried 
out for explanation. Their function was less a posi
tive formulation of final doctrine than defensive 
statements designed to counter current heresies.
They were attempts to steer a true course between 
errors and over-si lplifications which lay on every 
side* II reties are not merely to be condei ned; they 
are to be thanked for helping the Church to think 
out its faith. Truth never resided merely on the 
side of the winning party or the side of those con
demned. Our appreciation of the councils ought not 
to irapl full agreement with this party or that.
Often the . ole argument was staged within terras of 
reference which would inevitably be misleading. There 
is much to be learned from the great controversies if 
we can gei beneath the terminology to see issues at 
stake•̂

Following a careful examination of the back
ground of the Arian controversy, Baillie draws these 
conclusions about its significance. (1) The question 
was not simply over the divinity or humanity of Christ.
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Arius1 intention was, in part, to clarify the 
distinction between the Father and the Son, but in 
so doing he gave up the full humanity of Christ as 
well as his full divinity. The qu tion did not 
involve the antithesis of the two. (2) The con
troversy was more concerned with the nature of God 
and the nature of the pre-existent Logos. To Arius 
God was thoroughly remote so the. Logos must be quite 
separate from Him to be present in Christ. The main 
problem was ohat God, for Arius, was an abstraction, 
removed and never touching His creation. Baillie 
notes, MArius never speaks of the love of God.” (3)
The Arian rty could not bring themselves to say 
that even the Logos, or Son of God, "was made man".
In a very true sense the Athanasian party vas fighting 
for the humanity of Christ. (4) The Athanasians were 
also defending the Church against the poly-theistic 
idea of the Logos being separate from another, a 
totally inaccessible, God. They were defending Christ
ian monotheism. Baillie sees modern day Arianism, 
not in those who are hastily cc deinned as modernists 
who deny the divinity of Christ, but in much of popu
lar orthodoxy which views God and Christ as two separ
ate people c nversing together and taking co incil to-
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getlier for the salvation of the world much as the 
matter is pictured in the third book of Milton’s 
laradise Lost, T e victory of th Athanasians at 
Nicea saved the Church from an over-simplification 
of the problem which was con; enial to popular thought, 
viz. solve the mystery of the Incarnation by simply 
positing another god or demi-god. Against all this 
the First Council insisted that Jesus Christ was 
"very God".^

Apollinarius attempted an explanation ol the 
natures in Jesus by saying that while His body was 
human, the place of His mind had been taken by the 
divine Logos. This compromised the full humanity of 
Christ and was attacked by the Cappat ocian Fathers 
on soteriological grounds. daillie sums up their 
argument: "If it was not in a completely human life
analogous to our own that the Word was made flesh, 
then God has not really come all the way for our 
salvation." Apollinarianism was attacked on ethical 
grounds by the Antiochene school, because if Jesus* 
mind was not human then He was raised above moral 
struggles and the true condition of humanity.
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Against all this the Second Council insisted that 
Jesus Christ was "very manMJ

In introducing the problems which confronted 
the Third Council, Baillie mentions that Nestorius 
(who was condemned by the council) was a member of 
the Antiochene school where Theodore of Mopsuestia 
was a leading figure, Baillie appreciates the ethical 
interest of this school ar sees close ties between 
its concerns and a contemporary understanding of the 
Incarnation. Theodore spoke of the two sides from 
which each good action can be viewed; one a manifest
ation of God’s power, and the other an expression of 
man's will* When speaking of the Incarnation,
Baillie writes that Theodore

emphasized the real human will of Christ, and 
thought of Him as the maa in whom God supremely 
and uniouely dwelt, by a kind of moral union of 
wills. With the strong ethical interest of the 
Antiochene school Theodore conceived of the 
union of divine and human in Christ as rather an 
ethical than a metaphysical union. God dwelt ijj 
Jesus not substantially but by grace or favour.

T is statement is the closest we have come in the
present survey of the Patristic contributions to the

1"The Development of Christology," (dossier), 
Lecture VII, pp. 1-10.

2̂"The Development of Christology," (dossier), 
Lecture VIII, p. 1 .
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understanding advanced by Baillie in the sermons.
Here the terminology breaks free from the concen
tration upon the substantive nature of God as it is 
related to Christ, and speaks more of the activity 
of God manifest in Christ, i.e. grace.

The Nestorianism which the Council condemned 
involved the division of Christ into two persons 
which was probably not a c nclusion drawn by Nestor— 
ius himself. Cyril of Alexandria, who led the 
attack against Nestorianism, advanced the idea that 
Jesus' center of consciousness was divi le and not 
human. Thus, even though the unity of the person of 
Christ was preserved, the victors at the Third Council 
tended toward a Docetism which compromised the full 
humanity of Christ.^ It has been shown that Baillie 
rejects the idea that Jesus' center of consciousness 
was not fully human. The sermons stress that at 
the deepest point of his moral consciousness, Jesus
was subject to the same battles and temptations as 

2we are.

'Ibid.. pp. 1 -9 .
2
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The <ifficulty of preserving a real end per
sonal humanity resultin from the decision of the 
Third Council led to the growth of the Monophysite 
doctrine. Eutvches, a student of Cyril of lexandria 
was quite explicit in drawing the conclusion that in 
Christ there was but one nature which was divine.
This view was condemned, and the one constructive 
outcome of the bitter controversy was a long doc
trinal epistle written by Leo, Bishop of Rome, which 
formed the basis for the Chalcedonian definition.

The C alcedonian definition did not solve all 
the problems of the doctrine of the Incarnation, but 
it did set the paradox of the Incarnation in bold 
relief (at least within the substantive terms of 
reference which dominated the' scene at the time).
In setting forth the two distinct natures which are 
united in one person, the definition is largely 
phrased in negatives. This is part of its genius.
It does not explain a great deal, in Tact it manes 
tue paradox of the Incarnation seem all the more diffi 
cult to comprehend. But, Baillie goes on to say:
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It carefully excludes all possible errors about 
the Person of Christ and thus in that indirect 
way it seeras to preserve and to hand on all the 
rich reality of the facts. . . .  It represents 
not so much a ready made th ology as a practical 
document of guidance and safety [for] the 
Church.

Never-the-less, th? definition does not answer ques

tions about the meaning of the Incarnation i 1 posi
tive terms. Concerning the coneiliar formulations 
Baillie writes:

The meaning of Jesus Christ is not adequately 
expressed in these formulas. Ve can see their 
historical necessity and value, we can accept 
them and treasure them as part of our heritage.
Ve can perhaps see that they were the right 
answers in their day; that, as the questions 
were then formulated, the Church was wisely 
guided in answering them as they did. . . .
But . . .  we must ask the questions in different 
ways foj ourselves and try to get some light as 
to the answers.

The theological themes in Beillie^ preaching have 
indeed been based on different questions. The ques
tion which introduced oar examination of all the ser
mons had little to do with who or what God is, but 
raiht r with what He does. The question had 1 es:i to 
ao with how the God of Christian belief can be defined 
as to His nature, and more to do with His activity

!I b i d ., p. 12. ‘"Ibid., p. 14.



among men, i.e. ’’Does belief in God matter?”.
In the sermons on the Incarnation, the ques

tions addressed have to do with the meaning of the 
Incarnation as it applies to human experience. The 
themes we hase traced in the post-Biblical develop
ment of the doctr:' ie are largely absent from the 
sermons, except negi tively wher< classic mi under
standings form a background for positive j^reaching.
The reason for their absence may be seen in that the 
Christological controversies dealt with assertions 
about the substantive nature of God and the substantive 
nature of Christ*s person. The major emphasis of the 
preaching is on the activity of God as it is manifest 
in Christ*s person. The sermons preserve the intent 
of the conciliar definitions in that the p radox of 
the Incarnation is not obscured, but the terms of 
reference are quite different.

We shall return to this issue when dealing 
with criticisms of baillie*s Christology. But it will 
first be necessary to examine and compare his formal 
restate ient of the doctrine with the theme, vdiich 
have been seen in his preaching.

Baillie begins his several parallel re-state- 
raents of the doctrine with an emphasis upon the



solidarity of Jesus* humanity with what we know to 
be our own humanity.^ He writes that when we say 
that His human nature is homo-ousious with our own 
it means that it is ’’essentially the same as ours”. 
Baillie sets this forth quite explicitly. ’’Jesus* 
knowledge was essentially the limited knowl of
man.” It is a mistake to view any of the Gospel 
accounts of Jesus* knowled e about things in a super
human way which would differentiate such knowledge 
iron the knowledge of those with whom he lived.'
Jesus* miracles are treated under his 1 imanity. They 
were the emotions oi God in response to human faith.
It is a mistake to try and ”prove” his unique 
divinity by citing the accounts of his miracles 
Jesus* moral and religious l"fe was humai 5 :> the same 
way as is ours. His moral conflicts were genuine,
his religious life was one of dependent faith upon the 

5Father. These themes are all present in the sermons

 ̂God VTas in Christ. Chapters I-IV; ’’The 
Deve 1 opinent of C!hristology” Lectures X-XVIII (Book 
2); ’’The Meaning of thp Incarnation” (Book 52);
’’The Modern Approach to the Inc rnation” (Envelope 
73); and in summary form in a lucoure entitled ’Can 
Jesus Be Both God and Man?,” Out of Nazareth,
p p .  160—166.

*~God Vas in' Christ, p. 10. ^Ibid. . p, . 12-13.
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with the exception of the specific mention of Jesus* 
finite knowledge. However, here there was never any 
implication that his knowledge was different from 
ours in a superhuman sense. Bailli • ot;s that psy
chological studies of Jesus have been deplorably 
inadequate because, even though if we are to psy
chologize about Jesus it must be in terms <. 1 human 
psychology, yet these studies are so often b nd to 
the

immense gulf between the quality of His spiritual 
life and that of our own at its highest and 
best— a gulf so greet that in our attempts to 
understand Him we can only follow afar off with 
a sense of mystery. But the gulf is not a ulf 
between human minds and a mind that was not 
human, >r He was made in all things like unto 
His bretheren, Hi* psychical constitution was 
the same as ours.

\vhen Baillie preaches and t aches about t' e humanity

of Jesus, he clearly states that what it meant is that
*

llis humanity was the same as the limited finite hu

manity which is shared by all men.
It follows from the forthright treatment of 

Jesus' humanity that Baillie views Jesus' life ns an 
historical event in the fullest sense ol the word.
The importance of history to theological method in
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general^ and to the doctrine of the Inc rn. tion in 
2I artxcul r has lready been discussed, Baillie 

finds the uncompromising assertion of Jesus* humanity 
to be a fruit of the "historical Jesus" movement of 
the last ceitury. The tendency of classical theology 
(inspite of the intentions of Chalcedon) hi been ii 
the direct on of Docetism. But since the advent of 
historical criticism it hr been possible to rise 
above t’ is tendency. The "Jesus of history" recoil— 
str ctions are criticised for their sentimentalx*y 
and aura of human hero worship, Christ sm at the 
expense of Theism, but Baillie sees the movement as 
a whole offering a positive and permanent contribu
tion to theology in so far as the historical Jew is
to be taken with the utmost seriousness the history

3of a fully human Jesus of Nazareth.
For this reason, Baillie is duly critical of 

^he twentieth century*s radical reaction against the 
historical Jesus movement, particularly among Oon- 
txnental theologians. He finds that Brunner, Barth

4 5 4
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and Bultmann have s’ own a helpful corrective in that
the reconstruction of an historical Jesus, in and of
itself, is not enough for faith, but the line of
thought represented by these thinkers is taken to
task f>r having abr ndoned the serious contribution
of the nineteenth century, viz. that Jesus can be
known as a fully human historical man. This is
es e itial for Christology because without it there
can be no true Incarnefcion. "If revelation is by
ford alone,” Baillie writes, "then Christ lived for

1nothing, and the Word was made flesh in vain.”
The serious appreciation of Jesus1 histori

cal h u m a n i ty  leads directly to the serious apprecia
tion of what he did and what he taught. Although 
critical studies have considerably illumin ted the 
manner in which the texts are to be used, it is clear 
that a dominant theme of the Biblical witness to 
Jesus' life and teachings is th«t he taught about and 
gave credit to ”a God who takes the initiative, a
 ̂ v., who is always beforehand with men, a 'prevenient*

2God who seeks His creatures before they s k Him.”
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llie’s emphasis hero is the same as th? t in the 

sermons, and it paves the way to an understanding of 
the necessity for not merely the historical Jesus, 
but also a Christology. When Jesus1 teachings about 
God are taken seriously, we ? re compelled t> say some
thing more about Jesus than that he was simnlv a 
great humar teacher; we are compelled to see that his 
historical human life and activity, was, in a deeper 
tend prior sense, the life and activity of God.
Baillie’s approach to the problem can be seen i. hold 
relief against the background of recent debate when 
he writes: ”We must pass beyond words like •discovery*
and even ’revelation* to words like ’incarnation’.”  ̂
This means that the task of setting forth the doc
trine must involve the uncompromising gra^o of both 

sides of the paradox of the Incarn?-tion, true God 

and true man.
Baillie’s presentation of the doctrine in the 

sermons must also be seen against the bac^gro no ol* 
several modern schools of thought which he believes 

compromise or obscure the one side or the other. One
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such attempt to resolve the paradox has been based 
on the traditional idea of anhypostasia, with which 
Cyril of Alexandria led his party to victory at the 
Third Council by advancing the concept that Jesus* 
center of consciousness, that which determined his 
persona or hypostasis, was divine and not human.
The Divine jogos simply assumed a hu^san nature which 
lad the human experiences of Jesus. This idea led 

men to speak of the "impersonal humanity of Christ". 
Baillie believes that this method of accounting ior 

the simultaneous presence of true God end true man 
in the Ince.rna.tic; compromises the humanity of Jesus 
in much the same way as did the teachings of Apo1li
ne rius. Bux Jesus without a human mind or center of 
consciousness cannot be understood as a fvlly human 
person. Baillie documents a tendency in this direc
tion in the writings of R. C. Moberly, Leonard

-}Ilodgson and Lmil Brum er. The overlyiip difficulty 
of this method oi explaining the Incarnation is that 
it is limited by traditional substantive terms of 
reference. The presence of divinity and humanity 
in Jesus Christ are spoken ox as ±2 they were substantive
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quantities vhich occupied defined areas of Christ*s 
person.

home distinctively modern attempts to explain 

th# Incarnation are to be found among the Kenotic 
theories. The central idea common to these theories 
is one in part derived from Philippian# 2:7, where 
Paul says what Christ ’'emptied Himself'1. Accordingly 

the Incarnation is explained as the event in which 
the hoa of hod, or Divine Logos set aside His divine 

attributes for a period of time and lived within the 
limitations o * humanity. This idea is ,uite con
genial to modern thought in which the humanity of 

Jesus has been so rigorously brought to the fore by 
the historical Jesus movement, Baillie writes:
"Without the influence of t) Is movement modern

Kenotic theories of the Person of Christ could never
*1have come into existence.” But even though the 

humanity of Jesu.^ seems to be preserved by thi^ theory, 
Baillie argues thut it will not bear thinking it on 
three grounds. (1) The crude distinction betveen e 
First and Second Persons of the Trinity presupposed
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by the theory, renders unanswerable iilliaxn Temple’s 
question as to wh t was happening to the rest of the 
universe while the self-emptied Deity lived his earthly 
life. (2) The implications of the theory necessitate 
a view in which the Incarnation is not truly man and 
God, but a temporary theophany in which God, by a 
process ô  metamorphosis, changed into man. (3) The 
difficulties are further a .ravated when the per

manent union and relationship of God and man is con— 
sid red. Did this ce< se when Christ left this world? 
Christianity has usually replied: "No1’ ̂  The basic
difficulty of th theory is th t divine attributes 
and human finitude cannot be united simultaneous iy 
in one life. This difficulty is, at its root, due 
to the conception of divinity and humanity ni sub
stantive terms, i.e. they are thought oj as sub
stances which cannot occupy the same space at the 

same time.
In the light of the foregoing backgrounu 

against which Baillie’s presentation is set, it is 
clearly seen that his presentation is not put forward
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in a theological vacuum. His formal restatement of 
the doctrine^ in his writings follows the same 
pattern as we have examined in the sermon "The Divin
ity of Christ". It has been shown that the presenta
tion succeeds in (1) preserving the fullness of both 
sides of the paradox of the Incarnation, i.e. in 
the perso of Jesus Christ there is a union of true 
God and true man, and (2) it passes beyond mere para
doxical formulation by presenting the meaning of the 
Incarnation in terms vhich are understandable within 
the context of human experience, i.e. the experience 
of the paradox o grace.

Baillie*s treatment of the doctrine in the 
lectures anu in the formal writings involves, to a 
considerable degree, a running dialogue with other 
theologians and a fair amount of guarded polemic.
By way of contrast, this does not appear in the ser
mons. Baillie does not use the pulpit as a forum for 
theological debate or a platform for theological 
polemic•

But the most striking difference between the 
sermons and the controversies aud schools of thought
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against which Baillie's re-stateraent is offered is 
the notable absence of traditional substantive term
inology in his preaching. Familiar terminology such 
as "¥ord of God** and "Son of God" does appear,^ but 
when they are explained within the context of the 
doctrine of the Incarnation they are not defined as 
substantive deity but as the divine activity of 
grace in union with, and not delimited from, the 
humanity of Jesus. The divinity of Christ is not 
defined as a static fixed quantity which it is fu
sible to differentiate from another such quantity 
called "humanity". In this connection it will be 
necessary to examine the criticism leveled at 
Baillie's Christology by the Rev. Professor J. H.
Hi ck.

Professor Hick draws the distinction between 
two ways of speaking of the "true God" side of the 
paradox of the Incarnation. There is the adjectival 
way of describing Christ as divine; and there is the 
substantive way of saying he is deity. Hick conter is
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that Baillie adequately deals with the idea that
Christ was divine; but that he fails in stating his
deity. He writes:

The task of any Christology which intends to 
serve the historic faith of the ecumenical creeds 
is to illumine for modern man the conception of 
the deity of Christ——or more curabrously, of the 
substantival as distinguished from the adjectival 
divinity of Christ.

Hick's criticism is correct in the sense that Baillie 
does not speak of Christ as deity in terms of sub
stantive identity. In this respect Baillie is care
ful not to confuse the first and second Person of the 
Trinity. Baillie is careful not to say, as it were, 
"Jesus is God"; buo rather that God was in Christ, 
and furth more, God was in Christ in that he was active 
and doing something, e.g. reconciling the world to Him
self. Hick views this as a departure from the historic 
faith of the Church. He interprets dogmatic orthode;v 
as that which definitively separates Jesus Christ, by 
virtue of his deity, from all other men as a sub
stantively different being. He writes:

The Nicene and Chalcedonian position is that God 
was in Christ in a unique sense which is not 
approximated or paralleled in the case of any 
other human life.**
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But, we must ask, is it not true that neither council 
addressed itself to the approximation of the divine 
presence or activity in other men, but only in Jesus 
of Nazareth? Both councils were adamant in defending 
the Church against facile oversimplification of the 
paradox of the Incarnation; at Nicea the council 
rejected Arius* idea of a demi-God; at Chalcedon the 
council renounced the Monophysitic obscuring of the 
two natures into one. At no point do the definitions 
comment on the relative absence of God*s presence in 
other men vis-a-vis Christ. (Although the councils 
did not say anytMng about this, it is true that this 
has been one of the subsequent interpretations• But 
does this interpretation do justice to the intent of 
the definitions?)

Hick does not accept the idea that the grace 
of God revealed in Jesus Christ is the same grace 
which enables men to be what God intends them to be. 
For Hick, grace in the Incarnation must be "causa liy" 
related to grace in other manJ instead of being a 
full revelation of that which is (to a fragmentary 
extent) in all men as God's continual offer of help.
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He writes that Baillie does not succeed in preserving 
”a unique position for Christ as the source of the 
paradox of grace in others.” This is, in a sense, 
correct, for Baillie emphasises throughout that God 
is the source of grace, or better, grace is the 
activity of God, not an impersonal quantity or commod
ity, but an active personal relationship. The activ
ity of grace in Christ, or the ’’grace of our Lord 
Jesus Christ”, is that to which Christians look in 
dependent faith. The Incarnation is the criterion 
by which all theology and faith-experience is measured, 
yet the grace which constitutes the Incarnation is 
the grace of God.

Baillie is further criticized for occupying 
"the unsatisfactory position that Christ* niqueness.
is one of degree— degree of divinely enabled moral

2achievement.” In a sense, this too is true of 
Baillie*s position. In the sermons, it has been shown 
that Baillie says that the paradox of grace in Krist
ian experience ”finds its supreme expression raised 
to its highest degree in the life of Jesus Christ,
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God and man, first God then man." However, IIickfs
reason for viewing this as an inadequacy is highly
qu tionable. He calls it an Hadoptionist [sic1

2Christology". lie rightly states that Baillie be
lieves that in Christ we find

a perfect response to God, a complete obedience 
to His will, so that every act of Christ com
bined both the divine prevenient grece and a 
free human moral choice. This union of divine 
and human activities constitutes the Incar
nation.

Hick takes this to mean, "that the first man to be 
wholly transparent to the divine grace was ipso facto

4the bon of God." He admits that this is noi what
has traditionally oen called adoptianism, and coins 
jfche technic lly contradictory phrase "continuous 
adoptianism" to describe Baillie's position. Adoptian
ism which cannot speak of a date or time of adoption 
is not adoptianism in any sense which has been tradi 
tionally assigned to the term. To sum up the argu
ments Hickfs criticism is that BaSLlie views the Incar
nation as that which is related to the experience of

 ̂Suprat p. 427.
2Hick, Scottish Journal of Theology, Vol. 11, 

No. 1, p.8.
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grace at work within a human context, us the perfect 

i related to the fragmentary. The criticisai fairly 

^resent- KkilUl'i thought. But, the rmofil Hick 
offers ia attempt ng to prove that this view is 
i iath|Uate a ik untrue to the coneiliar definitions 
ieatinned cannot be accepted.

Jo m  Baillie, in n reply to lick'a article, 
defended his brother’s view th t the divine grace 
of God in Christ is different in degree from he 

experience of grace in other men on the grounds taat 
when a difference of degree is ’taken at the absolute 

pitch’ it in alrt dy a difference of kind."^ This 
is one way to defend the position, but it is aeces- 
sury to see Baillid's emphasis in the light of llick’s 
terms of reference quite pr< cisely. Bai^ixu does 
view the Incarnation as different in kind from the 
experience of grace if this is understood as a differ
ence in degree raised to its highest pitch. But, if 
difference in kind is taken to mean a substantive 
difference which precludes a connection or relatic. 
shiBetween Incarnation and humanity, then D.M. Baillie

^John Bn llie, "Sons Comments on Profes^o^
Hick’s Article on ’The Christology of D.M. Baillie’,M 
The Scottish Journal of Theology. Vol. 11, No. 3
(195F), p. 265.
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disagrees.

Professor Hick bus raised on important ques
tion for preaching. Can a Christology vhich views 
the Incarnation as being substantively unrelated to 
th rest of humanity meet the criterion of theology 
which is to be preached, i.e. doctrine vhic is 
presented s th truth of God vhich eflects, des
cribes, addresses and is directly related tu human 
experience? If there is no connecting relationship 
between the Incarnation and humanity, if the grace of 
God in Christ is wholly other than that in man, if 
there is conceive . an absolute gulf between what 
God did in Christ and what he can do in all men, 
preaching on the doctrine of the Incarnation cannot 
be expressed as th t which i intimately is,*a.ted and 
relevant to human life and experience. The con
ception of the Incarnation as being substantively 
discontinuous and absolutely separateu from humanity 
cmmot meet the requirement of a tneoiogy for re ach
ing.

Baillie offers a present tion of the doctrine 
which does fulfil the requirements for a theology for 
preaching, and in uing so he has also remained rue 
to the intent of the Chalcedonian definition. The 
definition places the doctrine in sharp bi-focal per-
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spec live, sirossing the polarity of the paradox of 
the Incarnation against a - tempts to over-simplify 
it or to obscure either side. The terminology of 
tiic definition has led to die subsequent view oi the 
"very Godness' oi Christ in static, impersonal, aao- 
stantival terms which separates the nature o Christ 
(in his Got.aesb) from anything relate u to the men 
Cod reconciles to Himself in Jesus Christ. However, 
hat H i e  remains true to the intent of the definition 
in preserving the sharp polarity of the paradox whil 
at the sume tirae he refuses to be limited by the 
substantival com ocations which can be seen in the 
definitions. He presents the uncompromised Codness 
ox the paradox in terms of activity; "very God" is 
ue with "very man" in that fe is perfectly active 
in and through him. Professor John McIntyre writes 
that in Bailliefs presentation, "The Chalcedonian 
problem has been bypassed but it has not been solved 
It is true that many of the problems which have 
bubbled up in the wake of Chalcedon are not solved. 
The problems which involve substantive definitions 
of the natures in d m  person of Christ have been by

*John McIntyre, Review of God Was in Christ, 
by Dm Hm Baillie, The Reformed Theological teview,"* 
Vol. 7, No. 2 (November, 1948), p. 18.



passed. But the definition itself has not been
bypassed nor cast aside. Professor W. Norman
3 ittenger evaluates Baillie*s presentation more
accurately when he writes: f,It is exactly this line
of approach which the Chalcedonian definition
implies."^ And Henry P. Van Dusen can write of the
relation of Baillie*s presentation to traditional
Christology that while it * breaks genuinely new

2ground” it is "essential orthodoxy".
With the meaning of the Incarnation presented 

in terms of the activity of God*s grace in human 
life, it can be seen that this activity, this crea
tive Word or Logos, was active before it was fully

3revealed in Jesus Christ. The meaning of this "pre
existent" relationship between God and man, as it 
can be preached, has been treated in the previous 
chapters, e.g. those dealing with the? doctrines of 
Creation, Providence and Grace. So too, the activity 
of God in Christ did not cease with the end of Jesus*

Norman Pittenger, Review of God Was In
Clin. I, by D. M. Baillie, Review of Religion (Jan- 
uary, 1950), p. 172.

2Henry P. Van Dusen, Review of God Was in 
Christ, by D. M. Luiilie, Christianity and Crisis 
(December 25, 1950), pp. l'jr'2-17$.

^God Vas in Christ, pp. 147-151.
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earthly life.^ The meaning of this side of the 
story, as it can be preached, must await further 
discussion in the chapters to come, e.g. those deal
ing with the Holy Spirit, the Church and the Sacra
ments. The definitive character of the activity 
of God in Jesus Christ is the subject o the chapter 
to which we now turn. How does Baillie pr ut the 
meaning of the Atonement in his preaching and teach
ing?
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CHAPTER VIII

THE DOCTRINE OP THE ATONEMENT

The doctrine of the Atonement confronts the 
preacher with the problem of presenting the profound 
seriousness of sin and the costliness of gpnuine for
giveness on the one hand, and the provenience and 
victory of the gracious love of God on the other.
This must be clone without obscuring or compromising 
either side, i.e. the love of God cannot be presented 
in a way that obscures the gravity of sin and makes 
forgiveness seem cheap, nor can the seriousness of 
sin and the costliness of forgiveness dim the vision 
and possibility of genuine reconciliation. The prob
lem is to bring these two poles together as an 
experiential reality which is addressed by an histori
cal event (the Cross), and an experiential reality in 
which man is genuinely aware of God*s saving work in 
his own life, i.e. atonement as it is lived and 
actualized in faith-experience.



This chapter illustrates the fact that a 
theology for preac ing cannot turn to mere experience 
in general as the basis for vhat it says about Christ
ian doctrine. The uncritical use of experiential 
analogies has been particularly misleading in some 
traditional expressions of the doctrine of the Atone
ment. This chapter will demonstrate the importance 
of correlating faith-exp rience with the source# of 
the doctrine, especially the Biblical witness to the 
interpretation given to the death of Christ by the 
early Christians.

The Doctrine Preached

Baillie introduces a sermon on the doctrine 
by clearing away some mis o..captions which he believes 
cloud the understanding of many people in the Church 
today. The misconceptions involve, to a large
extent, the idea that "God is angry with sinners and
determined [to] punish [them]. But Christ is piti
ful and took [the] punishment. This changed [the] 
attitude of God [and] let sinners off." This idea 
is a travesty of the New Testament basis for the doc
trine. Baillie goes on to say that it makes the con-
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text of atonement look like a law court (an unjust 
law court at that) instead of the Father*s house.
It interprets atonement along the lines of what man
can do to appease an angry Godf instead of the New 
Testament teaching that a loving God reconciles man 
to Himself; it sees atonement as that which is orien
ted from man to God, n  ther than from God to man.1

What then is meant by atonement? In another 
sermon Baillie begins with a positive statement of 
the doctrine; his first sentence reflects an emphasis 
we have seen throughout his preaching.

One of the great discoveries of the New 
Testament was this* that God loves us before
we have begun to be worthy of His love. He
loves not only good people, but bad people. He 
loves us while we are yet sinners.

The New Testament witness is, of course, based on the
j^tory of Jesus, of how He behaved toward sinners, 
befriended sinners; and of how He explained and 
defended it by teaching that God Iiimself was 
like that— as in the parable of the Prodigal 
Son, whose Father ran oui to welcome him, and 
the parable of the Shepherd who went out into 
the wilderness to find the one lost sheep.

Thus Baillie sets forth the one pole of the doctrine,
the pole which stresses the provenience and victory

"What do we believe about the Atonement," 
Homans 5*11 (475)» 1928, 1933, (n sermon outline),
p. 1 .

^"The Atoning Sacrifice,9' To Whom Shall We Go?. p. 13U.
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of God's love. It is set forth in terms of the 
concrete historical events of Jesus9 deeds and 
teach ngs.

If God9s love is like that, why speak of 
atonement? Baillie goes on to present the other 
side of the problem.

But now, if all that is true— -if God is as 
willing to forgive sinners freely as the father 
in .he parable was to forgive and welcome his 
prodigal son— then where is the need for any
thing like an atoning sacrifice? . . .  I must 
begin my answer by asking you another question 
in returns Do you think all this costs God 
nothing? Is it a kind of good natured amnesty 
on God's part? Does he pass lightly over our 
sins, as if they did not matter much to Him?
Is it all as easy as that? And if we thought 
of the divine forgiveness in that easy way, 
would it really have a liberating effect and send 
us forth to better things? Surely not. Surely 
that makes it all too cheap. The classical 
example of that may be found in what the German 
poet Heine said on his death beds 'God will 
forgive met that is His business.9 Ve can all 
see that that is a complete misunderstanding of 
what God9a mercy means. That is what the1heroic 
Dietrich Bonhoeffer called 9cheap grace'.

Forgiveness, in order to mean anything, is a costly
process. The second pole of the problem has been set
forth in the sermon.

Baillie then brings the tvo together in terms

^Ibid.. pp. 130-31.
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of a human experience which is readily understood.

Suppose I have a friend who is a pure and noble 
soul and who loves me deeply. And suppose that 
I sin against his friendship behind his back, 
betraying him in some unworthy way, and he dis
covers it. Vhat will he feel and say and do?
If he were a shallow soul and our friendship 
were on a shallow level, he would perhaps drop 
me quietly altogether and ignore me ever after.
Or perhaps he would gloss the matter smoothly 
over, and pretend that nothing had happened, so 
as to avoid an uncomfortable scene. But if he 
is indeed an honest and noble soul, and loves me 
deeply, he cannot ta.e these easy ways. He will 
be honest and straight and agonizingly relent
less— not because he does not love me, but because 
he does. The reconciliation will not be easy and 
painless; it will be costly and painful. And it 
is my friend, far more than I, that will pay the 
price ani suffer the pain, because he is a better 
man than I, and he loves me. He will suffer 
grief and shame, not because of the injury done 
to him, but because of me. He will bear the 
agony of the shame of what I have done. And it 
is out of th t whole co*tly experience:of suffer
ing in his heart that there will come the fei- 
giveness, the reconciliation.

Can that be a faint analogue of the love of 
God which bears the sin of the world? Just 
because he loves us with an infinite and ever
lasting love, His grace cannot be 'cheap grace*, 
His forgiveness cannot be easy and good natured 
amnesty. Just because he loves us infinitely, He 
suffers infinitely for our sins. And out of that 
suffering comes the divine atonement, the divine 
reconciliation. Atonement means *at-one-ment' 
or reconciliation.

Baillie has presented the two sides of the 

problem and brought them together by way of an exper

iential analogy. The first question, "Vhat is meant

11bid.. pp. 131-32.



by 1 atonementf ?" , has been answered. lie has used 
reconciliation as a synonymn for atonement, and ve 
raay fairly ask why, in the light of the confusion vhich 
surrounds the word "atonement", it is not replaced 
altogether by tho word "reconciliation"?

Baillie goes on to aski "Vhut connection has 
that with the Cross of Christ? And why call ilis 
death an atoning sac*xfice?" He explains that Jesus 
death cannot be viewed as a sacrifice in a literal 
sense. The language of the Jbpistle to the Hebrews 
is metaphorical; Jesus vas strictly speaking not a 
priest but a layman and "the cross on which He c! ed
vas not an alter, but a gallows. His death vas not
a ritual sacrifice, but a judicial execution." The 
use of the words "atoning sacrifice" take us back be
yond the event iteelf to the Old Testament which 
provides part of the frame of reference within vhich 
tho event vas first interpreted. Baillie explains 
the background for the interpretation its two seemingly 
contradictory strains in the Old Testament.

On the one haud, you ha\e the system of sacrifices
as a divinely appointed means of having one's sins
expiated and forgiven. It vas not so much the 
flagrant transgressions of the moral law that vere 
dealt with in that way, but rather the ceremonial 
offences vhich men might commit without any evil
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intents these could be wiped out by certain 
sacrifices which God in his mercy had appointed*
The flagrant and deliberate transgressions of 
the moral lav were different* For these great 
sins men oould not count on God's mercy* These 
things oould not be expiated by the ritual sacri
fices which wiped out the smaller offences*

un the other hand, the teaching of the prophets was
that the

transgressions of ihe moral law were vhat God 
really cared ab *— injustice, cruelty, deceit, 
dishonesty in common life— and so long as men 
practised those things God took no pleasure at 
all in their sacrifices, and vould not accept 
them* But also this: that if only men would 
repent of their evil ways and return to God, then 
he vould freely forgive all their sins, even their 
most flagrant transgressions, without any distinc
tion* Nothing vas needed but genuine repentance—  
no sacrifices, no offerings on the altar*

Following a documentation of this theme in the proph
etic literature, Baillie states that these tvo strains 
persisted side by side right into the time of Christ 
and: the New Testament*1

The sermon no« takes up the New Testament frame 
of reference within which Christ's death vas inter
preted*

Which of these tvo contradictory strains did the 
New Testament take up and carry to its climax and 
fulfillment! the strain which spoke of the need 
of atoning sacrifices, or that vhich spoke of God's 
absolutely free frrgiveness? The breath-taking

11bid.. pp. 132-33.
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answer is: both together, and both equally,
only now they have come together without any 
contradiction, they have become one— because 
it is God Himself who both makes the sacrifice 
and forgives the sin. The doctrine that God 
freely forgives the sinner is carried further 
than ever in the teaching of Jesus, as in the 
parables of the Prodigal bon and the Lost Sheep,
At the same time the long tradition of a oiling 
sacrifice reaches its climax, but in a way that 
is completely transformed, because now it is God 
Himself who provides tho victim, and as it were 
out of His own bosom, for the victim is His own 
Son, • , • Here *>re all the old terms of the 
Old Testament saci.ifi.cial system— offering, 
sacrifice, atonement, reconciliation, expiation. 
Hut now they receive a radically new interpreta
tion— not only because they applied to the death 
of Christ, which was net in a literal sense a 
sacrifice at all, but also because it is God 
Himself who is regarded as making the sacrifice, 
providing the victim, bearing the cost.

Bearing in mind Baillie1* understanding of 
Jesus Christ as being true God and true man by vir
tue of the fulfilled activity of grace in Him, it 
becomes evident that "true God” participated fully 
in the suffering of the Cross, In stating that it 
was God who bore the cost, Baillie makes it clear that
God Himself suffers. It will be recalled that he

2rejects the idea of divine impassibility. It can 
be seen that it is systematically necessary to reject 
this idea if onefs understanding of God is to be con
sistent with one's understanding of thi costly recon
ciliation realised in the Atonement,

^Ibid.. p. 134, ^bupra. p. 227



Having first presented the two poles of the 
problem and brought them together in a way that could 
be understood in terms of contemporary experie ce, 
Baillie has proceeded to present the two poles and 
brought them together within the Biblical frame of 
reference from which our understanding of the event 
is derived* In fact, atonement has meaning within 
the realm of concrete au tan experience because it is 
something that happened in history, interpreted by 
faith as the activity of God* Baillie suras up the 
meaning of the doctrine and its connection with the 
Crosst

So the Atonement is not a sacrifice offered to 
God to appease His anger and to reconcile Him 
to us* No, it is the love of God bearing the 
brunt of the sin of the world th t He may recon
cile us to ilia* That is something eternal9 be
cause God is love. It had its outcropping into 
the plane of history in the Passion ana Cross 
of Christ, and it goes,, on for evermore* That is 
the Atoning Sacrifice*

Baillie has retained the use of the word •atonement1’
(rather than merely using "reconciliation”) in order
to make clear the costly character of reconciliation*
However, with the difficulty which stems from the
literal transference of the Old Testament concept of
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sacrificial atonement to Christ's #death, perhaps th# 
simple use of the phrase "costly reconcili tion" night 
well embrace the tvo facets of the doctrine in . lesa 
confusing manner* Never-the-less, the sermon has 
clarified the meaning of a traditional term which is 
easily misinterpreted*

It is important to note that th* historical 
event of tho Cross is spoken of as an Houtcropx>ing 
in history" of something that takes place all the 
time* Our understanding of God's activity is wholly 
dependent upon this historical event, but God's atoning 
activity is not limited in time by this event* od's
costly reconciliation of men to Himself is not spoken
of as being causally related to the death of Christ*
The death of Christ is the revelation of God's 
activity, not the cause of it*

The final question Baillie asks in the sermon
i» a question characteristic of the focus of all his 
X>reachings "What difference does it make?" He an
swers s

Vhat keeps the whole idea of the forgiveness of 
sins sound and wholesome is th< Christian ospel 
of the divine atoning sacrifice* If ve hold 
that Cross of Christ before our eyes, then ve 
shall never make the divine forgiveness either 
too cheap on the one hand or too impossible on
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the otherv Some people make the one mistake, and 
some the other* Some make it too cheap and easy, 
as if our sins did not matter much; and that is 
not the way to better things* Others make it too 
difiicult, and can't forgive themselves at 11, 
and that is also not the way to better things*
But we can't make the first mistake if we remem
ber what our sins have done to the Son of God*
And we can't make the second mistake if we remem
ber what the Son of God has done with our sins*
And these two things come together in the Cross of
Christ.1

For en elahor?tion of what did happen at the
Cross we shall turn to anoth r sermon which seeks to
answer its title question, ,fVhy did Jesus Die?” It
is here that Baillie makes clear the dependence of
Christian faith upon, not reconciling experiences in
general, but a particular event and the experience
of men in the face of that event*

Baillie begins the sermon by asking why Jesus
was put to death. He answers that the

thing that turned the religious leaders against 
Jesus and shocked them more than anything else 
was this; His attitude towards sinners, His way 
of mixing with sinners. I mean the people of 
openly sinful and godless life, disreputable 
people, outsiders, all those men and women who 
in the Gospels are lumped together in that fam
iliar phrase, 'publicans and sinners'. These 
people were beyond the pale of religion, and no 
self respecting rabbi would be seen talking to

^Ibid*, p. 135*



them* But Jesus seemed to be more interested in 
these people than He was in anybody elsex and 
He practically said that God was too. • • . The 
Scribes and Pharisees used to say to each otherf 
with a good deal of self-righteous head-shaking 
'This nan receives sinners and e&ts with •
'wild Jesus said to those Ph riseesi 'The publicans 
and the prostitutes go into God's Kingdom before 
you.' He meant, of course9 that they were all 
sinners together, there were no" righteous people, 
they all needed God's forgiveness. Only, He was 
more hopeful about the outsiders, because they 
were more ready to admit it.

It was Jesus' uncompromi ing acceptance of the un
acceptable tiiat prompted men in positions of authority 
to turn themselves and their people against Him. Jesus 
was put to death, quite explicitly, because he loved 
sinners.

The next question raised in the sermon is,
"Why did Jesus Himself choose to die?" Baillie is 
consistent with the themes in sermons which deal with 
the humanity of Jesus, his finite knowledge and spirit
ual life of dependent faith, when he points out that 
it is false to think that Jesus knew exactly what was 
going to happen to him from the start. That idea, 
Baillie preaches, "is too simple", and it "does not 
do justice to what Jesus did and suffer >d." Jesus was

"Why Hid Jesus H j l s ? . "  To Whom Shall We 
Gg?, p. 125.



not merely playing a part in a x>re-arranged drama.
No, "He had to go forward in the dark, walking by
faith, and not by sight." When it became cle r to
him that the crucifixion did lie ahead, he shrank
fr m  th© prospect and played that it might not come.
But the final outcome was not a matter of mere fate,
it vas a matter of painful personal decision on
Jesus' part, and as has >een shown in the doctrine
of the Incarnation, this means for iiaillie th t Jesus'
decision was a manifestation of the activity of God's
grace in his i f # . 1

However, Baillie stresses that it was also
a human decision involving genuine choice. "Did He
choose the path of the Cross?", Baillie asks. The
answer in unequivocal.

Xes, indeed He did. He was not a helpless vic
tim. There vas a choice before Him, and He vent 
on vith His eyes open. He could have saved 
Himself. How? By changing His course, by going 
in for a different kind of ministry, a more con
ventional kind, less embarrassing to the authori
ties.

And yet in retrospect, ve look squarely at the life 
and teachings of Jesus, ve are compelled to say some
thing else.
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He could have done it. And yet, of course,
He couldn’t do it, . . .  Why not? Because it 
would have meant . . .  giving up the sinners, 
giving up His shocking habit of being 9& friend 
of publicans an* sinners’. He could not ivo 
that up. And it cost Him His life. It brought 
Him to the crucifixion. . . .  It is manifestly 
true in the plain historical and local sense 
that He died for sinners, the sinners of Ilis own 
immediate environment, the 9lost sheep of the 
house? of Israel1 in His own time.

Jesua choose to accept death on the Cross, quite 
explicitly because he persisted in his love for sinners 
in an historically concrete and personal sense

Vhat bearing does all this have upon atone
ment today? It is clear that Jesus9 reconciliation 
of sinners to himself was costly; it cost him hi life. 
Baillie asks the third question of the sernom "What 
was the meaning of the death of Jesus in the eternal 
purpose of God?'* The answer to this question reflects 
the specific faith—experience of those who were con
fronted by the event of his death. It is from this 
concrete experience that our awareness of God9s saving 
activity is derived.

When Jesus' own fol vers looked back and pondered 
on that dreadful event, vhat did they make of it?
In the whole history of humaa thought there is 
nothing more extraordinary than thiss that the

^Ibid.. p. 127



crucifixion of Jesus made people think oi the 
love of God, Not simply of .he love of Jesus, 
but of1 the love of God, • • •
Vhen they thought of Jesus goin^ to the Cross 
in His love for sinners, they s&id, 'God must be 
like that’. Nay, but they said even more than 
th&t, something still more wonderful. Not simply 
'God must be like Jesus', but, 'God vas in Jesus' 
wheu He suffered and died for sinners. As St,
Paul put it, 'God was in Christ, reconciling the 
world unto Himself,

And when we come to '"now what happened in the exper
ience of those who first responded to Jesus' death 
in the light of his 1(. ? the event oU the Cross
becomes as it were, the gracious personal influence 
of God calling us back to him. The sermon concludes:

In the presence of that Cross and Passion we 
are all sinners. There are no r teous people, 
\nd now, • , , from that Cross of Christ God 
Himself is stretching out His hands to us, 
appealing to us to repent and return to Him and 
be forgiven and make a new beginning, St, Paul 
expressed that appeal when he said, • • • 'God 
commends His own love toward us in that while ve 
were yet sinners, Chrict died for us.' L^omuns 
5:8] And three centuries later another great 
saint expressed it in words of magnificent symbol
ism, when he said: 'It is only on uncross that
a man dies with outstretched hands,9

It is clear that the doctrine vhich has emerged from
the sermons involves a view of th© atonement which
sees its contemporary meaning, not in terms of a

p. 128, 2Ibid,, p, 129.



sacrificial appeasement of God's anger which 
changed His attitude toward faen, but as a display 
of His love in history for all men to see, th t 
they might change their attitude toward Him. The 
costly reconciling act of God in Christ is the cli
max of the activity of grace in the Incarnation.
As such it persists in the experience of men as a 
gracious personal iniiue ice calling men to repentance 
and th© victory of a life of new beginnings.

It is important wo note that Baillie preaches 
about the victorious experience of those who responded 
to the Cross in the faith that God was active in and 
through Jesus* death in similar ter™ those with 
which he describes what happened at the resurrection. 
It has been shown that he told his congregation that 
it was not a "story of a dead body being re-animated 
and coming back to life, to walk among men as before, 
as if it had never died." Vhat Baillie does say about 
the resurrection is I can only describe it as the 
victory of God in Jesu Christ." Ve may conclude that 
Baillie, in his preaching, views the life and death 
of Christ as concrete historical events upon vhich 
th< faith-experience of Christians is totally depen
dent, and the resurrection as the symbolic description 
of the supra-historical "story of something that
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happened, , . . the story of something th t always 
happens, of something that God does, of the victory 
that God always gives to those who trust Him.”1 It 
is fair to say that Baillie understands the resurr c- 
tion to be a sy:ibolic expression of a b r: -historical 
reality, parallel to x understanding of the creation 
and the fall. But the conscious realisation of the 
life of new beginnings is dependent upon a knowledge 
of the concrete event of Jesus' death and the subse
quent experience of those who responded to this event 
interpreting it as atonement.

The death of Christ has been presented in the 
sermons as an "outcropping into the rr\e of history" 
of the activity of God whereby men are reconciled to 
Him at great cost. Therefore human sin is taken with 
utmost seriousness and forgiveness is not understood 
as merely a matter of "good natured amnesty". The 
paradoxical truth has also been preserved that God's 
love is prevenient a victorious. The paradox was 
not left as the mere ju imposition of contradictory 
assertions, but a glimpse of the connection between 
the two poles was afforded by way of an experiential
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analogy of genuine and satisfactory forgiveness.
The paradox was further expressed in ter is of the 
Biblical backgrounds which interpreted the meeting 
of the t o  poles in a particular event. This cv ntt 
the death of Christ, has contemporary vance as 
the gracious persona: influence of God, calling men 
to rexientance and a life of new beginnings.

The death oi‘ Christ has emerged as an "histori
cal outcropping" of an activity of God which cannot be 
limited to any point in cirae. Our understanding of 
the Atonement is dependent on historical event, but 
the activity of God in the Atonement is an etern, I 
aotivity.

From this it can been seen that the sermons 
have presented a doctrine of the atonement vhich is 
both objective and subjective, objective in that it 
is a specific historical event that makes effectual 
th© realisation of the life of new beginnings or 
salvation. This lif\ , the life of faith in God's 
totally adequate and cc tly forgiveness of the re
pentant sinner, is brought into being as a genuine 
conscious experience by knowing what happened in the 
life and death of Jesus Christ. But atonement, is 
also subjective because the life of new beginnings
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involves a hu.ian respouse to the arucious personal 
influence of God made knowa by the death of C. rist9 
a response of repentance*

These are the themes vhich have emerged fr m 
the doctrine as Baillie preached it; he*. they com- 
p re with the themes ich he presented in his 
teaching and formal writing?

The Doctrine Preached and the Doctrine Taught

The comparison of Baillie's preaching vith 
his formal presentation of the doctrine can best be 
examined by taking the questions asked in the sermons 
and finding the answers given in thi ctures and 
essays* '.he questions are (1) "Vhat is atonement? 
whs does the word mean? And why is it necessary in 
addition to tho themes presented under the docvrine 
of forgiveness?", (2) "What is the connection betveen 
atonement and the Cross?", and (3) "What difference 
does it make?"*

What does the u I "atonement" mean? Unlike 
the sermons, the lectures ofl\r an extensive dis
cussion of the definitions of vords associated vith 
the doctrine, vords like atonement, reconciliation,

4i>9



expiation and propitiation. Following a treatment 
of the Hebrew words which have a bearing on tie New 
Testament understanding of atonement, as well as a 

study of th? Greek words pertinent to the matter, 
Baillie offers the conclusion that in i vew Testa
ment we find

the idea of reconciliation of sinners to God as 
something wrought by God Himself through Christ 
as a result of His love for sinners; along with 
the idea that this involv s a work of something 
like expiation, and that this also is provided 
by God Himself in rist. «

The concepts which are thus summarized are those which 
were x)res©Ît in the sermons. i.e. thd> atonement 
involves both the prevenient and forgiving love of 
God and the idea of a costly forgiveness and recon
ciliation of man to God.

Baillie*s use of the word "atonement" instead
of "reconciliation" in tht sermons has been questioned 

2above. The question was raised in the interests of
clarity because of the many misleading connotations
implied by "atonement". In this connection it is
important to see Baillie himself writei

An examination of the New Testament conception 
of salvation through Christ leads one to re
interpret many of the words: "atonement",
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"propitiation", "ransom", "imputed righteousness 
of Christ", "expiation", and leads to [the] con
clusion that the central idea is reconcili^ tioa. 
(the true meaning of "atonement") •

In the course of the classroom presentation 
Bail ie takes time to point out why the word "propi
tiation" is not an accurate word to use in speaking 
of the atonement. It is a word that did not appear 
in the sermons; here nre the reasons for its omis
sion. The Greek hilasterion (translated by th< 
Authorised Version an . evised Version as "propi
tiation") comes from the verb hilaskomai which means 
primarily "to appease" or "to make merciful" with God 
or gods as its object. It can also mean "to expiate" 
with sin as its object, thus "to forgive". The 
former meaning is more common in pagan writings and 
inscriptions, but it is not the Biblical idea where 
God is the object. Quotir C. H. Dodd,Baillie points 
out t

In accordance with biblical usage . . .  the sub
stantive (h i l t f c t o n ) would mean, not propitia
tion. but means by which guilt is annulled'.
. . .  The rendering ropjtiation it therefore 
misleading, for it suggests the placating of an 
angry God, aud although it would be in accord 
with pagan usage, it is foreign to biblical usage.

 ̂"The Work of Christ" (mss. held by Professor 
V .  R.  Forrester), p. 17.

Collins i    ̂  r W ,  quote by
Baillie, Ibid. p. 10.

Romans (Londons



The word "propitiation” was aot used in the sermons 
in order to avoid any possible connotations o/ Christ 
and his death as being an appeasement offered to a 
hostile God.

The word "ransom" is also associ ed with ths 
doctrine. It too ap* rs in the Bible, but it does 
not occur in the sermons. Baillie points out to his 
students th. t this word, and related phrases such as 
"bought with a price" (I Corinthians 6:20; 7:23), 
are to be taken metophoneally not literally. The 
idea of a ransom is a "figure of speech, used to in
dicate the cost of our salvation".1 In the light of 
the presence of this idea in the Bib1 , the forth
right statement of its metaphorical character in a 
sermon on the atonement might well have cleared up 
some confusion concerning the doctrine.

Baillie goes on to present various theories 
of the atonement, which have appeared in the history 
in Christian thought. The first of these is the Man- 
som TJseery which was do inant in v&riour forms down 
to the twelfth century and Anselm of Canterbury's
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criticism of it. The difficulty, at its simplest, 
was that the Fathers took the idea of ransom .■ ter- 
ally and th n developed the doctrine that "th enth 
of Christ was a ransom price paid to the devil, who 
h.*d captured and enslaved mankind and v* had to h ve 
a price paid if monki was to be set free and re
stored to God.”1 The following sentences from the 
lectures could well have been included in & sermon to 
clarify the intended metaphorical use of "ransom" in 
the New Testament.

Ve sometimes speak of lives laid down in the 
two wars at the price paid for our safety and 
freedom. But we never dream of asking 9 To 
whom was the price paid?1 because we,,realize
that we are speaking metaphorici ?1y.

The Hansom Theory is never presented in the sermons.
However, Baillie9s present tion comes perilously close
to it when he preaches that Christ9s crucifixion "was
the price He paid", ;uid

we believe with St. Paul that somehow this was 
the manifestation of the sacrificial love of 
God— somehow it God Himself that has paid 
the ultimate prico^for the blessing of our life 
and our salvition.
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The statement appears with no clarifying comment on 
the metaphorical sense which is intended by the use 
of this idea. It is quite possible that someone might 
well ash "To whom was the price paid?" It would h ve 
been better if Baillie had been explicit bout his 
meaning in this sermo which had for its text I 
Corinthian? 6:19-20, "Ye are not your own. For ye 
are bought with a price: . . . "

It is well to note th t the Ransom Theory is 
a method of presenting the doctrine which, although 
it draws its terms of reference from a human expe
rience and extends it into & metaphysical transaction 
between God and the Dev 1, is not a ethod which will 
stand up against an examination of the Biblical 
sources dealing with the particular historical life 
and death of Jesus Christ. Preaching requires that 
doctrine be made meaningful in terms of human expe
riences, but these experiences must be those which 
are valid analogies the Biblical witness.

Many theories cr the Atonement fall into the 
category of ahat may be called the Substitutionary 
Type. Generally speaking these theories "concentrate 
on the idea of something done or suffered or rend red 
by Christ in our stead. . . .  Christ is regarded as
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t&kirg the place of guilty man, particularly in His
suffering and death#"^ Baillie presents the * ories
of this type as they are developed by Anselm of
Canterbury and then by some of the Reformers, noting
the similarities and the differences# He then offers
the follow! g po nts f appreciation an criticism#
This type of theory

takes sin very seriously, not only the power of 
it, but the guilt of it, r something th< t crnnot 
simply be passed over vith a geod-nr tured 
indulgence# • . , - s ns do ma ter much to
God, and . # . th i *\,re something must be done 
about them, and something of divine dimensions, 
if we are to be accepted rad forgiven, recon
ciled end restored. The substitutionary theories 
do take th t seriously, and that is their gr at 
merit*

But these theories have often used t**v idea of sub
stitution in a mechanical way vhich is wholly out of 
touch with the true nature of the reconciliation of 
man o God. This is especially true in the penal or 
forensic theor where the analogy of the law court 
is used: the defendant is found guilty and sen
tenced, then someone steps in to tftke his punish
ment for him and the defendant goes free, someone
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has offered himself as a substitute for the guilty
party. T is is not only a violation of justice in
human terras hut also

it is quit, plain thr.t you cannot transfer that 
analogy simpliciter to the realm of the relation 
between sinners nnV God. In thrt if oral and 
spiritual realm there can be no direct sub
stitution of pen ' Mes, there can be no sheer 
transference of punishment from one person to 
another. The real punishment of sin is not any 
separable penalty. It is a moral and spiritual 
penalty, it is a degeneration of the soul and 
life, it is alienation from God. And th*t 
cannot be transferred from one person to another 
by any kind of tr ; tion. There is indeed 
such a thing as vicarious suffering, one man 
bearing the shame of another manfs sin, because 
he loves him, and there is something peculiarly 
redemptive in such vicarious punishment. But 
that it not the transactional kind of sub
stitution at all. ^or the sinner has also to 
bear the shame and pain if he If to come to a 
true repentance.

The sheer objectivity of the substitutionary theories 
must be coupled with the subjective reality of repent
ance ftnd acceptance of forgiveness.

The doctrine taught is consistent with the 
doctrine preached with regard to the treatment of the 
substitutionary idea. The words "substitution” or 
’*substitutionary” never appeared in the .sermons because

1 "The Doctrine of the Atonement,M (Book 3),
p. 28.



of the misleading connotations associated with them* 
Indeed, the mechanical interpretstion of O il , tene
ment in its penal or forensic forms was explicitly 
repudiated in one sermon* The idea within these 
theories which was preserved was limited j the 
seriousness of sin an the costliness of forgiveness 
and reconciliation* The examination of t̂  is type of 
atonement theory has again highlighted the dunger of 
uncritically using an analogy from human experience 
(a lav court) and extending it literally into the 
realm of dogmatic theology* The task of a theology 
for preaching is to examine human experience in 
order to see where it reflects, be it n a fragmentary 
way, the Wo sided truth of God's costly yet reconciling 
activity among men* The forgiveness «ad difficult 
reconciliation brought about by the suffering of a 
friend who loves the wrong doer is, in this case, & 
more accurate reflection of what faith believes God 
to be doing than is concept of a lav court and 
a substitute victim*

1^uur*. p. 472-73.
2
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A third type of atonement theory is the Moral 
Influence tyrpe. Although there are serious qualifi
cations made by Baillie regarding the way thi type 
has been put iorward it is a type that comes close to 
the doctrine w. ich emerged in his preaching:* In 
defining the broad on ines of this approach he tells 
Lus students:

This type ol theory lays the emphasis upon the 
influence of Christ's sacrifice on us rather 
than on the Godvarcl si e of it*

It is we that uCf 10 be reconciled to God.
It is not God*s altitude that needs to be 
changed, for God loves ut through all our sin 
with an everlasting love* But ve need to be 
brought back to God. It is God's love alone 
that can do this* And the supreme revelation 
of God's love is in the passion and cross of 
Christ, which thus does its ator 'g work on us, 
bringing us to repentance and for^xveness and 
reconciliation* Thus it is sometimes said that 
this type of theory conceives of the Atonement 
as working not objectively but subjectively^ as - 
a moral and spiritual influence upon the sinner*

This way' of presenting the doctrine was advanced by
Abelard in the twelfth century and has often been
called the Abelardian type of atonement theory.
Baillie notes the connection between Abelard's deep
and tragic experience vith human love and his th ology

oof the atonement* Following a brief treatment of

1 "The Doctrine of the Atonement" (dossier), 
pp. 29-30.

2Baillie cites in this connection, Helen 
Waddell, Peter Abelard (London* Collins Clear-Type 
Press, 19?$) see esp. pp* 240-253*
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critical appraisal is made. This interpretation,
Baillie teachess

has the great merit of making the love of God 
quite fundamental, ae an eternal unc' #aging 
love which does not wait for sinner. o turn 
from their sin, but loves them 9while they are 
yet sinners9 and as uelts their hearts into 
penitence. It has the great merit of regarding 
the cross of Christ as above all an expression 
of the love of Go'1-—not a sacrifice to appease 
the wrath of God, not a forensic necessity, but 
a willing sacrifice of life, for lovefs sake, 
a supreme exhibition of self sacrificing love 
for the undeserving, thus a supreme man!
fostation of God’s love for sinners.

It is not only the death of Jesus which this theory
views as the supreme manifestation of God9s love,
but the life which proceeded it and spirit or
motivation behind Jesus9 death which gives us an
understanding of reconciling love.

Substitutionary theories have too often isolated 
the death of Jesus as ' that in isolation had 
the atoning power. But the Abelardian type of 
theory takes the life of Jesus s riously.

But Baillie feels that criticism is in order 
in that there is the danger inherent in this emphasis 
to overlook the costliness of God9s reconciling love

t as view und soia contemporary expression of it, a

* "The Doctrine of the Atonement*1 (dossier),
pp. 33-34.

2lbld.. p. 34.



made manifest by the life and death of Jesus. There 
is a need to balance this view with the under landing 
that in the Atonement there is an element of 
"inf vilely costly expiation” which goes deej>er th n 
the mere moral influence of a supreme a< t of love.
It must bo understood that sin matters and that genuine 
forgiveness requires that the love of God, perfectly 
revealed in th< Cftas of Christ, bearsthe full brunt 
of shame and suffering for sinj1 that 5? why recon
ciliation involves repentance.

Baillie's lectures c ntiuue by offering ways 
ir wliiii the doctrine has been put forward in recent 
times| but our survey of the historic 1 lines of 
thought has been sufficient to show th t the present
ation in the sermons cannot be identified with any 
one of the classical theories, Th difficulty with 
each of the theories examined is that in their attempt 
to logically explicate the paradox of infinitely 
costly forgiveness victorious reconciling love 
they become one sided. Baillie1a presentation in the 
sermons avoids this difficulty by presenting the two
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poles of the paradox side by side, bu* not leaving 
them as sheer contradictory statements. They are 
brought together ir» terms of a human experience vhich 
is also paradoxical, yet understandable because the 
two sides are no longer abstract conce pts b t parts 
of the same experience of love working reconciliation 
through the costly and painful process of genuine 
forgiveness*

Baillie1s formal restatement of the doctrine 
involves a discussion oi sin and the need for forgive
ness which has been examined above.1 Baillie then 
presents the necessity of atonement by asking "I ̂ 
there no difference between a good n^tured indulge: ce 
snd a costly reconciliation?** The formal line of 
argument is the same as that which has been documented 
in the sermons. The paradoxical human experience 
vhich serves to point the way to an understanding of

• _ . 4|  .the doctrine is the same as th* t used in the sermons.
The formal pi* mentation then toes back to the 

Biblical sources vhich ^orraed the basis for the 
interpretation given to the death of Christ in the

 — -----------------------------------------------
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New Testament* The biblical exposition in the formal 
wr^tings covers the same themes as those which were 
offered in the expository section of the sermons*
In both cases the exposition serves to show how 
rec nciliution, as a human necessity, btc me identi
fied with vhw orosc*^

The connection vith the Cross is not left 
simply as a matter of Biblical interpretation* The 
connection is.intimately bound up vi final
question asked in the sermons, "Vhat difftrance does 
it make?"* T is is the same question vhich Baillie 
as s in introducing his treatment of the Atonement 
in God *ue In Christ.

Any knowledge of Christ, or any Christology vhich 
cannot show how it makes a vital difference, and 
brings 'saving benefits' tu our human situation, 
must be more than suspect*

Why does Baillie spend a v ole chapter on the 
experiential reality of sin and the need for forgive
ness, and the experiential reality oj reconciliation 
before coming baek to the specific relevance of the 
Cross to the doctrine? ills own answer to this question
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which follows the pattern which may he described as
the appropriate pattern for a theology for ireaching*

I have tried to exhibit the Christian experience 
of reconciliation in order to work bock from it 
to a consideration of that which,, mride it possible, 
the Cross and Passion of Christ.

It is this same pattern (progressing from an experien
tial description of what is meant by reconciliation 
through the demonstration of the need for reconciliation, 
to the definitive revel iion of reconciliation and 
what it m ans to faith-expcrience) that we have seen 
developed in the sermons. The answer to the final 
question (about the difference the Cross makes in our 
lives) involves the story of an histoijLC&l event which 
tells why Jesus died. Baillie1s treatment of this 
theme in his formal writing parallels the presentation 
in the sermons.

Th© regaining themes which have been examined 
in the sermons are the same as those elaborated in 
God Vas In Christ and the lectures, i.e. the continual 
activity of God in doing what we have come to know 
about through a specific historical event (the Cross)
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and the simultaneous objectivity and subjectivity of 
atonement. There is, however, one theme in the 
sermons which, although it does not contradict any
thing in Bai.llie,a other writings, does offer a much 
more definitive statement* This is thi forthright 
assertion (in the s r ore) that the resurrection is 
not a matter of re-animation on the plane of obser
vable history, but a aymbolic way in which Christians 
descr be "the Victory of God in Jesus Christ."^ This
view is implicit in hi* discussion of history rind 

3mythology, but at no point does he state the supra- 
historical character of the resurrection as un®*uivo
cally as he does in the s rmons*

The doctrine of the atonement brings "the 
story with a plot" to a climax. To demonstrate the 
interdependence and relation of this doctrine to the 
others in Bailliefs system, it is fitting to conclude 
this chapter with his own words which bring all that 
has gone before into ^rspective as doctrines which 
load up to the contemporary relevance of an ancient
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historical event, viz. the ife and death of Jesus
Christ, and the sense in which He is "risen" id
"with us" today.

We can now say about the Incarnation not only that 
it gives us the Christian view of God# but also 
that it gives us that outcropping of 'ivine atone
ment in human history which makes His mercy effec
tual for our salition. The Christian message 
tells us that God was incarnate in Jesus9 and that 
His sin-bearing was incarnate in the Passion of 
Jesus * His love is inexorable towards our sinsf 
just because it is infinite love and sin is its 
opposite (self-centredne, lovelessness); and 
for the same reason it persists indefatigably 
through all our sin ing. That is how He bears 
our sins. And that is how He overcomes them.
That is the costly •expiation* out of which forgive
ness comes. And the story of that, as it was in
carnate in Jesus, is what gives us the liberation 
which leads to a new life. For that story, with 
the Christian interpretation of it, makes us 
willing to bring our sins to God, to see them in 
His light, and to accept from Him the forgiveness 
which we could never expect to earn. That brings 
release and a new beginning. And that leads to 
a new kind of goodness, not the •Pharisaic1 kind, 
which grows in those who try to save themselves 
and take credit to themselves f ohav i n g (as they 
may think) achieved it; but the Christian kind, 
vhich is never conscious cr its own merit, but 
only of Go’* * mercy. That is the secret of the 
Christian character. . . .  It is because *God 
was in Christ, reconciling the world unto him
self, not reckonJ, .g unto them their trespasses*.
'/hen we re eive that message, and accept the 
forgiveness of our ins, then we begin to be set 
free from ourselves. Because God does not rec;on 
unto us our trespasses, we will not reckon unto 
us our virtues. Our confession will bei Not I, 
but the grace of God.

1Ibid., pp. 201-202



It is through the preaching of the doctrine of the 
Incarnuti n and the Atone;nent that the Christian 
answer to the basic human question raised by the 
paradox of morality is brought to a climax* It is 
the enabling power of grace supremely revealed in 
Christ which paves t! way to the life of new 
beginnings, life more fully lived as it should be 
lived, life sustained by the Holy Spirit.
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CHAPTER IX

THE DOCTRINE OF THE HOLI SPIRIT

Baillie uses the term "Holy Spirit" inter
changeably with many others. In one sermon he speaks 
of the way the disciples described the active presence 
of God in their midst after the death of Jesus by 
sayings "They might call it the Spirit of God, or 
the Holy Ghost, or the Spirit of Jesus, or the Risen 
Christ— surely all just different ways of saying the 
same t h i n g . I n  his writings the Holy Spirit is 
treated as a parallel expression for grace. Speaking 
again of the way the early followers described the 
newly discovered phenomenon in their lives which 
emerged after Jesus' death, Baillie has them sayi

This is the Holy Spirit . . .  giving us the 
presence of Christ in a new and greater way, to 
dwell in our hearts and to do for us what we 
could not do for ourselves. Thus they could 
say, thenceforth, concerning any good that was 
in their lives: Not I, but the grace of God

^"Great Christian Doctrines: 4. The Holy
Spirit," John 14:25-26 (325) 1923-1928, p. 11.



that was with me. It is not we that speak, but 
the Spirit of our Father thut speak©th in us.

Grace is the central term used by Baillie 
when he speaks of the activity of God. The doctrine 
of the Holy Spirit is used as a means of describing 
two dimensions of grace) the historical dimension and 
the episteuiologicai dimension. It is used to preserve 
and explain th© relationship between the activity of 
grace in past history, viz. in the life and death of 
Jesus, and the activity of grace in present experience. 
It is used also, when Baillie speaks of the way we 
*now that grace is active; the understanding of God's 
presence is described as the work of the Holy Spirit.

These two dimensions tu« brought together in 
• ''e problem to which Baillie addresses himself when 
he preaches on the doctrine. On the oie hand the life 
of faith is wholly dependent upon the revelation of 
God's grace in a particular even: of past history, 
let, in a very real sense lives are lived in faith 
wholly removed from that event and quite independent 
of it in time and indeed of many of the specific 
issues which make up the content of that event. The

5^8

^God Was In Christ, p. 146.



doctrine of the Holy Spirit is presented as an explana
tion of the way the individual and the community of 
faith understand their life, vhich is at the same 
time wholly dependent on the life and death of Jesus, 
and yet wholly removed in time and often quite different 
in vocation from that life.

Baillie's sermons on the Holy Spirit run into 
difficulties because of his inconsistent treatment 
of this doctrine. This is the one doctrine vhich does 
not receive systematic treatment in his formal writings. 
This chapter illustrates the importance of a systemat
ically integrated theology for preaching. The chapter 
also demonstrates the necessity of preaching from 
the perspective of human faith-experience, not other
worldly speculations.

The Doctrine Preached

Baillie introduces a sermon on the doctrine 
in a way which is characteristic of much of his 
preaching. He is less concerned that his congregation 
give intellectual assent to the doctdne than he is to 
show the difference it makes in the lives of men and 
women. He passes over the facile way in which the 
creed is recited when "I believe in the Holy Ghost1*
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is said, and asks "Do we know wh t we mean by it? . . . 
Does this doctrine of the Holy Spirit make any differ
ence to us all?"^

Turning to the New Testament, Baillie points 
out somethin^ which is indicative of his own treatment 
of the subject. He notes that the books of the New 
Testament are constantly speaking of the Holy Spirit 
in one way or another, yets

If you try in the New Testament to get a clear 
and consistent doctrine of the Spirit, you can't 
do it. • • • Sometimes it is put in one way and 
sometimes in another. . . . But you do find a 
great practical reality, something which meant a 
great deal, which almost meant everything to the 
early Christians. • • . What did it really mean 
to them? What was it in their religious life 
which was so significant? Why did they speak so 
much of the Spirit? That is the question we 
have to try to answer.

T.ie focus of the sermon is set. Baillie is not setting
about to present a theologically consistent doctrine;
he is going to tell of a practical reality. (It will
be shown that in so far as u uoctrine is presented,
it is in fact, not thoroughly consistent.)

The sermon then takes up the way in which the
disciples were totally dependent on Jesus during His
life-time.

2Ibid.. p. 3.

^"Great Christian Doctrines: 4. The Holy
bpirit," pp. 1-2.
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In His company they felt fit for anything. But 
if he was to be taken away, what would be left?
That would be the end of everything. As for 
carrying on, how could they possibly do that 
without Him? They would indeed be an army with
out a leader; and a "contemptible little array" 
which had always depended entirely on its wonder
ful leader. Vhat could they do without Him?

But there is a striking contrast between what one would
expect and what happened}

In the Gospels, during the life-time of Jesus, 
the disciples seem so weak and foolish and 
worldly. But in the Book of Acts, after His 
departure, they are wise and bold and devoted until 
everybody wonders at them. And they carry on in 
the most m rvellous way, until Christianity spreads 
like wild fire, to conquer the world: far beyond
what anybody thought of during the life-time of 
Jesus. . . .  Tht>n they were thrown back upon the 
spiritual presence of God Himself. Then all that 
they had learned from Jesus began to become more
real for them in their own experience.^

Baillie continues to speak of the Holy Spirit 
as that which brought the life and work of Jesus into 
the life and work of his disciples. The life which
had been an external example and influence upon them,
now became a part of what they were. "It was an 
experience of th« present; it was the Holy Spirit, the
Spirit of God or the Spirit of Jesus, entering into

^  3their own lives.*

I b i d . , p . q  .

1 1 b i d . . p. 4. 2 I b i d . , pp. 6-7.
3
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the doctrine, Baillie first points out that faith in
Jesus Christ is not a matter of just looking to the
past, but it is a matter of present experience too.

We are always apt to look back to the past for 
inspiration. And in a sense that is quite right. 
We must look back to the times of the hew Testa
ment and of Jesus. We must look buck to the long 
tradition of our forefathers. Xes, but we must 
remember that whatever God did in the past for 
His children God can do now.

In one sense Baillie views the Holy Spirit as an
extension along the plane of history of God's activity
in the incarnation and Atonement. It is the same
Spirit of God which became manifest in what Jesus
did that is present and active in the lives of men
today.

To further establish the connection between
Jesus Christ and the Holy Spirit, Baillie goes on to
speak in a way watch seems to indicate that the work
of the Spirit began in time with the Incarnation.

For it it all began through the appearing of 
Jesus on earth, it all went on through the work
ing of the Eternal Spirit of God, leaan»g His 
people into more and more truth as the centuries 
rolled on.

Passing on to the contemporary meaning of

^Ibid.. p. 12. 2Ibid.



The use of the word "Eternal" in the same sentence 
vith the idea that it somehow began "throu h the 
appearing of Jesus on earth" is confusing. The point 
could have easily been clarified from the perspective 
of the huma i awareness of the work of the Spirit and 
saying that through the appearing of Jesus on earth 
men saw & full demonstration of the work of the Spirit, 
a work vhich is not limited by that event in history, 
but fully revealed by it.

Thus the first point Baillie makes about the 
contemporary meaning of the doctrine is that the life 
of faith in Christ, although rooted in the past events 
of history, is very much a present matter. The connec
tion vhich ties the tvo together is the activity of 
God's Holy Spirit.

The second point takes up the vay in vhich men 
come to know of God's active presence. Referring 
back to the Nev Testament, Baillie notes that some
thing happened in the lives of men arid women when they 
heard the story of Jesus told. Frequently aillie 
speaks of V  Spirit in connection vith the telling 
of tht Gospel story. For examples "When the story 
vas told, then the Holy Spirit did his work. " 1 In
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many instances it appears that the work of the Spirit 
is in some sense Indispensably related to tho telling 
of the message or to preaching, as in the case of
Peterfs sermon at Pentecost,

The difference that the telling of the story 
made in the 1 1 t#s of those who heard it was a matter 
of real experience, not just intellectual under
standing of the events recounted.

The story wont home to one heart after another.
They not only accepted and believed it, but made
it their own, and God came Into their hearts and
tho res ilt was seen in their daily lives— the 
fruit of the Spirit, love, joy, peace, forbear
ance, kindness, goodness, faithfulness, meekness, 
self-control.

Thus the presence of God becomes a living reality in 
the lives of men and women today through the telling 
of the story of Uis work in Christ, and it becomes 
manifest in experientially discernable characteristics 
of a person's iile, i.e. love, joy, peace etc.

Baillie does make it clear that the ''experience" 
he is ret erring to is not the same in every person who 
hears the story, even though the same S p i m  is at 
work. * Ther*'* 1 s room in the Church of Christ,H he
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preaches, ’’for all sorts, with all sorts of gifts and 
temperaments and experiences and outlookss and all 
these . . . are worked by the self-same Holy Spirit. 
There is something about the activity of the Holy 
Spirit which cannot be defined or pinned down; it is 
to a large extent determined by the personal character 
of the experience* Indeed Baillie seems to view the 
vhole subject matter of his sermon, the doctrine of 
the Holy Spirit, as a contradiction in terms, because 
in the closing paragraphs the following sentence 
appears three times (and the sense of this sentence 
pervades the entire conclusion)t "Religion" (or the
’’real work of the Holy Spirit") "is not a matter of

2doctrine or hearsay, but a matter of experience*"
One is bound to agree vith Baillie that the 

work of the Holy Spirit varies in its manifestation 
from persou to person and from one time in history 
to another, but the sermon reveals a definite short
coming in that it has not taken seriously the task 
of examining human experience in specific aetail in 
order to be eble to say something sensible about the
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Holy Spirit. In the first place the relationship 
between God's activity in past history to His activ
ity in preseut experience is clouded by the incon
sistent way in which the Holy Spirit xs spcken of as 
being eternal and also as something vhich made its 
advent into human history vith the Incarnation.
In the second place the work of the Spirit emerges 
as a personal response to the hearing of the story 
to the point that the mediating function of the com
munity is all but lost. There is no mention of the 
corporate dimension of the work of the Spirit; there 
is no mention of the Church in this sermon on the 
doctrine of the Holy Spirit.

Baillie's inconsistent preaching on the place 
of Che Holy Spirit in history is further documented 
in another sermon. We have seen that the Holy Spirit 
is useu as a parallel expression covering certain 
aspects of grace. We have also seen that Baillie 
underslauds grace to be active in all men to a greater 
or lesser extent. let when we come to hit preaching 
on the Holy fcjirit in the Old Testament there is a 
discrepancy. Baillie speaks of the prophets as men 
who were unique because the Spirit was in them and 
not in others. Among the people of Israel
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there would ppear a man who was different from 
the rest, a man who was obviously meant to be a 
spokesman for God. Somehow the Spirit of God was 
upon him, he could know God for himself, and 
enter into some of God's secrets, and tell other 
people about God's mind and will. But of course 
that could only be one man in a thousand, nay 
perhaps one in a hundred thousand, one in a gener
ation, a man apart, a friend of God, a prophet.

This statement is inconsistent with the assertion that 
God's grace is continually active in the hearts of 
all men, fragmentary though the fruits of this activ
ity may be. Baillie is inconsistent in his preaching 
about the universal activity of the Spirit. He is 
also inconsistent about the advent of the work of the 
Spirit in the history of mankind; was it something 
which has always been present, did it first appear 
in the prophets of the Old Testament, did it first 
appear in Jesus Christ, or wab it something vhich only 
emerged in the lives of men after His death? Baillie 
says all of these at various points in his preaching.

Some of th confusion as to the universal or 
limited scope of the activity of Spirit is clarified 
when we come to another of Baillie's treatments of 
the Holy Spirit as that which makes God's loving and
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reconciling work understandable, i.e. the work of
the Spirit as the epistemological dimension of grace*

Still engulfed in the inconsistency we have
just noted, Baillie pre&cned that Moses wished that
all men could be filled with the Spirit, then that
Joel predicted the day when this would happen, and
then that Peter declared th t it had happened at
Pentecost. But the reason offered for this new
development in the activity of the Spirit, i.e. that
it had become a universal possibility instead of one
limited to a select few, clarifies the connection
between faith today and the Incarnation.

Vhat happened to bring it about? • • •
Jesus of Nazareth had lived among men in Pale
stine; and wherever He went, with Ilis words and 
works, His faith and love, His sense of the pre
sence of God-wherever He went, God became real, 
and ordinary people could understand Him.

The definitive vork of Christ, in this connection, 
was that He made the loving work of God understandable 
to all men. And the story of vhat He did and said 
continued to be understandable by ordir r men and 
women (not just apostles and prophets)* This under
standing of God’s activity was the work of the Holy 
Spirit. 1 The sermon concludes with three illustrations 
of the way me understand God’s presence in the con-
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temporary world, three ways in which the Spirit can 
work today* a man brings his faith to bear upon the 
issues raised by the reading of his newspaper, a girl 
lives a life of selfless burden bearing for others, 
and all manner of different people are brought together 
in unity at least once a week in the worship of God, 
the communion of the Holy Spirit. 1

This sermon helps to clarify some of the in
consistencies of the first one examined. Baillie still 
is vague when he talks about the activity of God as 
the Holy Spirit btcuuse there is a discrepancy be
tween the universality and the limited scope of this 
activity. However, when he uses the term to refer to 
that vhich makes God's loving work understandable to 
meu, then the connection between the Jesus of past 
history and the present experience of faith becomes 
plain. The same Spirit of God vhich infused the 
hearts of men so that they could understand His love 
through the work of Christ is present now enabling 
men to understand that God's grace is active in their 
lives if they will only become aware of its presence.
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preaohing of the Gospel, that the Spirit enables
men to become aware of God's grace in their lives*

In another sermon Baillie makes it clear that
the work of the Spirit is to be understood as that
which directly causes the awareness of God's activity
in the hearts of men* In this regard the knowledge
of God is never to be viewed as a matter wholly de~
termined by an external authority* He preaches that
the Bible is not to be viewed as such an external
author!ty, for it is only through the work of the
same Spirit that inspired its writers that we come to
understand and know what the words of Scripture mean*
He makes the distinctive place of the Biblical witness
contingent solely upon the vocation of the writers:

Instead of talking of different kinds of inspir
ation , it more in keeping with the New Testa
ment to use the idea of vocation, different 
people have different vocations, are called by 
God to different functions9 are given different 
"spiritual gifts" 9 and not for their own Bakes 
but for the sake of the fellowship* • • • 
Prophetic and apostolic souls have vique place 
and an indispensible part to play in God's 
providential purposef and we are dependent on 
their witness as it comes to us in the words of 
Scripture. Not blindly dependent— nay9 we read 
their words by the illumination of the Holy 
Spirit in our own hearts— the same Holy Spirit 
that inspired them.

And it is through the telling of the story, the

1"Revelation and Inspiration in tae Bible," 
Psalm 119:105 (un) 1936-1940, p. 15.



Ve come to know God's work and will for our lives 
through the witness of others, particul rly the 
Biblical writers, but this knowledge only becomes 
meaningful by the Holy Spirit which works through 
our own vocations within the fellowship of t e faith
ful. And we have been called to face situations which 
are quite different from those of the Biblical writers. 
Therefore it is essential not to view its teaching, 
even its story of Christ, as a static external 
authority. In a real sense our vocation can only be 
fulfilled by dependence on the direct work of the 
Holy Spirit which makes us understand the meaning and 
relevance of God's gracious activity in our lives and 
in the lives of those vith whom ve have been called 
to serve.

Baillie also makes it clear th.«t the awareness 
and knowledge ol God's work and His vill which is 
inspired by the Holy Spirit is not something which 
depends on intellectual acumen or scientific study.
He describes the sort of knowledge he is talking about 
by swings "It is an assurance, an understanding, a 
revel tion, given to homble honest obedient hearts.*’ 1
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Baillie1& presentation of the doctrine in 
the sermons is to be criticized for its inconsistency 
with regard to the place of th< Holy Spirit in 
history. He is inconsistent in what he says about 
its advent into the experience of men. He is incon
sistent about its universal or limited scope. This 
renders his attempt to deal with the problem to 
which he addressed himself in the sermons somewhat 
confusing. The aspect of the problem which bore on the 
Holy Spirit as the historical dimension of the doctrine 
of grace was not clear because Baillie did not work 
out a systematic theology in which the doctrine of 
the Holy bpirit was explained in relation to the other 
doctrines.

un the other hand the presentation of the 
doctrine as it is relevant to the matter of under
standing the activity of grace does clarify the prob
lem to which the sermons are addressed. It is clear 
why the early Chrisii and countless men and women
since speak so much about the Holy Spirit. It is be
cause of the intimate connection between their hearing 
of what God did in Christ and the experience of assur
ance and understanding in their own lives. This
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experience must be attributed to the same Spirit which 
was at work in Christ, the Spirit of Christ, the 
Spirit of God, the Holy Spirit. It is important to 
see that the two poles of the problem, the pole of 
X̂ ast hi fcory and the pole of present faith, have been 
brought together in the sermons by way of the examina
tion of an experience of faith, i.e. assurance, under
standing, etc. It is strange that iiaillio did not 
make more use of tho experience of comfort and the 
classical idea of the Holy Spirit as the Paosolete. 
Perhaps he felt this idea was adequately explained 
by the experience of assurance which followed the 
hearing of the Gospel, but surely the Biblical idea 
of the Comforter is a valid one for preaching which 
seeks to reflect, address and minister to human exper
ience.

The Doctrine Preached and the Doctrine Taught

Baillie make** frequent mention of the Holy 
Spirit in the lectures and other writings, but he does 
not offer env separate treatment of it as he has in 
the case of all the other doctrines examined in this 
thesis. And even though he preached sermons specifi
cally on the doctrine, his preaching reflects the fact
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that at no point does he undertake a systematically 
integrated study of the doctrine. Vhere both the 
doctrine of God and Christology receive extensive 
treatment in their own right, the doctrine of the Holy 
bpirit only receives systematic treatment in connection 
with the doctrine of the Trinity. However, the themes 
vhich have emerged from his preaching can be found 
in varying contexts in his formal writings.

In the sermons where Baillie describes the way 
in which the disciples Coiae to speak of the Holy Spirit 
he makes reference to *h@ir total dependence on Jesus 
during His lifetime. 1 The implication is clearly 
that the coming of the Spirit was a subsequent exper
ience. ?et when Baillie undertakes a criticism of 
Karl Heim's concept of Leadership as a clue to the 
understanding of the Incarnation, he makes it plain 
that those who Knew Jesus were not led to feel a sense 
o r total dependence on Him as an external authority. 
Indeed in the examine! n of the doctrine of the Incar
nation it has been shown thet Jesus was intent upon
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pointing away from Himself to God, Baillie writes 
of Jesus' authority as that which was not the author
ity of His person alone, it involved the working of 
God in the lives of those who heard Him and knew Him, 
Instead of Jesus acting in a way which would lead to 
the total dependence of His disciples on His earthly 
person, Baillie is quite explicit in saying that*
"His endeavour was to make men see tl truth for 
themselves, " 1 Even during Jesus' lifetime it was 
the Spirit which was at work enabling the disciples 
to understand that it was God at work in Christ. The 
authority for their faith was an inner authority then 
as it was in the days to come. At no point is the 
Christian life to be viewed as that which must rely 
upon an unmediated external authority. "It is by 
'enlightening our minds in the knowledge of Christ' 
that the Holy spirit calls us to the Christian life." 
Thus we can see that Baillie's emphasis, inspite of 
the im Hcation in t sermon, is clearly that the 
Spirit vas at work during Jesus' life-tiiuc as well as 
after it. The dichotomy drawn in the sermon between
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the disciples* experience before and after His death 
is too sharp and therefore misleading*

The one difference between the disciples 
experience before and after Jesus* death was that 
after His death they discovered that the power which 
they had known during His lifetime was in fact still 
with them; they discovered that, although they came 
to know it through Him, it persisted 'heir lives 
independent of Ilis earthly presence* Baillie sums 
up the problem to which he addressed his preaching, 
and the historical experience which makes it under
standable in a few short sentences:

But what happened through Him did not come 
to an end when *the days of liis flesh* ended, 
though the disciples thought it would and were 
appalled at the prospect of His being taken from 
them* Very ooa afterward they made two great 
discoveries* They discovered, first, that the 
divine presence of which they had become aware 
while their Master was with them in the flesh 
had come buck to them, and was going to continue, 
in & far deeper and more marvellous way, in a way 
independent of His actual presence in the flesh* 
It was the same, and yet different, for it was 
as though their ha, er had now drawn them into 
something of that union with God wl had been 
His secret, and now they know God for themselves 
as He has taken possession of them* And their 
second discovery was that this experience, which 
depended entirely on Jesus, need not be confined 
to those who had known Jesus in the flesh* It 
could come to anybody anywhere through the story 
of Jesus and their witness to its meaning* They
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vent hither and thither and the thin0 kept happen
ing • It vas a nev experience of God, and it lifted 
people out of themselves, and above moral struggle, 
into a spontaneous goodness vhich claimed1no credit
for itself but gave all the glory to God.

These fev sentences clarify what is meant by 
the activity of the Holy Spirit in a way vhich the 
sermons failed to do. Why? The sermons attempted 
to wrestle vi ih ihu problem from the perspective of 
what the Holy Spirit vas doing at var? ms points in 
timej they attempted to say what vas happening from 
the divine side of the picture. In the above quota
tion, Baillie approaches the matter from the perspec
tive of human experience. He describes what men 
discovered, or were given to know, about what was 
happening in their lives. The work of the Spirit is 
described in tel of how man's understanding of it 
developed, it vas in understanding of something that 
was happening which could only be interpreted as the 
work of the same Spirit which men had come to exper
ience 1 r ugh Christ.

This leads us to a further consequence of 
Baillie's t! u; ht. In the sermons it has been shown 
th t the Holy Spirit is spoken of as that which works
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through the telling of the story of Christ to an 
awareness of the activity of grace in men’s lives.
1t is that which is manifest as the understanding and 
assurance of God's presence. It has also been shown 
that Baillie's understanding of the Incarnation is 
contingent upon the paradox that although Jesus was 
a man, He was also true God in the sense that grace 
vas fuxly active in Him. Vhat then of the connection 
between the Incarnation in Christ and God's gracious 
activity in us? It was th© same grace and the same 
bpirit which was ac vlve in both cases. Baillie 
writess "The God who was incarnate in Christ dwells 
in us through the Holy Spirit* and that is the secret 
of the Christian life,"^ .'e Holy Spirit forms the 
lrruw between the historical Incarnation and the pre
sent experience of faith. It does so by abling men 
to see that God in His grace is incarnate in meny 
working in and through them wo perfect His reconciling 
purpose in their lives. The Holy Spirit is that which 
enables men to become consciously aware of God's work 
and so to share in it.

The problem raised by the dependence of faith 
upon an historical event and its simultaneous separation
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in time and independence from it is also put for
ward by Baillie in another context. The following 
way of putt ng the problem (which was the problem 
addressed by the sermons) will further demonstrate 
that the problem is not raised by a need to specu
late about the transcendent activity of the Spirit, 
but a problem was raised by the human experience of 
faith which has for its criterion the Incarnation of 
God in Christ. The doctrine of the Holy Spirit is 
again presented in a way which reflects the bringing 
together of the twu oles in faith-experience. One 
pole can be called the Jesus of History, the other 
the Christ of Faith. H  ̂ is Baillie's discussion 
of the problem.

ihe Jesus of History movement was very one-sided, 
and the reaction . vi£iinst it is o*ie-sided in the 
opposite direction. And it seems to ie that the 
New Testament conception of the Holy Spirit can 
save us from both kinds of one-sidedness and pre
serve the true relationship . . . between 
history and faith, between the historical and 
the experiential. • • • Time is reality, it has 
to be taken seriously. Jesus of Nazareth stands 
at one point in that 1 - e, and we stand at 
another and later point, so thut we have to look 
back. And yet . . • our faith is not simply a 
matter of looking back. And this is where we 
have to add the doctrine of the Holy spirit to 
the doctrine of the Jesus of History.

^#Jesu8 and the Holy Spirit” (dook 72), p. 5.



It is stretching the use of language to the point 
of nonsense to speak of Jesus being made contemporary 
with us* Baillie is also important with the "strain
ing of ones eyes with historical imagination and re
construction to discern the figure of Jesus of Naza
reth and find therein the locus of revelation.11̂ No* 
the experience of faith is a present reality for men 
and women in the world* Therefore tl < logy cannot 
be m rely Chriatocentric, with all that that implies 
about God and Jesus Christ* it must also be Trini
tarian* It is the doctrine of the Iloly Spirit that
explains and describes what is *n experiential reality;
we believe that God is active in our lives today, yet 
we are aware of His activity through what we have 
understood abou i historical life far removed in 
time from where we stand* Our knowledge of the 
inseparable connection between the Christ of Faith 
and the Jesus of History is described (as it was 
descri1 e ’ by those who have witnessed to their exper
ience in the New Testament) as the work ox the Holy
Spirit.

The comparison of the doctrine preached and 
the doctrine presented in the formal theological
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writings has shown that the inconsistent treatment 
of the place of the Holy Spirit in history rendered 
the sermons confusing. Part of the difficulty re ted 
in the failure to place the d ctrine in relationship 
to the others in a systematic fashion. Part of the 
difficulty vas due to the misleading perspective from 
vhich the matter was a proached in the sermons, i.e. 
it was approached from the speculative perspective 
of trying to say' what the Holy Spirit was doing in
stead of telling of the discovery ox its activity in 
human experience.

Another difference betveen the presentation 
was that the Holy Spirit was only implicitly related 
to grace in the sermons, whereas the Holy Spirit as 
an historical i ^pisteraologic&l dimension of grace 
was made explicit in the writings. In the sermon: 
the Holy Spirit is presented as that vhich applies 
the story of Jesus to menfs hearts. It is a deep 
inward understanding which sees the message in re
lation to the immediate situation in which en exist. 
But there i? no direct link made betveen this and *the 
consequent moral actions that are thus demanded of 
men. The work of the Spirit emerges from the sermons 
as a morally passive experience, whereas grace was the
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morally active ant enabling power of God. It is 
not until we come to the writings that the inevi
table connection between these two is drawn out 
explicitly. There we have seen that the hearing of 
the story involved the work of the Spirit which made 
it understandable in the immediate situation of the 
hearer vhich in turn involved the enabling activity 
of grace in the moral realm; the a: si c< and 
enlightenment of the Spirit demands the active demon
stration of love. The relevance of the doctrine would 
have been made more clear had this connection been 
made explicit in the sermons as well.

The remaining themes which appeared in the 
sermons have their parallel statements in the writ
ings.^ The omi a of the mention of the church 
in the sermon which was speci^ixally on the doctr e 
has been noted9 however, Baillie does speak of this 
essential corporate dimension of the work of the 
Spirit in another context, viz. the doctrine of the

^The themes of the Holy Spirit’s action in 
and through tue he r.ag of the story, the theme of 
the Spirit’s manifestation being contingent upon 
the vocation of the individual, and the place of 
the Bible as ’inspired* are treated in "The Word and 
the Spirit*’ (Book 58).
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Church, The personal, almost individualistic view
2of the work of the Spirit noted above is balanced 

in Baillie's preaching and teaching on the community 
of the Holy Spirit to which we now turn,

11 w upra, pp. 5 15-1 6 ,
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CHAPTER X

THE DOCTRINE OP THi, CHURCH

This chapter is determinative for all the 
others in the ”story vith a plot" because the doc
trine of the Church defines the sense in vhich the 
word "experience” is used throughout. It has been 
shown that the word "experience” refers, not merely 
to individual experience, but to experience in re
lationship. And it is the particular kind of exper
ience in community described by the doctrine of the 
Church which a theology for preaching must reflect.
It wiLl be shown th t daillie describes salvation as 
the human experience of God's activity within a par
ticular kind oi community life. The plot of the 
story is God's work of reconciling man to Himself and 
to fellovma*.; it is a plot vhich reaches its climax 
in salvation. The other chapters, particularly those 
dealing vith the Incarnation and the Atonement, pass 
into soteriology, and it is here in the doctrine of 
the Church that the experiential description of sal
vation is presented. The kind of experience which



a theology for preaching is to reflect is the exper
ience of meo and women in so far as they have been
saved from self-centtredness and live in love as
members of one Body, the Body of Christ.

But the doctrine of the Church is immediately 
related as an indispensable counterpart to the doctrine 
of the Holy Spirit. The Holy Spirit applies the 
message of Jesus Christ to the hearts and minds of 
individuals where they stand in the world. This work 
of the Spirit is realized as the experience of assur
ance and understanding. But the message thus applied
demands the living out of the content of that message. 
.Jhe inward witness of God's love demands, and has for 
its very meaning, outreaching love. Baillie's preach
ing on the doctrine is focused in the central problem 
of showing that the Gospel is not only fully individ
ual, it is also, paradoxically, fully social. He 
seeks to show that h< re can be no salvation without 
a community in which salvation can be demonstrated; 
without salvation there is no Church, without the 
Church there is no salvation.

This chapter also illustrates two special 
problems for preaching. The first is that a critical 
appraisal of experiences which are documented in the
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Bible is essential in order to select those vhich are
appropriate reflections of the truth intended by 
Christian doctrine. The mere presence of a recorded 
experience in Scripture does not automatically 
qualify its validity for preaching. Care must be 
taken to see that the example used truly represents 
the major thrust of the Gospel message.

The second point illustrated arises out of 
the doctrine itself. The Church has a definite mes
sage and preaching is the central way in vhich the 
Church proclaims its message. Preaching is the mes
sage of the Church for the Church, but (as will be 
shown) the boundaries of the Church cannot be limited. 
Therefore the l&ngu ge of preaching must reflect and 
address experience vhich is not limited to a particu
lar tradition or even a special "religious" compart
ment of life. In this sense preaching must speak to 
men und women within the context of their vhole life 
in the world.

The Doctrine Preached

Baillie introduces a sermon entitled "The 
Community of the Holy Spirit" by posing the two sides
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of the problem. "True Christianity is an individual 
Gospel. . . .  True Christianity is a social Gos
pel. . . .  They can't be separated or they both go 
bad." He goes on to describe what happened in the 
lives of those who experienced the work of the Spirit 
at Pentecost, presenting themes parallel to those 
examined in the last chapters

The Gospel of Jesus had made religion a far more 
personal thing for the ordinary individual, than 
it had ever been before, and it was on the Hay 
of Pentecost that i! came home to them.

But a new element is introduced!
If you had been there, you would have also been 
struck by another thing (here is the paradox), 
lou would have noticed that religion had also, 
all at once, become a more deeply social thing 
than it had ever been before, (iuite plainly, 
this vas not any lone-wolf kind of religion.
There vas nothing solitary, or introverted, or 
cloistered, or escapist, about it.

Thus the paradoxical framework for the doctrine is 
set. The Gospel, when it came to be applied to the 
hearts of men and women, was a personal and individ
ual thing, but it vas also inseparably bound up with 
their relationship to each other in a community.^
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What wus the nature of this community? When 
did it originate? What were its boundaries? What 
did it mean to those who participated in it? To 
answer these questions, Baillie describes the way 
in which the two sides of the paradox are brought to
gether in the experience of men and women in the 
Church.

Although Baillie speaks of the Church as 
having come into existence with the message of Jesus, 
particularly when it "came home" at Pentecost, he 
is quite clear in stressing that this community, was 
not an entirely new innovation. The men who bore wit
ness to the earliest days of what we call the Christ
ian Church saw themselves as p«rt of a movement in 
which the God of their fathers had continually been 
active.

They were not claiming to be originators or 
inventors. They just had received a wonderful 
new thing in the Gospel of Jesus, and that was 
enough. They had not manufactured it, it had 
come to them from the God of their fathers; and 
they never for a moment thought of posing as the 
inventors of a new religion. . . .  They were 
just the disciples of Jesus, believing that they 
had found in him the fulfilment of all the hopes 
of the dear old religion. And that had come to



them as a great and precious gift of God, which 
they must pass on to other men.

Baillie points out that the name *’Chrii tian" was not
a label coined by self appointed originators of a
new religion. Like the n mes "Quaker*' and "Methodist"
it was a name applied to a group which arose out of
a conviction (a conviction which influenced all who
came near), by those who resisted the conviction and
the influence. It was a name given in ridicule.
The naming of the comuu * which came to experience
God's work in its life can be traced to a place and
time in history, but the reconciling activity of God
in men, vhich was fulfilled in Jesus Christ, stretched
bac-v over the pages of history. Thus the beginning
of the Church can only be spoken of as an event vhich
occurred in the first half of the first century in
a qualified sense. God has always been touching the
hearts of men and calling them into His service.

But there is a sense in which the community 
vhich arose after Jesus' death did take on a distinctively 
new dimension. Most notably this new dimension was

1"Called Christians first in Antioch,"
Acts 11:26 (279) 1922-33, pp. 4-5.

2
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characterized by the realization on man’s part that 
through Jesub Christ God had demonstra that His 

love and purpose for mankind was not limited to any 

national or racial group* It was a universal love 
and purpose. Vith this conviction in their hearts, 

those first Christians ’overleapt these old barriers. 
They would tell the story of Jesus to anybody and offer 
the Gospel to a n y b o d y . T h e  community of which they 

were a paix could rightfully claim no limits or 
boundaries.

This new dimension gave a definite stamp to 
the character of the early Church, particularly in 
the Gentile city of Antioch. Baillie describes this 
church.

It was the most go-ahead congregation in the 
whole Christian Church. . . . The Christians 
at Jerusalem were conservative and slow-moving 
but the Christians at Antioch were liberal- 
minded and aggressive, so much that they some
times scandalized the timid Jerusalemites.
Antioch was a large Gentile city, and it was 
there that the Christians came to look at the 
Gospel in a wide and generous spirit, throwing 
its door wide open to Gentiles as well as to 
Jews.

Baillie has chosen the experience of the Antioch church

1 Ibid., p. 8. 2 I b i d , . pp. 7-8.



to describe the character of the community he is 
preaching about fo good reason. The ' viour of 
Antioch Christians reflects the universal import of 
the Gospel revealed in Jesus Christ more accurately 
than did the behaviour of the Jerusalem Church. Once 
again the importance of examining exp*rience to see 
where i ^ost accurately reflects the Gospel is demon
strated. At no time does Baillie preach on the vir
tues of the Jerusalem Church in this connection.
Even when using hi toricui experiences accounted for 
in the Bible, care must be exercised in presenting 
the experience which best reflects the nature of God^  
reconciling activity towards all men.

Coupled with the outward direciedness of the 
Church is the supportive fellowship within the commun
ity. Baillie describes the character of life in the 
early church following Pentecost*

These people— all sorts and conditions of men nd 
women— seemed to have become a new community, with 
one heart ond one soul, with a new and wonderful 
comradeship that the world had never seen before, 
uuite true. The like of it had never been seen. 
And it was not m re emotion and sentiment. It 
was practical and sacrificial. These people would 
do anything for each other— they even forgot about 
the rights of public property, and made a little
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experiment in voluntary communism in Jerusa
lem. There sprang up a new kind of care for 
the poor, and presently a nev attitude to 
slaves. They had a nev sense of responsibility 
for all their fellov-cre&tures9 and they 
started to spread the good thing that had made 
them into a community.

The situation in which they lived vas different then
than it is nov. Baillie makes it clear that nev
demands re thrust >pon the contemporary Church which
were not dreamed of in the first century.

Of course they didn't embark upon a programme of 
social reform. The; "idn't even try to banish 
slavery. How could they?~ They had no political 
po^er in the great Roman Kmpire; most of them 
had no vote; they had none of the opportunities 
of modern democracy— th *t vas far beyond the 
horizon.

Never-the-les3 the basic pattern and underlying social
thrust of the Gospel vas there:

The Spirit vas there— a spirit of community with 
all mankind— a nev community without distinctions 
of class or race, in vhich every man vas & child 
of God9 a slave just as much as his master*
That vas Christianity.

And this spirit has direct relevance in nev ways in 
our day:

And now we do live in an age of democracy, where 
we all have voting power9 and must all share 
responsibility for the dreadful evils of our 
social system, the Christianity that did not care 
about social reform would not be genuine Christ—



ianity at all*1 

Thus even the supportive fellowship witMn the 
community hits as its inseparable counterpart the 
outreaching social dimension of the Gospel. And 
this social dimension does not have a boundary which 
limits it to any defineable group. The paradoxical 
convict -a that God's reconciling work is both 
deeply personal and universal in scope is reflected 
by the missionary zeal and outreaching concern of 
those who have come to experience the work of the 
Holy Spirit in their lives.*

Vhat does life in the community by the mes
sage of Jesus Christ mean to those who participate 
in it? Vhat does it mean for those who live out 
the paradoxical conviction that the love of God is 
realized both individually and corporately? Sal
vation is the answer given by Baillie to these jues- 
tions* He explains the word in terms of human 
experiencei

'Being saved'i Vhat does that mean? It does 
not mean a passport for a place called heaven.
It means being transformed into the sort of per
son that can't separate his own welfare from
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that of hie fellows-th&v can’t bear to see his 
fellow preatures missing the true opportunities 
of life, or living in conditions he wouldn't 
live in himself. But doesn't salvation mean 
being set free from my sins? Yes, and sin is 
equal to self-centredness, and my supreme sin 
is that 1 don't care enough about the woes of 
my fellows, both spiritual and material, , , , 
When we hear God's voice through Jesus Christ, 
it calls us out of ourselves into community 
with God and man. And then individual Gospel 
and social Gospel become all one— we can't separ
ate ..hem without killing both, and running away 
from God,

Salvation means being saved from self-centeredness.
The Church is the lega^ f God to man through Jesus
Christ that makes this salvation a living possibility

God was incarnate in Jesus Christ, and He created 
in the world a new community— the fellowship of 
the Holy Spirit—  to draw us out of ourselves into 
community with God ahd man, for our. own salvation 
and for the salvation of the world.

The inseparable connection between life as it 
should be in the Church and salvation is brought out 
most clearly in other sermon wheie it comes ft the 
end of a presentation of the doctrine of election.
The first point puts the wholt matter in its proper 
perspective. Speaking of the Old Testament under
standing of "a chosen people” as the background for 
the New Testament conviction that people are chosen

^Ibid.. pp. 70-71



not because they deserve it but out of God's mercy, 
Baillie preachess

That is what the Church of Christ on earth 
must always bet not & society of gdod people, 
but a community of sinners forgiven, claiming 
nothing for themselves except God's mercy, and 
praising Him for His unspeakable gift. It was 
not they that chose God, but God that chose 
them in His grace.

The seco d point clarifies the meaning of election.
It must be understood in "the sense of being chosen 
not just for one's own benefit, but for the service 
of God and of mankind.” election, in the first in
stance, has nothing to do with the salvation of one's 
soul; it is election to a vocation. And it is through 
the realisation of one's vocation to serve God and 
man that one is saved. 1

The third point brings the Church into the
picture and explains the sense in which it plays an
indispensable pari in the salvation of men.

Why talk so much about a people, a community «t 
all? Why must the Church come into this traffic 
between the soul and God? Are we going to return 
to the terrible old doctrine that outside the 
Church there is no salvationf That would indeed
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be a dreadful doctrine if it meant what people 
have sometimes imagined! as if the Church were 
a kind of privileged clubf and unless you can 
show your membership card9 you have 90 chance 
of admittance to the blessing* of heaven. But 
the real point is this. The true life of manf 
the blessed life, is not a *lone-volf" existence.
The very thing that is wrong with the world is 
the "lone-volf" spirit, breaking up mankind, vhich 
ought to be one body, into a host of selfish little 
atoms. What ve need is to be dravn out of our
selves, back into the community vith God and man 
for w! ich ve were created. That can only be done 
through a community. And the community that God 
uses is the fellowship of the Cross, the Church 
of Christ.

I once heard a question asked at a "religious 
brains trust"t Must ^ne belong to the Church in 
order to be saved? in the course of the discussion 
a working man said that such a question had once 
been put to the American evangelist Billy Sunday, 
and he had replied! "Veil, if you want to cross 
the Atlantic, there are two ways, and you can 
choose. You can either take the boat or— you can 
swim." I thought thax was very good, in a rough 
and ready way. But I should wish to develop the 
fancy further, in order to get it quite right. It 
i8 not advisable to try to swim to the celestial 
shore when you might take the boat— not merely 
because you are not likely to get there, but be
cause even if you did you would not be fit to 
land. You wo Id be a self-centred individualist, 
suffering from a "swelled head", because you had 
done it all by yourself. And how could such a 
person in such a spirit be fit to enter the king
dom of heaven? So you have to take Lthe] ship 
for this celestial voyage, not merely because the 
ship means safety from the waves, but because the 
ship means community, it means a shipfs company 
with which you are going to mix and play your part. 
You are going to be aboard the vessel, not as a 
stowaway, keeping yourself to yourself, or even 
as a passenger— you might almost as well not be 
aboard at all. Nay, you must make the voyage in 
the ship's company with all the give and take of 
a community, because this vessel of the Church is



a floating colony of the Kingdom towards which 
it is sailing^ and that is where we learn its 
way of life* That is how we are s \ o ■ from our
selves and made read for the life of heaven—  
by forgetting ourselves in the fellowship of that 
community through which God is saving the world, 
that kingdom of priests, that pecul' r people, 
the Church of Christ*

The Church is defined as the community where
men and women are ^^wn out of themselves toward each
other and toward God (the two cannot be separated)*
The experience of this kind of life is what is meant
by salvation* Thus raer ' ship in the Church does not
determine salvation, but salvation determines the
Church. In a sense it is true to Baillie's thought
to say that outside the r urch there is no salvation,
but it must be understood to mean that salvation, or
being saved from self-centeredness, is the mark of
the Church, not the reverse. In so far as men and
women live in lov for one another and for God, there,
by the power of His grace i3 the Church*

In a sermon preached in Glasgow Cathedral,
Baillie brings together the themes examined above as
the climax of "the story with a plot"* It will be
well to see the way in which the Church (as it has
been defined) is the realization qS God's reconciling
work on earth, and its relationship to all that has

11bid.. pp. 9-12
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gone before, from the creation and fall to the 
Incarnation and atonement*

God created mankind to be a fellowship in 
which all men would live together in Him* That 
is what mankind was meant to be, in the divine 
plans a real community, a single body, an 
organism, or fellowship of persons, the life of 
which would be God Himself, and the spirit of 
which would be perfect love. But somehow man
kind has gone wrong* It has got broken up into 
a multitude of separate selfish individuals, 
with a false individualism, each going his own 
way, each living for himself, seeking his own 
ends, each refusing to sink himself in the 
fellowship, refusing to live in the spirit of 
love, which is the spirit of God* That is what 
has gone wrong with mankind* That is why we say 
that man is a fallen creature* Ve all inherit 
that selfish tradition which has broken up 
humanity into atoms, and that is what is meant 
by original sin* For this is the very essence 
of sin— the refusal of divine and human fellow
ship, the decid rA f community, the rejection of 
love, the choice of selfish independence* This 
is what is wrong with the world— that mankind 
has refused to live as one body, united in the 
love of God.

But nineteen centuries ago something happened 
which gave mankind a new beginning* A human 
life was lived in Palestine in perfect unity 
vith God and in perfect fellowship vith man*
Jesus Christ broke away entirely from that long 
train of selfish individualism, and lived and 
died in complete abandonment to the spirit of love* 
It vas the beginning of a new humanity* He called 
a dozen men to be His followers* He bound them 
together into one body* That vas the beginning 
of the Church* It was the nucleus of a new type 
of human society, in which individuals vould for
get themselves and live for the whole Body— lose 
and fin 1 t^^aoive* in a life of fellowship vith 
God ant; man* That is how Christian salvation came



into the world. It made religion more personal 
than ever it had been before, but it did that 
by giving a far more wonderful fellowship.
Salv tion means being delivered from absorption 
with outselves, and brought into fellowship.

The problem which is addressed by the doctrine of 
the church is thr paradox of salvation. The exper
ience of salvation embodies the iwo poles of the 
individual assurance and understanding, and the cor
porate fellowship of outre&ching love. These are 
brought together by an experience which is best 
described in Matthew I6s25: "For whoever saves his
life will lose it, whoever loses his life for my
sake will find it." That is the experience of life 
as it .aould be, that is the experience (be it ever 
so fragmentary) of those who make up the Body of 
Christ, that is salvation.

Having presented salvation as the definitive 
characteristic of the Church vhich is the climax of 
God's work in the world, gillie goes on to summarize 
the way in vhich this work has been manifest in the 
world.

So this new body, the Church of Christ, vent
out into the world, exhibiting to the world what 
true fellowsux^ was, and drawing men into its
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marvellous fellowship. It spread, and spread, 
and is still spreading. And just because it is 
a community of love, it can never bo content 
until it has spread over all mankind, breaking 
down all selfish individualisms, transcending 
all barriers of class and caste, overcoming all 
distinctions of race and nation, a universal 
fellowship in Christ, making mankind again into 
a single organism, a real community, one body, 
as God meant it to bet "till we til attain unto 
the unity of the faith, and of the knowledge of 
the Son of God, unto a full-grown man, unto the 
measure of the stature of the fulness of 
Christ" [Ephesians 4*13].

The sermon continues with Baillie1s most forthright 
statement of the inseptn M e  connection between sal
vation and the Church.

That is why the Church is of the essence of 
the Gospel. That is why Christian divines 
enunciated [sic] th' taggering doctrine "that 
outside the CKurch there is no salvation". They 
meant that salvation cannot be individualistic.
It is from our selfish selves that we have to 
be saved. When the early Christians preached 
salvation they meant* "Come into this fellow
ship of God and man through Christ". And that 
was the Church, the new community, many members, 
but all one body, the Body of Christ.

It is clear that Baillie is impatient with all attempts
• to define the Chu* ch in terms of ecclesiastical form

or structure.
We need to get clean away from both the selfish 
individualism of much of our religion, on the one 
hand, and on the other hand from mere ecclesiasti- 
cism, "churchiness". Our religion is not Christ
ianity at all and our Church is not the Church at 
all, unless it is an unselfish community of love,

;
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making men to be the one body of Christ* How 
much we need to revive that conception of the 
Gospel! How such a true Church of Christ would 
win the world!

Another way in which Baillie describes the 
defining characteristic of the Church further emphasises 
the inadequacy of institutional defin ion. The ques
tion of the Church1 continuity has been a divisive 
factor for centuries. It has been a divisive factor 
because men have tried to define the Church in terms 
of a mechanistically co1"rived apostolic succession 
of grace endowed clergy;

as if the Church were a kind of installation by 
which the grace that entered the world with the 
Incarnation continue * to flow through the his
tory like a stream of oil through a pipeline or 
like an electric current through a cable!

This view implies a static c .ception of grace; it
would imply that grace was something left behind 
by Christ when He died, to be stored up because 
He is dead. nd so we have a dead Christ in the 
distant past. Jut all that makes nonsense if 
grace is a personal relationship. Then we are 
not concerned with a dead Christ in the distant 
past, whose ^race has to come to us across the 
centuries, but with a living Christ, who lives 
in His Church here and now in a gracious personal 
relationship with us. And all that we say about 
the Church and the Ministry a d the Sacraments 
must be said in the light of that.

^Ibid., pp. 3-4.



Thus it is not by the presence of an ecclesiastical 
order thut the Church is to be defined; the Church 
is not present in the world today "because the grace 
of God flows down through the centuries s it were 
through the fingertips of ordaining bishops or 
presbyters." The Church is present where the grace 
of God r vealed in the Incarnation is manifest in 
the lives of men t.nd women.^ The Church is defined 
by Baillie in terms of the activity of grace, not 
static structures or ecclesiastical organization.

It is clear where the major emphasis of 
Baillievs doctrine of the Church lies. His primary 
definition can be putt Where ever, and in so far 
as, the kind of love revealed in Jesu^ Christ is mani
fest in the relationships of men and women within, 
nd reaching out from, a community, there is the 

Church.
But there is another theme which, although 

it receives little mention in the sermons, is 
important to note because it qualifies much that has 
been said. It has been shown that the doctrine of 
the Holy Spirit is

1"The Manifold Grace of God," To Whom Shall 
We Go?, pp. 163-64.
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an explanation of the way the individual and the 
community of faith understand their life, which 
is at the same time wholly dependent on the life 
and death of Jesus, and yet wholly removed 
from it in time and often quite different in 
vocation from that life.

This paradoxical experience is true of the "community 
of the Holy Spirit"• Baillie preacher; "The vertical 
relation to the Living Christ can never be indepen
dent of the horizontal relationship to the historical

2Incarnation." The continuity of the Church is de
fined in terms of the a vity of the Holy Spirit 
examined in the proceeding chapter. But at one point 
Baillie explains the continuity of the Church in a 
way which limits the Chxi ' in terms of the particu
lar demonstrations of a particular cormaunity of be
lievers whereby they show <ir dependence on the 
historical Incarnation.

It is through the Gospel of the Word made flesh, 
interpreted by the witness of the Church in Word 
and S&craraent, th t God gives Ilia grace to men-, 
in erery age r nd the Holy Spirit does His work.

This sentence is misleading because it implies a
limitation of the activity of grace and the work of
the Spirit. The introduction of "the witness of the

 ̂Supra, p. 500.
^"The Manifold Grace of God." To Whom Shall 

We Go?, p. 164.
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Church in Word and Sacrament" as notes of the Church 
raises difficulties with the doctrine ,s it is 
preached* Up to this point Baillie's descriptions 
of the activity of grace and the work c f the bpirit 
have been unambiguously universal in scope; now a 
limitation appears. The situation is further aggra
vated bv the close association of salvation with 
the Church. If the Church is to be defined by the 
ministry of the Word and Sacraments, is salvation to 
be limited in like manner? All this runs counter to 
the emphases of Baillie's preaching on the unlimit&b- 
ility of God's prevenient grace as we have come to 
know it in the life and death and risen experience 
of Jesus Christ. And is it not true to say that there 
does exist the human experience of self-less love in 
the relationships of men and women which reflects 
the kind of love revealed in Jesus Christ, even where 
the ministry of the Word and Sacraments is not present 
to offer the edification and support cherished by a 
limited community? The conclusion to be dr vn from 
the examination of this theme in Baillie's sermons 
is that the preacher must never imply th t God's saving
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work or the community of the saved is limited by the 
ministry of the Word and Sacraments. e particular 
part of that community in which these functions are 
performed realizes that it is importani that men know 
that the grace of God is at work in their lives in 
order that they may consciously participate in that 
work in a spirit oi gratitude to Godf for them the 
ministry of the Word and Sacraments is the best way 
of achieving this end, but the preacher must never 
imply that it is the only way. (The Society of 
Friends is a good example of a part of the community 
^hich participates in God's saving work without the 
aid of preaching or the Sacraments.) It may be con
cluded that the preaching of the Word and the admini
stration of the Sacraments are not rightfully pre
sented as definitive marks of the Church. They are 
rightfully presented as ways in which the particular 
kind of life v M c h  marks the Church is definitively 
described and demonstrated.

Above and beyond the difficulty raised by 
Baillie's brief implication limiting the grace of God, 
the doctrine vhich has emerged from the sermon has 
been a description of a genuine human experience, the
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paradoxical experience th. t love is both deeply 
personal and individual, and also wholly dependent 
upon a relationship with a person or persons outside 
one's self. It is a matter of giving and receiving. 
It is a matter of living together. In dependence 
on the divine love of God revealed in Jesus Christ 
and app ied to the*r Hearts, men and women have 
gathered together in communities to demonstrate and 
share this love, for without a community the message 
and the love could not be demonstrated or shared.
This community is the Body of Christ, the Church. It 
is essential for the living of life as it should be, 
for it is by being drawn out of themselves in love 
toward God and fellowman, that faen and women realize 
the experience of God's saving grace. We turn to 
the community which audibly and visibly affirms its 
dependence on the listorical Incarnation thro the 
ministry of the Word and Sacraments because it is 
here that our human need for reconciliation to God 
and man is most adequately met, and definitively 
described an demonstrated.
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The presentation of the doctrine in the lec
tures differs from the presentation in the sermons 
most notably in that the lectures are largel devoted 
to an examination and explanation of traditional 
terms which have been used to define the Church such 
as the Catholic notae ecclesiae. the Protestant notes 
of preaching, Sacraments and discipline, and other 
terms, e.g. ’’visible" and "invisible". With the 
exception of the brief (and possibly misleading) use 
of "Word" and "Sacrament", these themes were absent 
from i sermons dealing <ith the doctrine of the 
Church.

The major emphasis of the doctrine preached 
was that the Church, the risen Body of Christ, is 
comprised of all those people who, in so far as they 
have been drawn out of t' mselves in love for God 
and fellowman, experience the saving grace of God as 
it was revealed in the Incarnation. This community 
(for it is only in a community that men can give 
expression to H 1 ove of God in Christ and thus jmJr-
take of s. lvation) knows no boundaries,be they racial, 
national or institutional. This was demonstrated by

The Doctrine Preached and the Doctrine Taught



the missionary zeal of the early Church in going out 
to tell any and everybody of what God had done and 
was doing for their salvation, viz. calling them i to 
the community fellowship in which they could truly 
become one body. The fundamental criterion for the 
following comparison of the doctrine preached with 
the doctrine taught is the impropriety of using any 
terms of definition which limit the boundaries of 
the Church and the saving activity of grace. This 
criterion, which arises out of the presentation of 
the doctrine in the tmons, is justified on two 
grounds which det mine the content of theology 
preachedt (1) The major thrust of the Gospel mes
sage speaks of the reconciling activity of God, 
revealed in the Incarnation, in unlimited terms which 
know no boundaries. (2 ) is gracious activity of 
God is reflected (be it fragmentarily) in the human 
experience of relationships where self-centeredness 
is overcome by outreach ’ love beyond the bounds 
of any humanly lefineable limits, be they racial, 
national, institutional or historical.

Baillie begins his classroom lectures on the 
doctrine by clearing away some popular misconceptions 
of the Church. The Church cannot be thought of as
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"that department of national or social life which 
deals with religion," to the exclusion of Owher 
narrowly conceived "non-religious" aspects of life 
such as medical work, education and welfare agencies. 
Religion, in so far as Christianity is concerned,
"is concerned with every department of human life.
It is an attitude to life as a whole." It cannot 
rightfully be relegated to a compartment. The Church 
cannot be viewed in Erastian terms as an arm of the 
civ ; vernment for two reasons. As such it would 
have to be an agency the promotion of religion
in general embracing all the divergent climates of 
religious opinion represented within the state, 
whereas the Church is "based upon . . .  a definite 
message, a definite Gospel."1

^n the second plat. the Church must be quite 
separate from the state. It is fair to allow the 
Church in any given national state to be distinguish
able by the customs and : pe of that nation. "Indeed 
it is difficu.. uo see how the Church in any country 
can be entirely without national character unless it 
is remote from the life of the people and the soil 
in which it ought to be rooted." But the "Church can
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never be identical with the nation, and can never 
be subject to the nation, because it has a higher 
and more ultimate allegiance." The Church must be 
free to rise above parochial concerns and be "the 
conscience of the nation." "The Church within a 
nation may be called to protest against an enact
ment of the state, and to summon its members to dis
obedience." The Church canaot be the Church if it 
is merely a compartment in the social structure of 
soci * ' or a department of the civil government.1

The "Church ot simply an association for 
the quest of religion. It is not even an association 
for Vat promotion of religion." That definition is 
too narrow because the Church is concerned with more 
than religion in the popular limited sense of the 
word; it is, or ought to ♦ "connected with every 
part of life." That definition is too wide because 
the Church is not an organisation for promoting interest 
in religion in general. It is not even "an association 
formed for 11 nest of tretn, but a fellowship 
created by the revelation of truth." And the truth

1"The National ana Supra-National Character 
of the Church" (Book 39a), pp. 4-5*
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revealed in Christ involves a particular kind of 
life. The Church is "a fellowship . . .  which has 
been created by a particular divine message." The 
particularity of the Church does not rest in the 
particular religious habits of a given community 
with no reference to their "non-religious" activities. 
The particularity of the Church stands for the par
ticular kind of relationship which permeates the 
whole life of the community, a particular kind of 
relationship defined by a particular Gospel.^

The lectures then deal with the question of 
the Church's origin. Can it be that the Church is 
an historically limited community; was there a time 
when it was not? In the sermons this theme was 
treated by saying that early Christians viewed their 
community, not as an innovation but as a fulfilment 
of God's work among men on earth which had been 
active throughout the past centuries. In the lec
tures the theme is c nsiderably elaborated. Taking 
up the question raised by Matthew 16*18 ("On this rock 
I will build my church."), Baillie presents the

^"The Doctrine of the Church," pp.4-5



exegetical problems and offers the possible inter
pretation that, as ecclesia on the lips of Jesus (if 
the verse is to be taken as the ipsissima verba of 
Jesus) would have had Old Testament associations lie 
may have been speaking of a rebuilding of the ancient 
congregation of Xahweh, the Israel of God* Baillie 
is, however, uncertain about the verse, and does "not 
wish to make any pronouncement on the p a s s a g e * I t  
is significant to noxe that no sermon was preached 
on this text* The problem of the origin of the Church 
is treated at one point by sayingi

If you had asked one of the Apostles, "Who 
Started the Church?" what would he have answered? 
To begin with he would be rather puzzled by your 
question, he would hardly know what you meant*
But if you persisted, he would answer, "Why, of 
course, God*" God started the Church* Who else 
could? And if you had asked him whether he meant 
that Jesus had uttered those words about the rock, 
he would perhaps have been surprised, and he 
would tell you that it was a very much older story 
than that* And then perhaps he would have gone 
on to tell you of how, in the dim distant past,
God had called Abraham out of Ur of the Chaldees, 
and how, later on, God had called Moses, and so 
on| an< of how, ever since, God had had a people, 
a Church| and finally visited and redeemed His 
people, by sending Jesus Christ through whom the 
Church had been transformed and rebuilt— the 
Church of Christ, the Church of God.

^Ibid* * pp* 5, 13* Cf* The Theology of the 
Sacraments * p. 59*
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When the ( hurch is defined as people called into a
community for the service of God and manf then in
tbis broad sense there can be no historical boundaries
of the Church. God's redeeming activity is not
historically limited. Baillie continues with a word
study of the relevant Biblical terms, especially
ecclesia. noting that ’’the regular New Testament use

ecclesia as meaning the Church rests, of course,
on an Oiu Testament background, for ecclesia is a
common word in the Septuagint [translation of the
Hebrew gohal] meaning the Assembly of the people of
God.”  ̂ Although the sermons did not deal vith Greek
word studies, the point of the Church's continuity
with the Old Testament, and in this sense the absence
of historical limitations, is consistent in both
sermons and lectures. So too vith the theme that
the dominating idea in the minds of Jesus and the

2disciples ’’was not innovation but fulfilment."
The dominant emphasis in both sermons and 

lectures is that the new element in the Church intro
duced by Christ was the full awareness of its universal

1Ibid.. p. 7 2Ibid.. p. 9.



scope* The fulfilment was marked by the explicit 
affirmation of the universality of God's reconciling 
imrpose, ”that God's purpose of love and redemption 
included Gentiles as veil as Jews— -that the real 
ecclesia of God was a universal ecclesia. determined 
not by race but by faith in Christ.” It was the 
faith-experience of realizing the love of God as it 
vas demonstrated in t> e Incarnation that determined 
the true Church* But Baillie's understanding of 
what determines the Church was not entirely unam
biguous in the writings. At one point he askss ”Is 
not the true spirit of community sometimes found
among outsiders in a generous measure vhich might

2put the Church to the blush'.’” This question seems 
to imply that the "true spirit of community” (vhich 
as we have seen is the experience of salvation) can 
exist outside the ”Church”. Then he asks if the 
"ancient principle that 'outside the Church there is 
no salvation'” <can be truly affirmed. (There follows 
his treatment & f the Billy Sunday illustration and

11bid.. p. 10.
2"With one accord— Communion or Comradeship” 

(Book 34), p. 16.



the statement of the necessity of the Church for 
salvation which we have seen in the sermons,^) But 
in the course of the discussion he sayss ''The 
Church must never imagine that God's redemptive

2work is bounded by any ecclesiastical boundaries," 
Baillie here uses the word "Church" ambiguously. On 
the one hand there is the idea (which is consistent 
with the sermons) th t the Church is the "true 
ecclesia of God", the true community in which men 
experience salvation, a community of experience 
which cunot be limited by racial, national, ecclesiasti
cal or historical boundaries. On the other hand 
there is the idea (at least by implication that the 
"Church" is an ecclesiastically defineable body. The 
dominant emphasis of Bail He's preaching and teaching 
is clear, but this ambiguous implication highlights 
the importance of not supporting (even by implication) 
the popular and mistaken simple identification of the 
word "Church" with any ecclesiastically limited 
community.

It will be apparent that a consequence of

"With one accord— Communion or Comradeship,"
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ination. i'/umber *$66n omitted*

the Church embraces many people who, although they 
experience the salvation of reconciliation, do not 
claim the name Christian* Baillie does however, 
stress the supportive significance of fellowship with 
those who are explicitly conscious of the source and 
ground of their experience, viz* Jesus Christ* The 
closing sentences of the first lecture on the doc
trine oi the Church bring out both aspects but the 
emphasis on Christian (in the explicit sense of the 
term) fellowship is clear*

Those who have come to know something of the 
treasure of the Gospel— the knowledge of God 
in Jesus Christ— are inevitably drawn together 
into a very deep fellowship; a fellowship which 
both expresses and feeds the Christian life*
• * • And that fellowship ijs the Church. The 
Christian life in its very essence is not a 
lonely individualistic matter* Salvation in 
the Christian sense doesn't come to the individual 
in selfish isolation; indeed it might be said 
that salvation in the Christian sense means being 
delivered from obsession with one's own lonely 
self, being made to lose oneself in the love of 
God and man* That gives one a solidarity with 
all humanity : ut it gives on a special solidar
ity with one's fellow-Christians* A new kindcf 
fellowship comes into existence as a very part ' 
of the Christian life. And indeed it is only 
through this fellowship that the Christian Gospel 
and life can be handed on* That fellowship is 
the Church; and extra ecclesiam nulla salua.

Baillie9s dominant definition of the Church is that

^"The Doctrine of the Church," pp. 14-15



Even though Baillie did noi preach on the 
doctrine using the notes ecclesia of the Catholic 
Church as a thematic basis for any of his sermons, 
he does spend considerable time explain ng the pro
found element of truth vhich is contained in these 
terms in the lectures. The credal affirmation that 
the Church is One means different things to different 
people. Baillie cannot accept the narrow interpreta
tion of una eoclesia vhich understands mity to mean 
that the true Church is limited to one organization 
vhich "is the appointed means of grace, vith valid 
orders, kept by succession and valid sacraments, and 
valid government, through vhich alone [italics mine] 
sacramental grace can normally come for the salvation 
of the individual.M Organizational unity is not the 
important thing. Baillie had a keen and active 
interest in the ecumenioal movement and he deplored 
the divisions within the Church, but the nature of the 
unity he sought s not a unity of fora or structure 
but a unity of fellowship and communion vhich tran
scends the different ways different communities have 
for organizing their religious life.

It may be questioned whether the true goal is a
complete unity of organization and government;
but at least a complete unity of fellowship; so



that there would be no separate sects but one 
communion with many churches, and no sense of 
division, no sectarianism, or rivalry,

Baillie hastens to add that this unity of fellowship
is far from an accomplished fact, but it is along
these lines of fellowship, demonstrated, among other
ways, by the practice of intercommunion, that unity
must be sought.^

Holiness is the second note of the Church,
It does not mean that the Church is limited to those
whose individual characters can be defined by the
term, Baillie teaches that in the New Testament
agios "does not refer directly to character. It
does not mean good, saintly. It means, r ther, set
apart to God." To speak of the One, Holy. Catholic
Church, is to speak of "» divine call and commission
and inheritance," The importance of understanding
the Holiness of the Church in terms of its calling,
rather than a definition of its membership, is brought
out where Baillie asksi

Should the Church really aim at reducing itself 
to a small body of first class Christians?
Would the result really be a holy Church? Surely 
the result would be a small body of first class 
Pharisees, Whereas the Church ought to be a
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great redemptive fellowship, throwing its arms 
open to all sorts of outcasts and sinners who 
are willing to come and share the redemptive 
secret it possesses in tho Gospel of Christ.

To describe the Church as Holy, is not to limit its
boundaries, but to describe the goal of perfect
reconciliation which is intended by God for all men
through their life as the One Body of Christ. Holiness
describes the Church1s vocation,and its go&l.^

The three hs of Catholicity, the third
note of the Church, were set down in the Vincentian
Cunon as quod semper, quod ubique. quod ab omnibus
creditum est. This Western attempt to define the
Church in terms of doctrinal uniformity Baillie finds
inadequate. He finds the Eastern concept of sorbor- 

2nost more congenial to the true meaning of catholicity.
The essence of the truly Catholic spirit is that 
each member of the Church should in a warm 
intimate living way feel himself to be part of 
one Body of Christ, sharing its wisdom and 
relying thereon, not in the sense of accepting 
an external authority making dogmatic pronounce
ments, but in the sense of feeling himself 
nourished is life and wisdom of the whole
Body, and well content to be.

The Church is not to be defined in terms of any external
doctrinal authority which is believed, always, every-

For a discussion of the meaning of sorbornost 
see above p. 41•

11bid.. pp. 17-20.
2



where and by everybody. Such a doctrinal standard 
does not exist; doctrinal uniformity has never been 
the experience of men and women to wham lives the 
Gospel has been applied by the Holy Spirit. Catholi
city describes the quality of relationship in which 
one knows solidarity with all mankind.^

Apostolicity is the fourth note of the Church, 
Baillie re-states the dii.iculty of the somewhat
mechanistic views on this matter which appeared in 

2the sermons. But there is a sense in which the 
Church is built upon the Apostles and utterly depen
dent on them.

It is through them— through their story, and 
their interpretation and their faith and their 
witness— that we ever get to the historic Jesus 
at all. We can't side track them, or pass them 
by, or refuse to listen to them if we are to 
believe in the historic Incarnation at all. No 
one could ever tak*? their place. And therefore, 
if we are to remain true to the Gospel of the 
Incarnation, the Church must always be built 
upon the witness of the original u^ostles— it 
must be an apostolic Church, The Church must 
not be built simply on time-4ess truthst it 
must be the postolic Church, continuous with 
the Church of the Apostles, identical therewith, 
and depending on the witness of the Apostles,

To say that the Church is Apostolic is not to define

 ̂MThe Doctrine of the Church,1* pp. 20-23.
2Supra, p. 551•



its limits in terras of ecclesiastical structure. It is 
to affirm the Church's dependence on those through whom 
we know the universal Gospel revealed in the historic 
Incarnationj it is to affirm the goal of the Christian 
life as one which conforms to the apostolic witness 
concerning Christ.^

It will be seen that the truth, contained in the 
four notae ecclesia. describes the Church as it ought to 
be, not as it is. They do not describe a Church which 
can be identified with genuine experience. Men do not 
have the experience of participating in a Church vhich 
is a unified fellowship, the community of perfect recon
ciliation intended by its Holy calling, a Church which 
demonstrates its catholic solidarity with all mankind, 
a community whose life conforms to the apostolic witness 
of the Incarnation. The notae ecclesia describe a goal, 
an ideal Church which lies beyond the realm of human 
experience. The terms are useful as teleological con
ceptions which point in the direction the Church must go; 
they point to the fulfilment of life as it should be.
They could well be used in sermons which seek to present 
the consummation of the kind of life described by the

 ̂"The Doctrine of the Church," pp. 23-28} 
cf. The Theology of the Sacraments, p. 57.
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Gospel. But they do not describe the Church as it is.
Yet behind each term is a concrete experience realized 
each time men are given to know a relationship in vhich 
self-centeredness is overcome by love. Baillie has 
chosen to describe the Church (in the sermon) in terms 
of this experience, not in terras of universal abstracts 
which deal with an "invisible" concept; he has chosen 
to describe the Church as it exists in so far as and 
where ever men experience reconciling love and salvation 
from self-centeredness. The notae ecclesia meet the 
doctrinal criteria in that they can be interpreted in 
terras which do not limit the boundaries of the Church. 
However, as descriptions of the Church, they do not meet 
the criterion for prenohing which reflects genuine 
experience.

The lectures continue by dealing with the Reformed 
notes of peaching, the Sacraments and discipline. In 
the light of the fact that the Church, as it exists, is 
not One, Holy, Catholic, and Apostolic (although these 
are to be preserved as a credal hope or expectation), the 
Reformers,

amid the plurality of Churches, . . .  felt they must 
have some more ultimate test, ana they found it in 
Scripture. . . . For them the test of a Church was 
simplyi Are it* preaching, its Sacraments and its
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discipline.faithful to the Word of God as found in
Scripture.1

Baillie speaks of the Scriptural conformity of preaching, 
the Sacraments and discipline as the "test" of the 
Church. He does not say th t the demonstration of these 
functions delimit the Church. However, as in the case 
of the sermons, there is an ambiguity in his presentation. 
He finds virtue in the Protestant notes because they refer 
to things that actual! r ^»ppen in the life of the Church, 
i.e. preaching, the celebration of the Sacraments, and 
to a lesser extent, discipline. These are tangible parts 
of the Church*s experience. But is the Church present 
where these things do not happen? Baillie does not give 
an answer. If he is to be consistent with the fundamental 
definition of the Church presented at the beginning of 
the lectures and in the major emphasis of the sermons 
(a definition which is "Iso expressed in terms of an 
experience which actually happens), then is answer must 
be, Yes. When Baillie presents Scripture as the "text” 
of the Church, he is to be understood as saying that it 
is the kind of life attested to by Scripture as God9s 
will for mankind that is the criterion and definition of 
the Church as it exists. Preaching, the Sacraments and
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discipline demonstrate the presence of the Church in so 
far as they themselves reflect the message vhich describes 
that kind of life. If the themes of orrl and Sacrament 
are presented in that light, then they meet the criteria 
for preaching i.e. that the terms do not imply a limitation 
of the boundaries of the Church, and that the terms 
reflect part of a genuine human experience within the 
life of the Church.

The uistinction between the classical Catholic 
notae ecclesia and the Protestant "tests" of the Church 
has often been spoken of as if the former apply to the 
"invisible’ Church and the latter to the "visible".
Baillie traces this theme, which was absent in the ser
mons, through its development and summarizes the distinc
tion in the way it is usually conceived:

The visible Church is the earthly institution which 
we can all see witv our eyes, the society of all who 
profess Christianity, some bad, some good, some 
sincere, some hypocrites, but all equal members 
the organization. . . .  But in contrast to that 
there is the invisible Church— not of course alto
gether differen from the former, and yet distinct.
It contains no imposters, and has no divisions.
It is raised above all V  .. t. It consists of the 
truly elect, and no others, and its boundaries are 
known to God alone. In that sense it is invisible.
We can't certainly distinguish the trul elect from 
TfTe non-elect. They both equally have their status 
as members of the visible Church. But "the Lord 
knoveth them th^t a*** His". The invisible Church is 
an unseen unity vhich transcends time and space and 
is known to God alone. Tet to some extent it shows



itself through the visible Church, and varyingly 
from time to time and from place to place, according 
as a Church has pure preaching of the word and right
ly administered sacraments.

Why does Baillie not use this distinction to des
cribe the Church in the sermons? In the first place he 
is concerned to speak of a Church that actually exists, 
or better, he is concerned to describe something that 
actually ha pens in the realm of human experience. In 
this sense he speaks c " visible Church. But it is not 
a visible Church defined by institutional boundaries; it 
is a Church defined by the experience of God's reconciling 
love. And this Church is not wholly invisible, it is 
discernible in so far as, and where ever men exhibit the 
kind of love revealed in the life and work of Jesus 
Christ. Therefore, both adjeetives are unsuitable for 
describing the true ecclesia. the Body of Christ. The 
first violates the criterion of using terms which do 
not limit the Church by historical or ecclesiastical 
boundaries. The second violates the criterion of using 
terms vhich reflect genuine and visible human experience.

Baillie does, however, offer an apologetic for 
the importance of affirming an "invisible" character of
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the Chur h. Rather than speak of an "invisible Church", 
he would have his students appreciate the importance of 
the "invisible unity" of the* Church, kI to set their 
sights on doing all they can to make the unity which is 
invisible more visible. In this sense he stresses the 
importance of recognizing the truth contained in the 
notae eccleaia. and the vocation to which all men have 
been called. This vocation and it^ goal are recognized 
and affirmed when we "can honestly ^ay, with the ancient 
Creed; * I believe in one, holy, Catholic and Apostolic 
Church'."1

It is apparent that Baillie*s emphasis in present
ing the doctrine of the Church has been on describing a 
community which is part of past and present experience. 
Salvation, as the mark of the Church, has also been pre
sented as it can be seen in past and present experience. 
But by the mention of the goal and destiny of this com
munity using the language of the creed it is clear that 
there is an eschat ical element involved in both sal
vation and the Church. This theme must await treatment 
in Chapter XII, which deals with the Christian hope and 
the Kingdom of God. T■ is important to note, however,
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that the theme of salvation was introduced within the 
context of the doctrine of the Church. And in so doing 
Baillie was able to present s&lvatio , not merely as a 
future hope with all the individualistic connotations 
of self-centered concern for the state of one's soul, 
or as something to be earned in fear of never attaining 
it, but as a contemporary experience to be recognized, 
a contemporary challenge to be accepted, a contemporary 
gift of grace to be demonstrated as the life of the 
Church.

The lectures on the doctrine draw to a close 
with a re-statement of the themes which ve have seen to 
be Baillie's dominant emphasis in presenting the doc
trine of the Church in the sermons. The best summary 
of this presentation, showing its intimate relationship 
to the reit of the "story with a plot", is contained in 
the concluding chapter of God Was In Christ.

Tvo points which are relevant to this thesis as 
a whole have emerge "rota the examination of Baillie's 
treatment of the doctrine of l Church. The first has 
to do with the particular kind of experience vhich 
preaching, and the tl 1opy which serves it, must reflect.
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The task of a theology for preaching does not involve 
an indiscriminate or eclectic approach to human exper
ience. The task is one of examining experience in order 
to see where it conforms to the kind of life revealed in 
Jesus Christ. This kind of life involves a paradox.
The Gospel tells of salvation realized through reconciling 
love in terras which are both intensely personal and 
individual, and also uncompromisingly social and corporate. 
These two siues of the Gospel message can never be 
separated. In fact they meet in human experience. In 
the sermons this experience va* £escribed by telling the 
story of tv early Ch:rrh| the inward witness of the 
Holy Spirit and outreaching love went hand in hand. This 
is the particular kind of experience that positive preach
ing must reflect, experience which conforms to the message 
of God's activity in the Body of Christ.

The second point has to do with the frame of 
ref< rence within which preaching must make sense. Preach
ing is an activity o* the Church. But the boundaries of 
the Church cannot be limited. Therefore preaching must 
be understandable (i.e. presented in terras vhich reflect 
and address genuine ex orience) by men and women regardless 
of their place within a particular tradition or community
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delimited by ecclesiastical boundaries* Indeed, the 
language of preaching must seek to reach beyond the 
exclusively "religious" compartment of the lives of 
those in the pew to show where and how God is active 
in their experience reconciling them to each other and 
so to Himself. In so doing preaching can serve the 
vocation of the Body of Christ to make more visible the 
one, holy, catholic and apostolic Church.
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CHAPTER XI

THE DOCTRINE OP THE SACRAMENTS

One of the central ways in which the Church tells 
its story and demonstrates its faith is through the cele
bration of the sacraments of Baptism and Holy Communion. 
The content of the story thus told is contained in all 
the chapters of the "story with a plot”, particularly 
those which explicate the doctrines of the forgiveness 
of sin, grace, the Incarnation and the Atonement. When 
preaching on the sacraments, themselves, Baillie focuses 
his attention upon answering the question as to why the 
Church uses these particular modes of expression to 
demonstrate its faith.

This chapter illustrates the importance of preach
ing vhich gives a reason for even the most central and 
generally accepted aspects of the Church's life and wor
ship. It vill be shown that the mere acceptance of 
traditional ritual is not enough; even if the direct 
dominical institution of the sacraments could be demon
strated (and there is doubt about this), this in itself



would not be ebough to justify celebration. Preaching 
must seek to show why these things are done from the per
spective of genuine human needs; preaching must seek to 
address the faith-experience of men and women by showing 
what happens in their experience of life together in and 
through the sacraments.

Baillie believes that it is important for the 
preacher to undertake the task of preaching on the sacra
ments because of the widespread ignorance about their 
purpose and function in the life of the Church.1 The 
question which he seeks to address in preaching is cap
tured in the opening sentences of a communion sermon where 
he gives voice to the attitude of many men and women con
cerning the celebration of the Lord's Supper.

Xoung people, I believe, are sometimes a little im
patient of it, even when they are communicants them
selves t they don't quite see the point of it, or 
the use of it, and they can't help questioning a bit. 
And older folk, even if they don't ask questions much, 
sometimes feel rather blank about it too. "The Lord 
Jesus took bread", and so they do it too, as a matter 
of loyal custom. But why?

The question is, "Why do we celebrate the sacraments?"
Baillie's sermons present an answer in three parts:
(1) the human need for sacramental expression, (2) the

1"The Preaching of Christian Doctrine," The 
Theology of the Sacraments, p. 146.

2"As they were eating, Jesus took bread,"
Matthew 26:26 (un) n.d., p. 2.
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historical connections which determine the particular 
form and matter of the sacraments celebrated by most 
Protestant Christians, (3) the function of these sacra
ments.

The Doctrine Preached

It is true to human experience to say that the
deepest truths often depend on material symbols for their
communication} the gift from a loved one, the touch of a
hand. The Gospel message relies heavily upon the spoken
word for its communication, yet words by themselves are
not wholly adequate. There is a hum n need for a further
means of expressing its truth* The Christian Gospel is

too great and high for any words. It can't quite 
be put into human language, even the sublime and 
impassioned language of psalm and hymn and prayer. 
There is always something left over which, as 
Browning puts it, "broke through language and 
escaped. The very noblest words of our religion, 
taken by themselves, or even wedded to music or to 
emotion, are sometimes powerless to bring home the 
truth to our minds. The words beat in vain against 
the windows of our dull minds, and convey no revel
ation of God. We are like simple children who gaze 
blankly at the teacher, because the teacher's words 
are too abstract, and their minds are untouched, add 
they don't understand. Then the vise teacher sees 
their blank faces and adopts a better methods p:cks 
up some common object in the room, holds it in her 
hand, weaves a lesson round about it, lets the child
ren touch and handle it. And their attention is
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riveted, their imaginations begin to move, nd 
the lesson is learnt~because it has become an 
object lesson* Well, do you see, in the great 

°teries of the Kingdom of God, ve are all but 
as little children. Our minds so easily flag, 
and lose hold of unseen realities. Words alone 
can't convey them. We want an object lesson too.
We want "sensible signs"; we want a sacrament.
And therefore Jesus took bread.

The first reason why sacraments are used as a means of
communicating the Gospel is the experiential fact of the
human need for material and dra tic modes of expression
in order that men may have a fuller grasp of the message.

But why, in th case of Holy Communion, has the 
Church adopted the particular kind of sacramental expres
sion it has? The sacrament is a symbolic expression 
which points beyond itself to a particular truth, the 
truth about God's presence and activity among men as re
vealed in Jesus Christ. And He made use of a particular 
kind of symbolic expression to convey His message. Jesus 
often used parables,

appealing to ear and eye and imagination to make 
vivid and plain the things of the Kingdom of Heaven. 
But this last night, alone with His disciples, on 
the eve of his death, he 1: " still more difficult 
things to convey, about Himself and His coming de^ 
and divine forgiveness and human fellowship. How 
could he explain it to those slow disciples? What

^Ibid., pp. 3-4.
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new parable will he use? Ah, he [will] go further 
than ever befores He will act & parable, and put 
an object-lesson into their very hands* That will 
he something they will not forget* That will come 
back to them when He is gone, and the deep, deep 
truth will come back with it* And so "the Lord 
Jesus took bread, and when he had given thanks, he 
broke it, and gave it to them and saidt Take, eat, 
this is my body".

Therefore the Church uses the same form and matter that
Jesus used, because it is His message that it intends to
communicate. There is nothing rbitrary about the choice
of symbols| the sacrament has a direct connection with
a specific historical event, an event which gives the
sacrament its meaning, and the event which defines the
form and matter of the sacrament*

The disciples repeated the dramatic parable after
their Master's death and the impact of His life and
presence became real to them all over again*

Christ became real t* nin. He "became known to them 
in the breaking of the bread"} and their hearts rose 
up again in faith to God, went out again in loyalty 
to Christ, and turned in brotherly love to one 
another.

Baillie frequently stresses the point that the function 
of the sacrament is not so rauc u. matter of drawing the 
attention of the communicant inward upon himself, but

11bid* * pp* 4-5* 2lbid., p. 5.
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outward toward God and fellowman.
God has given us this Sacrament to enable us to 
look away from ourselves to Him, not gazing in
wards upon our own souls, but outwards upon His 
grace and mercy and peace, which are as near and 
as real as the bread that is placed in our hands.
And even the f <ith by which we receive these gifts 
is not of our own making, but is His gift bestowed 
on our empty hands*

The very actions involved in the celebration draw the
communicant out of himself toward others and giving
becomes a part of receiving*

As you take the bread from your neighbour’s hand, 
and pass it on to your neighbour, th .t will remind 
you, in heart and conscience, that the people beside 
you are your fellow Christians, to whom you are 
pledging yourself in Christian friendship, with all 
ill-will repented of. When the bread is broken, you 
will think of the broken body of Jesus, and of his 
broken heart of love, and with its call^to you to 
live in that spirit among your fellows.

Thus the function of the sacrament is to draw us out of
ourselves in gratitude, in faith and in love for those
with whom we live and work.

Baptism, too, is not an individual matter* It is 
a symbolic action of the Church and for the Church. It 
is interesting to note that Baillie does not preach about

^"To make a people ready,” To Whom Shall We Go?.
p. 175.

2"As they were eating, Jesus took bread," p. 6.



baptism in terms of the symbolic cleansing or death and 
resurrection of the individual child. He speaks rather 
of the acknowledgment that Hit is the parents and the 
Church that accept the responsibility” for the child; 
baptism is the recognition of the fact that "it is through 
the faith of the parents and the Church that God's grace 
will come to the heart of the child, In recognition 
of this fact9 baptism anticipates confirmation and then 
communion with all the giving and receiving involved there
in, Baillie preachest

You haven't understood the meaning of Infant Bap
tism until you have come to think of it as pointing 
forward right through a man's life, and especial / 
pointing forward to the time when he confirms its 
covenant for himself and is admitted to communicant 
membership of the Church,

Thus the function o baptism is the recognition and
admission of a child into the life of a community; it is
not an individual matter but an expression of gratitude
for the prevenient grace of God which works in and through
the persons in the community of faithful, the Body of
Christ,

^"Baptism, Confirmation, Communion," Exodus 
12t26-27 (un), 1940, p. 4,
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Grace is God's personal influence on men which 
draws them out of themselves toward others in love*1 
Baillie sums up the meaning and the function of the sacra
ments when he preaches that the "sacraments are, above 
all else, means of grace, channels and instruments of 
grace, and all that happens in and through them is wrought 
by 'the manifold grace of God'."

The Doctrine Preached and the Doctrine Taught

Baillie preached surprisingly few sermons on the
sacraments in the light of his expressed concern that
the subject ought to be frequently dealt with in sermons
when the sacraments were celebrated* "As regards the
Lord's supper," he writes, "I have long been of the opinion
that we ought at communion seasons to preach much more

3directly about the sacra ent." And when he does preach

1 Supra* Chapter VI, "The Doctrine of Grace”.
2"The Manifold Grace of God,” To Whom Shall We 

Go?* p* 160*
3"The Preaching of Christian Doctrine," The 

Theology of the Sacraments* p. 146. Apong all tte exist
ing sermons, only eiglbt deal explicitly with either Bap
tism or Holy Communion* This small number is partially 
explained by another sentence on the page just citeds 
"It has always been my own practice to speak a few words 
about its meaning as a part of Hie baptismal service every 
time I have baptized a child." It can be inferred that 
these "few words" were not a part sermon*
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on the sacraments, his treatment is surprisingly 
limited in the light of the extensive discussion of the 
subject in his lectures and other writings.^ This can 
be partly explained by the all important fact that the 
truth communicated by the sacraments is the same truth 
which is presented in all the other chapters of the "story 
with a plot". And also, an important reason for the 
sacraments (as we have just see is the fact that words 
alone can not adequately convey the meaning symbolized 
by Baptism and Holy Com union. Another reason for the 
disproportionately limited treatment of the subject in 
the sermons as compared with the writings is that the 
formal presentation of the subject is largely concerned 
with problems arising out oi the divergent practices of dif
ferent communions. Throughout the dissertation, it has

"Baptism and Lectures on the Eucharist" (Book 
15); "The Grace of God and the Sacrtu&ent&l Order"
(Book 61)| "The Justification of Infant Baptism", The 
Kvanxelical Quarterly. 15, No. 1 (January, 1943), pp. 
21-31; "Notes and Lectures on the Sacraments" (Book 62); 
The Meaning of Holy Communion. (Glasgows The Iona 
Community Publishing Department, n.d.); "Systematic 
iheology, Vol. II" (Book 9), 19 pages. The substance of 
all these presentations is covered by the lectures pub
lished in The Theology of the Sacraments.



been noted that Baillie rarely deals vith theological 
controversy in the pulpit; he views the preacher's task 
as proclamation, not debate,

Baillie approaches his task in the lectures with 
the same question as that vhich he felt to be on the minds 
of his congregation; "*’hy should we have sacraments at 
all?" He finds the question a legitimate one to ask be
cause some communities within t Church, such as the 
Society of Friends, have adopted & non-snerament&l form 
of Christianity, So too, many other thinking people in 
the Church who can readily accept the more r ional ele
ments of public worship find it difficult to justify the 
perpetuation of "such non-rational practices as the 
sprinkling of water on the head of an unconscious child 
or the consuming of tiny quantities of bread and wine to 
the accompaniment of solemn words." Merely to say, "Ve 
do these things because our Lord has laid them upon us" 
is not enough for two reasons. On the one hand, scholar
ship has questioned "whether the words of command and 
institution of baptism and the nerd's supper are really 
authentic utterances of Jesus Himself," (although as ve 
shall see, Baillie believes that a good case can be made 
for the indirect dominical institution of these two sacra
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ments). And on the other hand, ”it is not our Christian 
duty to accept what Jesus instituted or what the New 
Testament bequeathed in a spirit of blind and unintelli
gent obedience.99̂

Baillie offers a single sentence summary of the 
method to be used in answering the question. In the en
tente he brings together the three parts of the answer 
as it was preached, viz. the hu n need for sacramental 
expression, the historical connections which determine and 
define the sacrament, and the function of the sacrament.

What is there in human nature and human cjods and 
uur human situation, what is there in the Christian 
faith, the Christian Gospel, the Christian salvation, 
what is there in the nature of divine grace and its 
ways of working, to dem nd this strange visible, 
tangible expression, 'n material things and per
ceptible action, which we call sacramental.?

This sentence is a concise statement in Baillie9s own w^rds
of the theological methe ' which has been implicit in his
treatment of other doctrines. Bather than imposing an
external authority on the problem at the outset, the
method involves approaching the problem by an examination
of human experience and needs. This is then correlated

1 The T h e o l o g y  of the S a c r a m e n t s , pp. 41-42.

2 I b i d . . p. 42.



with the faith of the community which interprets its 
experience by drawing on the sources of its faith, 
historical sources (especially those dealing with Jesus 
Christ) which address contemporary experience with the 
demands of love.

Before exploring the human need, the historic lly 
determinative events, and the function of Baptis 1 and 
Holy Communion, Baillie defines what is meant by "sacra- 
raent'1 in general. Material things and the natural world 
can and do point beyond themselves by carrying a message 
of God’s purpose for men. (Noah’s response the rain
bow is an example.) An examination of the natural uni
verse does not prove the purpose of God in the sense of 
n itural theology, but the laith, or the capacity for 
faith, created in raan, can be awakened by natural elements. 
In the broadest sense of the term, any material thing 
which draws ma i out of himself toward others in love can 
be understood as a sacrament, becau e it speaks of God's 
purpose for men that they be reconciled to each other and 
to God (the two can never be sc^  rated). The natural 
world of material things is not sacramental in and of 
itself, but it can become so when it speaks to faith of 
the Creator’s purpose -nd promise. This is the determining 
factor which renders the material sacramental. "It is 
only when God speaks and awakens human faith that the
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natural object becomes sacramental#"
Another way to put it is to say th t the material 

becu.iî s sacramental when it conveys spiritual meaning. 
Baillie reviews the New Testament usage of the word 
"spiritual" (pneumatikos). noting that it is not posed in 
antithesis to the bodily (somatikoa) or the natural 
(physikos) and when the distinction is made between the 
"spiritual body" (soma pneumati ji) and the "natural 
body" (soma psychikon), the latter refers to the body as 
it is understood in th* biological sense but not as a 
separate or mutually exclusive entity as opp to the
spiritual body. Pneumatikos is posed in opposition to 
sarkikos ("carnal” or "fleshly"), but it is important to 
understand that sarx does not mean "body" as opposed to 
"soul"; it means th© whole of human nature and "especially 
in the Pauline writings its fallen human nature." There 
is nothing which sets the spiritual (pneumatikos) apart 
from the bodily (somatikos) or the ^tural (physikos) as 
such.

The spiritual means that hi her realm which ia the 
realm of God's action, thuix higher element in man 
vhich is distinguished from the merely natural bio
logical element and vhich man does not possess at all 
except in his relationship to God.
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Baillie fin s the idea of spiritual in the New Testament 
best explicated by the word "personal”, that part of man 
which determines his true humanity. "No man is living 
his true life if he is not living as a real person, in 
personal communion with other persons, and above all in 
that basic personal relationship with God which we ca 1 
r i^ion," or better, faith.1

The idea that the sacra ats convey personal 
meaning is implicit in the sermons, because the function 
of the sacraments is presented as grace (God’s personal 
influence) drawing men out of themselves into corporate 
fellowship. However, the illuminating interpretation of 
the New Testament usage of "spiritual" as meaning 
"i^ersonal" would have been a helpful insight to share 
with the congregation because the term "sx>iritual" often 
connotes a vague ethereal phenomenon to the contemporary 
mind, particularly as regards the benefits received in 
the sacraments.

A sacrament can then be defined as a material 
element which speaks to the fai tu of man concerning his. 
personal relationship to God and fellowra n. It is within 
the given order of human experience that man conveys 
expressions of personal concern by way of the material.
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In this world it is lm ossible for a person to ex
press himself at all e cept through the material—  
words uttered by the tongue and throat and lips and 
heard by the ear; words written with ink on paper 
and perceived by the eye. And persons also communi
cate with each other by symbolic movements, smiles 
and gestures, handshakes, linking of arms, and em
braces, not to speak of the sexual union of man and 
wife. . . .  Moreover personal relationships may be 
expressed or created or strengthened also by material 
objects used as gifts which convey affection. . . . 
But further, personal relationships depend in a 
till more organic way on our living together in a 

material world. And this means living togeiKer in 
the most material sense, ring the same house, 
the same room, the same *able, the same meals. . . .  
In all ages the breaking of bread together, the shar
ing of a common cup, have had a profound spiritual 1 
significance, as a means and expression of community.

Personal relationships have a material basis, and as the
Gospel message speaks of a particular kind of personal
relationship it is only fitting that the Church recognize
and make use of this basic form of communication as it
tells its story and lives out its message. It is true
that the sacraments spea' of man's relationship to God,
but this is never an isolated matter of an Individual
and God to the exclusion of fellovn n. The i craments
of the Church speak of human relationship and "apart from
their social and corporate aspect they cannot be under-

*  m2stood at all." Man uses the material to express the 
personal dimension of his life, especially regarding his

11bid.. pp. 49-50. 2Ibid., p. 50.



relationships to others, i.e. the social and corporate 
dimension of experience. There is a genuine human need 
for sacramental expression.

It has been noted that words are, strictly
speaking, material modes of expression and the Church
makes considerable use of this means of communication
as it bears witness to God*s activity among men. But as
men are not limited to words in their communication of
personal truths, neither is the Church bound to limit
itself to the Word alone.

The 'Word* is a metaphor of revelation through the 
sense of hearing, and as such it is a symbol, for 
all words are symbols. But we need also symbols 
that can oe seen and touched and tasted) and so we
have the wa er and the >read and the wine and the 
actions of the sacre ts.

The Church, in celebrating the sacraments, meets and
serves the human need to express and apprehend personal
truths by means other than words alone.

But are the water, the bread and wine, and the 
accompanying actions of the sacraments merely arbitary 
symbols? No, the matter and i  r  1 of the sacraments of 
Baptism and Holy Communion are not arbitrary. They are 
defined by their connection with a specific historical 
event, and it is xhis event that determines the content
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of the message communicated* The event is the life and
death of Jesus Christ9 and \,he message communicated is
specifically concerned vith the kind of life vhich is
God’s purpose and promise for mankind demonstrated in
and through what Jesus did au said.^

The efficacy of the vords of God’s promise made
known through the celebration of the sacraments does
not depend on whether or not they are the ipsissima verba
of Jesus, because ’’the promises of God are Yea and Amen
in Christ Jesus not only when they were literally
uttered by His lips but ih a much more integr I way.”
The promises of God are revealed to men through all of
Jesus’ words and worksj they are demonstrated by His
life, a life in vhich the grace of God was perfectly
active. ’’This question of the dominical institution of
the sacraments is a little like the question of whether
and when and in what sense Jesus 'founded' the Christian 

3Church.” In the deepest sense, tl ’’dominical” origin 
does not depend on a few isolated texts. What is histor
ically plain is that

the origins of the sacraments of baptism and the 
Lord's supper do go back in one form or another not 
only to the very beginning of the primitive Church,, 
but also right into the life and ministry of Jesus.

11bid.. p. 55. 2Ibid.. p. 59.
3Ibid. Also supra, pp. 561-562.
4
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Iloly Communion, and pi rticularly Baptism, by Jesus as
imperative rituals for the Church may be questioned,
it is clear that these ?acraments have at least been
indirectly dominically instituted,^ "They are saved from
all arbitrariness by a clear historical connection vith

2tVr episode of the Vord-rande-fIesh."
Baillie presents th^ M  torical connection vhich 

defines the form, matter an’ meaning of Holy Communion 
by simply telling the story of Jesus "actin a parable" 
or using an "object lesson" in the sermons. TVe technical 
questions about tv dominical institution and the textual 
problems are not raised. The important point vhich he 
emphasizes in the lectures is singled out in the sermons, 
viz, that the sacrament has a definite historical connec-
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Even though the literal founding of the practice of

Regarding the Lord’s supp r Baillie vrites, "There 
can be no question that in essence it goes back to vhat 
our Lord did vith his disciples in the uppe. T*oora on that 
night before His crucifixion, even though there is some 
uncertainty as to th ? exact words He used," Ibid, Re
garding baptism iiaillie notes the critical questions as 
to the historical authenticity of Mark 16*9-20 and 
Matthew 28*19 (the main passages vhich refer to a definite 
"institution"), but goes on to say "In every part of the 
New Testament it appears to be assumed that baptism vas 
the universal and essential gate of entry into the 
Christian community." Ibid.. p. 76, And "the connection 
of the ministry of Jesus with a baptismal rite of repent
ance and cleansing a d  initiation is quite plain* Ibid.. 
p, 77.

2The Theology of the Sacraments, p. 60.



tion with the life of Jesus and it is this event that 
gives it specific meaning. It is interesting to note 
that even this point (the specific historical connection) 
is not dealt with regarding baptism in the existing ser
mon manuscrix tst however the . .mi of baptism which he 
does present clearly reflects his understanding of the 
activity of grace in the Incarnation

One important theme not <eveloped in the sermons 
but presented in the lectures, is the essential relation
ship of the doctri* oi the Holy Spirit to the under
standing of the connection between the sacraments today 
and the historic person of Jesus.

This doctrine is wholly dependent on the fact of the 
historic incarnation God on earth [i.e. Jesus 
Christ]9 but it is also wholly bound up with the 
idea that the incarnation did not go on forever9 but 
cam* to an end, and that since then the divine Pre
sence is with us in a new way through the Holy 
Spirit-working in the Church through Vord and sacra
ments.

This excludes the superstition thut Jesus Christ is actu
ally or literally incarnate in the Church or the sacra
ments. In so doing it also exc ides the idea that the 
grace of God perfectly demonstrated in Christ is excjuaLvely
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and mechanistically transmitted to succeeding generations 
through an ecclesiastically defineable sacramental 
channel.^ Christ is present with us in that the t,race 
of God supremely manifest in Him (i.e. the grace of 
our Lurd Jesu^ Christ) is present and active in us, 
Christ, Himself, is not literallj incarnate in the 
Caurch or the sacraments. (f'Vhen St. Paul in First 
Corinthians speaks of the Church us the Body of Christ, 
he is using a figure of speech1'; in Colossians and 
Ephesians the reli u onship of Christ to the Church is 
clearly metaphorical in that it is spoken of the 
relationship of the head to the body, ) Christ is pre
sent with us in the Church by the Word and sacraments

3throu0 ; vhe working of the Holy Spirit. The Holy Spirit 
is the epistemological dimension of grace by which men 
are made consciously aware of God's work through ,he Word 
and sacraments.*

 ̂This second point is touched upon in one ser- 
mon, supra, pp. 551-552.

2The Theology of the Sacraments, pp. 64-65.
^Ibid., pp. 66-67.
4
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It has been shown that the sacraments operate 
through faith, but this is not to say that the function 
of grace in the sacraments is purely dependent on a 
subjective attitude of the communicant, and certainly 
not upon the attitude or absence of attitude on the 
part of a baptized infant* In the lectures this theme 
(implicit in the sermons) is developed by vaj of an 
illustration (which I have quot L-efore to illustrate 
the activity of grace) and which might well have been 
used in the sermon ) explain the function of the sacra* 
rnents as means of grace*

Let us imagine the case of a small child, a little 
boy, entrusted to the care of & nursery governess*
When she arrives the little fellow is taken into the 
room where she is, a. left in her care* But she is 
strange to him, he does not trust her, but looks 
distantly at this strange woman from the opposite 
corner of the room* *>he knows that she cannot do 
anything vith him until she has von his confidence*
She knovs she has to win it* The little boy cannot 
manufacture it, cannot make himself trust the gover
ness* His faith in her is something vhich he cannot 
create— only she can create it. And she knovs that 
she cannot create it by forcing it; she has to re
spect the personality of the child; and to try to 
take the citadel by storm would be worse than use
less, and vould produce ft r nd distrust instead of 
confidence*

She sets about her task gently, using various 
means— words, gestures, smiles, and perhaps gifts, 
all of which convey something of the kindness of her 
heart* Until at last the little fellow1s mistrust



is melted away, she has won his confidence, and of 
his own free will he responds to her advances and 
crosses the floor to sit on her knee. Now that her 
'rociousness, using all these means, has created his1
faith, she can carry on the good work she has begun.

In the illustration, the words, 0esture and gifts are 
analogou to the sacraments v *ch function as means of 
awakening faith and trust, they are analogous to the 
s craments as means of grace. In a real sense it is 
grace that creates faith, but it is the genuine response 
of faith through which grace works by means of the sacra
ments .

The nature of the function of grace in the sacra
ments as that which draw3 man out of himself to others 
in love toward God and fellowraan is clearly emphasized 
in t , ermons. It is this theme that takes a place of 
prominence as the concluding point in the classroom lec
tures on the doctrine. The function of the sacraments, 
Baillie teaches, "is to awaken our faith by taking us out 
of ourselves and fixing our minds c the objective, upon 
the Divine, upon God, His reality, His promise." And 
when we think of the human dimension of God*s objective 
promise and purpose, we must not merely think of what we
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are doing in celebrating the sacraments but th t it is 
God who ib acting in and through us. He is giving, we 
are receiving. "All thest h u ian acts and responsibilities 
would be a weary and ov rburdening business unless we 
believed thaw Uod was present ith us, acting through 
us, able and willing • . , exceeding abundantly above 
aii that we ask or think."

The function of Cod's activity as th* t which 
draws us out of ourselves into a relationship with our 
fellows can be fu r seen in baptism. It is not the 
faith of an isolated individual through whic- ^race is 
active, "Does this mean th t the benefits of the sacra
ment come to the child in response to the faith of the
parent.-.- ud the Church? Xes, indeed; that is just what 

2it means," It is through the child's environment, his 
parents and those with whom he lives as he grows to 
maturity that the grrce of God is mediated to him. The 
Holy Spirit works through the sacrament to make these 
people conscious, not only cf their responsibility, but 
of what God is doing through tk m. Baptism marks the

^"The Doctrine of the Sacraments" (Book 9), p,18.
*The Theology of th> Sacraments, p. 83.
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entry oi th* chi id into a community in which he will 
receive the benefits oi grace through the love, nurture 
and admonition oi the persons in th>.t community, "Of 
course God is not bound by Uis sacraments, and He may 
in His grace use any eaviromuen*," but the community 
which practices baptism bears witness to the fact tht t 

it uua rstands and is consciously aware th«..t God is . nd 
will be active in the environment in which the child will 
grow to manhood*^

The function i the sacraments has an eschatol- 
ogical dimension in that it points toward the time when 
the gilapse ol‘ liie as it should be, given by God through 
the iloly Spirit in the celebration of the sacraments, 
will u a fulfilled reality* This function addresses a 
genuine human need because the experience of estrangement 
from God and fellowman it all too real* "We h&\e a certain 
sense of separation, our fellowship is never complete, 
or even our reconciliation with eac other} au»J the same 
is true of our relationshi* to God*" A function of the 
sacraments is to help us to looxw forward to the fulfillment
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of God's promise of reconciliation which is addressed 
to all men,^ (We shall turn to a fuller development 
of the content of the Christian hope in the next chap
ter, )

The present treatment of Bailliesteachings on 
the sacraments has not been an exhaustive exposition of 
his presentation in the lectures which are readily 
available in published form. Themes involving theolo
gical debate concerning divergent practices of differing 
communions were not dealt with in the sermons; some of 
these are discussed in the lectures. For example:
Baillie does not quarrel with iramersion9 but finds that 
sprinkling is an adequate symbol because the "dying and 
rising with Christ, the cleansing, and the outpouring of 
the Holy Spirit are not three separate realities at all, 
but aspects of the same reality,” It is all a function 
of grace in which "all these newnesses come together into 
one,” It is not just a matter of cleansing and rising 
again; it is fundamentally a matter of receiving the 
grace whereby we are enabled to move forward in the life
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of faith.^ Infant baptism is justified on grounds which 
are consistent with Baillie*s emphasis that the Church 
cannot be limited to those who consciously adhere to 
institutional forms.

*t is "God*s will that children should have such 
an experience of His grace and love as befits their stage 
of growth; . . .  therefore they should be regarded as 
part of the Church of Christ, the entrance to which is

pmarked by the sacrament of baptism.*1
One theme in the lectures which might have well 

been treated in the sermons is the sense in which the 
Eucharist is understood as a sacrifice. The word "sac
rifice” appears five times in the "Order for the Cele
bration of the Sacrament of the Lord*s Supper or Holy 
Communion” in The Book of Common Order; in particular 
the phrase, ”that we . . . may offer unto Thee a sac- 
rifice in righteousness; through Jesus Christ our Lord." 
In spite of the divergent views among Catholic and 
Protestants as to whot this means, it would be well to 
clarify the meaning of the term within the context of

^Ibid.. pp. 78-80. ^Ibid.. p. 82.
3The Book of Common Order (Londons Oxford 

University Press, 1959), p. 117.
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the service where the celebration occurs. In the lec
tures Baillie notes that a "directly sacrificial meaning" 
cannot be read into the New Testament words of the con
stitution. He writes: "I do not think we can safely
build upon a sacrificial interpretation of the words 'Do 
this for ray anamnesis *. The word anamnesis did not 
refer to a memorial sacrifice, but to a very human act 
of recalling; not merely the remembering of a past inci
dent either, but a recalling of its meaning and power 
into the present. But Baillie does maintain the legiti
macy of the idea of offering in the Eucharist; offering 
in the sense of offerin up our desires in prayer to 
{"“or1, the offering of praise and thanksgiving, and the 
offering of ourselves to God and the service of His 
Kingdom. And as Holy Communion involves the recalling 
of Christ and indeed the experience of receiving His
grace, "we can only make an offering in union with

2Christ's sacrifice." In the light of the eternal
3dimension of the atonement, it can be seen that we are

1 The Theology of the Sacraments, p. 112.
2Ibid.. p. 116.
3
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united "by faith with Ilis eternal sacrifice, that we may 
plead and receive its benefits and offer ourselves in 
prayer and praise to God.”1 Thus, although we are in no 
sense making a sacrifice of Christ all over again, there 
is the sense in which we participtite in His sacrifice 
because His life and deai constitute the d finitive 
demonstration of the activity of grace experienced in 
and through the sacrament* It is in this sense that the 
term "sacrifice” in the liturgy is to be understood; 
the preacher might do well to explain this somewhat mis
leading word as it applies to the sacrament of Holy 
Communion*

This chapter hi s been addressed to the question 
"Why do we celebrate th<? sacraments?" The answer to the 
quesstion cannot be taken for granted; the answer is one 
which must be offered by the preaching ministry of the 
Church* Baillie’s answer to the question, particularly 
in the light of the challenge oi non-s&cr&mental 
Christianity, has been based on the needs and experience 
of person; within the Church who accept God9s help through 
the sacraments of Baptism and Holy Communion* He has not
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presented an answer vhich makes the sacraments obligatory 
for all who would come to know the activity of grace in 
their lives. The celebration of the sucruments is not 
something vhich we must do; it is something which Ood 
has offered as a means to help us. Baillie's answer has 
centered on the thankfu.̂ . r spouse of men and women vho 
have found their needs best met by the sacraments, the 
thankful response of men and women who have found the 
activity of grace to be a more tangible reality in their 
lives in and through them.

This chapter has demonstrated the necessity of 
pr* aching on the sacraments in order that they will not 

ae a mere ritual or empty habit. Preaching, vhich 
ought always to accompany the sacraments, could well 
afford to use this opportunity from time to time 10 preach 
directly on the sacraments. This chapter has illustrated 
the theological method vhich lies behind most of Baillie9s 
preaching on doctrinal themes. His presentation does not 
seek to justify the sacraments on the basis of an external 
authority of Scripture or tradition. The presentation
begins with an examination of the human need for sacra-

\

mental modes of expression. These experiential factors 
are then correlated with the particular modes of sacra
mental expression which are most directly connected vith
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the historical events which definitively demonstrate the 
message which it* to be com* unicated, It is then shown 
that the message becomes a demonstrabiy active reality 
in the faith-experience of men and women worshipping 
together in the celebration of the sacraments, 3&illiefs 
method of treating the fc craments is a good example of 
doctrine which is presented in & way that reflects and 
addresses human faith-experience.
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CRAFT KB XII

THK DQCXBINkb OF IMMOHTALITX 
AND THF KINGDOM OF GOD

The "story with a plot" draws to a close with 
its message of eternal life, life in the Kingdom of 
God. This chapter deals with matters which have 
happened, which are happening, and the hope of that 
which is to come. As in the case of the beginning of 
the story and the chapter about creation, this chap- 

r deals with matters which are supra-historical.
They involve every moment of history, yet they are 
matters which transcend history, therefore the lan
guage used will be symbolical. This raises the prob
lem for the preacher which has arisen before; viz. the 
problem of presenting the supra-historical in terms 
which reflect and address human experience. The gen
eral problem is that of presenting the symbolic lan
guage of the Gospel in a manner which speaks from and 
to the experience of those gathered to hear the message 
proclaimed.



The doctrines are treated together in a single 
cha ter because one leads directly into the other. 
Immortality has Christian significance only within the 
context of the community of the Kingdom of God. In 
the lectures this inseparable relationship is clear. 
Usually the presentation of one is interwoven vith a 
presentation of the other. In the sermons, eYen though 
one may be abstracted for emphasis on a given Sunday 
morning, both are clearly implied in each case. The 
following reconstruction of the theological themes in 
the sermons will follow the flow of Baillie9s systematic 
tre tment from life eternal to life in the Kingdom of 
Cod.

THE DOCTRINE PREACHED

In one sermon, vhich emphasizes the doctrine of 
immortality, Baillie sets forth the questions vhich 
provide an outline for his method of presentations 
"i<et me break it up into two questions! Why do ve be
lieve in a future life? And: What do ve believe about
it?H  ̂ It is important to note that the first question
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is going to deal with the factors in human experience 
vhich give rise to belief in life after death. The 
question is raised by a genuine human experience vhich 
is the pastoral focus of Baillie's concern when 
preaching on the doctrine; the question is raised by 
death.

Nothing is more characteristic of our human situa
tion than the brevity of life and the certainty of 
death. . . .  If a man die shall he live again? Dp 
I really believe in a life beyond the grave? And 
why?1

Baillie does not approach the presentation of his faith
in the assurance and hope of the Gospel by first calling
down the authority of Scripture. There is a prior ques-
ion which must be asked9 even of the writers of the

New Testament.
IV' may say that we believe in the future life be- 
c use the New Testament teaches it. Xes, but how 
does the New Testament know? Those men who wrote 
the New Testament, those early followers of Christ, 
why did they believe in a life beyond?

The first qu( is not "What do we believe?" but
"Why?11. What is there in human experience and what has
happened in human history to give rise to faith in life
eternal?

*"Immortality," To Whom Shall We Go?, p. 52. 
2Ibid.



Baillie clears the decks of possible miscon
ceptions by briefly di ̂ osing of two approaches which 
are unsatisfactory. Spiritualism is cne such approach. 
Baillie no final pronouncement about the factual
ity of "contact” with the dead through mediums, but he 
is quite skeptical. In any case the kind of knowledge 
that may be gained through spiritualism has nothing 
to do with real faith in immortality because it tells 
nothing of the purpose and quality of life after 
death. There is little point in "believing in a future 
life, any more than in believing in a present life, if 
that is all there is to it; and indeed not much comfort 
either. No the spiritualistic argument is not of much 
use to us." Philosophical speculations which argue from 
the immortality of the soul are not of much use either. 
Tlato advanced such an argument and Baillie believes 
that behind his argument lies a profound faith in life 
eternal but he finds hi. reasons unsatisfactory on two 
counts. Plato's argument "suggests a cold naked dis
embodied spirit that goes journeying somewhere— that is 
all he seems to get at." But a mere existence of a soul 
or spirit disembodied from the rest of the human body 
and personality has little to say about the purpose of
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the vhole of human life and life eternal, And in the
second place, "if ve can't be sure of immortality vith-
out such a difficult philosophical argument, it is a sad
business for the ordinary man vho is not a philosopher
and can't follow such arguments." No there is something
more simple and direct vithin the experience of humanity
vhich points us toward a deeper faith in eternal life.^

Basically, faith in immortality is based on faith
in God and His purpose for mankind. The purposes of
God are not matte for literal proof$ they are matters
of faith. And this faith has a profound manifestation
in the experience of men vhich points toward God's
eternal care for his creatures,

Vhat is it that brings home the reality of the 
future life to us more than anything else? 1 be
lieve it is thist when some dear one, who was a 
fine and noble Christian is taken avay by death.
Then you feel quite sure of the life beyond. Then 
you feel something like thiss That noble soul 
vas God's vork, refined and beautified by the grace 
of God through all the years of a Christian life 
here on earth. And nov when death comes, is that 
the end? No, it couldn't be. That would make non
sense of the vhole business, God vouldn't treat 
His children so. Nay, since we are sure of God, of 
His love, of His pover, of His purpose, ve are sure

 ̂"The Christian Doctrines* (7) Immortality,"
pp. 3-4.



also that those who live in Him can never really 
die; and that when death comes to them, it is bu^ 
leading them to a richer and fuller life in God*

But faith in God's eternal care for those in
whom His good purposes have begun here on earth is not
wholly based on personal experience in the face of
bereavement. This experience, itself, is informed and
has for its supreme argument the historically documented
faith-experience of men and women in the face of Jesus'
death and resurrection. He died on the Cross, but He

couldn't possibly be destroyed by death. One of 
his early disciples said that "God raised him up, 
having loosed the pangs of death, because it was 
not possible that he should o© holden of it". 
Whenever any of those early Christians thought 
of death, and the terror of it, and the dark un
certainty which lav behind— then they would think 
of Jesus Christ. That made all the difference.
He had passed through death, and come through it, 
and He wasn't dead, He vas alive, with a richer 
life than ever. And so they weren't afraid of 
death for themselves any longer.
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Ibid.. p. 5. A si dlar treatment of these 
themes is in '’Immortality," To Whom Shall We Go?,
pp. 52-58, however, the order of presentation in the 
manuscript quoted offers a better illustration of the 
principle worked out in Chapter 111, "The ctrine of 
Providence", which calls for the initial identifi
cation with human experience in order that the content 
of the doctrine subsequently informed by Scripture may 
be be vter recognized and understood.

‘"Ibid., p. 6



Thus the answer to the first question, **Why do 
we believe in life e ernal?" is given* The answer is 
based on personal experience, but experience which is 
informed and gains its definitive expression through the 
historical events surrounding Jesus* life, death and 
resurrection* In the truest sense, it is "an argument 
of faith in God through Jesus Christ"*^ We believe in 
life eternal 'because through Jesus Christ we believe in
God, who brought Jesus through death and who will bring

2us too*"
Having given a reason for faith in life eternal 

by answering the question HVhy do we believe in immor
tality?", Baillie continues by dealing with the second 
questions "What do we believe about it?" There is much 
in this question which cannot be answered* Detailed 
descriptions and predictions of the kind of life in
volved have not been given us to know in precise literal 
terms* "What kind of resemblance will it have to the 
life we know in this world?" Baillie preachesf "I 
can*t a swer* We don't know*" Only a general state
ment of faith which ie based on what we have seen of God's

1"Immortality", To Whom Shall We Go?* p* 58.
2"The Christian Doctrines! (7) Immortality,"
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activity among men can be made: "By faith we are sure
that it will all be in God's hands and that what God 
is ultimately leading us to is that perfect blessed
ness which is life in Him," But many questions, often 
based on a prosaically literal interpretation of the 
New Testament's supra-historical symbols about life 
after death, simply cannot be answered.^

Baillie offers some of the interpretations of 
the New Testament which have been given. For example, 
what can be said '’bout the idea of Hell?

What exactly will happen to those who don't inherit 
eternal life? Again, I can't altogether answer.
Some Christians think the New Testament indicates 
that those who are lost will simply go out of 
existence altogether, perish completely. Others 
venture to hope that, through God's indefatigable 
grace and mercy, all souls may eventually inherit 
eternal life.

In dealing with this theme, Baillie only advances the 
tentative theories of conditional i;amortality and the 
hope of universalisi?*. At no point in his preaching 
does he even ute the symbolic language frequently associ
ated with hell, e.g. "eternal fire", "eternal punish
ment”, etc. (cf. Matthew 25:41, 46 et. al.). Neither 
does he relate the symbolic language about hell > human

^Ibid.. pp. 7-8. 2Ibid.. p. 8.



experiences such as the experience of separation from 
God, alienation, estrangement etc. These have been 
treated within the context of the love of God under the 
heading of Hi wrath or judgment. There judgment was 
treated less as an eschatologic&l event than a present 
experience.1 Baillie's emphasis in preaching on eternal 
life i» clearly an emphasis on the hope which springs 
from faith in God. Another sermon on eternal life 
concludes with these words:

Ve are blind and ignorant children of a day, 
and about that future life beyond the grave we *vnow 
very little. Perhapc 1 should say we know nothing 
at all about it. But "we know whom we have believed, 
and are persuaded that he is ai>ls to kseg what ws 
have committed to him against that day".

We know virtually nothing about life after death 
except that which ve have come to know of God's work 
and purpose in human life, particularly in Jesus Christ. 
And this offers faith some in i, t. That which has been 
committed to God in this vorla is not simply a disem
bodied soul o ’pirit. It is the whole body, the whole 
person. Christianity has always spoken c: \c "resurrec
tion of the body." This conveys symbolically the truth
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that ve are and will be reconciled to Him with all
that we have committed to Him* The shape and form of
this body and the environment in which it will live
can only be spoken of in the language of images and
pictures* a h  we c<<n say is that

whatever is necessary for the full rich blessed 
life • • • beyond the grave, that God will give 
to those who have found their life in Him. • . .
We have to use pictorial ways of talking about 
it— gates of pearl and streets of gold, and white 
raiment and palms of victory; but we know that 
these are only pictures; and the reality is far 
better than anything we can imagine*

We can only speak about the future dimension of eternal 
life in symbols. But these symbols are related to the 
present experience of God's work and purpose and pre
eminently to the life of Jesus Christ among men*
Eternal life is not just a matter of the future* "We 
know God through Jesus Christ and that is enough. 'This 
is eternal life*, says John, * iow Thee, the only 
true God, and Jesus Christ whom thou hast sent'. That 
is eternal 1*. , whether in this world or the next."
Temporal, historically defineable life i i p<rt of 
life eternal* The major thrust of Baillie's sermons in
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so far as they seek to offer assurance of the Gospel's
answer to the question "What is eternal life?" is that
what is done through faith in bod in this life must be 
seen in an eternal perspective. All that is done in 
love for Him and iellowm&n can never be wasted for these 
things are part of God's eternal purpose for mankind.
The doctrine of immortality not only reflects human 
experience, it also addresses it with a message of 
assurance and purpose and hope.

From the forgoing it can be seen that eternal 
life encompasses and transcends past( present and 
future history. It can also be seen that a primary
characteristic of that life, in so far as we can know
anything about it, involves living in love toward God 
and f ellowman; it involves life in community. The words 
which the Church has traditionally used to speak of 
that life in community re V  "Kingdom of God"; 
eternal life is life in the Kingdom of God. Baillie 
introduces this theme in preaching by noting its central 
place in the preaching and teaching of Jesus. Jesus 
spoke of it "in one parable after another", He spoke of 
the Kingdom "more than anything else. One might almost
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say it was the centre of his message. But, Bailliegoes 
on to ask, ”wh t did it signify?"^

To say that Jesus meant just a "blessed place 
into which we may hope to enter after we leave this 
mortal life behind," a future resting place called 
^eaven, "is rather too simple. Jesus meant much more 
than that."

For example, Jesus spoke of the Kingdom as a thing 
that was going to comet not just a place, awaiting 
us individually in the future when we die, but 
so ething which was approaching, or growing up, or 
developing or spreading— .not only in some distant 
region beyond th kies, but also apparently here 
on earth in the midst of human life. "Thy kingdom 
come", he taught his disciples to pray, "thy will 
be done on earth as it is in heaven". You see the 
Kingdom seemed to have as much to do with earth 
as with heaven. It is not just the heaven that 
awaits us as our reward when we die- that is not 
the thing we are above all to seek.

The kingdom, the kind of life in fellowship with God
and man which we are to seek first, is something which
Jesus spoke of as a coming r*^lity in this world.

But can the Kingdom be interpreted to mean
solely th "cause of human progress"? This has been
an appealing idea to Christians, particularly in the

1 "The Kingdom of Heaven is like • •
Matthew 13x44 (368), 1925-31, p. 1.

2Ibid., p. 3.



recent past. Up to a point this has been a wholesome 
thing. It has been a healthy corrective to emphasise 
that "the Christian life is not just a matter of saving 
one's soul, but of serving the Kingdom, and helping to 
set it up on earth among our fellow creatures— a noble 
conception. . . .  But that is also too simple an 

answer.'* ^esus certainly didn't mean just that. His 
emphasis was not upon what man could do to bring about 
the Kingdom but upon ''the Kingdom as a gift of God."
The teaching of Jesus was not only a call to service, 
it was also a Gospel message. It was the good news of 
hope and assurance that through the service of men God 
vould bring about the Kingdom. Its coming depends 
on God, for it is His gift.1

But if the Kingdom is something vhich is coming 
in this world and if it is something vhich God vill do, 
does this mean that it vill be a cataclysmic interven
tion in history by God? Vas Jesus talking about "the 
raillenium"? It is true th; t Jesus did speak of the 
Kingdom as something vhich vas immanent. "He used to 
say it was coming, vas at hand. But then he also used 
to speak sometimes as if it had already begun to come,
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as if whenever he did a kind set of help or healing9 
God*8 Kingdom vas there• " No, the language of the 
New Testament cannot be interpreted as giving an idea 
of the kingdom which is simply a coming intervention of 
God in human history and the advent of a supernatural 
order of things on earth* The Kingdom of God of vhich 
Jesus spoke is something vhich is coming, a gift from 
God, and also something vhich has dLready begun to come* 

Jesus taught about the Kingdom in all these 
vayB, vays vhich seem to be saying different things about 
the relationship of the Kingdom to temporal history*
His message of the Kingdom encompassed all human imagina
tion about time and temporal events, and it vent beyond* 
There always seemed to be a vibrant tension in the way 
He taught the relationship of the Kingdom to heaven 
on the one hand, and to earth on the other. Temporal 
experience and eternal life are inseparably ved in the 
Nev Testament understanding of the Kingdom* The Kingdom 
of God is

the vhole of that deep hidden splendid reality vhich 
underlies what ve see with our eyes and touch vith 
our hands* It means that infinite unseen beauty and 
perfection and love and harmony for which we strive 
and yet in which ve rest; eternal and yet also 
temporal; lying in the ideal future and ye^also in 
the present, and from eternity to eternity*

11bid.. p. 10*



Thusy although the "Kingdom of God" is a 
supra-historical symbol which points toward an eternal 
community9 it touches history at every moment* It is 
from our experience of its past and present reality that 
its challenge and hope take meaning* Ve know that 
eternal life, be it now or beyond the grave, means the 
challenge of "loosing our lives to save them, dying to 
our petty selves, renouncing all our self-centred 
narrowness."1 And even though it is all too plain that 
the kingdom has not been fulfilled in the world in which 
we live, we have the living hope th. t what God is doing 
in and through us is not wasted but will be brought 
to perfection* Ve live in that hope because ve have 
seen this promised purpose of God for all men brought 
to perfection in Jesus Christ* It is a hope based on 
what has happened, it is a hope for the present, it is 
the hope for eternity.

THE DOCTRINES PREACHED AND THE DOCTRINES
TAUGHT

The language used to speak of life beyond the 
grave and the fulfillment of the Kingdom is symbolical
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in the sense that it speaks of a supra-historical 
realm. The symbols are woven into pictures and images 
which are mythological because while they convey a 
vital message of assurance and hope, they do not claim 
to be literal predictions of that which lies beyond.
The problem for preaching lies in the necessity of 
showing that this supra-historical language does in 
fact reflect and address human historical experience. 
Baillie has done this in the sermons by showing that 
the supra-historical realm described in the mythologi
cal language of bodily resurrection into the full life 
of perfect communion with God and man touches histori
cal experience at every point. It is not a wholly other 
realm of which we can only speak on the basis of blind 
credulity in external sources; it is a realm of which 
we can speak because our symbolic language gains its 
content and meaning from the experience of bereavement 
and the conviction which arises from that experience, 
particularly in the historically documented conviction 
of those who were confronted by the death of Jesus.

The importance for preaching of placing the 
historical experience of men within the context of supra- 
historical eternity as an integrally related part can be 
seen by critically examining alternative views which
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have held currency in the minds of ordinary church 
members and theologianr as they interpret the Nev 
Testament without due reference to the vhole range of 
genuine human experience vhich is reflected therein* 
Baillie introduces a lecture entitled "Vhat is the 
Kingdom of God” by noting the confusion vhich results 
from viewing the Nev Testament passages about the 
Kingdom as simply being either historical predictions 
or supra-historical events vhich are totally removed from 
temporal experience* Vhen ve read about the Kingdom of 
God in the New Testament does it refer to "something 
present or something future, something visible or some
thing invisible? Did its 'coming1 mean something 
gradual or something sudden and conclusive?'* Some pas
sages spesk of "heaven as the abode of God and the future 
abode of redeemed men," others can be taken to mean the 
"sum of all good causes on earth*" Sometimes it means 
"the gradual triumph of God's good cause through the 
ages,” but at other times it can be taken to mean 
"simply 'the end of the world'*"^

These matters have not merely been a cause for 
confusion among ordinary church members vho read the
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Bible. In recent decades they have been the focus of 
considerable theological controversy. Baillie sketches 
the development of eschatology since the turn of the cen
tury to illustrate this point. Harnack's lectures 
entitled What Is Christianity gave expression to a domi
nant view at the beginning of this century which held

that the Kingdom of God in the New Testament must 
be understood in a moral and spiritual sense as 
the reign of God which spreads gradually from soul 
to soul and from age to age, transfusing and im
proving human society in this world.

Albert Schweitzer's The Uuest of the Historical Jesus
fell like a bombshell on the theolo&,v world a few
years later in 1906. Baillie summarizes the view put
forward toward the end of that book as followsi

When Jesus spoke of the Kingdom of God and taught 
men to expect and to pray for its coming, He did 
not mean anything like a moral and spiritual move
ment in men's hearts, or a process of religious 
and social advance, moving on in gradual stages, 
with the help of good men. He meant an entirely 
transcendent and supernatural order of things which 
would come breaking in with cataclysmic suddenness, 
like a thief in the night, like the lightning, like 
the flood in the days of Noah, when men were least 
expecting it; and it would transform everything, it 
would be the end of the present order of things 
altogether. The Kingdom was not something that men 
could build, or even help to set up or bring in. It 
was entirely the work and gift of God. Man could

Ibid., p. 3. Cf. Adolf harnack, What Is 
Chris tianlt .y ^ . trans. Thomas Bailey Saunders (Londoni 
Williams Ac Nor gate, 1912), p. 57*



only v&tch and pray, and in God1 a appointed time 
He vould intervene and set up His Kingdom*

One of the things vhich Schweitzer did vas to bring to 
the fore the influence of the apocalyptic movement in 
Jewish literature on Jesus' thought* This is a valuable 
tool ii helping us to understand parts of the New Testa
ment witness and the langu. ge used to describe the 
Kingdom* Schweitzer's extreme emphasis upon the apoca- 
lyptic character of the Kingdom in Jesus' teaching was 
understood by Schweitzer himself to be a kind of 
reductio ad absurdim of the attempt to reconstruct 
a Jesus of hi«to^y as the sole focus of faith* Never- 
the-less the effect of his eschatological interpretation 
of Jesus' mission, although eons!' rably modified by 
scholars who followed him, had a profound influence 
on the whole course of theological thought*

Already two radically divergent facets of the 
New Testament message can be seen* Harnack placed his 
emphasis on the temporal side of Jesus' message, and 
Schweitzer placed full weight on the supra-historical 
symbols to the exclusion of their rel iionship to temporal 
history, (other than marking its end).

11bid.. p. 4. Cf. Albert Schweitzer, The \ uest 
of the Hisxorical J e s u s trans. V. Montgomery '(Londons 
Adam and Charfes sex, 1910), pp. 350 ff.
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example is Karl Barth.
According to Barth, everything in Christian theology 
should be understood in the light of the fact that 
we Christians in the world, whether in this century 
or any other, are living "between the times". We 
are living in the interim period between the 
ascension of Christ and His Parousia, and that 
determines everything. Christianity is not a system 
of timeless truths about a spiritual Kingdom which 
goes forward gradually and invisibly in all ages in 
human history. It is a message about a Divine 
incursion into human history. In one sense this 
decisive thing has already taken places it took 
place with the coming of Christ and above all with 
His crucifixion. It was made plain in His resurrec
tion and the glorious forty days that followed.
But that v's- not a final manifestation, for it was 
withdrawn at what we call the Ascent ion, and the 
final consummation still lies beyond, in what we 
call the Second Coming of Christ. Meanwhile, we 
who are Christians, in the interim period, have a 
foot in both worlds. We are living by faith in the 
new era of God *s kingdom, an yet we are also 
living in the old age of the sinful fallen world with 
which Christ has done away.

Clearly Barth*s emphasis is dependent upon the eschatologi-
cal framework of thought. For him the symbolic language
about the supra-historical dimension of the Kingdom is
taken to mean literal events in future history. For
him too resurrection and ascension are taken to mean

The controversy raged on and Baillie*s next

Ibid.. pp. 7-8. Cf. Karl Barth, Church Dog
matics. I. 2. trans. G. T. Thomson, Harold Knight 
(Bdinturgh* T. & T. Clark, 1936), -p. 413, 693.



C. H. Dodd has also taken the eschatological 
dimension of Jesus' teaching with the utmost serious
ness, but in his case the emphasis fell on the 
"realized1* character of the Kingdom in and through 
what Jesus initiated by His life and work. For Dodd 
the symbolic language which speaks of the future coming 
of the Kingdom

is n o i to be understood as something t h a t would 
happen at a future date in the historical order, 
but rather as some thing beyond history altogether, 
something *ujra-historical which can only be 
symbolized in the future tense, but which is really 
supra-tempor&l, eternal, in the heavenly realm, 
and which broke into history in Jesus Christ.
. . .  In the temporal sense there is no interim 
period, and no waiting for a future event, for the 
Hew Age is here and we are living in it.

Oscar Cullmann has carried the debato a step 
further. His important book Christ and Time has placed 
the idea of time itself at the forefront of New Testa
ment interpretation. He writes that the New Testament 
authors spoke of what was, what is, and what is to come 
with primary reference to temporal categories of past, 
present and future time, not differer‘ realms of reality.
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Ibid.. pp. 9—10. Cf. C. Dodd, The Apostolic 
Freaching tmd Its Developments (Londoni Hodier and 
'toughton, 1963), PP* 79 fJ.



In Biblical thought, eternity is not set in antithesis 
to time. Eternity in the Bible means endless time.
And all that is vritten about the Kingdom is to be 
understood in terms of temporal history and time as ve 
know it* He disagrees vith Schweitzer in that he holds 
that the decisive thing in the New Testament witness 
to Jesus' teaching about the Kingdom is not the 
expectation of an immanent future event, but the fact that 
it has already come through Jesus9 life, death and 
resurrection* However he also differs with Dodd in 
believing there is still a future consummation which is 
not supra-historical but a future event in temporal 
history* Baillie believes that Cullmann "takes time too 
fteriously or at least too onesiaeuly."1

Baillie also criticises Cullmann in a way vhich 
reflects his criticism of the other theologians whose 
emphases we have just traced* Baillie vritess "He 
seems to me to force the New Testament material too 
neatly into a single clear-cut scheme*" Although there 
is much truth to be gained from the various emphases of 
these men, uailliefs own approach to *ne Scriptures
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and Time trans. Floyd V. Filson (Londons SCM i^reas 
Ltd., 1962), pp. 37 ff., 140.



(in which he does not expect to find ready mude doc
trine) lends itself to a broader understanding of the 
many strains of thought which are brought together in 
the New testament. Speaking about the Biblical wit
ness to the Kingdom and fixed interpretations of its 
message, Baillie says: "In reality there is far less
uniformity, far more variety, in the various parts of 
the New Testament, and also perhaps a more imaginative 
and less dogmatic approach, with more loose ends and 
unanswered questions." Vith regard to time and eter
nity, he notes that in the Johannine literature as well 
as in Hebrews, eternity is more than a mere quantitative 
extension of time, it has a more qualitative meaning.^

As for the nature of the language used to speak 
of the "Last Things", Baillie re-affirms the necessity 
of appreciating the symbolic pictures of the New Testa
ment writers for what they are. He writes:

I do not see how we can dispense with the idea that 
somehow the beginning and ending of the "sacred story" 
are outside historical time altogether, and can only 
be described "mythically".

Historical time is part of eternity; both are involved
in the "sacred story" which runs from "eternity through

3time and history into eternity". ve can speak of that 

11bid.. .  p .  13. 2Ibid.
3
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part of eternity and that part of tho story vhich lies 
beyond human history only because events have happened 
in the historical part of eternity vhich point beyond to 
God's purpose and vill for His creation. Ve speak of 
eternal life and life in the Kingdom on the basis of 
vhat God has given us to know in human experience of that 
life. All our words about that life can be measured and 
determined by a concrete event in historical time, viz. 
the life and death of Jesus Christ and the conviction 
of His full and perfect "bodily resurrection" and "ascen
sion to reign at the right hand of God".

The a^ove excursion into theological controversy 
has served to shov the relationship and importance of 
Baillie's method of approaching the doctrines of Immor
tality and the Kingdom of God as compared vith various 
leading theologians vho have dealt vith the problem.
The fruits of their scholarship play a part in his ovn 
approach, but perhaps the over-riding concern vhich 
dominates his method is the necessity of preaching doc
trine vhich reflects human experience because the Nev 
Test ment witness arose out of such experience and also 
because the doctrines are intimately related to the 
lives of those to whom he preaches. The supra-historical
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symbols which are used to describe God's purpose reflect 
and address genuine human history and experience.

Baillie introduces his lectures on Immortality 
with the same question that introduced his sermons on 
the doctrine. lie tells his students that "the best 
approach to the subject will be, not to begin by asking 
what precisely we believe in detail about the life 
beyond, but begin by asking why ve believe in it at 
all.’ He goes on to point out that the assertion that 
the Bible and the Church teach the doctrine is not 
enough; a prior question must be asked even of the 
writers of tie New Testament. The themes covered in 
the lectures parallel the hemes presented in the ser
mons t the two unsatisfactory approaches of philosophi- 
cal argument and spiritualism; the basis in experience 
which comes with the death of a loved one and the argu—

^"The Christian Doctrine of Last Thingss Part I 
Individual Eschatology" (Book 11), p. 1.

2A brief discussion of the Platonic argument 
from the immortality of the soul contrasted with the 
New Testament faith in eternal life is presented in 
punished form in, "What is Living and What is Dead in 
Christianity," Out of Nazareth, pp. 149-150.
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saeuv fro m faith in God's purpose to sternal life; the 
experience of the followers of Jesus after His death 
which becomes the decisive argument for all future 
faith in immortality.^

Baillie's sparse treatment of hell in the ser-
2mons has been noted. Two points in the lectures explain

why this theme plays such a small part in his preaching
on "Last Things". Hell and judgment are viewed as
present realities of experience.

Hell is pictured in the Book of itevel&tion as a 
lake of fire, but doubtless thoughtful people always 
knew that that was a pictorial representation. • . . 
But, making allowance for that, can we doubt that 
there i.a reality in the conception? If this life ijb 
a matter of tremendous issues, if to glorify and 
enjoy God is the purpose of our existence, then what 
worse hell could there be than to miss God, to be 
without His righteousness and love, to be a sinner 
. . .  to be thereby shut out from God's presence and 
fellowship. Yhut h  hell— where ever or however it 
may be experienced.

"The Christian Doctrine of Last Thingss Part 
1 — Individual Esch&tology," pp. 1—40. Many of these 
themes also ajipear in "Eschatologys The Kingdom of 
God and the Christian Hope," pp. 15—45*

2
u p r u « p p . 616—19 .

3"The Christian Doctrine of Last Thingst Part 
1 - Individual Lschat^logy," pp. 35-36*
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True, the preseat is part of eternity and hell is part
of our present experience, but hell is not part of the
Christian hope. It is not an inference about the
purpose of God for life beyond the grave vhich can
legitimately be drawn on the basis of faith in God.
Baillie vrites that hell, in the sense of a future fate
for sinful man,

seems to be a kind of negative inference, or 
opposite inference--not a thing directly apprehended 
by faith, but an apparently logical consequence, 
vhich goes beyond the content of faith itself. A
man may know by faith that he is saved~but not
that he is lost.

Hell as the future eternal punishment of sinful man is
not an idea vhich is based on faith in God's purpose
for mankind, therefore, it is not properly included in
the Christian message concerning life beyond the grave.
Baillie vritess

The Christian doctrine of election on its positive 
side has a great depth of truth, because it stands 
for tie Christian man's conviction that it was not 
he that chose God but God that chose him and chose 
him not for any good in him, but through sheer 
grace and mercy. But we have no right to pass from 
that positive conviction to the negative doctrine 
that God from all eternity has left some men outside 
his purpose of love; and that their final tragic 
destiny 1 * thus sealed before ever they are born.
That is a quite intolerable doctrine.

"Eschatologyi The Kingdom of God and the 
Christian Hope," p. 35*

11bid., p. 30.
2



Although there are many points at which it is impossible 
to be dogmatic about eternal life, one point is clear;
the idea of definite future punishment for some can
never be affirmed by a preacher whose uessage is based 
on faith in God and the hope he has which is based on 
what he knows of God9s work among men. And short of 
this, even conjectures or negative inferences concerning 
the future existence of those appear to reject the 
message of the Gospel in this life are not properly a 
part of Christian preaching. Punishment and judgment 
are part of the story which the preacher must tell, but 
they are the ;es which speak of what is happening in the 
X>resent life of men and women who choase io cut them
selves oii from the love of God and their fellowaen.
They are not part of the Christian message concerning
God’s future purpose for all men.

Without making any dogmatic statements Uaillie 
advances the tentative theories of conditional immor
tality and universal restoration which are mentioned in 
the sermons. He points out the New Testament basis for 
eacl and brie fly traces the development of these themes 
in the history of Christian thought.1 But, as in the
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sermons, he teaches that these involve "questions vhich 
we cannot answer." However, there is something that can 
be said about life beyond the grave, th* t is "that when 
a man dies in Christ, he parses into the blessed community 
of heaven."^ Life eternal can be defined as life in the 
Kingdom of God.

Baillie's treatment of the doctrine of the King
dom of God reflects the same empl asis we have seen in 
the sermons. The language used to describe life in the 
Kingdom, (life which is life s^ved from self—centered— 
ness into community, life which involves not just a dis
embodied spirit but the vhole "body" in a relationship 
of reconciliation to God and fellovman), is largely 
symbolic because it deals with supra-historical realities. 
But these supra-historical realities touch historical 
experience, and it is from our experience of life 
together, lived in love, that we speak of the Kingdom.
Faith that this kind of life is God's eternal purpose 
for mankind gives us the reason for the hope that is in 
us; it is a hope based on faith-experience. "There is 
a positive rex lion between the Kingdom of God vhich

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

11bid. .  p. 44.



lies beyond history and the faithful endeavours of God*a 
servants toward the realization of it on earth in the
historical o r d e r * T h e  good that we do is not our
doing but the graoe of God working in us. It is His 
work and He will preserve all which we have committed 
to Him. Even the saallest "efforts in ills service, 
which do not seem to m vke any difference amid the clash 
of cosmic forces, become abundantly worthwhile."*"

Thus life in this world takes on an eternal
dimension and all that ve do in love for God and those
with whom we live b<coraes part of Godfs work and pur
pose; we become participants in the "story vith a plot". 
The plot of the story is todfs work of reconciling the 
world to -imself* Men have told the story in different 
ways, but there is a distinctively Christian summary 
of that story vhich speaks of what men have experienced 
in human history about the way in vhich God has made His 
power, presence and love known to us* It is to that 
summary of Christian doctrine that we now turn, ths 
summery statement which says that it is all of God,
Pat! r, Son «.uc Holy Spirit*
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CHAPTER XIII

THE DOCTRINE OF THE TUIMITI

The first place an individual encounters the 
doctrine of the Trinity is, in all probability, in the 
liturgy of the worship service. The opening hymn of 
praise on a given Sunday morning might well be*

Holy, Holy, Holy, Lord God Almighty]
Early in the morning our song shall rise to Thee;
Holy, Holy, merciful and mighty,..
God in Three persons, blessed Trinity]

Here the doctrine xs met in hymnody which, in some re
spects, is the best place to meet it. Music and poetry 
carry with them an inherent guard against liter&lization 
and over-systeraatization. In hymnody the Trinity can 
remain iysteryf yet a mystery which can be sung about 
to the glory of Godf

Such is the mind of man that he is not satisfied
to speak of God exclusively in terms of mystery. As the
liturgy of the worship service continues, constant refer-

Reginald Heber in The Church nary (London* 
Oxford University Press, 1929), Hymn No. 1.

*1



•aces to the Trinity keep appearing in prose* "Blessed 
be Thou, Father, Son and Holy Spirit, one God,"^ so 
goes an address to thr Diety in prayer* The recitation 
of the creed places in the mouth of every member of the 
congregation the affirmation of belief in "God the 
Father Almighty • * . Jesus Christ his only Son * . • 
(and) the Holy Ghost*" The service ends vith the bene
diction "• * . and the blessing of Almighty God, the
Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit be amongst you and

2remain vith you alvays* Amen." The Christian worship 
of God is permeated vith words vhich speak of the object 
of worship in trinitarian terms*

Upon closer examination, one vho finds himself 
within the Heformed tradition will see the doctrine laid 
out in more formal theological language in the West
minster Shorter Catechism. More familiar to laymen 
than V e Longer Catechism or the Westminster Confession 
of Faith, this catechism, approved by the General 
Assembly of the Church of Scotland in 1648, "became at 
once the most popular and widely used Catechism in Scot
land as in England, and has been more influential than
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any other document in shaping religious thought and
temperament in Scotland ever s i n c e . I n  answer to
question five, 11 Are there more Gods than one?", ve
read, "There is but One only, the living and true God."
The next question is, "How many persons are there in
the Godhead?" The answer is given, "There are three
persons in the Godhead; the Father, the Son and the
Holy Spirit, and these three are one God the same in

2substance, equal in power and glory." Vith the words 
"three persons" and "one substance" ve are thrust head- 
long into the controversies which have surrounded this 
central doctrine of the Christian Church for the past 
nineteen centuries. From the time of Christ, Christians 
have talked about their faith using the language of 
Father, Son, and Holy Spirit when referring to the ob
ject and source of their faith. The Church has used 
the doctrine of the Trinity defensively throughout its 
history in order to preserve the tension between the 
ultimate mystery of God and the need to describe the 
economy of the Godhead in its relationship to the Church.

1 Thomas F. Torrance, The School of Faith.
(Londons James Clark & Co. Ltd., 1959), p. 2&1 .

2Ibid.. p. 2o3.
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Theological definitions of the Trinity are ab
sent from Scripture, although the Father, Son and Holy 
Spirit are mentioned, (e.g. Matthew 28s19) and their 
unity is implicit, particularly in John 14s11 ff. and in 
1 Corinthians 12s4—6. The Biblical writers were content 
to speak of the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit, 
and the one Godhead in declarative terms and it remained 
for the Church in succeeding years to attempt explana
tions and defenses for this paradoxical declaration.

Theologically, the doctrine of the Trinity has 
been a defensive necessity in order that the Church 
might preserve the truth of the mystery of God, the 
ultimate inability of man to contain God within rational 
definitions, while at the same time describing its own 
historical experience of One God, Father, Son and Holy 
Spirit. Controversy has shrouded the history of this 
doctrine. The battlefields of Nicea and Constantinople 
have left the Church scarred to this day. Although the 
schism between the Eastern Church and the Vest resulted 
from a broad base of historical and political factors, 
as Steven ftunciman ably argues,^ the differences have
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to a large extent remained defined in the theological 
language of this doctrine*

With its controversial history and its apparent 
incomprehensibility to the rational scientific mind, 
what place does the doctrine of the Trinity have in the 
preaching ministry of the church today? The problem 
vhich confronts the preacher is the problem of pre
senting a sensible reason for the faith of the Church 
vhich is expressed in the language of "One God, Father, 
Sun and Holy Spirit", without appearing to compromise 
or minimise the ultimate mystery of the God about Whom 
he speaks* To put it another way, the preacher must 
give a reason for the faith of the Church, vithout 
denying the ultimate inadequacy of all human language 
about God and His work*

The Doctrine Preached

Baillie*s presentation of the doctrine in the 
sermons reflects the method of approach vhich has been 
illustrated through the foregoing examination of his 
preaching; it is a method vhich starts from faith- 
experience and returns to faith-experience; it is a
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method vhich seeks to first reflect faith-experience of 
men and women in order that the message of the doctrine 
can truly address them as they seek to live out their 
faithf enabled by the grace of God. Baillie's presen
tation of the doctrine of the Trinity can be seen under 
three headings! (1) on explanation of the necessity of 
the doctrine based on the way in vhich it arose during 
the course of human faith-experience, (2) an illumination 
of the importance and meaning of its mystery, ana (3) 
the demonstration of the difference it makes to con
temporary faith-experience.

The necessity of the doctrine arises from the 
fact of the historical experience of those whose lives 
had been profoundly influenced by the events surrounding 
and following the life of Jesus of Nazareth. Hen whose 
memories stretched back through the years tind centuries 
p r o c e e d t h e s e  events began to see their experience 
of vhat they had called "God" \ ~ tly illuminated and 
clarified. It was this new historical experience vhich 
the Church sought to describe in some sort of human 
language.

The primary legacy vhich the New Testament world 
owed to the Old Testament was the concept of God in mono
theistic terms. "The whole of the Old Testament may be



regarded as an epitome of how Israel slowly learnt 
her lesson that God is One."^ The language about 
Govi cast in monotheistic terms rang true in the ears 
of men whose allegiances were torn between a multi
plicity of dieties. Concerning polytheism the prophets 
told the listening world, "All that is based on a lie, 
and & tragic lie vhich destroys justice and truth and 
trust among men and turns the universe into a chaos 
of conflicting forces and claims." With the funda
mental concept of the unity of God, why did the Christ
ian world find it necessary to elaborate their descrip
tion of God in trinitarian terms? The answer to this 
question rests in the fact of historical circumstance. 
The language which men used to tell about their exper
ience of God as One was fundamental, but something 
happened vhich made this description inadequate.

The life of the man Jesus made a profound impact 
upon a small group of men who had known him for only a 
few years. These men found a new dimension in their 
understanding of God through this man. In some way God 
was in this man as he had never been present in a man

^From an illustrative example of how to preach 
on the doctrine of the Trinity in, "The ^reaching of 
Christian Doctrine,' Tne Theology of the Sacraments, 
p. 149.
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before. How was this new dimension to be described?
not

Jesus coulc^ bo identical with God, for Jesus was vi ry 
much a man with a mind and body much as those around 
him. He talked about God in the third person and prayed 
to God. IIw suffered temptation and pain. He died.
"Not one of those things culd be said without qualifi
cation about God the Father Almighty."^ On the other 
hand Jesus could not be thought of as a second God 
for then the truth that God is One would be violated.
The possibility thut Jesus was some sort of demi—god 
was also dismissed fcr then the full divinity and full 
humanity would be compromised and at best a mythological 
figure would evolve. But the man they knew as Jesus 
Christ was quite real and not simply mythological.
Their experience of this man had to be put into some 
other words. Some "said th t God became incarnate in 
Jesus| and yet somehow God did not become wholly, 
absolutely incarnate." Some spoke of Jesus as "the Word 
of God th,t became incarnate." Others recalled the words 
which Jesus had used to describe his relationship with 
God, He had spoken of God as his Father, so the language
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of God the Frther and Jesus Christ His Son came into 
the earliest Christian vocabulary. "Really they meant 
something they could not adequately put into words at 
all." The event of Jesus Christ was one of those thin, s 
which, like the activity of God, can never be put 
precisely into human words. But this event and the 
realization that God was rehied to men through his 
active presence in Jesus Christ had to be put into 
words, so one of the ways men came to speak of this 
newly discovered dimension in the One God was to speak 
of God the Father and God the Son.^

When Jesus died and was no longer physically 
present as a man among other men something else happened 
which made it necessary to find still another way of 
talking about God. The historic fact of Pentecost had 
to be described by tho.se who came to experience God1 ̂ 
presence in a manner which was even more intimate and 
powerful than th^t experienced by those who lived and 
worked and were healed by Jesus. The confidence that 
God was at work in the world in the same spirit of love 
as men had seen in the life of Jesus captured the lives 
of more and more people, many of whom had never seen
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Jesus. The event of Pentecost was remembered as a time 
when this became clear to the apostles. How were they 
to describe this new aspect of God's dealing with men? 
The words of the Old Testament once again rang true, for 
when a particular power attributed to God had become 
apparent in the lives of leaders of Israel, it had
been called the Spirit of the Lord. The prophet Joel 
had said that the day would come when this power would 
come into the lives of "all sorts of ordinary men and 
w o m e n . T h i s ,  the early Christians thought, must have 
been the day Joel was referring to, so they came to 
describe their newly discovered presence of God at work 
in their lives as the work of the Holy Spirit.

The necessity of the doctrine of the Trinity 
arises from the historical experience of men; an 
awakening to the truth of One God, their encounter with 
the man Jesus Christ, and their experience of His 
continued presence dramatically demonstrated at Pente
cost. These historical circumstances had to be put into 
words, inadequate though words may be. The doctrine of 
the Trinity was a nece sary summary statement of 
historical f&ith-experience for the Church which has to
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this day continued to sing MG1 ry be to the Father, 
and to the Son, and to the Holy Ghost; as it vas in 
the beginning is now and ever shall be world without 
end, Amen"*

The meaning of the doctrine is at the same time
obscured and illuminated by the rational impossibility
of the "one in three11 and *fthree in oneM formula* The
obscurity of th^ doctrine illustrates a cardinal
characteristic of all doctrine* Theological formulations,
no matter how elaborate, are but the language used by
men to describe their understanding of God and their
relationship to Him* Anl God, even by human definition,
is incomprehensible in His entirety* Baillie emphasized
this fact and the importance of remembering this truth
when he preachedt

"Everything th t we say or sing about God is but an 
attempt to put into our poor blundering human vords 
something that can never be perfectly expressed in 
human vords; stupendous divine realities too great 
to be grasped by human minds or comprehended in 
human categories* When ve forget this, ve are apt 
to become smug and self satisfied, narrow minded and 
intolerant, in our religious beliefs, as if ve vere 
in possession of the vhole truth, and all other 
traditions must be vrong. We need to be reminded 
that God cannot be contained in any of our statementst1 
He breaks through them all, and makes us think again."

1 "The Mystery of the Trinity," Out of Nazareth.
p* 70.



of its understanding of God as "one" and at th' same
time ’three”, is a prime example of the need to defend
the truth that God can never be contained within the
minds or vords of men* The first meaning of the doctrine
of the Trinity is its ail rmation of the ultimate
mystery of God*

But ultimate mystery does not mean total nyeztry
for the doctrine is a description of the experience of

,r Church, an illuminating and concrete historical
experience* The word "mystery" is never used in the
New Testament to mean sheer mystery* Baillie aptly
suggests its New Testament meaning in a sermon by sayingi

"It always means a divine secret which it has 
pleased God to reveal to men; a secret so mysterious 
that we could never even begin to discover it for 
ourselves by a human search, if God had not taken 
the initiative and given us the clue* But He hls 
done this in Jesus Christ and the Holy Spirit*

The importance of the ultimate mystery of God is com~
plemented by the illuminating facts of the Church9s
historical experience of Jesus Christ and the Holy Spirit
Therefore the doctrine of the Trinity also has meaning
where it reflects the experience of those who proclaim

The doctrine lich the Church cherishes as the expression



it. The doctrine has its proper place at the end of 
"the story with a plot" as a summation of the entire 
Gospel. Its meaning can only be understood as a summary 
statement of God's love at work in the world through 
Christ end the Holy Spirit, a summary statement of a 
truth which all the word* ever written have never been 
able to fully grasp or describe. In this sense it can 
not be used as an apologetic defense of the faith of 
the Church for here the meaning is only valid to those 
who know the story and can use it as a summary descrip
tion of'their own experience.

Out of the discussion of the meaning of the 
doctrine flows the matter of its contemporary relevance. 
The relevance o f the doctrine is that it gives expression 
to the Church's experience of God's accessibility.

The One God of Israel was, to many, so omni
potent and incomprehensible that he seemed inaccessible. 
Never-the-less the Christian world found vivid and in
controvertible evidence that God was not inaccessible.
It found that He was intimately related to humanity when 
they saw Him actively demonstrating His love for men in 
Jesus of Nazareth. When men today are somewhat uissied
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by the thoughts they have of God9 when lie seems irrele
vant and removed from human affair3, when ve are inclined 
to see the mystery of God and interpret it as an indication 
of His distance from the concrete affairs vhich consume 
ouf tine and energy in this world, at that point ve come 
back to the Gospel story "where ve can hear Jesus speak, 
hear him tpeak to God and hear him speak to nen. And 
ve know at once that God is there*"1 The Church has 
come to speak of this intimate relationship or ac essibil- 
ity of God to man in terms of the relationship of Father 
to son* Hence, in the doctrine of the Trinity, the One 
God is spoken of as God the Father and God the Son, a 
description and affirmation of the experience of the 
accessibility of God to men in the concrete realm of 
human affairs*

But the realm of human affairs is not limited to 
the concrete and the tangible. The accessibility of 
God is not limited to the historical exaraple of his 
concerned involvement vith men in the life of Jesus Christ. 
The ongoing life of the Church and its members reflects 
the experience of still another manifestation of God9s 
relationship to men. They sought to describe thii inti-

1 1bid.. p. 74.



mate inner presence of God in their midst. The doctrine 
of the Trinity came to be the language of the Church 
when it spoke of the One God vhose ever present relation
ship and power they called the Holy Spirit, Thus the 
doctrine is relevant as an expression of the Church's 
contemporary experience of God’s accessibility within 
the subjective realm of human affairs9 both individual 
and corporate.

The hoctrine Preached and the Doctrine Taught

Underlying baillie's writings on the doctrine 
of the Trinity rests the conviction that the doctrine 
is a statement after the facts. It is a summary of 
1 i'ifctian faith-experience. The doctrine is a poor 

introduction to the faith9 for as such it would at best 
be viewed as & pure "given"f a revelation in which man 
had no -art. Baillie emphasizes its place in the life 
of each Christian and, also its lace in the worship of 
the Church, ’To those who know and accept the whole 
t ; ristian storyf tide doctrine is a symbolic epitome 
of the truth about God, and its constant use in our wor
ship helps to secure that we are drawing near to God 
as He really is."^
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An ex mination of Baillie's lecture notes and 
formal writings on the doctrine of the Trinity show that 
he is concerned to preserve the tension between the 
nysterious and the understandable elements of the doc
trine. Baillie*s notes on Barth indicate an appreciation 
of the latter's treatment of the Trinity where it is 
taken to ean the paradoxical nature of God as revelation 
of the unreve&l&ble.^ Taking this paradox seriously, 
Baillie seek.' to bring what knowledge we have of the 
Trinity into unity with our knowledge of what has 
happened in history. At this point he breaks with liarth's 
comment that the doctrine of the Trinity "did not arise
out of the historical situations to which these [Biblical]

2texts belong." As in the case of his sermons, Baillie* s
treatment of the doctrine in formal theology emphasizes
the historical experience of the New Testament Church us
the ba?n s for the doctrine. "In the New Testament," he
tells his students, "you do noi get a fully fledged doc-

3trine of the trinity, but only the materials." It was

1K>rl Barth, Church Dogmatics. I, 1, trans.
G. T. Thomson (Edinburgh! ¥• £ T. Clark, 1936), 
pp. 431 ff.

2Ibld.. p. 431.
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these materials and the historical experience of the 
Church which made it necessary for the Church to express 
its understanding of God in the doctrine of the Trinity*
It was also the ultimate mystery of God to which they 
bore witness through this doctrine. The sermons pre
serve the tension betveen -heae poles of mystery and 
history. The lectures do the same, however, here the 
traditional tendency to limit discussion about the 
Trinity to the incomprehensible mustery of the doctrine 
prompted Baillie to emphasize the concrete historical 
basis as he discusses the traditional, rationalist and 
historical vievs of the doctrine.

Traditional theology has placed the doctrine 
at the beginning of its systems. In the Westminster 
Confession it is ureceeded only by the chapter on Holy 
Scripture. The first of the Thirty Nine Articles of 
the Church of England is entitled, "Of Faith in the 
Holy Trinity." Behind this priority in sequence given 
to the doctrine lies the traditional theological position 
that this doctrine is a "given" of the Christian faith, 
a doctrine which is wholly revealed by God as opposed 
to any part played by man and his reason. The unfortunate 
dichotomy betveen reason and revelation in much tradi
tional theology has given rise to the attribution of the
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existence of God to reason, but the knowledge of God 
in terms of the Trinity solely to revelation. Thus 
as a pure "given"9 the doctrine is often placed before 
all else in reasoned systems of doctrine for in itself 
it was felt to h ve no relation to reason. Any sharp 
and absolute separation of revelation from reason and 
experience constitutes a false view of either element. 
HWe must always be prepared to acknowledge in the 
religious realm a large element of mystery as the back
ground to our little systems of belief.** let on the 
otherhand, "no religious dogma can be simply and sheerly 
given— dictated, as it were, in definite human \fordu in 
an audible voice, and tiken down to be handed on in 
infallible scr*otures. Certainly th t is not how the 
doctrine of the trinity has come to us.**̂  The doctrine 
of the ^rinity may be viewed as revelation in a very 
real nense^because it vould never have evolved had it 
not been for the Incarnation, but it is not revelation 
when revelation is understood as ’’ready made dogma".
The scholastic view of the doctrine as purely given is
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not sufficient, yet there is an important measure of 
truth here* There is much about God which will forever 
re.uin a mystery in the minds of men* Human reason, 
no matter how eloquently formulated, can never contain 
God within a theological system. The traditional view

iof the doctrine does coniribute a valuable emphasis 
which fouuT expression in both the sermons and the 
lectures, the truth of th ultimate mystery of Godf

In the section of the lectures dealing with the 
r lonalistic approach to the doctrine, the subject is 
treated in relation to comparative religions and the 
opinions of certain scholars in the field who attempt 
to demonstrate the universality of the "three" concept 
in the history of religious thought on the nature of 
God. Baillie discredits these views by showing that 
"three" is no more a univer&l number when it comes to 
speaking* about God than are some other numbers. Even 
the attempt to read trinitarian thought into the Old 
Testament is seriously questioned for what the Old Testa
ment refers to in describing God as Creator on the one 
hand and Wisdom, Spirit or Word on the other is at best 
an implicit binitarian idea. The attempt to fine* a 
basis for the doctrine in a study of comparative reli
gions or in the history of philosophical thought is re
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jected in favor of finding its basis in the historical 
experience of the Church. The rationalistic approach 
to the doctrine is absent from sermons. Although this 
view is unsatisfactory, a measure of truth emerges from 
the fact that a language which describes God in trini
tarian terms is not wholly foreign to the mind of man.
To a limited extent this truth is implicit in the ser
mons where Baillie deals with the Old Testament orlgi is 
of the idea of the Spirit of the Lord in Joel 2:28 as 
being a possible source for the use of the words "Holy 
Spirit" to describe the experiese at Pentecost. In any 
case the rationalist’- view reminds us that Christianity 
did not invent the language of the doctrine of the 
Trinity in an intellectual or historical vacuum. There 
had been echoes of world wide speculation which quali
fied stark monotheism without necessarily lapsing into 
polytheism.

But all this does not explain the emergence of 
the Christian doctrine of the Trinity. There is some 
truth in the traditionalist’s view and in the speculation 
of the rationalist, "but the main truth," Baillie taught, 
’is that the doctrine is based on history and exper
ience." historical experience of Jesus Christ and
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of Pentecost grve rise to the necessity of speaking 
of God as the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit, One
God. The presentation of this view in the lecture room
closely .arallels the sermons on the subject*

In the sermons there is no direct mention of 
the semantic controversies of the early fathers as they
struggled to define the trinity. The development of
the one ousia or sui stantia in the three hypostases or 
personae is left for the classroom. There the diffi
culties of these attempts to distinguish and define the 
essential nature qf the Godhead in precise theological 
terminology is carefu ly outlined. The burden of 
Baillie's lecture at this point is devoted to pointing 
out that the word "person” used in the credal state
ments and the liturgy of the Church does not mean 
exactly what we mean by the words "person" or "person
ality" today. It is noted that from the time when 
Athanasius used the word perichoresis to emphasize the 
interpenetration of the Father and the Son, the Church 
has sought to define the inextricable inter-relationship 
of the "persons" in the trinity. Augustine's analogy 
of the Trinity as the relationship of Love between the 
Lover and the Loved is cited as a way of seeing the close 
relationship of the "persons". But any statement of this
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relationship is inadequate and Augustine is again cited 
with appreciation where he writes, "Ve say three per
sons, not in order that such a statement may be made 
but in order to avoid saying nothing.” (De Trinitate 
V, 14)^ In this connection Baillie stresses thu fact 
that the matter of doctriaal formulation is but a manner 
of speaking or a language used by the Church to put its 
faith into words which in the last analysis are inade
quate descriptions of the whole truth. For support of 
ti is point he turnsto K r L Barth where he writes, ”It 
is something of a relief to find a man of Augustine9s 
standing declare op< ly (De trin. V, 9* VII, 4) that 
to call the thing Person was a matter of necessitas or 
consuetudo lo ^ndi. A really suitable concept for it 
simply does not exist.”

It is surprising to note that, in the classroom, 
Baillie defended the Church9s usage of the word ”person” 
in the doctrine in spite of its ambiguities and limita
tions. !Ie did, however, cauti m  against using "orthodox 
formulas too mechanically without asking what we mean

1 Quoted by Baillie, Ibid., p. 35.
2God Vas in Christ, p. 135$ Barth9s statement 

is in Church Dogmatics. I. 1, p. 408.
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by them,"1 It is reasonable to assume th t he felt that 
the traditional use of the word "persons” in the doc- 
rine was more detrimental than constructive in preach

ing on the Trinity, for there is no attempt to explain 
this word in any of his s rmons on the doctrine. The 
semantic difficulties oi the Church, as interesting as 
they are to the theologian a d  the historian, did not 
meet the criterio >’ reflecting historical liu.mn 
experience when it came to preaching on the doctrine of 
th Trinity.^

Tne closing paragraphs of the lecture return 
again to the earlier - le of the importance of the doc
trine in preserving the mystery of God. Baillie quotes 
a sentence vhic' concluded a book entitled Systematic 
Theology, written by one of his old and revered teachers, 
Vilhelm Herrmann.

”The doctrine of the trinity reminds us that we 
can only find eternal life in fellowship with God 
if He remains unsearchable to us——an eternal iqy— 
stery. The way to the Christian religion is the
unconditional will to truth or the submission to

1”The Doctrine of the Trinity” (dossier), p. 44.
2
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th© facts which v© ourselves experience (that 
against ail unreality and disingenuousness in 
theology). But its Loginning and its end is, 
none the less, the humbling of men before the 

searchable. 1 God dwelleth in light unappr- ab» 
able, whom no man hath seen nor can see.1 (I 
Timothy 6:16)*

Baillie then tells his class that he used the very same 
idea when preaching on the Trinity. His text was 
"Without controversy great is the mystery of our reli
gion," (I Timothy 3:16).2 "That is in itself," he coi- 
tinues, "an important truth ahout our knowledge of God, 
our doctrines or dogmas of religion— that it is very 
near fragmentary and symbolic, and giv<s us but a tiny 
patch of light surrounded by ineffable mystery."**
Baillie conclu*i ) is lecture leaving no doubt in the 
mind of the student that he views the doctrine of tfau 
Trinity and all th* other doctrines of the Church as but 
fragmentary and frail attempts to put into human language 
the experience of God's reconciling activity. Rather

h H!rrr nn: Thg°l0Ky.h. Micklem and k. A. Saunders (Londont oorge Allen
k Unwin Ltd., 1927), p. 152. fuoted by Baillie in 
"The Doctrine of the Trinity," (dossier), p. 53.

a __The text used for "The Mystery of the Trinity", pp. 69 ff.
3
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than retreating into the silence of despair in the 
face of this severely qu Ifying admission on the part 
of a preacher and theologian whose life was dedicated 
to the task of cu;mini eating the Gospel in just such 
human language, Baillie finds occasion for gratitude* 
"The reason for the* gladness that we have as Christians 
is that through Christ and the Holy Spirit we know 
enough of God to enable us to trust even the utmost 
depths of the ineffable surrounding mystery of His 
b e i n g . E v e n  though we know that our words can never 
fully present the complete truth about God and the 
Gospel9 the preacher can have confidence in the fact 
that men can know enough through human words which 
reflect genuine faith-experience to come to trust and 
give glory to God Almighty, the Father, the Son, and 
the Holy Spirit.
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CONCLUSION

The foregoing examination of theological themes 
in preaching makes it possible to come to the following 
comprehensive conclusions about 1). M. Baillie*s position 
and his approach to the preaching of Christian doctrine.

It is necessary that Christian doctrine be preached 
using terms which reflect and address the experience of 
the persons who gather to hear the message proclaimed.
The language of preaching must address genuine questions 
which men and women have about their life together in 
order that the answer of the Gospel be understood. The 
doctrines themselves have arisen out of the need to put 
the human experience of God *s reconciling work into words; 
the very source and content of the Christian message 
demand that it be shared, and that it be shared in exper
iential terms.

Furthermore, Christian doctrine, which is true 
to its sources, can be presented in a way which genuinely 
reflects and effectively addresses human experience.
A pre-requisite for sound preaching is the knowledge of



the Biblical sources and the theology of the Biblical
writers which lie behind the doctrines of the Church.
But that is not enough for preaching. In a sense, the
concluding sentences of Baillie*s God Was In Christ mark
the beginning and state the purpose of this thesis.
Speaking of the contemporary climate of theological
thought and the valuable contribution made by the renewed
emphasis on Biblical studies, he writess

There is a danger of thinking that exegesis is 
enough, that exegesis can do the whole work of the
ology; the danger of forgetting that after exegesis 
of the ancient texts has done its work, after we 
have laid bare the theology of the New Testament 
writers, we still have the task of re-interpreting 
whai they say, translating their terms and categories 
into terms and categories that can communicate the 
living truth to modern men.

The task of preaching is not simply a matter of repeating 
what the Biblical writers have written. In our worship 
services there is a place for both the reading of Holy 
Scripture and preaching. Preaching involves communicating 
the living truth about God's work in the world to men 
and women in a way that can be understood within the con
text of their own experience. This task is thoroughly 
dependent upon sound exegesis and Biblical theology, but
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it is a task which goes beyond both. Baillie*s firm 
grounding in these pre-requisites for preaching has been 
amply documented in the examination of his lectures and 
formal writings. Before I summarize the way in which 
he built on these pre-requisites and offer a statement 
of the method behind his presentation of theological 
themes in preaching, it will be well to reviev the main 
points of Baillie*s approach to theology examined in 
Part I of this thesis, and summarize the problems, themes, 
and conclusions presented in Part II,

A Review of Baillie*s Approach to Theology

Baillie*s formal re—statement of theological 
themes is, for the most part, parallel to the theology 
he preached. His theology is a theology for preaching.
He views the theologian’s task as one which is closely 
akin to that of the historian; both are committed to 
tell about events that have happened in human history; 
both are concerned to interpret the significance of 
these events. There are also things that happen among 
men which are not strictly historical in the sense that 
they are not limited to fixed times and places in history; 
they touch the experience of men and women at every moment
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of history; they are supra-historical• The theologian 
is also committed to, and concerned to interpret the 
significance of these events.

The bases of a theology for preaching are faith 
and experience. Faith is an attitude of trust and commit 
ment to the objective realities of human history (what 
has happened) and the objective demands of human exper
ience (what is required of men who have been placed in 
a world where they live together). Faith is inextricably 
bound up with experience. The task of theology for 
preqching involves correlating what is believed about 
experience (e.g. God wills and enables men to live to
gether in love) with experience itself (those instances 
where this happens). The content of a theology for 
preaching is based on events where faith and experience 
meet; it is based on faith-experience.

But faith itself is dependent on revelation; 
that is to say, when persons are confronted by an event 
which leads them to affirm that God is at work, there is 
revelation. Revelation is never simply the written word 
or the spoken word or an event in itself; revelation 
takes place in the encounter with an event, whether 
written about (as in the Bible), spoken about (as in 
ppeaching), or as it happens (particularly in the life
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and death of Jesus Christ)* A theology for preaching 
uses for its primary source material the vords about 
particular events vhich have led men to th<* conviction 
that God vas at work in the world. The content of state
ments based on faith-experience vhich are used in pre
senting Christian doctrine are, therefore, measured by 
the content of related statements about events recorded 
primarily in the Bible (it is the original vritten 
source), but also in the documented tradition of the 
Church and its preaching*

A Summary of Problems, Themes and Conclusions

The problem illustrated in Chapter I of Part II 
vas the problem of seeking to ansver genuine questions 
which arise out of human experience* Baillie finds his 
congregation less concerned about arguments as to vhether 
God existed than with the question "Does belief in God 
matter?" This question arises because man, vho is av&re 
of basic moral responsibilities, is uriabl* to forgive 
himself for his failure to live up to the demands of his 
ovn conscience* Vhen the pursuit of moral achievement 
is conceived as an individual matter, dependent on the



self alone, it is paralyzed by the paradox of morality.
The quest for goodness, based on the self, frustrates 
itself because it becomes nothing more than self 
improvement and not true love for others. Belief in 
God becomes important when He is seen to be the source 
of moral conviction anti moral action. Then man becomes 
free from pre-occupation with self improvement; he becomes 
free to respond to the acti\ity of God in him which demon
strates itself as self-less love for others for their 
own sake.

Men know of Godfs presence because they are not 
completely paralyzed by the guilt of moral failure; they 
know forgiveness which enables them to press on in their 
efforts to live in love with their fellowman. God’s 
power is experienced in the confidence, courage and hope 
with wiiich men do press on in spite of constant failure. 
The fundamental characteristic of God’s activity is love. 
This is demonstrated by the fact that human love is always 
love given in response to love received, and, when con
fronted by the ultimate demand to love one’s enemy, it 
is clear that this can only be possible for those who 
affirm that "We love, because He first loved us." It is 
paradoxical to realize that one’s love for another is 
not rea.ly one’s own, but love given in response (in the
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last analysis it is the love of God which is at work).
It is a paradox which reflects the genuine human exper
ience of love.

Two conclusions about Baillie*s position and 
presentation were drawn: (1) Paradox has a place in
the preaching of Christian doctrine if it is paradox 
which is lived and actualized in faith-experience.
(2) The distinguishing feature of the sermons on the doc
trine of God was that they showed, not so much that GodJ
exists, or what He is, but what He does within the 
realm of human experience.

Chapter II illustrated the problem of preaching 
about the supra-historical dimensions of God’s activity 
in terms which reflect and address historical experience. 
The doctrine of ere*tion is not presented as an account 
of pre-historic origins, but as God*s creative work is 
manifest in the natural order, particularly in creative 
personal relationships. Baillie*s preaching about God’s 
creative work in the world is confusingly complicated 
at one point by the introducing of i1 e ”paradox” of 
creatio ex nihilo. In the light of Baillie’s own criteria 
this concept is not a true paradox admissible for preach
ing because it is not lived and actualized in faith-
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experience. However, the rest of Baillie's preaching 
on the doctrine of creation shows that the supra- 
historical dimension of God's activity can be presented 
from the perspective of human experience because it 
touches historical experience at every point.

The importance of basing the preaching of Christ
ian doctrine on authentic experience wan demonstrated 
in Chapter III. Three sermons on the paradoxical exper
ience that God's providential care works through 
suffering were examined. Only the sermon which takes 
the whole experience of suffering seriously addresses 
the sufferer with the enabling truth that God works for 
good through both aversion to pain as well as acceptance 
of it. Valid pastoral counsel is most clearly offered 
by preaching which is based on the authentic experience 
of the problem addressed.

The examination of the doctrine of man in 
Chapter IV illustrated the problem of presenting supra- 
historical myth in terms which reflect and address exper
ience. The myth of man *s creation in the image of God is 
presented by showing that there is in man a basic con
sciousness of the demands of love. The myth of the Fall 
is not presented as a statement about the pre-historic 
origins of evil which subsequently infected all mankind.
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It is presented as the experiential fact of human self- 
centeredness which demonstrably runs counter to the de
mands of life together. Both of these myths refer 
directly to historical human experience and the truth 
intended by the doctrine can be presented from this per
spective, The Biblical myths associated with the doctrine 
arose out of human experience and they are therefore 
admissible in preac ing. However it is important that 
the myth be explicitly presented as myth and not as 
simple history.

Chapter V demonstrated that there is no Christian 
message about sin without the "good news" of forgiveness; 
the chapter illustrated the problem of presenting the 
reality and responsibility for sin and the liberating 
truth of forgiveness without compromising either side.
The genuine awareness of responsibility for sin takes 
place only within the context of faith-experience because 
there sin is seen as sin against the love of God, And it is 
here that forgiveness comes through the experience of 
repentance, Bin is never preached { bout outside the 
context of faith-experience where forgiveness is possible.
If it were, the anxiety and remorse which is stimulated 
is nothing more than a further demonstration of self— 
centeredness which is the essence of sin. This sort of
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preaching also calls forth false penitence.
Chapter VI illustrated the necessity of pre

senting the meaning of a theological word (grace) in terms 
which reflect and address faith-experience in order to 
avoid all sorts of superstition and misconceptions. The 
problem is to preserve the tension between free will and 
the activity of grace. Baillie does this by presenting 
grace as a gracious personal influence, not as an im
personal force for good. Those who appreciate their 
respoi sibility for lovelessness as sin, greet the demon
stration of love in their lives with the paradoxical 
conviction that it was not their own doing but the grace 
c£ God which was with them. This is a valid paradox for 
preaching because it is lived and actualized in faith- 
experience. Preaching on morality is always done within 
the cont xt of grace because all moral acts are made 
possible by the grace of God. Tnis central paradox of 
the Christian life also emphasizes the importance of 
preaching because even though the grace of God touches 
all men, it is important that they are shown (through 
preaching) that it is the grace of God which is at work 
in their 1 ves in order that they njay actively partici
pate in God's reconciling worK unfettered by the debili
tating paradox of morality.
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The paradox of grace leads to an understanding 
of the paradox of the Incarnation. The problem illu
strated in Chapter VII was the problem of showing that 
Jesus was both fully human and fully divine in a way 
which actively reflects and addresses human experience* 
Baillie preaches that the men who knew and wrote about 
Jesus in the New Testament appreciated His complete 
humanity, yet were constrained to spy that all He did 
and said was the achievement of God in Him. Two impor
tant conclusions about Baillie's position were drawn*
(1) The paradox of the Incarnation is a valid theme for 
preaching because it marks the climax of a genuine, 
though fragmentary, paradox of human 1 ith-experience.
(2) This doctrine makes sense and truly addresses human 
experience because it is cast in terms of God's activity, 
(not substantive speculations about the nature of His 
being, divinity and humanity conceived as static 
quantities)* This further strengthens the conclusion
cached in Chapter I that Baillie's preac7 ing concentrates 

on showing what God does * (not attempting to define what 
He is).

The problem of preaching on the Atonement, illu
strated in Chapter VII, was the problem of preserving 
the tension between the gravity of sin and the costliness
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of forgiveness on the one hand, and the victory of God*s 
gracious love on the other. This chapter also demon
strated the importance of critically examining human 
experience to see where it accurately reflects the in
tended message of the doctrine preached. Costly for
giveness within the context of victorious love is re
flected in the h iman experience of genuine reconciliation. 
The Cross addresses faith-experience by clearly showing 
the costliness of forgiveness and the victory of love 
thereby calling forth repentance in which reconciliation 
is experienced. The analogies associated with ransom 
theories and substitutionary theories do not reflect a 
genuine human experience oi reconciliation, nor do they 
fairly represent the message of the doctrine, Baillie 
measures analogies used in preaching by the sources of 
the doctrine which reveal what God has actually done tp 
reconcile the world to Himself within the context of 
historical experience.

Chapter IX showed the way in which the doctrine 
of the Holy Spirit provides continuity between the grace 
of God in Christ and the activity of His grace today.
The Holy Spirit is the epistemological dimension of grace 
which makes it known to men today that it is the same 
grace active now that was active then. But Baillie*s
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preaching runs into difficulty because his theology of 
the Holy Spirit is not adequately integrated with all 
that he has said about grace. The result is confusion 
arising from inconsistency.

The doctrine of the Church examined in Chapter X 
is determinative for the whole ”story with a plot" 
because it is here that the corporate nature of the 
experience which a theology for preaching is to reflect
• • • " fK f iis explicitly set forth. The life of,, church at Antioch 
demonstrates the universal thrust God’s love revealed 
in Christ more adequately than does the life of the 
church at Jerusalem. Experiences documented in Scrip
ture need to be critically examined in order to see where 
they accurately reflect the main thrust of the Gospel 
message. The kind of experience which Baillie’s preach

ing reflects is the experience of life saved from self- 
centeredness and lived in love toward all men. The 
Church exists where ever, and in so far as, men live in 
love for one another. Consequently the boundaries of 
the Church cannot be limited by racial, national, in
stitutional or historical boundaries. The sermons are 
addressed to the faith-experience of men and women regard
less of these boundaries or any other boundaries which
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isolate their experience of life in the Church from 
their experience of life together in the world. Baillie*s 
preaching is criticized because he violates his own 
criterion at one point by implying that the boundaries 
of the Church are limited.

Baillie*s position that it is important to 
preach explicitly on the meaning of the Sacraments was 
examined in Chapter XI. The sermons do not suggest 
external authority as the basis for the Church's prac
tice. The matter is approached from the perspective of 
human needs and what happens within the context of human 
experience. Baptism and Holy Communion are not obligatory 
practices essential for salvation. They are gifts from 
God which meet genuine human needs. They are to be 
celebrated, not out of a sense of duty, but out of 
gratitude. Baillie preaches about the Sacraments in 
order to make t> is clear.

Preaching on the doctrine of immortality and the 
Kingdom of God confront the preacher once again with the 
problem of relating the supra-historical dimension of 
the Gospel to historical experience. When men encounter 
the experience of the death of a loved one, they are 
constrained to affirm that the good work which they have 

seen God begin in him is not lost, wasted or destroyed.
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Once again the matter is ax^proached from the perspective 
of what faith has seen and heaid and exp rienced. The 
kind of life which characterizes immortality is explained 
in general terms on the basis of a wide variety of hu
man exjDeriences, past, present and a genuine hope in 
th future, which are brought toget I. r by the symbolic 
expression the "Kingdom of God”. Baillie preaches that 
the Christian hope is based on what has already happened 
within tlie context of human faith-experience.

The examination of theological themes in preach
ing drew to a clcse with a coctrine which summarizes 
historical faith-experience in retrospect. The doctrine 
of the Trinity presented in Chapter Xa-I illustrated the 
problem of giving a sensible reason for the faith of the 
Church without denying the ultimate inadequacy of all 
human language about Goa and His work. No doctrines are 
sheer "given" truths; all necessitate the reasoned 
appraisal of historical experience. Even though all hu- 
m n words fall short of presenting the full significance 
and truth about God, yet men have been given to know enough 
about God's activity to be able to live in trust and 
gratitude toward Him.
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The Theological Method Behi.ad Baillie's 
Preaching of Christian Doctrine

It is now my task to bring together the results 
of the research presen ed in Parts I and II into a con
cise statement of the method and criteria which lie 
behind Baillie's presentation of theological themes in 
preaching. As I have stated in the Preface, we are 
dealing with the presentation of Christian doctrine in 
preaching. Much of Baillie's preaching is devoted to 
other types of sermons (e.g. those which are predomi
nantly "expository", "topical" etc.). The following 
theological method applies to those sermons and parts of 
sermons through which he sought to com. ionic ite the 
living truth to men and women within the framework of 
the major doctrines of the Church.

The pre—requisite for doctrinal preaching is, 
of course, a knowledge of what the doctrines are. The 
exegesis of relevant Scripture passages is a preliminary 
stepj but the technical problems associated with formd 
exegesis do not belong in sermons when the terminology 
involved does not coincide vith the linguistic frame of 
reference within vhich the men and women of the congre
gation normally describe their own experiences. The 
study of the traditional formulations of the Church and
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contemporary systematic treatments of doctrine is also 
a preliminary step, but technical problems encountered 
here do not belong in sermons for the same reason. This 
is particularly true when the terminology reflects con
ceptual controversy. It is from the^o sources that 
Baillie learns what the doctrines are, and it is at 
this point that his task as a preacher begins.

Baillie does not treat doctrine as if it were an 
external authority to be presented directly from on 
high. Vhen preaching on a particular doctrine, he first 
turns to the experience of the men and women to whom the 
message is being addressed in order to discern the way 
in which they respond to a particular event in their 
lives wnich the doctrine reflects. For example, the 
doctrine of creation might speak to the attitudes and 
actions of persons I lvolved in a growing friendship, the 
doctrine of providence to a person who is trying to 
understand suffering, the doctrine of grace to a person 
who is struggling to live more selflessly for others, 
the doctrine of the Church to a person who is battling 
with the problem of racial or sectarian prejudice, the 
doctrines of immortality and the Kingdom of God to a 
person who has seen death close at hand or one who sees 
his efforts to love another as insignificant, frustrated
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and meaningless. The questions he asks arei "What 
are the demands of experience in the situation under 
consideration?" and "Where in human experience have men 
and women lived effectively in the face of this situation?" 
The source material upon which the answer to these ques
tions is based is either contemporary experience or 
documented accounts of past experience, especially the 
Biblical accounts of such experience.

Baillie then asks what men believe about exper
ience. For example, what do men who persevere in selfless 
love toward others say about the reasons for their actions. 
In this case it can be seen that humble and selfless love 
elicits the faith that the credit does not rest within 
the self, if it did it would not be selfless love. This 
step involves an examination of what faith says in re
sponse to the objective realities of personal experience 
and the historical experience of others in similar situa
tions. The resultant statement is a statement based on 
faith-experience.

At this point Baillie turns to the insight of 
those who have been able to give a reason i^r the faith 
which accompanies their experience. Within the community 
where the message is preached, men who have experienced
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the demonstration of selfless love in their own lives 
have given the reason that it was thv grace of God which 
was with them. This insight is called revelation; it 
points to the activity of God among men. The primary 
witness to such revelation is the Bible, in particular 
those portions which tell of God's activity perfectly 
demonstrated in the life and death of Jesus Christ.
Baillie can now proclaim that the insight of faith de
scribes something that has happened and that still happens 
in the lives of men and women. Tne insight arising out 
of faith-experience addresses human experience with the 
good news that it is God who is at work enabling men to 
live together in love. Baillie's doctrinal preaching 
seeks to reflect what actually happens among men in order
9

that it can effectively address them with the truth that 
it is God who is active among them.

This theological method lies behind Bailliefs 
presentation of theological themes in preaching. It is 
based on human faith-experience; the criterion by which 
all its statements are measured is t o  revelation of God's 
activity in Jesus Christ. Due to the fact that this 
method has arisen out of the examination of Baillie's 
sermons, it hardly needs to be said that most of his doc
trinal preaching is approached in the way I have described.
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But it has also been instructive to see where his preach
ing failed to reflect and address human experience.

Some Points VThere the Preaching of Doctrine 
Pails to Correspond with the Method.

The important part that paradox plays in Baillie's 
theological thought was discussed in Part I, Chapter V. 
Baillie teaches that the reason for paradox in theology 
is that all our statements about God are fragmentary 
since to objectify God is to falsify the nature of His 
activity by limiting it, and also that experience itself 
dictates the reality of paradox. The importance of this 
second reason became quite clear in Part II, Chapter I, 
where it was the examination of the human experience 
of love which demonstrated that it was paradoxical. 
(Ultimately, we love because He first loved us.) In 
Part II, Chapter II, it was shown that Baillie neglected 
the importance of the fact that genuine paradox must be 
lived and actualised in faith-experience. In preaching 
on creatio ex nihilo he made no reference to an exper
iential basis for this paradox, it was subsequently 
shown that this concept is not a true paradox by Baillie's 
own standards. Baillie made the error of lapsing into 
the use of a statement which he called "paradox" merely 
because coherent formulation of the concept breaks down;
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this is obscurantism and a failure to measure paradox 
by the standard which Baillie himself adopts, i.e. that 
it be paradox which is lived and actualized in faith- 
experience. The confusion of the doctrine as it was 
preached was demonstrated. (Baillie's use of this con
cept is legitimate only as a defensive tool within the 
context of the conceptual arguments out of which it 
arose.) Baillie's failure to communicate Christian 
doctrine in preaching at this point was, at its root, 
the failure to make sure that doctrine preached genuinely 
reflects something that happens in human experience.

Under the heading of the doctrine of providence, 
three different presentations of the doctrine were examined 
in order to demonstrate the different responses to 
suffering suggested by each method of approaching the 
same doctrine. The sermon which approached the doctrine 
by taking a Biblical text as an external authority, wilh 
no reference to what actually happens when men suffer, 
falsified the message of the doctrine. Another sermon 
which abstracted two views about the nature of God's 
attitude toward suffering with little reference to what 
actually happens in human experience when men are in pain 
again falsified the meaning of the doctrine. The sermon
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which began with an honest appraisal of the whole exper
ience of suffering succeeded where the others failed.
Once again we can learn from Baillie's mistake the 
importance of presenting doctrines in Sermons from the $/ 

perspective of genuine human experience.
The last point of criticism is one which, although 

it is only based on an implication on Baillie's part, is 
significant enough to warrant special treatment in the 
Conclusion. At one point in his sermons on the doctrine 
of the Church, Baillie implied the institutional limita
tion of the boundaries of the Church by the Word and the 
Sacraments. This implied limitation was inappropriate 
because the major emphasis throughout had been that 
salvation was the mark of the Church and that the saving 
activity of God's grace can never be limited. The con
tradictory implication stemmed from the fact that the 
statements of faith-experience about the Church (which 
have all too often been exclusivistic) were not measured 
by the criterion for all doctrine preached, viz. the 
activity of God in Christ. Had this been done, it would 
have been clear that the major thrust of the Gospel 
message about the kind of love revealed in Jesus Christ
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is that it is universal and unlimited by any bound ries, 
institutional or otherwise. This is a daring Gospel and 
one which is at times uncomfortable to preach because 
we all like the security of high walls, but it is the 
message we have been called to proclaim. Faith-experience 
is always to be measured against the love of God demon
strated in the life and death of Jesus Christ, for there 
we have the one perfect revelation of God's work among 
men.

Three Notable Examples of Preaching which 
Correspond, to the Method

The largest part of this thesis has been a demon
stration of the way in which Baillie preaches Christian 
doctrine that reflects and addresses the faith-experience 
of the community gathered to hear the Christian message 
proclaimed. I have selected three of Baillie's presen
tations of Christian doctrine for special mention because 
each represents a special challenge to make a very "theo
logical" doctrine come alive in the pulpit.

The treatment of the doctrine of the Incarnation 
is the first. Basing his presentation (in both sermons 
and lectures) on the experience of the paradox of grace, 
Baillie presents an interpretation of the Inc tion which 
truly addresses the faith-experience of Christians who
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seek to understand what happened in the life of Christ 
in a way that relates it to their own lives. The key 
point to be appreciated is the way in which Baillie 
breaks free from the static terminology which has clouded 
the significance of a life lived whir' was fully human 
and fully divine. By speaking of God's Incarnation in 
Christ as the full activity of grace in Him, Baillie 
shows who Christ was in terms of what God does. The 
question that introduced our treatment of the doctrine 
preached is a question which shows that it makes a 
relatively small impact upon our life together to hear 
that God exists or that in Christ there somehow co-existed 
substantive divinity and substantive humanity. Dynamic 
experience cares little about these static quantities. 
Experience knows about what happens, what a man does. 
Experience wants to hear that it makes a difference to 
believe in God; it wants to know that there is a connection 
between what happened in Christ and what can happen in us. 
Men need to know that God was not merely present in Christ, 
but that he was doing something, viz., reconciling the 
world unto Himself.

A second notable example in Baillie's preaching 
on the Atonement. Breaking free from conceptions about 
supra-mundane transactions, he communicates the message
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about what God has done by giving the historical reasons 
which answer the question "Why did Jesus die?" The reli
gious leaders of His day plotted against Jesus because 
he accepted the unacceptable, because he loved sinners. 
Jesus Himself chose to die because He would not give up 
"the shocking habit of being a friend of publicans and 
sinners," It was the event of His death that revealed 
something to the faith-experience of those who saw Him 
die. They said, "'God must like that1. Nay, they 
said even more. . . .  As St. Paul put it, fGod was in 
Cnrist reconciling the world to Himself1."̂  And the 
Cross still demonstrates God's work today, for it calls 
men to repentance wherein lies reconciliation through 
forgiveness. This sermon is a vivid example of the 
approach from historical faith-experience, through 
revelation and back to faith-experience with a message.

The third example is the preaching on the doc
trine of the Trinity. This is another very "theological" 
doctrine in the minds of many. It might well be asked, 
"tfhat can the Trinity of the liturgy and the creeds have 
to do with genuine human experience?" Baillie approaches
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this doctrine quite unabashedly from the perspective 
of historical human experience. Through their exper
ience of Gou's work, men came to speak of Him as One 
God, Father, Son and Holy Spirit. Through their exper
ience, men came to realize that all 11 ir words are but 
frail attempts to describe the scope and depth of the 
love of God. Through their experience, men came to know 
that God was active among them in Jesus Christ; they also 
came to know that the same Guu remained with them through 
the work of the Holy Spirit. This vas made dramatically 
apparent at Pentecost. The doctrine is not presented as 
a doctrine which demands blind credulity, it is presented 
as a doctrine which tells a story of events that have 
happened; a doctrine which tells what God does.

Some Areas for Future Study

The very purpose of theology is the articulation 
of the Christian faith in order that it can be effectively 
communicated. The moment of truth comes when a minister 
or theologian is confronted with the task of preaching 
Cnristian doctrine. For this reason the e&amination of 
sermons is a valid tool to be used in coming to grips with 
any theological system. It would be interesting and 
valuable to perform a thematic analysis of the sermons
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'ispagtnation. Iftuaber *69211 omitted*
of many theologians; in particular it would be of great
value to see how the theological themes in Karl Barth* s
preaching compare with his formal work.

I have been priviledged to be the first to examine 
D. to. Baillie*s manuscripts in detail; however9 much is 
still to be learned about his thought. Two areas of 
interest to the practical theologian deserve special 
attention. Those who knew Donald Baillie are quick to 
recall the depth of his devo*t‘ >nal sensitivity. Many 
remember his prayers with particular appreciation. He 
has left us several hundred manuscripts of prayers 
delivered on various occasions. The theology of prayer 
is also treated in some of his lectures and addresses.
A fruitful area for research and inspiration awaits the 
person who dips into these sources in order to find the 
meaning of prayer for a man to whom it obviously meant 
so much.

Another area for further research lies in the 
critical examination of the basis for morality in Baillie*s 
thought. There are many sources for this study. Baillie 
had the somewhat disarming habit of taking morality for 
granted| and it would be well to examine what he has to 
say about specific ethical questions. We have seen his
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views on morality painted in bold strokes, but one may 
well be tempted to enquire about the implications of 
what he says in specific instances, in particular the 
Christian*s attitude to war, (There are many war—dated 
sermons and articles on the subject.)

The most valuable lesson to be learned from the 
study oX I). M. Baillie1 s work is the example of his 
attitude toward theology and preaching. It is one of 
genuine respect for the quest >ner coupled with a humble 
confidence in the answer of the Gospel. Above all he 
communicates through his writing and preaching the fact 
that these tasks are undertaken in a spirit of profound 
gratitude to God for being called by Him, f,who through 
Christ reconciled us to Himself and gave us the ministry 
of reconciliation.*1
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Quarterly. 15, No. 4 (November, 1940), 134-136.
. "The Justification of Infant Baptism," The 
Evangelical Quarterly, 15, No. 1 (January, 1943)* 
21-31 .



e 698, In, 7. ''or "(The published source has not been determined, . .^ 
Life and tfork (August, 1936) 310-312.
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The Meaning of Holy Communion, Glasgow:
The Iona Community Publishing Department, (n.d.).

"Meditat ion," Life and Work, (appearing 
monthly, April 1940—December 1942).

"Memoir,*1 David Cairns: An Autobiography.
London: SCM Press Ltd., 1950.

"The Message of H. R. Mackintosh," (The pub
lished source has not been determined. The 
clipping is held by W. R. Forrester.)

"Philosophers and Theologians: an Irenicon,"
The Expositor. 8,No. 151 (July, 1923), 61-79.
b. "Philosophers a m  Theologians on the Freedom 
of the Will," Scottish Journal of Theology. 4.
No. 2 (June, 1951 )7 113-122/
_• "Recent Foreign Theology." The Expository 
Times, XLii, No. 1 (October, T9T(5T, 44-45.
. "A Scottish View of -American Charch Life,"
The Seminary Chimes. (September, 1952), 3.

"A Service for the Training Class," The 
Scottish Primary Quarterly. 5, No. 2 (April, 
19307, 49-51.
• "The Significance of the Movement Towards 
Re-Union," The British Weekly (June 24, 1937).
. "Theologians and Philosophers: Changes of
50 Years." The Times Literary Supplement 
(April 30, 1938J~
• "Tradition and Christian Unity," The British 
Weekly (June 17, 1937).
• "The Two Shepherd Boys, "The Scottish Primary 
Quarterly. 6, No. 1 (January," 1931), 6-8.
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t. "What is the 'Theology of Experience'?,*1 
The Expositor, 8, No. 109 (January, 1920), 
64-77.

Reviews:
Baillie, D.M., Review of An Approach To Christology,

by A. R. Vine, Theology, LII. No. 350 (August. 
1949), 306-308.

________ • Review of The Christian Doctrine of Creation
and Redemption, by Emil Brunner, Theplpgy 
today, j. No. 3 (October, 1953), 418-420.

________ . Review of From Moses to Paul, by George A. F.
Knight, Theology. LII. No. 350 (August, 1949), 
306-308.
• Review of The Knowledge of God in Calvin's 
Theology, by Edward A Dowey, The Review of Reli
gion, XVIII, No. 3-4 (March, l W ) ,  i'M-ltfi.---

________ • Review of Positive Protestantism, by HAgh
Thomson, Theology Today. VIII, ko. 1 (April, 
1951), 128-136.
• Review of The Protestant Era, by Papl Tillich, 
Theology Today. VI. Wo. 4 (January. 1950), 
551-552.
• Review of The Shaking of the Foundations, 
by Paul Tillich, Theology Today, ifl. No. 4 
(January, 1950), 531-552.

________ • Review of The Truth of Vision, by Max Warren,
Theology. LII, No. 346 (April, 1949), 52-53.
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Unpublished Material
Sermons s

The sermons are listed chronologically by the
date when they were first preached. Sermons 
preached more than once are indicated by the 
inclusive years. When a number appears in 
parentheses after the text, it corresponds to 
the number listed in D. M. Bnillie's Sermon 
Register. The sermons and t e Sermon Register 
are in the custody of the Faculty of Divinity, 
St. Mary's College, St. Andrews Univarsity. 
Sermons which have been published, or which 
closely parallel published sermons, are marked 
[TVJ when they appear in To Whom Shall 
*,nd [ON] when they appear in Out of Nazareth. 
The following list includes all the sermon 
manuscripts which are known to exist; even 
though they havs all been examined in the 
course of my research, they have not all been 
documented in the thesis.

Baillie D. M. 'When thou prayost, enter into thine 
inner chamber," Matt. 6:6 (17a), 1912-1914.

________ * "Moods," I Kings 19:4 (32), 1914-1926.
________ *. ’’Thou art the man," 2 Samuel 12:7 (76),

1915-1934.

________ - "When Paul saw them, he thanked God and took
courage," Acts 28:15 (100), 1916-1925.

  * "All things work together for good to them
that love God," r.omans 8:28 (115), 1916-1930.

—. "The Story of Jacob: (1 ) The Birthright,"
Genesis 25:34 (130), 1916-1926.

  * "The Story of Jacob: (2) The Blessing,"
Genesis 27:36 (131), 1916-1926.

♦ "The Story of Jacob: (3) Jacob at Bethel,"
Genesis 28:12 (132), 19-l ,-1926.
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• "The Story of Jacobs (4) Jacob at Peniel," 
Genesis 32:24 (133), 1916.
• "The Story of Jacob: (5) Jacob*s Old Age,”
Genesis 47:9 (134), 1916-1919.

. "Be Ye Perfect," Matthew 5:48 (151), 1917- '1927.

. "The Book of Jonah. I," Jonah 1:1-2 (181),
"1919-1923.

b. "Stories between the lines in the Mew Testa
ment: (1) The Story of John Mark," 2 Timothy
4:11 (163), 1919-1932.

b. "Stories between the lines in the New Testa
ment: (2) The Story of Onesimus the Slave,"
Philemon verses 10-11 (164), 1919-1932.

"Stories between the lines in the New Testa
ment: (3) The Story of a Crisis at Corinth,"
2 Corinthians 7:8-9 (lb3), 1919-1932.
• "Storis between the lines: Simon the Cyrenian,"
Mark 15:21 (166), 1919-1932.
• "Seek ye the Lord while he may be found,"
"Isaiah 55:6 (168), 1919-1931 .
• "The Book of Jonah II," Jonah 1:17 (182), 
1920-1923.
• "The Book of Jonah III," Jonah 3:1 (183),
1920-1923.

"Ye are not your own," I Corinthians 6:19-20 
(200), 1920-1927, [TV].
. "Love your enemies," Matthew 5:44 (208),
1920-1926.
• "Faith," I Corinthians 13:13 (215), 192 -1941.
. "Hope," I Corinthians 13:13 (216), 1921-1941.



. "Love," I Corinthians 13:13 (217), 1921-1941

. "Jesus asleep in the storm," Mark 4:38 (226)1921-1940.
• ’ That the thoughts of many hearts may be re
vealed," Luke 2:35 (232), 1921-1932.
. "The Videning Circle of Love," Luke 6:32 
(233), 1921-1933.
. "The Christian Mystic," John 1:18, 4:12
(231), 1921-1933.
• Life o. aul: (1) Boyhood in Tarsus,”
Acts 21:39 (252), 1921-1924.
. "As a weaned child," Psalm 131 (242), 1921-
19 31.
. "Life of ml: (2) The Persecutor," Acts
8:3 (253), 1921-1924.
. "Life of Paul: (3) His Conversion," Acts
9:3-4 ( 54), 1921-1924.
. "Tv. aints Contrasted," Psalm 18:20 Titus 
3:5 (243), 1921-1927.
• "Life of Paul: (4) His obscure Christian
years," Galatians 1:15-17 (255), 1921-1924.
. "Life of Paul: (5) His ’ordination* at An
tioch," Acts 13:2-3 (256), 1921.
.. "Life of Paul: <6) the Conflict with Elym..s
Acts 13:6-8 (257), 1921-1924.
» "Life of Paul: (7) Jupiter and Mercury,"
Acts 14:11 (258), 1921-1924.

Ir)"'’Il1931*a,Bliir**an huke 9:54 (247),

. ’ Liie of Paul: (8) The Jerusalem Conference
Ualatians 2:9 (259), 1922-1925.



• "Life of Paul: (9) The Conversi on of Lvdia," 
Acts 16:14 (260)# 1922-1925.
• "Life of Paul: (10) Paul in Prison at Philippi,
Acts 16:16 (261), 1922-1925.
. "Liie of Paul: (11) Paul at Thessalonica,"
I Thessalonians 2:1-2 (262), 1922-1925.
. "The Lord will bleaa his people with peace."
Psalm 29*11 (249), 1922-1930. ?
• "Life of Pauli (12) Paul at At 91 , " Ac
17i22-23 (263), 1922-1925.
. "Life of Pauli (13) Paul at Corinth," Acts
18 i 9-11 (264), 1922-1925.
. 'Life of Pauli (14) Paul t LphesuB,” Acts 
19t23 ff. (265), 1922-1925.
. "Life oi >auli (15) His Last Journey to
Jerusalem," cts 21:î  (266), 1922.
• "Grac, did much more abound," Romans 5*20 (308), i.922-1947.
. "The synagogue at herea," Acts I7il0-11 (271).
"1 O ' ) ' )  1 0 9 4  '  91922-1924.
. "Called Christians first in Antioch," Acts 
11i26 (279), 1922-1933.
. "God meant it unto good," Genesia 50i20 (un),1922-34*
. "Thy will be done on earth," Matthew 6:10 
(286), 1922-1923.
. "Jesus and Temptation," Hebrews 4:15 (287).1922-1932. ’
. "The Prophets of Israeli (1) Am0s," Amos 
7t14-1 5 (326), 1922-1 934.
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"The Prophets of Israeli (2) Hosea," Hosea 
14«1 (327), 1922-1934.
_. "The Prophets of Israeli (3) Isaiah,"
Isaiah 2i1 (328), 1922-1925.
. "The Prophets of Israeli (4) Micah,"
"Micah 3i8 (329), 1922-1925.
_. "The Prophets of Israeli (5) Zephaniah," 
Zephaniah 1*1 (330), 1922-1926.
. "The Prophets of Israeli (6) Jeremiah,” 
Jeremiah 36i2 (331), 1923-1934.

"The Prophets of Israeli (7) Nahum,”
Nahum 1H  1332), 1923.
_. "The Prophets of Israeli (8) Ezekiel,"
Ezekiel 1*3 (333), 1923-1926.
_. "The Prophets of Israeli (9) Deutero-Isaiah," 
Isaiah 40t1—2 (334), 1923.
.. "Thou preparest a. table before me," Psalm 
23i5 (302), 1923-1931.
.. "Crucify biia,” Mark 15*13 (305), 1923-1934.
. "The Parable of the bower," Mark 4i3 (313),1923-1934.
_. "The Secret Things and the Th’-^s Revealed," 
Deuteronomy 29i29 (578), 1923-1931.
.. "Responsibilities," Psalm 127i1-2 (320), 1923-1931.
.. "Prayer and the Practical Life," Mark 1 *35 
(325), 1923-1932.
"Great Christian Doct nes: (4) The Roly

Spirit," John 14i25-26 (324), 1923-1928.
.. "Poured it out unto the Lord," 2 Samuel 23s16
(un), 1923.
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, "James the Lord's Brother," Galatians 1:19 
'(342), 1924-1932.
. "Xe shall seek me and find me," Jeremiah 
29:13 (350), 1924-1934.
• "Christ washing the disciples' feet,"
John 13*8ff (351), 1924, [TV].
• "Elijah is come already," Matthew 17:12 
'(360), 1924.
. "On wishing to be like other people," 1 bamuel 
8:5,19-20 (363), 1925-1932.
• "The Weeping Kings," 1 Samuel 15:20, Luke 
19»41 (365), 1925-1930, [ON].
. "The Kingdom of Heaven," Matthew 13«44 (368), 
1925-1931.
• "On believing the best about God," Matthew 
‘7:11 (370), 1925.
• "The Altar and the Sunshine," Ezekiel 8:16 
‘(371 ), 1925-1931 .
• "The Grace of the Lord Jesus Christ," 2 Cor
inthians 13:14 (273), 1925-1931.

"Christianitv and Human Nature: (1) The
Christian View of the Body," 1 Corinthians 
6:19 (375), 1925-1930.
• "Christianity and Human Nature: (2) The
"Christian Use of the Intellect," 1 Corinthians 
14:20 (376), 1925-1930.
• "Christianity and Human Nature: (3) The
Christian Control of the imagination," 
Philippians 4:8 (377), 1925-1930.
• "They said, 'He is beside Himself'," Mark 
"3:21 (381), 1925-1932.
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• "Religion a thing for all temperaments," 
Revelation 21*13 (389), 1926-1930.
b. "The World*s Great Religious Sayings* Pas
cal *Thou wouldst not be seeking me...*," 
"atthew 7*7 (394), 1926.

"The Worldfs Great Religious Sayings*
Augustine, *Thou has made us for thyself*fH 
Confessions I, 1 (395), 1926-1930.
(. "The World's Great Religious Sayings* Dante,
'His will is our peace'," Paradiso, III (396),

m, "Th. World's Great Religious Sayingst Phaedo,
'Many are the wordbearers," Matthew 22:14
(397), 1926.

"The World's Great Religious Sayings: Carey,
'Expect great tilings from God'," Isaiah 54:2-3,(398), 1926. ’
"The world's Great Religious hayings: Robert

son, ' h  mat be right to do right'," John 7:16
(399), 1926.
_. "If this man were a prophet, he would have
known," Luke 7:39 (25), 1926.

"How Jesus dealt with human ills: (l) with
worry," Matthew 6:34 (403), 1926.
.. "How Jesus dealt with human ills: (2) with
suffering," Mark *:32 (404), 1926.

"How Jesus dealt with human ills: (3) with
sin," Mark 2:5 (405), 1926-1927.

"That we might become the righteousness of God
in Him," 2 Corinthians 5:21 (406), 1926-1931.
_. "The Atheist and the Believer," Psalm 53:1,6 
(408), 1926-1931.
_. "Blessed is he who is not offended in me," 
Matthew 11:6 (410), 1926-1934.
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"Depnrt from me, for I am a sinful man,"
Luke 5:8, 10, 11, (412), 1926-1930.

"The Two Sons," Matthew 21:28ff (425), 1927.
"Cast not away your confidence," Hebrews

1 Os35 (426), 1927-1949.

"If these would hold their peace, the stones 
would cry out," Luke 19:39-40 (428), 1927-1932.

"The Lord opened the eyes of the vounp man,"
2 Kings 6:17 (429), 1927-1930.

"One thing have I desired of the Lord,"
Psalm 27:4 (146), 1927.
_• "Thanksgiving for a Bad Harvest," Habakkuk
3:17ff (439), 1927.

_. "Faith th t moves mountains," Matthew 17:20 
(449), 1928.
. "Get thee behind me Satan," Mark 8:33 (452),
1928-193-.
• "The Light th it is in thee," Matthew 6:22ff 
(457), 1928.

.. "Zacchaeus," Luke 19:5 (639), 1928-1934.
_. "He want up into a mountain to pray," Matthew
14:23 (58), 1928.

.• "Thy Father whi ’ is in secret," Matthew 6 : 6  
(un), 1928-1940, LON],
. "He is not ashamed to be called their God," 
lie brews 11 :16 (468), 1928-1933.

' vimt do we believe about (6) the Atonement," 
Romans 5:11 (475), 1928-1933.
. "Creation m d  Redemption," Luke 15:10 (486). 
1928-1942.



. "Don’t despise the children," Matthew 18s10 (490), 1928,

. "To what purpose is this waste?," Matthew 
26s8 (495), 1928.
. "But when you pray," Matthew 6s6 (un), 1928.
. "Vhat things were pain for me . . .  I counted 
loss for Christ," Philippians 3*7 (498), 1928-1930.
. ”Tie was not ashamed of my chains," 2 Timothy 
1 *16 (513), 1929-1931.
. "Behold thy King coraeth unto thee," Matthew
21s5 (514), 1929-1931 . [TV].
. "The Lord is my portion, saith my soul," 
Lamentations 3*24 (518), 1929-1934.
. "Fleeing from God," Jonah 1 «3 (521 ), 1929-1933.
. "Jesus in the Fieldst (1) Jesus and the Wild
Flowers,' Matthew 6*28 (522;, 1929.
. "Jesus in the Fields* (3) Jesus and the Dead 
Sparrow," Matthew 10:29 (524), 1929.
. "The Four Lepers," 2 Kings 7 (533), 1929-1932.
. "The Use of the Lord's Prayer," Luke 11:2ff
(535), 1929-1934.
. "The Signs of the Times," Matthew 16*2-3 
(538), 1929.
,. 1 Dope as an helmet and an Anchor," 1 Thessalon—
ians 5*8, Hebrews 6*19 (539), 1929-1930.
. "Light shining out of darkness," Matthew 4*14ff (542), 1929-1930.
. "The Star in the East," Matthew 2*10 (544),

. 'Some Scattered Sayings of Christ’s* (1) 'He 
that finds shall be amazed, and reigning he shall 
rest'," Oxyrhynchus (553), 1930-1933.
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. "Some Scattered Sayings of Christ’s: (2) ’I
founa all men drunken9 and none found I athirst'," 
Oxyrhynchus (554)f 1930-1933•

 _______ . "Some Scattered Sayings of Christ's: (3) 'Men
” must give an account of orery good vord they 
don't speak',’ .latthew 12:36 Codex C (555), 
1930-1933.
. "Some Scattered Sayings of Christ's: (4) 'Te
are the city'," Oxyrhynchus (556), 1930-1933.
. "Some Scattered Sayings o f Christ'^; (5) 1 If
you do not make your low things high • •
Acts of I' i lip (557), 1930-1933.
. "Some Scattered Savings of Christ's: (6) 'He

~that is near me is near the fire'," Quoted by 
Origen (558), 1930-1933.

________ . "The Minis try of Healing," Matthew 8:16 (559),
1930-1932.

________ . "The Beturn of the Sun," 1 Peter 1:3 (561), 1930.
. "Seekers after Truth: (5) Ecclesiastes,"
Kcclr stea 1:2-3 (568), 1930.
. "Vhat is that to thee? Follow thou me," John 
21:22 (569), 1930-1939, (ON].
. "The uest of the Sacred Ark," Psalm 132:6-7 (un), 1930-1941.

________ • "Let him that glorieth glory in this . .
Jeremiah 9:23ff (501), 1931, [ON].
. "0 that we might see some good," Psalm 4:6 
(un), 1931.

________ . "Fullness of Joy," I John 1:4 (392), 1931-1933.
. "A disciple, but secretly," John 19:38 (580), 
1932-1944.
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• ’’The* Two Micahs," Judges 17x13, Micah 6x8 
“(584), 1932.
• "Spiritual Reactions," 1 Kings 18x46, 19x4
“(585), 1932.
• "*e are a ro/al priesthood," I Peter 2x9 
“(588), 1932.
• "Out of Nazareth," John 1:46, (589), 1932-1941, [ON].
. "To be a child again," Matthew 18s3 (590 ,
1932.

"Why should not my countenance be sad?"
Nehemiah 2x3 (un), 1932-1938.

'The Religion of a Soldier," Matthew 8x8 
“(un), 1932.

"The Glory of the Cross," Galatians 6x14
(592), 1932-1949, [T ].
. "The Church Member," I Corinthians 12x27 
“(593), 1932-1951.
_. "A Man's Life," Luke 12x15 (594), 1932, [ON].

"Stories between the linesx The Story of
Timothy," 1 Timothy 6:20 (595), 1932.
. "There was nocpen vision," 1 Samuel 3x1 (596), 
"1932.

"Religious Revival," Psalm 85x6 (598), 1932-
1933.

"The Secret of a happy Christmas," Luke 1x68 
(599), 1932.
• "How Peter learnt a lesson," Acts 10x14 (602), 
1933.
• "The Importunate Neighbour," Luke 11x8 (604), 
1933.
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. "The Influence of the Christian Character,”
Acts 4t13 (un)f 1933-1935.
• '‘On Loving God vith all onevs Mind,” Luke
‘10:27 (607), 1933-1939.

"The Christian Doctrines: (2) The Doctrine
‘of Creation,” Revelation 4*11 (612), 1933.
• ”The Christian Doctrines: (3) The Doctrine
‘of Providence,” Matthew 10:29ff (613), 1933.
• rThe Christian Doctrines: (7) Immoi  ̂.lity.”
‘2 Timothy 1 *10 (617), 1933.
• ’’Certainly I vill be vith you,” Exodus 3*11-12
(623), 1933.
» yoke is easy, and ray burden in light,”
>iatthev 11 *30 (622), 1933.
• "The fullness of the blessing of the Gospel
‘of Christ,” Romans (625), 1933, [ON].

"Practical Atheism and th Spirit of Religion,” 
Psalm 10:4, 1 Thessalonians 5*16-18 (629),
1933-1949.
• ”Hov children come to know God,” 1 Samuel 3:7, 
‘21 (630), 1933.
• ”Thy statutes have become my songs,” Psalm 
‘119*54 (631), 1933, [ON].

”Je^us Christ, n same yesterday and today 
‘and forever,” Hebrews 13*8 (636), 1933.

"He who did not spare his own son,” Judges
13*23, Romans 8*32 Tun), 1934.
• "Some Mistakes about Temptation,” 1 Corin
thians 10:18 (640), 1934.

"As Sorrovful, yet always rejoicing,” 2 Cor
inthians 6:10 (642), 1934.
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"As poor, yet making many rich," 2 Corinthians 
6i10 (o43), 1934-1940.

"As having nothing, yet possessing all things," 
2 Corinthians 6:10 (644), 1934-1940.

"The meaning of the Triumphal Entry," Mark 11:9 (647), 1934.
"That which hath cost me nothing," 2 Samuel 

24:24 (649), 1934.
"And Ruth said, 'Entreat me not to leave 

thee',” Ruth 1*16 (un) 1934-1935.
"lour sons and daughters shall be prophets,"

Joel 2:28, Acts 2:16-17 (un), 1934-1948, [TfJ.
"God Carrying his Peonle," Isaiah 46:4 (un), 1935-1943, L6N].

_. "The Divinity of Christ," 2 Corinthians 5«19 
(un), 1935.
_. "Reaiity in Religion," I Kings 18:21 (un), 
1935-1941, [TW].

"Revelation and Inspiration in the Bible,"
Psalm 119:105 (un), 1936-194 .

"The Inferiority Complex," Numbers 13:30ff 
(626), 1937-1938.
_. "Be ready always to give an answer to every
man," 1 Peter 3:* 5 (un), 1937.

"The Churc and the Eldership," Ephesians 4:11 — 13 (un), 1938.
. "Jesus Christ, the same," Hebrews 13:8 (un). 1938-1948.
. "Let not the wise man glory in the his vMom," 
Jeremiah 9:23-24 (un), 1939.
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_. "The Christian Argument for Immortality," 
Mark 12-27 (un), 1939-1950, [TV],
_• "The v.'ord and the Bread," I Corinthians 10t
16, I John 1 s1 (un), 1939-1949, [TV],
_. "Redeeming the time," Ephesians 5s16 (un), 
1939.

"Reality in Religion," 1 h -s I8i21 (un),1940, [TV], ’
. The things that cannot he shaken, Hebrews 
12i27 (un), 1940-1943.

_• "In all things we are more than conquerors,"
Romans 8(37 (un), 1940-1941.

_. "Lift up your eyes on high,” Isaiah 40i26 (un), 1940-1943.
"City and Camp," Hebrews 13*13—14 (un), 1940-1941.

_. "If any of you lack wisdom, " James 1*5ff (un). 1940—1946.

—1940—1944an<* TrU# H®farews 2i8-9 (un),

_. "Not ashamed of the Gospel," Romans 1s16 
1940-1941. ’

"Prayer in Time of Var," 2 Kings 19«14 (un),1940-1942.
_. "Out of Chatauqua," 2 Timothy 2*3 (un), 1940.
—• "The Message of the Book of Revelation," 
Revelation 1*9-11 (un), 1940-1942.

"Does Belief in God Matter?" 2 Timothy 1*12(ua), 1940.
_. "Baptism, Confirmation, Comia'inion," Exodus 
12*26—27 (un), 1940.



_.^”Prelude to Heroism,” Th li ians 1s20 (un),

"The Parable of the Looking-Glass,” James
1:23-25 (un), 1940-1953, [ONJ.
. "The Community of the Holy Spirit,” Acts 2;
44-47 (un), 1942, [TV].
. "When thou vast young • . John 21*18
(un), 1942,

’’Two Enemies of True Religion,” >rxnt ians 
10*5 (un), 1943.

"And the multitude of them that believed were
of lone heart,” Acts 4*32 (un), 1943.

"Easter Hay Sermon,” Romans 10*9 (un), 1944.
"Citizens ;>f God's Kingdom," Psalm 119*19, 

Philippian* 3*20 (un), 1945-1948.
• "Why should not my countenance be sad?;*
Nehemiah 2*3, 8*9-10 (un), 1946.

"C^ te, Invention and Providence,” Deuteronomy 8*3 (un), 1947.
"Lord, to whom shall we go?” John 6*66 (un).1947, [TV],

"A Peculiar People," Titus 2*14 (un). 1949.
UV, of "Election"].

"The Church of the Living God," 1 Timothy it 
15 (un), 1949-1950.
. "The Manifold Grace of God," 1 Peter 4*10 (un), 1949, [TV], ‘
"Providence and Redemption," 2 Corinthians 

“• 2*7-9, Galatians 6*14 (un), 1950, [TV, of "The 
Glory of the Cross"),

Rejoice in the Lord alvay," , hilippians 4*4 
(un), 1951, [TV].



_» 'The Scientific C nscience and the will to 
believe," Luke 10t21 (un), 1951-1952, [TV, cf. 
"Science and Religion"].
.. "Immortality," Mark 12:27 (un), 1952, [TV],
.. "These are written that ve might believe," 
John 20:30-31 (un), 1952, 1 TV].
,. "To mnke ready a people pr< ared for the Lord 
Luke 1:17 (un), 1952, [TV],
_. "Sin and Forgiveness," 1 John 1:8-9 (un), 1954, [TV].
, "Why did Jesus die?" Romans 5:8 (un), 1954,
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. "The Atoning Sacrifice," 2 Corinthians 5:19 (un), 1954, [TV],
"Hut he himself went a day's journey into the 

wilderness,’ 1 Kings v:4 (un), 1954, [TV, cf. "Low Sunday"].

The following -ormon manuscripts are not dated and are 
listed alphabetically*

Baillie, D.M, "As they were eating, Jesus took bread."
Matthew 26:26 (un), (n.dT)

________ • "But seek first his kingdom . . Matthew>;33 (un), n.d.
• ’Charge to a minister," (un). n.d.

________ • "The Golden Age," Revelation 22:17 (un), n.d.
________ • w* ara doing a great work," Neheoiah 6:3 (546),n.d •
________ • "Judgemen John 3:16ff (un), n.d.
---.....  * the East three gates," Rovelation 21:13(un), n.d.
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* "Seekers after Truth: (5) Author of Job," 
Job 38:1 (566), n.d.
* "Thanks be to God," 1 Corinthians 15:57 (un),

^ . "Though an outward raan perish, yet the inward 
man is renewed day by day," 2 Corinthians 4:16(338), n.d.

_• "Though I walk through th< valley of the 
shadow of death," Psalm 23:4 (un), n.d.
• "Well done, good and faithful servant,"

Matthew 25:23 (un), n.d.
"What do believe about Providence?" Romans 

8:28 (470), n.d.
_• "What do you think?" Matthew 21:28 (un), n.d.

• Miscellaneous outlines for sermons and addresses
"[File 77 [see below] and Drawer 12 of the sermon 
collection).

Lectures, Addresses and Other Manuscripts:
The manuscripts are listed alphabetically. The 
numbers which appear in parentheses after the 
entries indicate the Book, Envelope or Pile 
where the manuscript is located. These are 
arranged in numerical order in the collection in 
the custody of the Faculty of Divinity, St.
Mary's College, St. Andrews University. The lo
cation of all other manuscripts is indicated in 
the entry. Manuscripts which have subsequently 
been published are so indicated.

Baillie, D. M. "Atonement" (Book 58).
_______ • "Authority in the Church" (Book 31).

_______ • "Baptism" (Book 15).
_______ . "Beyond Morality" (Books 4, 19, 19a, 27)

(Dossier). The last complete copy of the Dossier, 
which is a mimeographed collection of 12 lectures 
noted below, is in the University of St. Andrews 
Library.
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_• "The Bible as Divine Revelation*' (Book 7).
"Calvin on the Churcht Institutes Book IV"

(Book 26)*
"Childrens Addresses." A Collection of 69 

addresses delivered on various occasions (Books 
64 and 65)*
• "Christ and God; Christ and Forgiveness; Christ 
and Cross; Christ and Church*" Four lectures for 
Religion and Life Week, Edinburgh, 1936 (Book 55)*

"Cirist and the Purpose of God," Address at 
Cheltenham, 1944 (Book 43)*

_. "Christ The Truth about God and Man." Address to 
fork Clergy School, 25th July, 1950 (Book 34)*

"The Christian Hope" (Book 50)*
• "The Christian Hope and the Modern Scientific

"World-View" (Book 14).
"The Christian Message" Notes for an address.

"(Held by W. R. Forrester).
"The Christian Message Today." Address to the 

St. Colin1s Missionary Retreat, April, 1950 
(Book 31)•

"The Christian Under Fire" Notes for addresses 
entitled! "Does Maiiind need Redemption from Sin"; 
"Was the Cross a Failure?"; "Have Christian 
Virtues any Practical Value?"; "Can You Realize 
your own Ideal of Community?"; "Does xhe Jew,
Jesus your Lord, demand too much?" Delivered at 
the Young People*s Conference, Hilton, Aberdeen, 
July, 1942. (Held by W. R. Forrester).
_. "Christian Unity and Theological Thinking"
"(Book 68).

"Christian Unity and Theological Thought"
"(Envelope 73).



"Christianity and the Future." Lecture to 
Summer School in "Youth Welfare and Education 
for Living,” St. Andrews, August, 1941 (Book 38).

"The Christians Concern with the University 
(Envelope 73).
"The Church and the People of God." Address 

at Cheltenham, 1944 (Book 43).
.. "Concerning the Love of Truth" (nook 47).

"Concerning the Love of Truth," Honorary 
Presidential Address to Edinburgh and New College 
Theological Society (Envelope 75).

"Notes on Confession, Absolution and the 
Power of the Keys" (Book 7).
b. "Contemporary Theology and the Jesus of 
History." Lecture to the Eastern School of 
Theology, 1935 (Book 60).
• "The Content of Preaching Today" (Book 50).
. "The Contribution of the Sunday School in the 
Modern World" (File 77).

"Course for Catechumens' Class" (J3ook 69).
"Criterion and Method in Theology" (Book 8).
"Criterion and Method in Theology." A later 

revision (Book 6).
. "The Cross and the Mercy of God." Address at 
Cheltenham, 1944 (Book 43).
• "The Dangers of Party Government in Theology" 
(Book 68).
.• ”̂ er Hoffnung des Evangeliums" B.B.C. broadcast 
script for a service in German, May 12, 1943. 
(Held by V. R. Forrester).
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. "The Development of Christology." Lecture*
"I - VI (Book 1), VII - XVIII (Book 2); I - V 
(Typescript), VI - IX (Dossier).

"The Divine Impassibility" (Book 11).
"The Doctrine of the Atonement" (Book 12).
"The Doctrine of the Atonement." A later

revision (Book 3), (Dossier).
• "The Doctrine of the Atonement." Lecture 
notes for Chatauqua, Northfield and Union 
Theological Seminary, New York (Book 56).
• "The Doctrine of the Atonement." Swanwick 
Lecture (Book 54).
• "The Doctrine of the Church" (Book 7).
. "The Doctrine of Creation" (Book 8).
. "The Doctrine of Creation." A later revision
(Book 6).
. "The Doctrine of the Forgiveness of Sins"
(Book 9).
. "The Doctrine of God" (Book 8).
. "The Doctrine of God." A later revision (Book 6).
. "The Doctrine of Grace" (Book 9).
. "The Doctrine of Immortality." Lecture notes
for Chataqua, Northfield and Union Theological 
Seminary New York (Book 56).
. "The Doctrine of the Incarnation." Lecture 
notes for Chatauqua, Northfield, and Union 
Theologic 1 Seminary, Nev York (Book 56).
. "The Doctrine of Man" (Book 8).
. "The Doctrine of Man." A later revision
(Book 5), (Dossier).



_• "The Doctrine of Providence" (Book 58).
"The Doctrine of Provi ence" (Book 8).
"The Doctrine of Sin" (Book 9).
"The Doctrine of Sin." A later revision

(Book 5), (^ossier).
_• "The Doctrine of Sin and F o r g i v e n e s s L e c 
ture notes for Chatauqua, N>rthfield and Union 
Theological Seminary New lork (Book 56).
... "The Doctrine of the Trinity" (Book 11 )f 
(Dossier).
_• "Note on Mtajythplogisierunk" (Books 23, 23c).
_• Lschatology: The Kingdom of God and the
Christian Hope" (Dossier).
.. "Two Lectures on the Eucharist" (Book 15).
_• "Fallen Man, Justification, Sanctification," 
Address to St. Andrews S.C.M. Retreat at Long— 
niddry, September, 1947 (Book 29).
b. "Federal Union" (Book 70).
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_• "The Doctrine of Miracle" (book 8).

• "First Corinthians! Chapter Thirteen." A 
Bible study in three parts (Book 55)*
„• and 1). M. Macklnnon. "Freedom and Order 
(Second Series) 5 - Theology." B.B.C. broadcast 
script, April 5, 1949 (Envelope 63).

"General Escbatology" (Book 9).
"Drafts o God <as In Christ (Books 28a, 28b, 

28c, 28d, 44, 41, 46)':
"Appendix to Chapter II and III." Published 

in Uod Was In Christ (Books 23a, 23b).
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_• A digest form of God Was In Christ broadcast 
on the B.S.C. on six successive days of Iioly 
Veek. Titles of* the talks .̂re "Why Speak of 
the Incarnation?”| "The Paradox of the Incarnation”; 
'The Incarnation and the Trinity”; "Why Atonement?”; 
"The Lamb of God”; "The Body of Christ.” (Held 
by V. E. Forrester.)
• "The Grace of God and the Sacramental Order"(Book 61 ).
"The Ground for Belief in the Chaos of Thought." 

Three addresses to an S.C.M. Conference at Swan- 
vick, 1948 (Book 41).

"Notes on Hodgson , L., The Doctrine of the 
Atonement, London: Nisbet and Co., 1951 (Heldby ¥. R. Forrester).

"The Ilope of the Gospel." ^our lectures for 
the Irish Conference, 1°46 (Book 30).

"The Idea of the Church" (Held by W. R. Forrester).
Notes on Incarnation and Atonement in the 20th Century" (Book 11).
"Inidividual Eschaiology" (Book 11).
"In Memory of the men of this congregation who 

lost their lives in the two world wars.” St.
Leonards ^arish Church. St. Andrews. (Book 29).

"Draft Report on Intercommunion" (Book 72).
"Is this & Fallen World?" Presidential Address 

to New College Theological Society (Book 29).
_• "Notes on Jean Wahl's Vers le Concret” (Book 12).
b. "Jesus e " the Holy Spirit" (Book 72).
.. "Katherine Mansfield” (Book 51).
• "The Kingdom of God and the Goal of History"
(Book 22).
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• MMan and the Image of God” Address at 
Cheltenham, 1944 (Book 73).

’’Man and the Unseen World,” Cf. the article 
by the same title in Out of Nazareth on. 167-178 
(Book 47).
• ”The Meaning of the Incarnation.” First 
lecture (Book 52), second lecture (Book 53).
m MThe Meaning of the Nicene Controversy for 
Today” (Envelope 75).
and A. J. loung, ”A Memorial by Two Friends,” 

to Cecil Barclay Simpson. Privately printed, 
1918. (Copy held by Principal G. S. Duncan).
. ’’The Modern Approach to the Incarnation” 
(Envelope 73).
. "The National and S ra-national Character of 
the Church” (Book 39a).

"The Paradoxes of the Religion of the Incar
nation” (Book 61)•

”The Personality of God” (Book 47).
’’The Place of H. R. Mackintosh in Modern The- 

ology.” Address delivered in New College, 
Edinburgh, 8 March, 1943 (Envelope 35).
. ”The Place of the Sacraments” (Book 62).
. ’’The Poetry of A* E. Housman” (Book 40) #
t. ’’Draft for a review of Positive Protestantism 
by Hugh Thompson Kerr” (Book i2). See aboVe fer 
details of publication.
, ’’Notes c Practical Theology” (Book 57).
. "Prayer”(Book 8).
. ’’Address on Prayer.” Delivered at Longniddry, 
1950 (Book 42).
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"Prayers." A collection of assorted prayers 

(P’ile 76)# ^mother collection, including 6 
booklets of Chapel Prayers (Held by V* R. 
Forrester).

"Prayers for Special Occasions" (Book 48),
• "The Preaching of Christian Doctrine" (Book 33), 
dossier)9 and published under the same title in 
The Theology of the acramentn.
• "The Preaching of Christian Doc rine.” Lecture 
notes (Book 56)•

"The Recall to God” (Book 58).
"Religion and Philosophy, Belief in Christ and 

the Modern Mind, 7. 'Difficulties (4) Can Jesus 
be both God and Man'." B.B.C. broadcast script, 
February 23, 1950 (envelope 63).

"The Sacraments" (Book 9).
"Motes on Schlink's brochure on the Do^ma of 

the Assumption of the Virgin Mary" (Book 12).
_• "The Scottish Presbyterian altitude to Apostolic 
Succession" (Book 26).
. "Sin and Forgiveness." SwanvicK Lecture 

“(Book 54).
'The Social Context of Evangelism" (Book 39).
"Some Living American Poets” (Helc by V. R. 

Forrester).
"Some Thoughts on the Doctrine of the Incar— 

“nation" (Book 71).
"Some Thought on Preaching for Today" (Book 33).
"Spirit and Vord" Paper for the Commission on 

the Church and the Vford (Book 58).
_• "Address to Students entering Teachers'
Training" (Book 42).
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• "Suffering, Pain and Death" (Book 53).
» "The Supra-National Society" (Book 53).

 • "The Symbol and the Myth! 4-Karl Heim and
Rudolph Bultmannin relation to Karl Barth."
3.B.C. Third Program, September 20, 1953 (En
velope 20).

 "Theology in the World Church" (book 74).
Manuscripts for 5 published sermons are al3 o 
found in this book.
> "Theology of the Sacraments," chapter outlines 
(Book 4).
• "The Theology of the Sacraments" (Book 10), 
(Bossier), and published under the same title.

 • "Notes on Theology of Schleiermaeher" (Book 11).
 . "The Theology of Worship" (Book 53).

. "Theoretical Difficulties about Prayer."
Address at S.C.M. Retreat, June 1946 (Book 36).
• "Notes on Thomistic Realism (Maritain)" (Book 

12).
• "The Three fold Benedictions A Meditation on 
the Trinity" (Book 50).
• "Tradition and Christian Unity" (Envelope 75).
■ "The Uncertain Sound" (Envelope 73).
» "The Universal Church in Godfs Deaign." Address 
at Durham, Easter, 1949 (Book 33).

 • "Notes on the Westminster Confession of Faith"
(Book 25).
• "What Christians Believe; About the Bible, The 
Christian View of Man, Sin and Forgiveness."
Notes for three talks to students at St. Andrews, 
1942 (Book 60).



"What Christians Believe; Believing in God, 
Jesus Christ Forgiveness and Atonement, 
Immortality.” Notes for four lectures delivered 
in St. Andrews, 1941 (Book 59).
„• "What Christians B lievet I The Creation and 
the Fall, II Tho Story of Salvation, III The 
End of the Story in the World to Come.** Three 
lectures to the S.C.M. at St. Andrews, 1949 
(Book 50).
"What is a Call?" (Book 40).

_• "What is Christian Doctrine" (Book 71).
.» "What is the Church." Incomplete lecture for 
Eastern School of Theology 1936? (Book 60).
„• "What is Prayer" Address at S.C.M. Retreat, 
Whalley Abbey, June 1946 (Book 36).

"What is Systematic Theology?" (Book 6).
"What is Theology?" (Book 8).
"What is Theology?" (Book 14).

. MWhy did Jesus die"; 1’alm Sunday"; "Easter Bay"
Low Sunday." B.B.C. broadcast scripts, 1954. 

Published in To Whom Shall We Go? (Envelope 49).
• "With one &ccord~—Commiciion or Comradeship." 

Address to Edinburgh S.C.M. (Book 34).
. "The Word of God and the Jesus of History." 
Honorary Presidential Address to Edinburgh
University and Nev College Theological Society 
(Book 37).
_• "The work of Christ*' Notes for 5 lectures 
(Book 10).
,* "The Work of Christ." Notes for 7 lectures. 
(Held by W. R. Forrester).

"Worship." Address to Chaplains1 Conference, 
January, 1951 (Book 32)•
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